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Introduction

Ageing is a universal biological fact and a natural process. It begins
from the day we are born, or perhaps even before. The perception of age,
however, is socially constructed. Isolation, exclusion and marginalization
of older persons are the consequences of age discrimination. It is not only
undermines the status of older persons in the society but also threatens the
overall development of a society. The quality of life of the older person,
however, can be improved by mainstreaming their concerns systematically
into the overall developmental agenda (Satyendra Prakash, 2007).

The multifarious dimensions of ageing in India can sociologically be
thought to be a series of transition from one set of social roles to another
and such roles are structured by the social system. According to Bhatia
(1983), “age and ageing are equally related to role-taking, value orientations
and modes of behaviour of a person the expectation of which varies at
different age-stages of members of a society”. It may be mentioned that the
process of ageing is not uniform for all individuals in the society. Thus, a
change in the life of the old age, which is considered to be the sanyas ashram
of the Hindu ashram theory, is influenced by the biological as well as the
social and cultural systems. However, in recent times, the status and role of
the old age population have been diminished due to the technological
developments that have colonized the outlook of the youths. While
contemplating on the issue of the ‘aged’, the ideas that haunt our imagination
are quite complex as well as intriguing. Some argue that the elderly
individuals are in a state of ‘decay’. It implies that their role in society seem
to be redundant and obsolescent for our contemporary times. In other words,
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they rarely have any function/role to contribute to our times. On the other
hand, it is also believed that elderly persons are the guardians of our
generation, preservers of the joint families, foundation of experience and
knowledge, and resource of traditional values, norms and cultural practices.
Thus, at this juncture, sociologists should be engaged in this debate in
providing sociological perspectives on the transitional state of affairs of the
elderly persons and advocate alternative approaches also for their
emancipation to mainstream life.

Conceptualisation of Ageing in India

While the phenomenon of ‘ageing’ has been widely recognized in
developed countries in India during the late 1960s, the Indian Gerontological
Association (IGA) with a group of young and enthusiastic scientists from
different branches of knowledge has brought this issue to the limelight for
academic discussion.

According to Lawrence Cohen (2003), “since the 1970s,
gerontological writing in India has been dominated by a powerful and
seldom challenged narrative of the decline of the Indian joint family and
the consequent emergence of old age as a time of difficulty”. Prior to
industrialization, it was observed that the cultural heritage of Indian society
was given the leadership roles and powerful positions of decision-makers
and advisors in the joint family and community to aged persons, as their
knowledge and experience were considered to be of great value in the proper
functioning of society (De Souza 1982; Bhatia 1983; and Mishra 1987).
Furthermore, according to Mishra (1987), the technological breakthrough
due to industrialization, westernization, and urbanization has neglected
the ascribed statuses by weakening the unity and integrity of the joint family
and caste group that leads to the negligence of the role and status of the
elderly persons. Moreover, the emergence of achieved properties likes wealth,
education etc., in distorted forms, has colonized the state of mind of the
youths by adopting the individualistic value of the West. According to
Ambedkar (1990), the issue relating to old age is a result of the conflict
between the traditionalism of the old individuals and the uncritical eagerness
of youths towards the Western values (Raju, 2002). In fact, there has been a
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diminishing value of the aged population in contemporary Indian society.
As a result, it articulates to the emergence of ageism, which believes in
inequality, prejudice and discrimination against aged.

India is a country with an ancient culture and a hoary tradition
where elderly enjoyed a respectable place in the society. Old age and wisdom
were considered synonymous in the traditional agrarian Indian culture.
Joint families with common land holdings were abundant in rural areas.
Elder care was never a problem. But in the last five to six decades the fast
pace of modernization that has been taking place has seriously affected the
status that the elderly enjoyed hitherto. The India of today can be
characterized as a typical developing country. Compared to many other
countries in the world, India has a low per capita income with more than a
fourth of the population under the poverty line, a low standard of living,
low literacy rates, poor status of women, a high birth rate and infant
mortality, and inadequate standards of health and hygiene. The silver lining
to all these is the rich cultural heritage that respects age and deems elder
care as an obligation on the part of adult children—an observation that the
recently released National Policy for the Elderly in India is trying to capitalize
on (Jamun, 2000).

Demographic Scenario

Today, population ageing is witnessed worldwide with increasing
growth rate. Since 1950, the population of older persons has been growing
steadily, from 8 per cent in 1950 to 11 per cent in 2009, and it is expected to
reach 22 per cent in 2050 due to continuously declining fertility and mortality
rates. Globally, the population of older persons is growing at a rate of 2.6
per cent, substantially faster than the total population which is increasing
at 1.2 per cent annually, and this may continue to increase at higher rate
than the population in other age groups until 2050. The number of older
population in the less developing countries is increasing rapidly. It is
projected that by 2050, about 80 per cent of the world’s older people will
live in less developed countries (UN, 2009).

The Indian population has increased from 361 million in 1951 to
1.027 billion in 2001. Simultaneously, the number of older people has
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increased from 19 million (4 percent of total population) to 77 million (7.5
percent of the total) during the same time span (Registrar General of India).
In order to study the implications of an aging population in India, the
changing Indian demographic configuration needs to be highlighted first.
That will help us assess the challenges to be met in the future. The salient
features, representing the past trends of the Indian population, are given in
the following table:

From the above table, it may be noted that the size of the population
is increasing, although the decadal growth rate is decreasing.
Simultaneously, the number of senior citizens, as well as their proportion,
is gradually increasing. The average life expectancy at birth has become
reasonably longer, while infant mortality rate and crude death rate as well
as crude birth rate have reduced remarkably. The higher literacy rate
represents an incremental spread of education, leading to a better level of
awareness. The reduced infant mortality rate signifies the improvement in
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mother-child care as well as the healthcare facilities during the above period.
It also motivates couples to choose to have fewer children due to a higher
certainty of their survival, and hence the increased likeliness that they will
be a source of support to the parents during old age. A reduction in crude
birth rate reduces the supply of younger people, while a decreasing death
rate signifies the increasing number of older people with a longer life
expectancy. However, the presence of 15.37 percent children, although
reduced from 17.94 percent in 1991, has made India the youngest nation in
the world (Prakash Bhattacharya, 2005).

Ageing as a Social Process

Ageing is a byproduct of physical, psychological and social processes.
While contextualizing the process of ageing, the main thrust of the sociology,
both as a discipline and a movement, is to reflect on how and to what
extent transformations in the society and of the individual life influence
each other, as individuals of different age categories pass through social
system-institutions, values and norms. Sociologists specify three interrelated
processes of ageing: physical, psychological and social. First, the physical
ageing refers to the internal and external physiological changes that take
place in the individual body.  Second, the psychological ageing is understood
as the developmental changes in mental functioning – emotional and
cognitive capacities. Third, the social ageing focuses on the changes such
as: how individuals are viewed, what individuals expect of themselves, and
what is expected of them from others that individuals experience over the
various age categories. However, sociologists are paying attention to the
socio-economic and cultural antecedents of the process of ageing.
Furthermore, ageing does not mean what an individual is able to act rather
it facilitates what he/she is expected to act, permitted to act or prohibited
from acting.

Sociological Perspectives of Ageing

One of the branches of sociology i.e. Sociology of Gerontology or
Social Gerontology focuses on what it means to age in society; that is,
personal concerns and social issues associated with ageing and the ways in
which these themes are influenced and at the same time influence the society
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in which we live. Thus, according to the sociologists and other social
scientists, ageing, looking through the lens of sociological imagination, as
devised by C. Wright Mills is not an individual problem rather a widespread
issue that is faced by both the developed and underdeveloped nations as a
whole. The process of ageing can be approached from four distinct
perspectives: functional, symbolic, conflict, and emancipation.

First, the functional perspective argues that the elderly persons
having knowledge, wisdom and experience help in the continuation of social
norms, values and traditions. Hence, negligence of aged individuals needs
to be rectified, according to the social situations. For example, the case of
National Agricultural Technology Project (henceforth NATP), which has
been initiated by the Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India with the
financial assistance from the World Bank and is running with the assistance
of the National Institute of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE),
Hyderabad, in 28 districts covering seven States: Andhra Pradesh, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa and Punjab. The project
aims at mobilization and organization of different farmers’ or women
farmers’ groups at grassroots levels in order to develop and disseminate
various agro-based technologies to the farmers’/women farmers’ interest
groups (Mishra, 2004). It has been observed that although the youths
participate in a large number, the aged persons, however, occupy the
advisory-cum-central positions at grassroots, block and district levels. The
reason is that the youths consider the aged members as more experienced
and efficient than them in the concerned field.

Secondly, the conflict perspective assumes that the ageing is
problematic for the society. According to this perspective, as the individuals
become aged, it leads to the diminishing of power, prestige and privileges,
unless these have been maintained by himself or herself. It argues that the
wealthy and powerful individuals have blocked efforts to help the aged
because they think spending for aged does not serve their personal interest.
Moreover, it points out that the aged individuals, in course of time, lose
their memory power and physical strength; thus, their role should be
minimized. The youths have started taking the power from the hands of
the aged, particularly those who have involved in corruption. But, the
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sociologically significant question is how the youths perceived politics and
students’ movements in the contemporary scenario. What I do believe is,
that politics and students’ movements are positively correlated. Critically
examining, the youths want to redefine the knowledge system in relation to
the students’ movements and politics both at the level of educational
institutions and at the level of the State.

Thirdly, the symbolic perspective examines the symbols and
definitions that people use to communicate with one another, symbols that
provide people with their view of the world. According to this perspective,
all individuals with their features and characteristics, which are the
reflections of their age, become the symbol of their respective age groups for
others. Generally, the youths are considered to be smart, courageous and
sportive. On the other hand, as Henslin (1990) mentioned that old persons
are seen as weak, indolent, calm etc. Thus, we tend to perceive both others
and ourselves according to the symbols our culture provides.

Fourthly, the emancipation perspective is an alternative to above
three perspectives for two reasons. First, it abandons the approaches,
proposed by the above theoretical perspectives. And, secondly, it gives
priority to the liberation of the aged from the exclusion of social, economic
and political participation in the society. In fact, the emancipation perspective
is defined as creation of a sense of social identity of aged in one extreme,
and, as an instigate to social, economic, political welfare of the aged
individuals on the other extreme. In essence, the liberation perspective
provides relative privilege in socio-economic, political and psychological
aspects of aged through the construction of a sense of age consciousness,
which leads to the provision of social security.

With these four perspectives, the paper tries to find out the major
theoretical standpoints in the study of social aspects of gerontology and to
understand, according to the above-mentioned theoretical perspectives. At
this juncture, it is pertinent to mention the major theoretical perspectives,
which are related to the problems and prospects of the aged with the
appearance of industrial society within the framework of social gerontology.
In brief, an attention has been paid in order to understand how far the
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dominant theoretical underpinnings in the domain of social gerontology
have been directly or indirectly attributed to the aforesaid perspectives. The
major theoretical perspectives of ageing are: disengagement theory,
modernization theory, labeling theory, activity theory and subculture theory
(Baum and Baum 1980 and Crandall 1980).

The disengagement theory of aged, proposed by Cumming and
Henry (1961), proclaims that the aged individuals must be disposed of from
their respective roles in order for the proper functioning of the society.
According to the proponents of this theory, disengagement is a gradual
and an inevitable process (Crandall 1980). Moreover, this theory confines
the area of operation of the aged by restricting their scope for employment
and commitments. In essence, though controversial, it is mentioned that
the perspective of disengagement of aged is functional in its approach – it
gives psychological well-being for the old individuals (Baum and Baum 1980:
20).

Modernization theory of aged, propounded by Cowgill and Holmes
(1972), portrays a sense of abandonment of the role of the elderly in the
modern society. After engaging in a series of qualitative and quantitative
observations on older people in pre-industrial and industrial societies,
Cowgill and Holmes advocate that modern societies have a less use of older
persons than that in the pre-modern societies. But, I think modern societies
have failed to give due recognition to the elderly. According to them, the
more you become older, the more you experience a sense of relative
deprivation. In the words of Baum and Baum, as promulgated by Cowgill
and Holmes, “modern societies abandon their older people economically,
socially, and culturally more so than did pre-industrial social orders”. Thus,
this theory can be attributed to the conflict perspective.

The labeling theory of aged, proposed by Bengston (1973), advocates
to elucidate the actions of the elderly individuals in the society. The basic
tenets of this theory are based on the assumption that when an individual
is given a label of ‘old’, this label creates a significant impact on the way
he/she is being treated and perceived by the society. In fact, this theory
demonstrates a similar nature of symbolic perspective. As labeled
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individuals, the aged individuals are used to associate to new identities,
positions and roles. Once labeled, it is difficult for him/her to change the
label because all of his/her actions are interpreted in light of the new identity,
positions and roles. Moreover, the action that does not confirm to the label
will be abandoned and the action that confirms the new identity/positions/
roles will be accentuated.

Activity theory of aged, developed by Havighurst, Neugarten and
Tobin (1958) has developed a different approach for the elderly in modern
society. According to Maddox (1966 and 1968), this theory is regarded as
an anti-ageing perspective (Baum and Baum 1980: 23). It believes that if the
roles and activities associated to old age are lost, it is important to develop
new set of roles and activities in order to replace the existing ones. Thus,
replacement of roles and activities is a compulsory fact for the aged because
it empowers the degree of life satisfaction at the old age. In fact, the activity
theory can best be attributed to the perspective of emancipation.

In arguing for the empowerment of the aged, Arnold Rose (1965)
has developed the theory of subculture of the aged, which defines and
delineates the environment for the elderly by determining its own
organizations and objectives. Broadly speaking, there are three antecedents,
which are responsible for the emergence of subculture of aged. These are: a
high density of aged population; exclusion of aged from participation in
societal activities, for example due to the case of retirement laws and health
factors; and a sense of ‘age consciousnesses. As a result, the subculture of
aged shows an apathetic attitude towards society by maintaining its own
value system, life styles, interests and actions. This theory comes under the
purview of emancipation perspective.

Intervention by the State in the welfare of Ageing

The well-being of older people has been mandated in the constitution
of India. Article 41 of the Directive Principles of State Policy notes that the
State shall protect the well-being of senior citizens. Apart from this, the
Hindu adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956, provides a legal safeguard to
older persons from their financially independent sons/daughters, who are
required to provide them a maintenance allowance. However, older people
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are placed at lower priority amongst the welfare recipients by the Ministry
of Social Justice and Empowerment, the nodal ministry at the centre
responsible for the welfare of older people in the country. As a result, the
Government of India has undertaken some legislative and policy measures,
schemes and facilities are drawn for the welfare of the ageing population in
India. The schemes are National Old Age Pension Scheme is only applicable
to that segment of the older population who does not have regular means
of subsistence or does not have own source of income, that is, they are more
or less destitute without any support even from family members. The
amount of money received by the older people is different in different states.
In rural areas, village panchayats and in urban areas, municipalities take
the responsibility to facilitate the beneficiaries. Whereas Annapurna is a
scheme for older destitute under which they cab avail, free of cost, food
grains of 10 kg per month. The categories of older people who are otherwise
eligible for NOAPS, but due to some problems that they may not be getting
for which Annapurna scheme is extended to them as an alter native.
However, Old age homes, day care centres and paid home care centres
have been developed in response to the need for care in old age. Though the
government of India emphasis on the family based care of elderly but for
the very poor and destitute older persons, it has provision for building old
age homes, at least one in each district in the country (Tattwamasi Paltasingh
and Renu Tyagi, 2012).

Constitutional Provisions

¨ Article 41 of the Indian constitution deals with the state’s role in
providing social security to the aged. According to this article, the
state shall, within the limits of its economic capacity and
development, make effective provision for securing the right to work,
to education and to public assistance in case of unemployment, OLD
AGE, sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved
want.

¨ In the Constitution of India, Entry 24 in List III of Schedule VII deals
with the ‘Welfare of Labour, including conditions of work, provident
funds, liability for workmen’s compensation, invalidity and old age
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pension and maternity benefits’.

¨ Item No. 9 of the State List and Item Nos. 20, 23 and 24 of the
Concurrent List relate to old age pension, social security and social
insurance, and economic and social planning.

¨ The right of parents without any means to be supported by their
children having sufficient means has been recognized by the Section
125(1) (d) of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1973 (details of the
provision are here), and Section 20(3) of the Hindu Adoption and
Maintenance Act, 1956.

National Policy on Older Persons (NPOP)

The Government of India announced a National Policy on Older
Persons (NPCP) in January 1999. This policy provides a broad framework
for inter-sectoral collaboration and cooperation, both within the government
as well as between government and non-governmental agencies. In
particular, the policy has identified a number of areas of intervention:

v To encourage individuals to make provisions for their own, as
well as their spouse’s old age.

v To encourage families to make care of the older members of their
family.

v To enable and support voluntary and non-governmental
organizations to supplement the care provided by the family, with
greater emphasis on non-institutional care.

v To provide care and protection to the vulnerable elderly especially
widows, the frail, handicapped, abused and destitute elderly.

v  To provide health care facilities specially suited to the elderly.

v To promote research and training facilities to train geriatric care-
givers and service providers for the elderly.

v To continually evaluate and upgrade existing services and
programmes for older people.

v To facilitate and strengthen inter-sectoral partnerships in the field.
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v To create awareness regarding elderly persons to develop
themselves into fully independent citizens.

To facilitate the implementation of the policy, the participation of
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRI), state governments and different
departments of the Government of India is envisaged with coordinating
responsibility resting with the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
(Rajagopal Dhar Chakraborti, 2003). As a result of the growing concern for
old age and income security due to changes in the demographic, social and
traditional structures, the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
commissioned a national project entitled OASIS (acronym for “old-age social
and income security”). OASIS was mandated to make concrete
recommendations for actions that the government could take so that every
young worker could build up enough savings during his/her working life,
which would serve as a shield against poverty in their old age and reduce
the burden on the State.

National Policy for Senior Citizens (NPSC) 2011

New draft policy, that is National Policy for Senior Citizens (NPSC)
2011 has been formulated considering the demographic explosion of elderly,
chani9gn socio-economic scenario, medical research advancement and high
level of destitution, specially among rural and poor elderly.  A high
percentage of lonely elderly, privatization of health services and changing
morbidity patterns are the other aspects given due attention in the new
policy. The senior citizens are classified as 60 years and above in the policy
which primarily focuses on the senor citizens living in urban and rural areas
and towards the special need of oldest old and older women. The major
areas of intervention fdo0r the elderly in the new policy are income security
in old age, Indira Gandhi Old Age Pension to cover all senior citizens below
the poverty line, wider coverage of public distribution system, taxation
policies, micro-finance, better health acre facilities, preventive and protective
measures for safety and security for elder because and crime against elderly,
special allocation in housing homes, elderly friendly houses, private transport
system, productive ageing, employment opportunities, other welfare
schemes and multigenerational bonding by promoting value education in
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school curriculum (Government of India, 2011).

Conclusion

The emergence and the persistence of the issue of ‘ageing’ in Indian
society comprise a series of factors. The major antecedent to the issue of
ageing is the changing aspects of Indian social structure, which includes
family pattern, adoption of individualistic values by youths, migration etc.
From a sociological point of view, ageing, a social process is not an offshoot
of the mere biological aspect rather a byproduct of larger socio-cultural
milieu. In this context, agency seldom works whereas structure drives every
agency in its own way. Thus, it is indispensable that the policy interventions
should take notice of the socio-economic conditions of the aged individuals.
Hence, the liberation of ageism does not imply a collaborative effort,
undertaken by the public and private institutions along with the involvement
of NGOs and community at large but it also depends on the freedom from
the shackles of ‘individualism’ and the ‘self’.
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Introduction

          As a result of rapid urbanization, most cities, particularly in developing
countries, are now characterized by inadequate housing to deal with a
rapidly growing urban population (Potter and Lloyd-Evans, 1998; N, Dow,
W., 1996). The challenge of housing problem is not only just about the
quantity of population, but also its composition. Cities and towns of
developing countries are changing rapidly especially in terms of scale and
rate of demographic, social, and economic transformations. This pattern of
growth will also place strains on housing and services needed for towns
and cities (Okpala, 2006). As a method to cope up with these all
transformations, and in order to grow and develop in a sustainable way, a
city has to be able to attract and retain various professionals and qualified
workers.  One of the main areas of concern in this regard is its ability to
provide adequate housing to workers who are employed by public and
private sector workers in the city. The habitability of housing units in terms
of their physical structure, durability and ownership status is of paramount
importance in determining the residential satisfaction of those who occupy
them. The United Nations Human Settlement Program reported that in urban
centers of Ethiopia, roofs and walls of scavenged materials do not protect
from rain, wind, pests and intruders.  Dirty floors turn to mud in the rainy
season, putting who cannot afford shoes, chairs, or a bed at greater risk.
Smoke and heat from open cooking fires cause respiratory ailment and severe
burns in children (Solomon, 1999).Gimbi, a town in West Wollega Zone,
Oromia Region, is not an exception to this problem. This town has a
substantial pool of both public and private sector workers due to the fact
that it houses various institutions. Since 1991, it has been the seat of West
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Wollega Administrative Offices. Private colleges and different NGOs have
also opened their offices in the town in the last two decades. Because of
these different factors, the number of public and private sector workers of
the town increased considerably. However, it appears that the town is
incapable of providing adequate housing to its fast growing population.

Location

        Gimbi, the capital of West Wollega Zone is situated at 441 kilometer
from South West of Addis Ababa. The astronomical location of the town is
90, 10’ N and 350, 50’ E longitude. Being located in the eastern part of the
zone, which is predominantly a high land area, Gimbi and its surroundings
experience an average temperature of between 18oc and 20oc and annual
rainfall amount of between 1600 and 2000 millimeters. In 2008, the total
population of Gimbi town was about 36,399 of which 18309(50.3%) were
males while the rest were females.

Methodology

        There were about 1266 employees, both public and private sector
workers, in Gimbi town. From all these, about 1016 workers were employees
of ten public sector organizations while the remaining, 250, were employees
of eight different private sector organizations. Then, systematic random
sampling procedure was used to obtain 20% sample size independently for
both public and private sector workers i.e. 150 and 50 employees respectively.
Finally, questionnaires were distributed to obtain relevant data. Tables and
percentages were used to present data, and qualitative descriptions were
used for discussions and analysis.
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Results and Discussions

The main types of materials used for construction, structural
attributes of houses, and ownership status of residents have important
implications for setting up housing standards and the development of
appropriate housing construction technology (Solomon, 1999). To this end,
the assessment of basic features of the town’s housing sector has to be made
in order to draw impressive policy recommendations.

Durability: -    Durability is a major important indicator of housing quality.
Durable house is defined as a housing unit built from materials adequate
enough to protect its inhabitants from the extremes of climatic conditions
such as rain, heat, cold, humidity. Therefore, in this paper, a durable housing
unit consists of cement, stone, brick and hollow block. While the non durable
housing unit is made of materials such as mud and wood (WHO, 1988).

Information on type of housing unit based on the structural type of the
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houses is presented in Table 1. The respondents’ houses were grouped
according to whether the houses are attached (row) or detached. The result
shows that the proportion for the detached houses for both sectors of workers
is by far greater than that of attached or row houses. However, the figure
for the detached houses is higher among the private sector workers while
that of the attached houses is higher among the public sector workers. Study
made by Tarekegn (2002) is also in line with this study.  He founded out
that 54.3 percent of housing units of Ethiopian urban areas were found to
be in non-storied detached and 43.3 percent were in non-storied attached
buildings. Large proportion of the housing units 95.8 percent in urban areas
were permanent, 2.93 percent improvised and 0.74 percent were mobile
structures.

Knowledge about the materials used for the construction of walls,
roofs, floors and ceiling may be of special significance for the assessment of
durability of the housing unit, demand for construction materials. The survey
revealed that 88% of houses of public sector workers were made up of wood
and mud while the corresponding figure for the private sector workers was
86%. Walls made up of a mixture of stone, wood and cement for public
sector workers constitute 8% and the corresponding figure for the private
sector workers was 12%.  The remaining very few proportions of public
sector workers’ houses were made up of hollow blocks and bricks. As far as
floor materials were concerned, the overwhelming majority of the houses
of both public and private sector workers have mud floors constituting 91.3
% and 84% respectively. Houses with floor materials of stone and cement
form 8.7% and 16% respectively for public and private sector workers
respectively. Regarding housing characteristics in terms of ceiling materials,
vast majority of houses of both public and private sector workers were made
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of polythene sheet (Table 3).  Earlier studies (Solomon, 1999; Tarekegn, 2002)
also showed that the majority of housing units of urban areas of Ethiopia
were made of non durable wall materials, that is, wood and mud.

In comparative terms, houses of private sector workers have slightly
better floor, wall and ceiling materials than houses of public sector workers.
However, the overall data shows that the housing conditions in terms of
structural characteristics and construction materials of both sector of workers
was characterized by poor quality. Therefore, the majority of the households
live in housing units characterized with dilapidations which imply the need
for appropriate interventions toward slum improvements through wide
urban upgrading and urban renewal schemes.

Tenure Status:- The proportion of owner occupied workers was higher
among the public sector workers while the proportion of workers living
with their family was higher among the private sector workers (Table 5).
However, according to Table 3, the proportion of workers who lived in
rental dwellings for both sectors was almost the same. Here, public sector
workers were more housed than private sector workers because in such
small towns, privately owned houses have more facilities and amenities
than rental dwellings.  Private housing stock was extensively rented by both
public and private sector workers in the town.  This high share of renting
was partly because of income constraints and lack of proper policy to
encourage both sector of workers to construct own houses.

  * Lowest administrative Unit in Ethiopia
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The study also made clear that the perceived causes of the gap
observed between non-home-owners (high proportion) and home owners
(with low proportion) are places of birth, financial problems, need to change
work place and, fear of bureaucratic nature of the town’s municipal.  For
instance, in addition to other factors, the majority of workers who were
originally from other places were not willing to construct or buy houses
because of the fact that they may change their work place in the future or
have houses from other places. In addition to this, others claimed that lack
of saving schemes or access to loan and fear of bureaucratic hurdles are the
main obstacles which hindered them from owning houses (Table 4).  It can
be argued that, in general, private sectors were the main provider of rental
houses for both public and private sector workers especially for the latter.
Clearly, rent increases with an increase in the quality of houses. Therefore,
in this regard, it can be concluded that private sector workers are more
housed than public sector workers. This holds true only for rental dwellers
(Table 2).  According to this study, financial or related factors such as lack
of saving schemes, access to loan and lack of money were the main obstacles
of respondent’s competence from owning houses. They constitute 79.4%
for the public sector workers and 40% for the private sector workers. In
addition to this, 14.7% of the public sector workers and 60% of the private
sector workers reported their reasons for inability of owning houses as need
to change work place. Comparatively, public sector workers were likely to
live longer in Gimbi town; however, their main problem hindering them
from owning housing unit is financial constraints (Table 4).
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Conclusions

          The result of the study shows that the housing characteristic of both
public and private sector workers of the town is characterized by poor
quality. The overwhelming majority of the respondents live in rental
dwellings which belong to either private household or Kebele. These
dwellings are poor when their structure, physical conditions and tenure
status are considered.

With respect to physical conditions of the houses, only less than one-
tenth of both public and private sector worker’s houses appear to be in
good condition. Otherwise, the remaining vast proportion needs
maintenance in one way or another. Most dwellings are built of wood and
mud.

In comparative terms, housing conditions of public sector workers
differ from housing conditions of private sector workers in the following
aspects. Firstly, the proportion of workers living in rental housing is higher
among the private sector workers.  In other words, the percentage of home
owners is higher among the public sector workers.  The proportion of
employees living with their relatives is higher among the private sector
workers. Secondly, Financial constraints are the main problem for non home
owners of public sector workers to construct or buy  their own houses while
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need to change work place is the main perceived problem to home ownership
for the private sector non-home owners.

By implication, the capacity of Gimbi town to attract and retain
professionals and qualified workers depends up on the availability of houses.
In case of this study, since the majority of housing quality indicators are sub
standard, the ability of the town to attract and retain these workers is
minimum. This means that housing supply in terms of its facilities and
amenities, availability of quality rental dwellings, and the quality of physical
structure of houses do not give residential satisfaction to private and public
sector workers of the town.

Therefore, in order to increase the town’s ability to attract and retain
professionals and qualified workers, improving the residential satisfaction
of houses of the town is of paramount importance.

Recommendations

           Access to safe and healthy shelter is essential to a person’s physical,
psychological, social and economic well-being and should be fundamental
part of national and international action. With this backdrop, considering
the magnitude and scale of housing and housing related facilities, it is
essential to recommend the following points based up on the finding of the
study.

The study revealed that the majority (above 60%) of the respondents
specially, private sector workers are non-home owners i.e. they live in rental
dwellings. The present lad delivery and house construction agencies should
encourage such workers.

The majority of public and private sector workers who live in rental
dwellings have rented their houses from private owners. In other words,
there are no sufficient kebele rental dwellings. Therefore, the municipality
authorities and concerned bodies should construct sufficient rental houses.

Since most kebele houses need total replacement and installing of
services, workers who live in these houses are faced with enormous
problems. This kind of housing problems should also be addressed.
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Financial problems; especially lack of access to loan is the main
obstacle for the non-home owning workers who need to have their own
houses. In this regard, provision of loan either by their respective
organizations or by other bodies appears very important.
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I

A Feminist Dictionary defines the term ‘antifeminism’ as “The
conviction that women are not entitled to the same moral and legal rights
as men, or to the same social status and opportunities. ‘All antifeminist
thinkers hold in common the thesis that there are innate and unalterable
psychological differences between women and men, differences which make
it in the interests of both sexes for women to play a subordinate, private
role, destined for wife-and-motherhood. . . .  Involves ‘the idea that women
ought to sacrifice the development of their own personalities for the sake of
men and children’.” (Feminist Dictionary 54). Thus, an antifeminist is a person
who “[is] opposed to women or to feminism; a person (usu. a man) who is
hostile to sexual equality or to the advocacy of women’s rights” (Oxford
English Dictionary 524).

The prefix ‘anti’ in the term ‘antifeminism’ reveals that the word
‘antifeminism’ came into existence only after the term ‘feminism’ was
popularized by women activists. Since feminists were initially concerned
with the issues of equal rights, the word ‘antifeminism’ came into existence
to protect masculinity. Audrey Bilger writes, “Antifeminism may be simply
defined as the opposite of feminism. Like feminism, anti-feminism focuses
on the role of woman at work, at home, in society, and in the culture. And,
like feminism, antifeminism promotes a complex political, social, and cultural
agenda. Antifeminists often take their cues from feminists, speaking out
against current feminist platforms and against feminists themselves” (27).
Bilger’s definition of antifeminism simply highlights the feminists’ demands
which are rejected by a male dominated society; therefore, they are
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antifeminist in nature. According to Hope Phyllis Weissman, an “antifeminist
writing is not simply a satirical caricature of women but any presentation
of a woman’s nature intended to conform her to male expectations of what
she is or ought to be not her own . . . Indeed the most insidious of antifeminist
images are those which celebrate with a precision often subtle rather than
apparent, the forms of women’s goodness is to take” (94). Thus, Weissman
deliberates on the presentation of women in a society which is aimed at
conforming them to male expectations. In his opinion, antifeminist traits
are very precise and subtle in a male-oriented culture.

However, Valerie Sanders thinks that the term ‘antifeminist’ is itself
problematic as is the original designation of ‘feminist’, which was not
officially used until 1894. In her opinion, the term ‘antifeminist’ emerged
thirty years later, in the preface to Bernard Shaw’s Saint Joan (1924). She
thinks that it is difficult enough to define antifeminism in the twentieth
century, but in the nineteenth, it suffers from additional complications. In
her views antifeminism is “a conviction that women were designed (whether
by ‘God’ or ‘Nature’) to be first and foremost wives and mothers, and that
their social and political subordination is the proper corollary of that
position” (5). Describing the different traits of antifeminism, she writes,

The definition of anti-feminism naturally hinges on how we perceive
feminism, and a specific anti-feminist upsurge generally arises in response
to a specific feminist campaign, such as for the suffrage or legalization of
abortion. . . . [a]nti-feminism, as implied by its name, is usually a resistance
movement against the advancement of women’s rights. It tries to halt the
development of new liberal attitudes towards the boundaries between the
sexes, insisting that there are fundamental differences in sexual
characteristics and roles which women should accept. Like feminism, it
tries to envisage a better society, but one based on tradition or status; it tries
to put the brake on change, unless it is a return to family values. (3)

It is obvious from the above definitions that an antifeminist person
does not support women’s equal importance. He opposes their equal rights.
He advocates their confinement within home and their subordinate
economic status. In his opinion, a woman’s duty is to bear children, take
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care of them, look after household, help her husband and take care of his
belonging, cook food, wash utensils, mop floors and remain silent before
men. Further, men dominate women; enforce them to be meek, graceful,
submissive, obedient and subservient to their husbands. Sometimes, they
beat their wives, at others; they treat women as inferior to men. Thus, these
antifeminist acts are projected against women in a male chauvinist society.

II

In Things Fall Apart, patriarchy plays a significant role in various
ways. For example, Okonkwo is a typical patriarch who rules his wives. He
dominates them and expects them to be subservient to him. Even he hates a
man and rejects his own masculinity “if he [is] unable to rule his women
and his children (and especially his women) he [is] not really a man” (Things
Fall Apart 53). Okonkwo maintains discrimination between the sexes which
is another sign of patriarchy. He makes discrimination between boys and
girls, their ways of sitting, talking and going outside the obi. He disgusts
Ezinma’s ways of sitting like a boy. He loses his patience when she fails to
sit in the same posture as a woman sits: “Sit like a woman!” Okonkwo
shouted at her. Ezinma brought her two legs together and stretched them
in front of her” (Things Fall Apart 44). Gender is so coded in the Igbo society
that Okonkwo makes discrimination in the activities of boys and girls. He
adheres to the norms of male and female acts constituted by the Igbo culture.
He tells Ezinma to be more like a woman than a man. He wants her to be
meek, obedient and submissive. He does not want her to follow the duties
of a boy. When Ezinma asks him “Can I bring your chair for you?” he says,
“No, that is a boy’s job” (Things Fall Apart 44). Women do not dare to sit
collectively and enjoy their lives even within their huts. Tanure Ojaide writes,
“The Igbo society is a patriarchy. . . . It is among other ethnic groups, not
among the Igbo, that man’s children belong to his wife and her family”
(376). In the Igbo culture, women are thus dominated and forced to live in
the vigilant eyes of their husbands.

Okonkwo dislikes a man’s strong loving relationships with his wife.
He thinks that his loving relationships with his wives will spoil all his
strategies to pave the ways of success and manliness as well. In his views,
any sign of affection or a man dependence on woman is simply a reflection
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of husband’s weakness and his womanliness. He, therefore, avoids such
relationships with his wives so that he can reach his goal of complete
manliness. Obierika tells him that Ndulue and Ozoemena had one mind:
“He [Obierika] could not do anything without telling her” (Things Fall Apart
68). Okonkwo feels himself as if he is deceived by Obierika. He says, “I did
not know that,” said Okonkwo. “I thought he was strong man in his youth”
(Things Fall Apart 68). Okonkwo is ruled by only a passion which is his
father’s weakness or feminine nature. He therefore, hates “everything that
his father Unoka had loved” (Things Fall Apart 13). Frank Solamone argues
that Achebe deliberately depicted Okonkwo’s masculinity. Solamone writes,
“It is clear that Achebe, for example depicts Okonkwo’s struggle for Igbo
masculinity as a result of his belief in his father’s failure to achieve it” (147).
The critics of Achebe thus acknowledge roles of masculinity in Things Fall
Apart.

In Igbo society, men are dominant over women. They rule over their
families while women are relegated to the secondary status. For instance,
Okonkwo treats his wives like servants, expecting them to obey his
commands. He wants them to be meek, obedient, graceful and submissive
to him. In fact, throughout the novel, women are not given as much
importance as men. They are forced to live under the fear of men as the
narrator describes: “Okonkwo ruled his household with a heavy hand. His
wives, especially the youngest, lived in perpetual fear of his fiery temper . .
.” (Things Fall Apart 13). Okonkwo’s wives are very afraid of him. They do
not dare to raise their voice against him. They do not debate or argue with
him. If they argue with him, he is very aggressive and violent to them. When
Ikemefuna comes to Okonkwo’s household, Okonkwo calls his most senior
wife and hands him over to her: “‘He belongs to the clan,” he [Okonkwo]
told her. “So look after him.” “Is he staying long with us?” she asked. “Do
what you are told, woman,” Okonkwo thundered, and stammered. When
did you become one of the ndichie of Umuofia?” (Things Fall Apart 14).
Okonkwo does not allow women to have their meal with men. Even his
mother and sister cook the meal but they do not dare to eat it until Okonkwo
has finished his meal. His wives are forced to follow the same norms of the
Igbo society.
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 Wife beating is another antifeminist practice which Okonkwo practices
against his wives to control them. When he discovers that his second wife,
Ekwefi has cut a few leaves of banana tree to wrap food for him, he beats
her without further debate with her: “Without further argument Okonkwo
gave her a sound beating and left her and her only daughter weeping. Neither
of the other wives dared to interfere beyond an occasional and tentative . .
.” (Things Fall Apart 38). Furthermore, Okonkwo does not give freedom to
his wives to cross the threshold of their huts. One of his wives, Ojiugo goes
to her friend’s house for getting her hair braided without taking his
permission; consequently, she suffers violence after she has returned from
her friend’s house. When Okonkwo comes to know that his youngest wife
has gone to plait her hair without making the meal ready for her family, he
is very angry at her. He beats her mercilessly when she comes back to her
hut: “And when she returned he beat her very heavily. In his anger he had
forgotten that it was the Week of Peace. His first two wives ran out in great
alarm pleading with him that it was the sacred week. But Okonkwo was
not the man to stop beating somebody half-way through, not even for fear
of a goddess” (Things Fall Apart 29-30). Okonkwo has no sympathy and
affection for others, especially for women. Therefore, he equates those men
with women if they have feminine qualities like affection and sympathy.
He does not show any emotion openly, if it is not the emotion of anger. For
Okonkwo, “To show affection was a sign of weakness; the only thing worth
demonstrating was strength” (Things Fall Apart 28). Okonkwo suppresses
the entire woman folk. Aron Aji and Kirstin Lynne Ellsworth opine, “. . .
Okonkwo stubbornly suppressing both the women around him and what
he view as feminine traits—expressions of emotion, romance, lack of physical
strength, failures in authority and reason, and so on” (173). The above
discussion about wife beating makes it clear that Okonkwo was not only an
antifeminist but he was also a misogynist.

Okonkwo had staunch faith in male supremacy. He encouraged boys
to be courageous, manly, sportive and fearless. For this purpose, he used to
narrate the stories of masculinity, violence and bloodshed. He always
wanted the boys “to sit with him in his obi, and he told them stories of the
land—masculine stories of violence and bloodshed” (Things Fall Apart 53).
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Okonkwo’s belief in male chauvinism can be understood from his regret
about his daughter, Ezinma. He says, “If Ezinma had been a boy I would
have been happier. She has the right spirit” (Things Fall Apart 66). However,
Okonkwo’s belief in masculinity is most of the times destructive: “Okonkwo’s
masculinity becomes a defensive resource and his adherence to a masculine
philosophy will thenceforth order his actions, he cultivates his masculinity
as a defense of personal honor in the face of potentially overwhelming
circumstances in an antagonistic universe” (Osei-Nyame 151). Throughout
the novel, the narrator emphasizes Okonkwo’s masculinity and his
aggressiveness: “He was a man of action, a man of war” (Things Fall Apart
10) and “Okonkwo was not a man of thought but of action” (Things Fall
Apart 69).

In the novel, almost every aspect of Igbo society is described as gender
biased, even crops. For instance, Yam is associated with man and
masculinity: “Yam stood for manliness, and he who could feed his family
on yams from one harvest to another was a very great man indeed” (Things
Fall Apart 33). Yam is considered as the king of crops and only men are
allowed to grow this crop in the Igbo culture. It is also known as the staple
of the Igbo diet. On the contrary, in the Igbo culture, women are allowed to
grow crops like coco-yams, beans, maize, melons and cassava. These crops
are related with femininity: “His [Okonkwo’s] mother and sisters worked
hard enough, but they grew women’s crops, like coco-yams, beans and
cassava. Yam, the king of crops, was a man’s crop” (Things Fall Apart 22-
23).

In the Igbo culture, women are considered as childbearing machine:
“In Things Fall Apart (1969), women are viewed mainly as child bearers
and help mates for their husbands” (Strong-Leek 30). Women are burdened
with the responsibilities of mothering and caring of children. They are not
only forced to give birth to the maximum number of children but they are
also expected to give birth to male children. For instance, Ekwefi is a fair
example who has to risk her life ten times in her life. The function of
mothering is no more a natural duty for her than enduring physical pains
in the wedlock: “The birth of her children, which should be a woman’s
crowning glory, became for Ekwefi mere physical agony devoid of promise”
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(Things Fall Apart 77). Sometimes, Ekwefi is treated with contempt because
after ten live births, only one child—Ezinma-a daughter survives, at others;
she is viewed as a woman who embodies evil spirit in her because her children
die in their infancy. Ekwefi suffers in her life due to the phallocentric notion
that women should produce male progenies to be valued within their cultural
milieu. She fails to give birth to a male child, consequently she is considered
as a cursed woman. The narrator describes Ekwefi’s temperament: “By the
time Onwumbiko died Ekwefi had become a very bitter woman” (Things
Fall Apart 79). Furthermore, she is not allowed to sleep in her hut during
her pregnancy but she is forced to go away and stay with her people.
Following the advice of the medicine man, Okonkwo does not give her
permission to have sexual intercourse in her hut. He calls her into his hut
for the purpose of impregnating her. This is another antifeminist practice
which is projected against women in the Igbo culture.

The Igbo tribe assigns subordinate roles to women. These roles are
simply based on the discrimination between men and women. Firstly, in
the egwugwu society, women were forced for painting the houses meekly
and submissively under the supervision of men. As Achebe describes, “These
women never saw the inside of the hut. No woman ever did. They scrubbed
and painted the outside walls under the supervision of men. If they imagined
what was inside, they kept their imagination to themselves. No woman
ever asked questions about the most powerful and the most secret cult in
the clan” (Things Fall Apart 88). Okonkwo commands his wives to paint the
walls of their huts. Secondly, women are the primary educators of the female
children. Through storytelling and behaviour, they educate and socialize
their daughters. They inspire in them curiosity about social values,
relationships and the human condition. Thirdly, they teach their daughters
how keep their house arranged, how to behave with boys and how to dress.
Fourthly, they train their daughters to be meek, calm, obedient, graceful
and submissive to men. All these above mentioned antifeminist traits are
projected against women in order to socialize femininity and relegate women
to the secondary status. Kwadwo Osei-Nyame rightly argues, “. . . Umuofia’s
selective traditions and Okonkwo’s masculinity assertions converge to
marginalize the women, efulefus, osus, agbalas and others within the
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community” (151). In this way, women suffer from the antifeminist
traditional practices and the masculine assertions.

In the Igbo culture, women endure inequality in marriage. The Igbo
society does not allow marrying or having relationships with as many men
as she wants. Once she marries a man, she remains his slave throughout
her life. If she breaks the rules of the Igbo society, she endures severe
punishment. Sometimes, she has to face physical violence, at others, she
faces risks of death. On the contrary, men have freedom to marry women
as many as they like to be in their live. Okonkwo had three wives. He rules
all of them and he dominates them. No woman tries to raise her fingers
against him. Even Obierika had two wives and he ruled them.

The entire description of Things Fall Apart (1959) reveals that women
are treated as subservient creatures in the Igbo society. They are assigned
subordinate roles of cooking, washing, keeping households in order, nursing
their children and helping their husbands in a male chauvinist society. They
are economically dependent on their husbands. They endure inequality in
mothering and marriage. They suffer from domestic violence and masculinity.
They do not dare to question the male authority. They conform themselves
to the male expectations besides protesting against male domination in the
Igbo culture. They are not given equal opportunity to participate in every
walk of life. They submissively face antifeminist socio-cultural practices
projected against their freedom. Thus, in Things Fall Apart women are
marginalized by their counterparts. They are not given equal footing with
men. They are forced to remain subordinate to men by the Ibo society.
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Introduction

Scheduled Tribe means any tribe or tribal community or part of or
group within any tribe or tribal community resident in agency tracts and
specified as such by a public notification by the president of Indian union
under clause (1) of Article 342 of the constitution. The constitution
guarantees them certain reservations in educational and employment
opportunities and the election to state and central legislature is reserved for
the tribals of the state.  Both the central and state governments reserved six
per cent of educational and employment opportunities to them. India has a
total tribal population of 8,43,26,240 which constitutes 8.2  per cent of the
total population as per the census of 2011.  Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,
Chattisgarh, Jharkhand, Gujarat, Maharastra and Rajasthan account for
nearly three-fourth of entire tribal population in the country. In the graded
Socio-economic inequal structure of Indian society, the tribals are at the
lowest rung and being poor, lead a substandard and subsistence living.
The traders, money lenders and contractors are sordidly exploiting the tribals
as the latter are innocent and illiterate.  Tribal’s perpetual indebtedness and
alienation of lands aggravated their misery and inflicted their peace and
happiness. Tribal revolts in the pre and post independent India have their
roots in the inhuman exploitation of tribals.

Andhra Pradesh now has the largest concentration of tribals in
southern India. The forest-clad hill ranges and the forests flanking the might
Godavari and Krishna rivers constitute the traditional habitat of as many
as 33 forest tribes. According to 2011 census, the scheduled tribe population
is 50, 24,104 lakhs constituting 6.6 per cent in the total population of the
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state. Out of total 50,24,104 lakhs of total scheduled tribe population of the
state 25,48,295 lakhs are male and 24,75,809 lakhs are female. In Andhra
Pradesh the schedule area comprises of 29,683 square kilometers, which
forms 10.7 per cent of the total geographical area of the state and 11.00 per
cent of the total scheduled area of the country.  The tribal villages are
inhabited by a variety of tribes. The problems of tribals are manifold. Some
of which that call for immediate attention are: (i) tribal economy that is not
only unorganized but also non-monetized, (ii) their dependency on money
lenders to meet their requirements during lean periods which further
entangle them in the web of poverty and misery, (iii) indifference to education
leading to low enrolment and dropouts in tribal schools, (iv) displacement
due to projects like irrigation, power, mining and industry.

The organizational framework for tribal development derives its basic
structure from the Indian constitution. The union ministry of home affairs
is responsible for policy formulation and coordination of all tribal
development programmes. It has certain amount of power in regard to
allocation of funds in consultation with the planning commission. Besides
the union ministry of home affairs, other central ministries such as ministries
of tribal welfare. Rural development, education and culture, social welfare,
health and family welfare, housing and co-operation and civil supplies are
also participating in tribal development.  The commission for scheduled
caste and scheduled tribes was set up in 1978 to consider the magnitude of
the problems faced by scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. The commission
is required to submit an annual report to the president detailing on its
activities with suitable recommendations. It may also submit reports to the
government at any time when ever it is necessary. The state governments
and union territories have separate departments to look after the welfare of
the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and other backward classes.
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa have separate
ministries of tribal welfare as provided in Article 164 of the constitution
exclusively for tribal development.

An outlay of Rs.1200 crores is provided for the tenth plan (2002-07)
for the welfare of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, out of which an
amount of Rs.1044.16 crores is provided for SCs and Rs.155.84 crores for
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STs for both the ongoing and new schemes.

Role of Girijan Co-operative Corporation

The traders play a key role in the marketing activity in the tribal
areas.  They carry out the function of purchasing forest produce from the
tribals and selling to them domestic requirements.  The tribals’ ignorance of
weights and measures and the value of the produce they purchase and sell
had been unduly taken advantage of by the traders.  Cheating of tribals by
traders was not only in the form of payment of low price for the produce
offered by tribals but also the use of false weights and measures.
Consequently, the tribal’s income on the sales of agricultural produce and
forest produce was extremely low.  The poverty and the credibility of the
tribals was exploited by the traders to the maximum by offering to the former
petty loans on credit sales and by getting in return agricultural or forest
produce whose value was many times more than that of the amount actually
due.  In this setting, the more advanced and resourceful person from the
plain area migrates to the tribals lands and took undue advantage of the
ignorance of the tribal people and thoroughly exploit them. Marketing has
a significant role to play in improving the standards of living of even the
most primitive people living in the remote tribal tracts of India.

This has been recognized as early as in 1956 by the Government of
Andhra Pradesh and evolved a scheme of setting up of a separate credit-
cum-marketing agency for the tribals in the state basing on the
recommendations of the committee on the socio-economic conditions of the
aboriginal tribes of the province of Madras, headed by Malayappam.  It is
intended for procurement of forest and agricultural products from the tribals
and supply of domestic requirements to tribals and provision of credit facilities
for tribals’ agricultural operations.  Then came into existence, perhaps the
first of its kind, an organisation called the Girijan Co-operative corporation
Limited in 1956 (hereafter referred as the Girijan Corporation or
corporation).

Need and significance of the Study

The Girijan Co-operative corporation in the state of Andhra Pradesh
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significantly contributes for the upliftment of the tribes through implementing
various programmes particularly in purchases and selling of minor forest
produces, disbursement of loans and purchase and sale of daily requirements
over the period. Further, the organization has good network, infrastructural
base. However, this organization has several deficiencies, problems in various
spheres and act as bottleneck to achieve optimum level development in the
tribal welfare. Moreover, the challenges faced by this organization are also
difficult in nature. Besides this, the managerial system adopted in the G.C.C
in the operational aspects as well as in performance is also determined factor
to achieve targets fixed by the organization. Keeping the above aspects under
consideration, the present article is concentrating on study the impact of
functional performance of GCC on tribes living in Godavari districts of
Andhra Pradesh.

Problem

Therefore, an attempt has been made in this article not only to the
evaluation of the Girijan Corporation role played in the tribal areas but also
to determine the impact of GCC on performance of tribes in their sales and
purchasing pattern of minor forest products in the study area. Further, the
study determined attitudes of the tribes on functioning of GCC.

Objectives

1. To assess the role of Girijan Co-operative Corporation in tribal
development in the study area.

2. To assess the functional activities of the Girijan Co-operative
Corporation in the study area.

3. To assess the attitudes of the tribes on the services of Girijan Co-
operative Corporation in the study area.

Selection of the Study Area

In Andhra Pradesh, East and West Godavari districts are consisting
with significant tribal population in the state and also in the country. Nearly
53% of the geographical area is under tribal belt. Moreover, the tribes in
these districts are still backward and more exploited people in the state of
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Andhra Pradesh. So that the GCC of Visakhapatnam has established a
divisional office at Rampachodavaram to cover these two districts. Therefore,
this region is selected for detailed study. Keeping the above aspects under
consideration, five GCC societies under Rampachodavaram divisional office
(R.Chodavaram, Addateegala, K.R. Puram, Raja Vommangi and
Maredumilli) have been selected for the present investigation. The five
societies cover whole tribal geographical area.

Methodology

The study used both primary and secondary data for the evaluation
of the role of the Girijan Corporation. The study has collected information
pertaining to concepts, objectives and functions of the Girijan Corporation
in West Godavari district as well as the services provided by the Girijan
Corporation over the period in the study area. Based on this information,
the study determined the coverage of the services of the Girijan Corporation
over the period.

The study carried out an attitudinal survey among tribes in different
tribal mandals. Further, the study covered about 500 respondents out of
which 250 beneficiary respondents and 250 non-beneficiary respondents
distributed in 5 mandals of 100 tribals in each mandal (i.e. R.Chodavaram,
Addateegala, K.R. Puram, Raja Vommangi and Maredumilli). The
information collected from the respondents related to the socio-economic
and personnel characteristics, services provided by Girijan Corporation,
functional status of the Girijan Corporation, problems faced by the
respondents particularly in marketing aspects and suggestions etc. Based
on this information, the study analyzed the performance of the Girijan
Corporation and also identified problems faced by tribes particularly in
marketing aspects. Moreover, the study applied several quantitative statistical
methods such as Chi-square, t-test and F-test to draw direct and indirect
relationship exist in various socio-economic and living conditions among
tribes.

After integration of the entire data, the study formulates feasible
and amicable managerial systems for the effective functioning of the Girijan
Corporation.
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Data analysis and discussion

From the data it can be concluded that almost all the respondents
are aware of GCC in the study area. Moreover, about  21% of respondents
in Rampachodavaram society, 1% in Addateegala society, 64% in K.R.
Puram society, 22% in Rajavommangi society, 17% in Maredumilli society
and 25.2% in the sample as a whole reported as having sold their MFP to
the GCC while maximum proportion of respondents about 99% each in
Rampachodavaram, Addateegala and Maredumilli societies, 97% in K.R.
Puram society, 73% in Rajavommangi society and 93.4% in the sample as a
whole have taken domestic requirements from GCC. Relatively lower
proporation of respondents of about 9% in Rampachodavaram society, 2%
in K.R. Puram society, 1% in Rajavommangi society, 3% in Maredumilli
society and 3% in the sample as a whole have taken loans from GCC.

About 5% of the respondents in Rampachodavaram society, 26% in
Addateegala society, 11% in K.R. Puram society, 78% in Rajavommangi
society, 3% in Maredumilli society and 24.6% in sample as a whole expressed
that the administrative status of the GCC is good. However, relatively lower
proportion of respondents about 12% in Rampachodavaram society, 1%
each in Addateegala and Maredumilli societies and 2.8% in the sample as a
whole have expressed that the functional status of the GCC is not
satisfactory.

About 33.2% in the sample as a whole have reported about facing
problems in selling of MFP to the GCC. Similarly, about 23.8% in the sample
as a whole have reported of facing problems in drawing loans from GCC,
while about 16% in the sample as a whole have been reported of facing
problems in other aspects from GCC. Regarding nature of the problems,
about 15.80% in the sample as a whole faced as the problem that GCC
doesn’t come to tribes villages for purchases of MFP, while about 7.4% in
the sample as a whole have reported about underweight regarding quantity
of produces in weighment and measurement of MFP and 5.8% in the sample
as a whole expressed of not buying the produces of MFP due to low quality.
Similarly, about 4.2 %in the sample as a whole reported about GCC is offering
lower prices to the MFP.
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Regarding purchases of daily requirements, about 11.8% in the
sample as a whole have reported of getting low quantity of produce due to
defects in weighment and measurement systems of GCC, while about 11.2%
in the sample as a whole reported about shortage of stocks at  GCC DR
depot and about 6.6% in the sample as a whole reported that GCC DR
depots are located at far away distance from the villages. Similarly, about
6.6% in the sample as a whole reported of being given lower quality of
produces by the GCC.

In respect of loan disbursements, about 11.4% in the sample as a
whole reported of not getting adequate loans from GCC, while, about 3.2%
in the sample as a whole expressed that GCC is granting loans only for
certain purposes and 9.2 % in the sample as a whole shows that GCC doesn’t
grant loans in appropriate time.

About 23.6% in the sample as a whole gives suggestions in sales of
MFP, while about 69.4% in the sample as a whole gives suggestions to the
purchases of DRs and  2.6% in the sample as a whole gives suggestions in
granting of loans. Similarly, about 4.4% in the sample as a whole gives
suggestion for other aspects.

Regarding MFP collections about 29% in the sample as a whole
expressed that GCC should give supportive price to the MFP, while 6.8% in
the sample as a whole suggested GCC should come to every village for
purchase of MFP and 4% in the sample as a whole suggested GCC should
provide storage facilities to the MFP of tribes. Similarly, about 5% in the
sample as a whole suggested GCC should create awareness to the tribes on
plantation of MFP, while about 2% in the sample as a whole suggested
GCC should provide technical support for collection of better quality of
MFP.

In respect of daily requirements, about 31% in the sample as a whole
suggested GCC should control the manipulation in weighment and
measurement of DRs by sale persons, while about 12.4% in the sample as a
whole suggested GCC should maintain adequate DR stock at any time and
17.2% in the sample as a whole suggested GCC has to increase the number
of DR depots by locating nearer to the remote tribal villages. Similarly, about
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8.8% in the sample as a whole suggested GCC has to arrange mobile sales
system for distribution of DRs.

In respect of loans, about 1.6% in the sample as a whole suggested
GCC should be provide adequate loans to the tribes, while about 0.8% in
the sample as a whole suggested GCC has to grant loans in appropriate
time i.e. before harvesting time, and about 0.2% in the sample as a whole
suggested GCC has to create awareness to the tribes regarding loan facilities.
Similarly, about 4.4% in the sample as a whole  suggested GCC should
establish agro and MFP based industries to provide employment to tribal
youth.

Maximum proportion of respondents (86.4%) in this study are male
and remaining are female while, about 74.8% in the sample are aged in
between 19 to 45 years. The maximum proportion of respondents of about
24.4% belong to porja caste followed by Kondadora and Kotiya (20% each)
and Bhagatha (19.6%), while lowest are found in Valmiki caste (18%) in
the sample as a whole. Similarly, maximum proportion of respondents of
about 78% in Rampachodavaram society, 74% in Addateegala society, 78%
in K.R. Puram society, 80% in Rajavommangi society, 70% in Maredumilli
society and 76% in the sample as a whole are illiterates. Similarly, about 8%
of respondents, in the sample as a whole have primary education, while
about 9.6% of respondents have secondary education and 6.4% of
respondents have collegiate education.

In respect of occupation, maximum proportion of respondents (98%)
each in Rampachodavaram and Maredumilli societies, 100% each in
Addateegala, K.R. Puram and Rajavommangi societies and 99.2% in the
samples as a whole occupation is cultivation/collection of MFP. Similarly,
maximum proportion of respondents about 25.6% have a family size of 4
members followed by 6 members (21.6%), 3 members (19.6%), 5 members
(18.8%) and 2 members (12.8%), while lowest found is 1 member and above
6 members (0.8%each) in the sample as a whole. Maximum proportion of
respondents about 100%each in Rampachodavaram and Rajavommangi
societies, 98% each in Addateegala and K.R. Puram societies, 88% in
Maredumilli society and 96.8% in the sample as a whole have an income of
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less than Rs.12,000 per annum and the rest of the house-holds income is in
between Rs.12001 and 24,000. Similarly, maximum proportion of
respondents of about 48.4% have 1 earner followed by 2 earners (42%), 3
earners (6.4%) and more than 3 earners (3.2%) in the sample as a whole.

Regarding assets, almost all the respondents except Maredumilli
society have own houses and the rest of the respondents reside in rented
houses. Similarly, the maximum proportion of respondents of about
80%have land in between 2 and 5 acres followed by 5 to 10 acres and less
than 1 acre (6.8% each) while lower proportion of respondents have above
10 acres in the sample as a whole. In respect of livestock, Maximum
proportion of respondents about 31.2% have above 5 animals followed by 3
animals (16.4), 2 animals (13.2%) 5 animals (10.4%) and 4 animals (9.6%),
while lowest number reported to have 1 animal (0.8%) in the sample as a
whole. Regarding facilities, about 36% in the sample as a whole have
electricity connection for their dwellings, while about 21.2% in the sample
as a whole have toilets.

Almost all the respondents in all societies are aware of the services
of GCC. While almost all the respondents are not able to avail the services
of the GCC due to various reasons and problems faced in their villages.
Regarding functional status of GCC maximum proportion of respondents
of about 58.40% have reported that the functional status of GCC is not
satisfactory, followed by good (32%) and satisfactory (9.60%) in the sample
as a whole. In respect of problems, about 24.4% in the sample as a whole
are facing problems in selling of MFP to GCC, while about 61.2% in the
sample as a whole are facing problems in the purchase of DRs and 13.6%in
the sample as a whole faced problems in taking loans. Moreover, these
problems are significantly contributed by the fact that they are not able to
avail the services of the GCC.

Regarding nature of the problems, about 6.8% in the sample as a
whole are not able to sell MFP to GCC due to GCC’s not making purchases
in their own villages, while about 5.6% in the sample as a whole don’t sell
their MFP to the GCC due to GCC’s not dealing on barter system in providing
DRs to MFP and 5.6% in the sample as a whole are not able to sell their
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MFP to GCC due to GCC’s purchasing point located far away from their
villages. Similarly, about  6.4% in the sample as a whole are not able to sell
their MFP to GCC because GCC offers lower prices than private traders.
Regarding purchases of DRs about, 26.8% in the sample as a whole reported
they are not able to purchase DRs due to GCC DR depots being located at a
far away distance from their village, while about 17.2% in the sample as a
whole are not able to purchase DRs because GCC doesn’t supply DRs on
credit basis and 17.2% in the sample as a whole reported that GCC doesn’t
supply  DRs on barter system.

In respect of loan, about 4.8% in the sample as a whole are not able
to take loans from GCC due to lack of awareness regarding loan facilities
provided by GCC, while about 6.8% in the sample as a whole reported that
GCC doesn’t grant loans in appropriate crop seasons and 2% in the sample
as a whole expressed GCC grants loans only for certain purposes.

About 31.6% in the sample as a whole are given suggestions in respect
of the sale of MFP, while about 43.2% in the sample as a whole are given
suggestions in respect of purchase of DRs and about 23.6% in the sample as
a whole given suggestions in disbursement of loans.

In respect of nature of suggestions given by Respondents for the
Improvement of the services of GCC about 12.4% in the sample as a whole
it was suggested that GCC should come to every village for the purchase of
MFP, while about 11.2% in the sample as a whole suggested that GCC
should provide DRs to MFP on barter system and 8% in the sample as a
whole suggested that GCC has to provide technical skills to the tribes for
the collection of MFP in order to maintain the quality of MFP. Similarly,
about 18.8% in the sample as a whole suggested that DR depots should be
started nearer to the remote villages, while about 16.4% in the sample as a
whole suggested on how to control the manipulation of weighment and
measurement of DRs and 8.8% in the sample as a whole suggested that
GCC has to arrange mobile van for the sale of DRs.

Regarding loans, about 10% in the sample as a whole suggested
that GCC should grant adequate loans to the tribes, while about 8.8% in
the sample as a whole suggested that GCC should grant loans in appropriate
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time of various crop periods.

Maximum proportion of respondents of about 55.7% expressed that
the functional status of the organization is satisfactory followed by good
(36.5%) while the lowest reported that the functional status of the
organization is not satisfactory in the sample as a whole.

Problems about 33.33% in the head office and 43.50 in the sample
as a whole expressed that they are faced with problems in performing the
duties and the remaining respondents are not faced with any problems in
performing the duties. About 15.65% in the sample as a whole are reported
of suffering with heavy work load, while about 9.56% in the sample as a
whole are facing  problems due to lack of field staff for purchases of MFP
and 9.56% in the sample as a whole expressed problem due to lack of storage
and transport facilities. Similarly, about 8.69% in the sample as a whole
expressed problems due to short of loan recovery staff at society level.

Conclusion

The analysis and discussion of data identified that there is a need of
credit facility to the every MFP collector in every village. The loan can be
recovered when getting MFP to the GCC, the rate of interest should be
fixed in the manner of DWCRA. Further, the study suggested to appoint a
committee to chalk out the feasibility of the execution of loan disbursement
programme in the above mentioned manner. The study also recommended
that adequate grant should be allocated for this purpose in their annual
plans of the GCC. There is a need to conducting a deep observation on the
requirement of storage and processing facilities for the MFP in the jurisdiction
of GCC depots. At the same time, the financial benefits derived by MFP to
the storage facilities are also worked out in every region. Based on this, the
storage and processing facilities should be provided by the GCC. The
locations of the storage and processing facilities should be identified by the
involvement of the local people. Apart from this, the storage and processing
facilities developed by GCC should fulfill the actual requirements of the
MFP collections. The improvement in methods for the collection of MFP as
well as to develop culture species plantations to increase the production of
MFP will help the tribal people for their development. For this purpose, the
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study chalked out a comprehensive and integrated plan for the introduction
of improved methods as per product wise. Further, the study involved the
other related tribal agencies such as ITDA, forest department. Agriculture
and relating R & D departments.
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Global terrorism has become a frightening reality. Ordinary citizens
throughout the world live with increasing fear of a deadly attack from
unknown individuals at any moment, for reasons many of us cannot fathom.
National and international security forces are on constant alert, desperate
to prevent the next catastrophe. The visual and print media today is
overwhelmed with images of blood stains in streets and weeping family
members unable to even comprehend their loss.

Terrorism today has become a deterministic entity shaping the
destiny of individual and society. Terrorism and war on terror have become
the part of the every day vocabulary of the contemporary folk. Between
terrorism and war on terror the civilian population passes through a
nightmarish life.The present study is an attempt to contribute to the growing
literature on the post 9/11 world scenario, treating terrorism as a social
reality, a global problem and a complex phenomenon. The study focuses on
the plight of individuals in the contemporary world scenario.

This paper attempts to analyze the political and social background
which brought about such a terror shrieking world. Encyclopaedia Britannica
defines terrorism as “the systematic use of violence to create a general climate
of fear in a population and thereby to bring about a particular   political
objective”. Encyclopaedia Britannica (vol 7) Terrorism has been practiced by
political organizations with both rightist and leftist objectives, by nationalistic
and religious groups, by revolutionaries, and even by state institutions such
as armies, intelligence services, and police. Terrorist acts are committed for
various reasons. Some terrorist groups support a particular political
philosophy. Other terrorist organizations represent ethnic groups seeking
liberation from governments in power. Dictators use violence to frighten or
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eliminate their opponents. Most terrorist groups have a small number of
members. They believe the threat or use of violence to create fear is the best
way to gain publicity and support for their causes. Generally, terrorists attack
people who oppose their cause or objects that symbolize such opposition.
Common victims of terrorist kidnappings and assassinations include
diplomats, business executives, political leaders, judges, and police. Terrorists
also attack churches, synagogues and other places of worship, oil refineries,
and government offices. At other times, terrorist simply choose any target
certain to attract newspapers or TV coverage. Some terrorists hijack
aeroplanes or seize public buildings. Then they hold the passengers or
occupants hostage and make demands to further their cause. They often
threaten to kill the hostages if their demands are not met. Bombing make
up about half of all terrorist acts. Terrorism may cross national boundaries.
A quarrel in one nation may cause terrorist attacks in several other countries.
Most terrorist groups fail to achieve their long-range political goal.
Governments fight terrorism by refusing to accept terrorist demands and
by increasing security at airports and other likely targets.

A historical glance may be made into the background and
circumstances that brought about such a terror struck world here.
Colonialism and imperialism play a vital role in any discussion regarding
terrorism. Several western thinkers and writers argue in support of the ‘war
on terror’ to create a new world order- a kind of recolonization.

Paul Johnson, the American historian argues that “the answer to
terrorism is colonialism” (Wall Street Journal Nov 2003). He writes that
Americans can’t resist fighting against the countries that promote terrorism.
“Nothing can replace war. When Bush remarks that, the war is in the long
run, he might not have looked into the political responsibility on these
countries. We can’t deny the historical fact that the war against pirates in
nineteenth century was an important factor in the expansion of colonialism.
In the near future, let’s expect new colonies which were terrorist countries
hitherto.” (Wall Street Journal Nov 2003). From these words it is clear that
capitalism and imperialism are closely related to colonialism. The liberal
marketing in the globalization is to be kept in mind at this instance.
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Martin Wolf, the economic columnist in The Need for a New Imperialism
(July 2004) suggested to the British government that Prime Minister Tony
Blair should take the contemporary situations as an opportunity to modify
the world order. Quoting the British diplomat Robert Cooper, Wolf says,
“Countries like Afghanistan are dangerously intolerable to the civilized
nations, and hence a defensive imperialism is the need of the hour.”
Australian (July 10 2003)

Max Boot is another thinker who asked for the colonization of the
“failed states”. In the journal Australian (Oct 15 2002,) he argues that
countries like Afghanistan are “failed states” and they need improvement
trough American colonization. These three political philosophers argue that,
the answer to terrorism is colonialism.

The idea that imperialism had served civilizations by clearing inferior
races of the earth found widespread expression in nineteenth century
European thought, from natural science to anthropology and politics.

Herbert Spencer wrote in Social Statistics (1850), “The forces which
are working out the great scheme of perfect happiness, taking no account
of incidental suffering, exterminate such sections of mankind as stand in
their way.” This is a train of thought Charles Lyell had pursued twenty
years earlier in Principles of Geology:   “if the most significant and diminutive
of species...have each slaughtered their thousands, why should not we, the
lords of creations do the same?” His student Charles Darwin confirmed in
The Descend of Man   that “at some future period not very distant as measured
in centuries, the civilized races of man will almost certainly exterminate
and replace throughout the world the savage races “.  Sven Ludquist
comments in his Survey of European Thought on Genocide: “After Darwin, it
became accepted to shrug your shoulders at genocide. If you were upset,
you are just showing your lack of education.” In another of his books titled
A History of Bombing, Sven Ludquist writes that bombing originated as a
method of war considered fit for use only against uncivilized adversaries.
From all the above mentioned arguments it can be seen that colonialism
and imperialism have been carried out to “civilize” the “failed states”. This
civilizing process in its tougher aspects becomes colonialism.
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Frantz Fanon in his Wretched of the Earth writes “The colonized man
liberates himself in and through violence.” Similarly Biju V Nair in his book
Terrorism, Adhipathya Rashtriyavum Mathabheekarathayum  argues that
terrorism is “a cross current against colonialism”(4).  So we see that terrorism
and colonialism go on as action and reaction.

In his book When Victims Becomes Killers, the political activist
Mahmood Mamdani writes that the debate on terrorism revolves around
two poles, the cultural and political. Culture talk seeks the explanation for
a deed in the culture of the doer. In contrast the political talk tends to explain
the deed as a response to issues of a political context of unaddressed
grievances. Imperialism wins only when the colonized location is conquered
culturally and politically. Cultural imperialism is not merely colonialism
but a longer project. It aims to create a strong bond between the native
culture of the colonized and the aims of colonialism. Such an ever lasting
project brings about an abiding result for the colonial masters.

Such a project got destroyed with the Cold War which lasted for
around four decades. It posed a threat to the bond mentioned above .Both
the parties argued that their culture is the supreme one and it is to be globally
accepted. With the fall of the Soviet Union the western colonialism ventured
further into the construction of a globally unified culture. This aim is served
by the agenda of globalization in the liberal market. The various community
and cultures on the earth are taken out of its variety and declared as part of
one unique global culture. Variety has been ignored and even blanket terms
like “Islamism” have been constructed to present a counter culture against
this global culture.

“Islamism” has become a political term with wide currency in the
western countries.  “Islamism’ has been presented as a unique and unified
movement lacking variety. An average western citizen can’t see its multi
faces in accordance with the different cultures and nations. Imperialism
identified Islam with only Arab Muslims and neglected the population of
the biggest Muslim country, Indonesia and Muslims in India from the
umbrella of Islam. They don’t try to recognize that the Muslims in these
two countries do not come under Arab Muslim sects. The west often neglects
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the fact that each Muslim group in each country has its own culture and
even religious observances. The diversity of Islam has been neglected by the
western imperialism.

Though the term focused on Arab Muslim later it connoted
fundamentalism and fanaticism for the west. The fact that Arab Muslims
are only one among the various sects has been neglected. Thus the political
myth of the hundred crores of Muslim population being a totality and posing
a threat against the modern civilization was constructed. The Arabian oil
being an inevitable factor in the world economics such a myth was a political
weapon for the interests of the colonialism. It got sharpened over one and a
half centuries. In 1996, Samuel Huntington presented the aim of western
colonialism in his Clash of Civilizations he states that “Islam is the only
civilization which has put the survival of the West in doubt, and it has done
that at least twice.” (Huntigton: 209)

Huntington argues that the trends of global conflict after the end of
the Cold War are increasingly appearing at these civilizational divisions.
Wars such as those following the break up of Yugoslavia, in Chechnya, and
between India and Pakistan were cited as evidence of inter-civilizational
conflict. He argues that the Islamic civilization has experienced a massive
population explosion which is fueling instability both on the borders of Islam
and in its interior, where fundamentalist movements are becoming
increasingly popular. Manifestations of what he terms the “Islamic
Resurgence” include the 1979 Iranian revolution and the first Gulf war.
Perhaps the most controversial statement Huntington made in the Foreign
Affairs article was that “Islam has bloody borders”. Huntington sees Islamic
civilization as a potential ally to china, both having more revisionist goals
and sharing common conflicts with other civilizations, especially the west.
Specifically he identifies common Chinese and Islamic interests in the areas
of weapon proliferation, human rights and democracy that conflict with
those of the west, and feels that these are areas in which the two civilizations
will cooperate. Russia, Japan and India are what Huntington calls “awing
civilizations” and may favour either side. Russia for example, clashes with
many Muslim ethnic groups on its southern boarder such as Chechnya but
cooperates with Iran in order to avoid further Muslim orthodox violence in
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southern Russia and in an attempt to continue the flow oil. Huntington
argues that a “Sino-Islamic connection” is emerging in which China will
cooperate more closely with Iran, Pakistan, and other states to argue its
international position.

He states that civilizational conflicts are “particularly prevalent
between Muslims and non Muslims”, identifying the bloody borders”
between Islamic and no Islamic    civilizations. This conflict dates back as
far as the initial thrust of Islam into Europe, its eventual expulsion in the
Spanish recon quest, the attacks of the ottoman Turks on Eastern Europe
and Vienna, and the European imperial division of the Islamic nations in
the 1800 and 1900s. He writes:

The initial Arab-Islamic sweep outward from the early seventh
to the mid eighth century established Muslim rule in North
Africa, Ilberia, the Middle East, Persia, and Northern India.
For two centuries or so the lines of division between Islam
and Christianity stabilized. Then in the late eleventh century,
Christians reasserted control of the western Mediterranean,
conquered Sicily, and captured Toledo. In 1095 Christendom
launched the Crusades and for a century or a half Christian
potentates attempted, with decreasing success, to establish
Christian rule in the Holy Land and adjoining areas in the
Near East, losing Acre, their last foothold there, in 1291.
Meanwhile the Ottoman Turks had appeared on the scene.
They first weakened Byzantium and then conquered much
of the Balkans as well as North Africa, captured
Constantinople in 1453, and besieged Vienna in 1529. “For
almost a thousand years,” Bernad Lewis observes, “from the
first Moorish landing in Spain to the second Turkish siege of
Vienna, Europe was under constant threat from Islam.” Islam
is the only civilization which has put the survival of the West
in doubt, and it has done that at least twice. (Huntigton:
209)

Huntigton’s book was translated to many world languages, and
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turned to be a standard reference book for political thinkers as well as
diplomats. The book underlines a new world order. This new order is defined
as being based on culture and not on political and organizational grounds.
Huntington implies that the westerns cultural centered Washington comes
in conflict with the Islamic culture. The book does not define or describes
civilizations. He neglected the fact that it was among   Muslim countries
that war broke out in the recent years and the difficulty in unify Islamic
cultures has been totally ignored. But the book got universal acclaimed as a
book on world civilizations.

The question why Islam only becomes the target of the west is
answered in the book Covering Islam by Edward Said:

…modern Occidental reactions to Islam have been dominated
by a radically simplified type of thinking that may still be
called Orientalist. Insofar as Islam has always been seen as
belonging to the Orient, it’s particular fate within the general
structure of Orientalism has been to be looked at first of all
as if it were one monolithic thing and then with a very special
hostility and fear. .. so far as the West is concerned, Islam
represents not only a formidable competitor but also a late
coming challenge to Christianity. From most of the Middle
Ages and during the early part of Renaissance in Europe,
Islam was believed a demonic religion of apostasy blasphemy
and obscurity. It did seem to matter that Muslims considered
Muhammed a prophet and not a god; what mattered to
Christians was that Muhammed was false prophet a sower
of discord, sensualist, a hypocrite, an agent of the devil.
Nor was this view of Muhammed strictly a doctrinal one.
Real events in the real world made of Islam a considerable
political force. For hundreds of ears grate Islamic armies
and navies threatened Europe, destroyed its out posts,
colonized its domains. It was as if a younger, more virile
and energetic version of Christianity had arisen in the East,
equipped itself with the learning of ancient Greeks,
invigorated with a simple, fearless, and warlike deed, and
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set about destroying Christianity. Even when the world of
Islam entered a period of decline and Europe a period of
ascendancy, fear of Mohammedanism’ persisted. Closer to
Europe than any of the other non Christian religion, the
Islamic world by its very adjacency evoked memories of its
encroachments on Europe, and always, of its latent power
again and again to disturb the West. Other great civilizations
of the East-India and China among them could be thought
of as defeated and distanced and hence not a constant
worry. Only Islam seemed never to have submitted
completely to the West; and when, after the dramatic oil-
price rises of the early 1970s the Muslim world seemed once
more on the verge of repeating its early conquests, the whole
West seemed to shudder. The on set of ‘Islamic terrorism’ in
the 1980s and 1990s has deepened and intensified the shock
(Fanon: 67)

It is in such a backdrop that 9/11 took place and its widely agreed
that the world has entered into a new age, an age that saw a series of blasts
and attacks all over the world  This stifling atmosphere brought about the
notion of the ‘war on terror’ which upset human rights and freedom.

Any state has its own measure to oppress violence and any anti
state endeavour from the part of the citizens. The State has been broadly
defined as “the organized political community forming the part of a country
and controlled by one government”, by the Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (509) (seventh edition). In the Indian context the State comprises
of Executive, Legislature and Judiciary. These three organs of state form the
basic structure of the political system under which the people are to be
governed. This structure works directed by the guidelines of the constitution.
The constitution of a country may be described as the foundational law
which ordains the fundamentals of its polity and on the alter of which all
other laws and executive acts of the state are to be tested for their validity
and legitimacy.  Every constitution in based on the social political ethos and
faith aspirations of the people.
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We  can show our  concern over the global phenomenon of some
people getting blanketly condemned and labelled as terrorists in a generalized
manner merely because of their Muslim identities. Harsh Mander writes in
“Terrorism and State”:

Millions of men and women, merely because they happen to
be born to Muslim homes-believers and non-believers,
students working people, home-makers and the aged, the
wealthy and the impoverished- are all, with each blast,
dragged into the dock of the hearts and minds of people of
other religious persuasions. Here they are charged with the
guilt of solidarity if not active complicity for the horrible
crimes that the overwhelming majority of them intensely
abhor. They find their eyes lowered, their spirit crushed,
for heinous offences which they oppose no less than their
neighbours.  (The Hindu, 21September 2008).

 He mentioned the danger involved in the response of the State to
terror attacks holding the entire Muslim community guilty unless they can
prove their innocence. He cites the report of one Peoples Tribunal organized
by the Anhad and Human Rights’ Law Network from august 22 to 24,
2008 in Hyderabad.

Similarly , the tribunal, comprising respected retired judges, human
rights activists, lawyers, academics and journalists, confirmed that “a large
number of innocent young Muslims have been and are being victimized by
the police on the charge of being involved in various terrorist acts across the
country. This is particularly so in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madyapradesh,
Andra Predesh and Rajasthan, though not limited to these States”. It
concluded that “this victimization and demonization of Muslims in the guise
of investigation of terror offences, is having a very serious psychological
impact on the minds of not only the families of the victims but also other
members of the community. It is leading to a very strong sense of insecurity
and alienation…” (21 September, 2008). Nowadays we see how Muslim
community has been looked upon by the global public.

All citizens have a duty to respect and protect the sanity and unity
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of our society. No one shall gain from degrading a society into a theatre of
anarchy where every man’s hand is on his neighbour’s throat. Religious
and political activities undertaken in the public domain need to pay heed to
promoting harmony and mutual trust. At the same time, preserving the
health of a society should not be understood as the mere avoidance of
offensive acts or words. Justice and equality are basic to the sanity and
stability of a society.
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Background

      Every society has a shared belief and behavior about the prevention
and treatment of illness. These shared beliefs and behavior about the
prevention and treatment of illness constitute the health care systems of
that society (Levinson, 1997:136; Sobo, 2004:6).  Kleinman (1978:86) noted
that medical systems are cultural systems that include people’s beliefs and
the patterns of behavior. Human understanding about disease etiologies
and the medical interventions have undergone tremendous changes. The
magnitude of these changes become evident when we look at these
conceptions in ancient Egypt or Greek, Middle Ages, Renaissance,
Enlightenment and through to the 21st century( Pramukh, 2008:40-58).

     However, the changes in the understandings of the etiologies, health
and subsequent preventive measures and/ or treatment have not led to the
emergence of an overarching medical practice. It is common to come across
more than one medical practice in a single society across the world.
Anthropologists call this medical pluralism. Medical pluralism is a situation
where by more than one medical practice of diagnosis, treatment and therapy
do exist in a society. The plural medical practices could include bio-medicine
that results from western biomedical research and a number of Alternative
ones. Alternative or traditional medicine forms an important element of
health care in any society especially, in developing countries.

     Medical pluralism could be classified and understood either from their
ecological settings (Dunn, 1976:135), their legal status in comparison to
biomedicine (Cant and Sharma (2000:426) or from the therapeutic options
available in a society to alleviate the physical discomfort or emotional distress
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(Helman, 1990:72; Kleinman, 1978:86).

     Despite the variations from culture to culture, however, every medical
system has three basic components which include the theory of etiology, a
system of diagnosis and techniques of appropriate therapy. Levinson
(1997:137) elaborated the three components of medical systems common to
every culture in such a way that every health care system is assumed to
share common elements such as the definitions of health and illness, the
beliefs (theories) about the causes of illness, treatment strategies, the healers,
specific methods and techniques of treatment, and a decision-making process
for using the health care system.

    Studies have noted that patients will get access to “different strands of
medical knowledge, explanatory systems and healing traditions.”(Brodwin,
1996; Good etal, 1993 and Nitcher, 1989 in Good and Good, 2000:244). The
access to plural medical practices by patients involves complex transactions
among diverse systems of technologies, meaning and power.  Hausmann-
Muela &  Muela Ribera (2003:97) for instance noted there is a sequential
and integrative form of treatment for malaria in Tanzania. This research
reveals that mothers first apply traditional medicine for their sick children
from malaria as a kind of first aid and then seek biomedical treatment not
as separate courses of therapeutic alternatives but as complementary
hierarchies of treatment. The study further suggests the hierarchy is not
rigid and it can be adapted to concrete situations. When the hospital
treatment is proved unsuccessful after two or three attempts, parents would
opt for traditional health services of different kinds. Similar studies show
the practice of medical pluralism and the simultaneous or hierarchical use
of the services of these practices are  quite common in different societies
(Janzen,1978; Chung-tung,1998; Nisula,2006;Teuton, etal,2007;
Stekelenburg, etal,2004).

     In light of the above ideas, I have intended to: a) understand the illness
behavior and patterns of resorts in Addis Ababa; and b) shade light on the
major factors behind non-compliance to biomedicine in the study area.
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    Methods and Settings

     Qualitative data have been collected through anthropological fieldwork
between July 2011 and August 2012. Specific tools such as observation,
unstructured and semi structures key informant interviews and focus group
discussions were used to this end.

     The study area is the capital city of Ethiopia. It is a country located in
East Africa. It covers an area of 1.2 million square kilometer. It shares borders
with Kenya in the South, Eritrea in the North and North East, Sudan in
North West, and with Djibouti and Somalia in the East (Bahru, 2003:204;)
South Sudan borders the country in South West since its independence in
2011.

     According to recent estimates by Central Statistics Agency, Ethiopia is
the second populas country in Africa with a population of 82.4  in July,
2011. On the other hand, Addis Ababa is home to an estimated population
of about 3 million in July, 2011 (CSA, 2010:30).   The annual population
growth rate in Addis Ababa has been 2.1 %.

     Addis Ababa entertains diverse socio-economic and cultural conditions.
The official  statistics shows that in  2007, about 119,197 people in the city
were engaged in trade and commerce; 113,977 in manufacturing and
industry; 80,391 homemakers of different variety; 71,186 in civil
administration; 50,538 in  transportation and communication; 42,514 in
education, health and social services; 32,685 in hotel and catering services;
and 16,602 in agriculture.

 Pluralistic Medical Practices in Addis Ababa

     The Pluralistic medical practices operating in organized form in Addis
Ababa are biomedicine, indigenous traditional (herbalists and faith healing)
and non-indigenous alternative medicine (acupuncture, organic
supplements, and chiropractic).The People had been using traditional
medicine for generations before biomedicine arrived in the country a century
back. Non-indigenous alternative medicine from Asia and the United States
of America joined the pluralistic medical system over the last two decades.
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Illness Behavior, non-compliance and Patterns of Resort

Health is broadly conceptualized in Addis Ababa. It is so broad to
mean more of a wellbeing than the mere absence of disease. The wellbeing
in this context  is believed to result from harmonious  social relations, the
humoral  balance  in the  body  and the  normative  compliance  with  the
expectations  of the Supreme Being. Therefore, people in the city area  do
engage  in different  activities  whenever  they  feel  sick  in  order to  define
as well  as  to  seek  relief from illness. The illness behavior in the city is
embedded in the overall socio-economic and cultural contexts of the study
area. Symptom definition begins at home by a patient, family members and
neighbors. The symptom may be defined either from religious or biomedical
perspectives. These definitions will eventually dictate where the patient
should seek treatment. Of course,  economic  factors  measured in terms of
the financial  capacity  of a patient to  also  influence greatly  the illness
behavior  in Addis Ababa. Therefore, the commulative results of  these factors
bring patients to  the door step of  anyone or more of  the organized medical
practices in the city.

Despite the pressure from the national health policy that promotes
biomedicine, patients seek relief from their illness at indigenous traditional
and non-indigenous alternative medical service centers.  Neither the
accessibility nor its affordability deters patients from patterns of resort for
treatment at different medical practice centers based on different ideas of
health, illness and healing. Two factors major could be identified which
push patients to look for pluralistic consultations at different medical practice
centers. The first is the commonly held belief about the etiology of the disease
and its culturally appropriate therapy. Secondly, the dissatisfaction with
treatment outcomes at anyone of the pluralistic medical practices push
patients for patters of resort.

However, patients go through a complex decision making process before
consulting  anyone of the medical practices  or before shifting from one  to
the other. The decision by  one’s family  members or kin, the pressure  from
one’s social  network  and the dissatisfactions  with  prior treatment outcomes
play  important role in  the decision making process. The influence of what
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Janzen (1978) called therapy management group is significant in Addis
Ababa. But physicians most often misunderstood the influences these factors
as simply non-compliance by a patient to biomedicine.

Patients treatment seeking behavior is generalized (Geslier and
Pool,2005) as  either simultaneous  use or  a hierarchy  of resort. The hierarchy
most often put traditional medicine at the bottom   for the common reason
that it is either affordable or biomedicine is not accessible. But significant
variations are at work in the arrangement of the patterns of resort  at my
study  area. The patterns of resort in the use of pluralistic medical practices
in Addis Ababa could take anyone of the following patterns:

A) A patient  may  begin with  traditional  medicine  and shift  to
biomedicine and finally  end up  at the door step of  alternative medicine;

B) Treatment may begin with biomedicine then shift to traditional medicine
and then alternative medicine;

C) Patients may begin with biomedicine and then shift to traditional
medicine.

D) Simultaneous use of both traditional and biomedicine.

The hierarchy of resort identified at the study area was under great
influence of treatment outcomes and the pressure from what Janzen (1978)
calls therapy management group. However, the resort goes both ways in
the study area rather than the common assumption of incremental hierarchy
which begins with traditional medicine. Self treatment for mild illness is
quite common in Addis Ababa. But once  a patient suffers  that brings  him/
her  to the door  step  of organized medical practice, the patient being
influenced by the therapy  management group  and the treatment  outcomes
may shift  from one  medical  practice   to  the other.

Moreover, resorts were not only hierarchical at my study area but
also parallel. Patients at times shift from one biomedical clinic to the other
or from one herbalist or holy water site to the other depending on their
satisfaction and evaluation of the therapy management group about the
treatment out comes.
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The most common simultaneous use of medical pluralism was
observed in the treatment of two major diseases through the integration of
biomedicine with faith healing by patients. Patients of tuberculosis and AIDS
use biomedical drugs side by side faith healing. The integration comes about
due to the fact that patients failed to comply with biomedical prescriptions
in favor of faith healing. Such  non-compliance  forced Public Health Officials
to  implement  massive  media campaign  to  “negotiate” with patients  that
biomedical  drugs  do  not have counter reaction with faith healing( prayers,
fasting, , holy water etc.).The “negotiation” through media campaign has
been successful and many patients at the faith healing sites apply
simultaneous treatment with biomedicine and faith healing.

Concluding Remark

In conclusion, a combination of socio-medical and anthropological
factors such as accessibility, cost, acceptability, etiological concepts and
worldviews sound desirable to  understand the illness behavior and patterns
of resort in the pluralistic medical practices at the study  area. Moreover,
close understanding of these patterns of resort and the underlying factors
would help physicians and policy makers to provide quality health care
services to the population.
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Introduction:

With rapid urbanization and ever increasing population growth there
has been a substantial increase in the generation of solid waste &
contamination of air, water and land resources. The solid wastes from
different municipalities, not managed properly, have been creating problems
for human health and environment. Some of the solid wastes have been
proved to be extremely toxic and infectious. The uncontrolled dumping of
such wastes have not only brought about increasing number of incidents of
health hazard but also causing the surface and ground water contamination
and thus posing serious environmental threat to the human being.

Visakhapatnam, a fast growing metropolitan city, also referred as
the city of density at the same time increasing industrial establishments,
special economic zones were accelerating the process of urbanization with
increasing the population day by day. The increasing populations directly
step up the quantity of municipal solid and liquid wastes. Improper waste
management contributing to quantities of pollutants that are continuously
introduced into ecosystem components and natural resources like soil, water
and air and rendering as a polluted resource. The immediate and important
natural resource that immediately damaged due to solid waste dumping is
ground water. Along with the chemical and microbiological contaminations,
heavy metal contamination in the ground water is a major concern because
of the toxicity and threats to human life and the environment. Heavy metals
such as Al, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Cd, Hg and Pb are potential
soil and water pollutants. Heavy metal studies are necessary to evaluate
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both soil/sediment and groundwater contamination. Some heavy metals
like Fe, Cu, Zn, Ni and other trace elements are important for proper
functioning of biological systems and their deficiency or excess could lead
to a number of disorders. Food chain contamination by heavy metals has
become a burning issue in recent years because of their potential
accumulation in biosystems through contaminated water, food and air. The
toxic heavy metals entering the ecosystem lead to geo accumulation and
bio accumulation. The seepage of chemical constituents in the leachate
formed as a consequence of continuous disposal of municipal and industrial
wastes at the landfill have been shown to constitute serious threat to the
environment and human health Abu-Rukah and AlKofahi, 2001; Lee et al.,
2005.

Study Area:

The city of Visakhapatnam lies in between Latitude- 17° 30' 15? to
18° 11' 15? North Longitude- 82° 57' 37? to 83° 28' 12? East. The study area
Kapuluppada MSW dump site lies between latitude 170 50’ 45 26’’ N and
longitude 830 22’ 03 27” E and is a part of Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh.

Google earth image of the study area showing sampling locations.

Currently, the city disposes all of their waste at a Kapuluppada disposal
site. This site is operating for the last 5 years with 100 acres. 3 JCB and 1
bulldozer are employed at GVMC for solid waste management, including
the operation of the waste disposal site. The existing waste disposal site is a
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dumpsite with no leachate collection and treatment system and does not
meet the current requirements of the MSW 2000 Rules. Open burning of
waste, indiscriminate disposal, presence of stray animal & rag pickers at
the disposal site and leachate migration into the river are common
occurrences. Most wastes that are generated find their way into land and
water bodies without proper treatment, causing severe water pollution

Waste Quantification:

Quantification of municipal waste generated carried out by SENES
Consultants India Private Ltd. separately for different sources of generation
such as residential, commercial, institutional streets sweeping and drain
cleaning, markets, slaughter houses, function halls, cinema halls are given
in the Table-1 showing percentage of waste generated.

Materials and Methods:

Sample collection and location: The choice of the sampling stations
considered accessibility, proximity to residential areas and the topography
of the dump site. Among 10 sampling locations 6 within the residential
areas (in the 2 km radius), 4 in the dump site area and . Ground water
samples were randomly collected from surrounding areas of MSW dumping
site (10 bore holes) with in single season i.e rainy season during the month
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of September 2010. The sampling locations are 1.Maridi, 2.Scrap Shop,
3.Beside Scrap Shop, 4. Near Canal, 5.Boravanipalem-1, 6.Boravaniaplem-
2, 7.Paradesipalem-1, 8.Paradesipalem-2, 9.Vambay Colony-1 and
10.Vambay Colony-2. 4 of the tube well samples were sampled within the
dump site (SL1-SL4) and remaining  6 of the tube well groundwater samples
were collected  in residential areas within 2 km radius of the landfill(SL5-
SL10).

Laboratory methods

The collected samples were filtered (Whatman no. 42) and preserved
with 6N of HNO3 for further analysis (APHA, 1998).

Sample digestion: To ensure the removal of organic impurities from the
samples and thus prevent interference in analysis, the samples were digested
with concentrated nitric acid. 10ml of nitric acid was added to 50ml of
water in a 250ml conical flask. The mixture was evaporated to half its volume
on a hot plate after which it was allowed to cool and then filtered.

Sample analysis: Concentrations of heavy metals in water samples were
determined with an Inductive coupled Plasma Mass spectrometry (ICP-MS-
Agilent) with a specific lamp for particular metal. The digested water samples
analysis was done by using inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) at Center for Studies on Bay of Bengal, Andhra
University.

Appropriate drift blank was taken before the analysis of samples.
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Discussions

Distribution of trace metals like Al, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn,
As, Cd, Hg and Pb at various location results are shown in table-2. Over all
the heavy metal results were observed and given the mean values of
concentration, and the concentrations were found as Zn (5.71 ppm) > Fe
(4.51 ppm) > Pb (4.29 ppm) > Cd (2.48 ppm) > Al (0.96 ppm) > Cu (0.87) >
Ni (0.80 ppm) > Cr (0.39 ppm) > Mn (0.31 ppm ) > As (0.09 ppm) > Hg
(0.05 ppm) > V (0.05 ppm) Co (0.01 ppm) respectively.

Aluminium:

Occurs naturally in some rocks and drainage from mines. Intake of
higher concentrations of aluminum through drinking water due to
cumulative effect is reported to cause dementia. The concentration of the
Aluminium in our study area ranged from 0.120 – 0.957 ppm. The ground
water quality standards of Aluminium desirable limit (WHO) is 0.03 mg/l
and maximum permissible limit is 0.2 mg/l. In our study area half of
sampling locations exceeds the WHO maximum permissible limits. The
concentrations in sampling locations are SL6 (0.957) > SL8 (0.838) > SL1
(0.725) > SL2 (0.493) > SL9 (0.383) as shown below.

Chromium:

Chromium enters environment from old mining operations runoff
and leaching into groundwater, fossil-fuel combustion, cement-plant
emissions, mineral leaching, and waste incineration. Intake of high
concentration of Chromium (III) and causes liver and kidney damage,
internal hemorrhaging, respiratory damage, dermatitis, and ulcers on the
skin at high concentrations. The concentration of the Chromium in our
study area ranged from 0.012 – 0.385 ppm. The ground water quality
standard of Chromium desirable and maximum permissible limit (WHO) is
0.05. In our study area higher concentrations were observed when compare
to WHO standards i.e., SL2 (0.073) > SL4 (0.115) > SL6 (0.074) > SL7 (0.120)
> SL8 (0.385) > SL9 (0.07) respectively. Highest concentrations were observed
at SL8 (0.385)
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Manganese:

It occurs naturally as a mineral from sediment and rocks or from
mining and industrial waste. The concentration of the Manganese in our
study area ranged from 0.010 – 0.314 ppm. The ground water quality
standard of Manganese desirable and maximum permissible limit is
0.05(WHO). In high concentrations it may causes aesthetic and economic
damage, and imparts brownish stains to laundry. Affects taste of water,
and causes dark brown or black stains on plumbing fixtures. Relatively non-
toxic to animals but toxic to plants at high levels.

In our study area all sampling locations Manganese concentrations
are within the WHO permissible limit.

Iron:

The concentration of the Iron in our study area ranged from 0.294 –
4.511 ppm. The ground water quality standard of Iron desirable limit (WHO)
is 0.3 mg/l and maximum permissible limit is 1.0 mg/l.

Cobalt:

The concentration of the Cobalt in our study area ranged from 0.001
– 0.007 ppm. The ground water quality standard of Cobalt desirable limit
(WHO) is 0.3 mg/l and maximum permissible limit is 1.0 mg/l.

Nickel:

It occurs naturally in soils, groundwater, and surface water. Often
used in electroplating, stainless steel and alloy products, mining, and refining.
The concentration of the Nickel in our study area ranged from 0.061 – 0.800
ppm. The ground water quality standard of Nickel desirable limit (WHO) is
0.3 mg/l and maximum permissible limit is 1.0 mg/l.

Zinc:

Found naturally in water, most frequently in areas where it is mined.
Enters environment from industrial waste, metal plating, and plumbing,
and is a major component of sludge. The concentration of the Zinc in our
study area ranged from 0.250 – 5.711 ppm. The ground water quality
standard of Zinc desirable limit (WHO) is 5.0 mg/l and maximum permissible
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limit is 10.0 mg/l.

Copper:

For the most anthropogenic activities like metal plating, industrial
and domestic waste, mining, and mineral leaching were main sources for
contamination. Intake of copper in very high doses can cause stomach and
intestinal distress, liver and kidney damage, anemia in high doses.  The
concentration of the Copper in our study area ranged from 0.153 – 0.872
ppm. The ground water quality standard of Copper desirable limit (WHO)
is 0.05 mg/l and maximum permissible limit is 1.5 mg/l. All the sampling
locations SL1 – SL10 were exceeds the WHO desirable limit and within the
maximum permissible level.

Except one sampling location i.e., SL8 (5.711 ppm). It exceeds the desirable
limit (WHO).

Cadmium:

Found in low concentrations in rocks, coal, and petroleum and enters
the ground and surface water. It may enter the environment from industrial
discharge, mining waste, metal plating, water pipes, batteries, paints and
pigments, plastic stabilizers, and landfill leachate. The concentration of the
Cadmium in our study area ranged from 0.002 – 2.482 ppm. The ground
water quality standard of Cadmium desirable and maximum permissible
limit (WHO) is 0.01 mg/l.

Arsenic:

 It enters into environment from natural processes, industrial
activities, pesticides, and industrial waste, smelting of copper, lead, and
zinc ore. Arsenic replaces zinc biochemically in the body and causes high
blood pressure, liver and kidney damage, and anemia. Destroys testicular
tissue and red blood cells.

The concentration of the Arsenic in our study area ranged from 0.003
– 0.088 ppm. The ground water quality standard of Arsenic desirable and
maximum permissible limit (WHO) is 0.05 mg/l. SL6 (0.088) and SL8 (0.069)
sampling points exceeds the WHO desirable and maximum permissible limits
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of Arsenic.

Four sampling locations i.e. SL7 (2.482ppm) > SL5 (0.171ppm) >
SL9 (0.133ppm) > SL4 (0.022ppm) were recorded more then WHO desirable
and maximum permissible limit of Arsenic and most critical level were
recorded at SL7 when compare to other.

Mercury:

It occurs as an inorganic salt and as organic mercury compounds.
Enters the environment from industrial waste, mining, pesticides, coal,
electrical equipment (batteries, lamps, and switches), smelting, and fossil-
fuel combustion. Mercury causes acute and chronic toxicity and targets the
kidneys and can cause nervous system disorders. The concentration of the
Mercury in our study area ranged from 0.003 – 0.047 ppm. The ground
water quality standard of Mercury desirable and maximum permissible limit
(WHO) is 0.001 mg/l. All sampling locations were exceeds the WHO desirable
and maximum permissible limit of Mercury.

Highest concentration observed at SL9 (0.009ppm).

Lead:

Lead, is probable carcinogen, affects red blood cell chemistry; delays
normal physical and mental development in babies and young children,
Causes slight deficits in attention span, hearing, and learning in children,
increase in blood pressure in some adults.The concentration of the Lead in
our study area ranged from 0.045 – 4.287 ppm. The ground water quality
standard of Lead desirable and maximum permissible limit (WHO) is
0.01mg/ lt. Six sampling locations i.e. SL1, SL4, SL5, SL6, SL7, and SL9
were exceeds the WHO desirable and maximum permissible limit of lead
and while highest concentration observed at SL7 (4.287) in study location.

Conclusion:

The ground water samples show significant higher values of the
heavy metal contents than the control. Improper waste management and
related activities are responsible for recorded highest concentrations and
this raises a lot of environmental concern and calls for urgent attention. It is
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therefore recommended that the dumpsite management should be improved
to minimize the effects on the environment and the public health. The
present study also suggests avoiding the ground water in the study area for
drinking and domestic purposes.
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Introduction

In India there are more than 100 crore people but only a third part
of them are able to read. In case of other nation Indian education is falling
behind. This is a country where maximum people are in a economical and
social problem due this reason the Indian education program is continuing
under fall. The education system of rural area is too poor .both the children
and the teacher’s attribute also effectiveness. Many student of rural area
receive a poor education and more of them leave the school before the 5th
standard. The girl of the rural area is not got education due to parent’s
plane. The parent of rural thoughts about the girl that she is not for education
she is for only house wife. There is a sixty percent of female in rural area of
India is not educated while in other country not this problem. Found the
decent quality of education in the rich and upper middle family also. Because
the parent sent their children in private school where only passing the exam
is take priority not well learning criteria. After graduation many of students
are unable to study regular courses due to not available more collages,
university or unable to fulfill the fee structure. And even a graduation degree
is not employable in India. Most of students are not got education in private
school because all of the private school is made a compulsory fee structure
till 12th standard and the children which is Bourne in poor family is
decided to admit in government school where he/she not get a true
education.

Data collection

This paper focus on Indian Education system problems, sources of
data collection from various articles and journals, and educational reports.
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Historically,

Three systems have served the educational needs of Indians: Bureau
of Indian Affairs schools, parochial or mission schools and public schools.
Recently, through the Office of Economic Opportunity, the tribes themselves
established a fourth school system, primarily in the Head start Program.

These systems—still involved in attempting to better the lot of the
Indian—have had much experience in providing programs to meet Indians’
needs and have been in the business of education on and off reservations
for many years. In spite of what they have attempted and of what
contributions they have made, acute problems exist in the Indian education
field.

And Indian education will not progress, develop or evolve into a
dynamic field unless the problems inherent in it are identified and solved.

In an analysis of the situation, I have categorized these problems
into eight broad areas, from “lack of money” to “too many instant Indian
experts.”

Lack of money. 

By far one of the most pressing problems is the unavailability of
money or inadequate funding of Indian education programs or systems.
The demand far exceeds the supply, and available monies are only for the
most basic educational needs of the students . . “the traditional curriculum.”
Very small amounts, if any, are available for innovative programs and ideas.

Without adequate funding, the ideology and philosophy of Indian
education become so many words. The concept of Indian education faces a
bleak future characterized by stagnation, insensitivity, inadequate facilities
and personnel. Is this what we educators wish to be contented with the
irrelevant curricula? Just what do we mean by the often-repeated phrase,
irrelevant curricula? My definition is that it is schools not doing their job in
meeting the needs of their students—especially Indian students. This area
encompasses four necessary corrections.

An Indian student presently is subjected to an educational system
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geared to the needs of the non-Indian student without any concern to unique
problems and background of the Indian. Yes, the Indian must live in the
white man’s world, but if he is to become a productive member of the human
race, the schools must develop programs to meet his needs.

The American school curricula stresses values in direct contrast with
the values held, in varying degrees, by the Indian. Such highly esteemed
values as aggressiveness, competition, individual personal gain, out-smarting
your fellow man, and verbal ability and agility are taught the non-Indian
youngster from the time he is able to comprehend. These values become the
foundations of the American educational system. Thus, the Indian student
is thrown into a foreign situation—he has no experiential background
comparable to it and consequently, retardation is “built into” the educational
program as far as the Indian is concerned.

Another aspect is the stress of the English language in the system. If
educators would recognize that the English language is not the mother
tongue of most Indian students, educational programming could become
more relevant, meaningful and rewarding to the Indian student,

If curriculum experts would include courses reflecting the costiveness
of the Indians’ contributions to the greater society, another correction would
be made. It is not difficult to understand why the average Indian student
has a negative self-concept: he is taught in a foreign classroom, by a teacher
who is literally a foreigner, and in a foreign language that he comes from a
people who were bloodthirsty, marauding killers, and that the only good
Indian is a dead Indian. Correct this image by eliminating these teachings,
and replacing them with more positive characteristics.

Education has directly contributed to the destruction of the institution
of the family among Indians: To illustrate this engulfment rather than
bridgment of parent and child, let me give the following example.

Fifth graders are studying the atom or atom bomb and its effect on
society as a whole. If the Indian child seeks to understand the concept of
the atom more fully in an inquiry at home, he will discover that his parents
are unable to help him gain that understanding because there is no concept
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paralleling the atom in the Indian language. Instead of help or clarification,
the child may receive some type of scolding. In the case of the non-Indian
child, the parents may not know the answer, but they have other resources
to which to turn—a neighbor, a set of reference books, a nearby library.
Thus, the Indian child begins to question the intelligence of his parents, and
when this happens, the parental role is threatened and weakened. This
weakening continues as the child progresses through school because the
parent falls further behind, as he is not keeping up with his child. Destruction
of the family institution is therefore hastened.

Lack of Qualified  Indians in Indian Education.

By far the most glaring problem is the acute shortage of qualified
Indians in Indian education. Materialistic gains, incentives and opportunities
entice the qualified Indian educator away from this challenging field. There
is much hard work and many challenges in Indian education: isolation,
poor or inadequate facilities, eager but academically deprived students, but
one’s ingenuity, creativity, patience and forbearance are put to a real test in
facing these and other challenges. If Indian education is to meet the needs
of the students, if it is to have the sensitivity required, if it is to be dynamic
and viable, it must have more qualified Indian educators—it must reach
the stage wherein it will challenge the Indian educator to take up arms to
join its ranks and to improve its lot.

Insensitive  School Personnel. 

It is tragic that this exists in the 20 th Century.  Too many
administrators and teachers are not knowledgeable about the American
Indian. Whether it is attributable to apathy, indifference or design does not
lessen the problem. If school personnel are truly educators, it behooves them
to learn about the people they are teaching: To fail in this task is to fail to
educate. The burden of this responsibility rests squarely on the shoulders of
the educator, and the exercise of that responsibility is long overdue.

Differing expectations  of education programs.

 As noted in the section on irrelevant curricula, the American
educational system is foreign in concept, principle and objective to the Indian
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student. The thinking, attitudes and experiences of the non-Indian are the
base of the value structure rather than the aspects of Indian culture. Thus
the educational perspectives of the Indian are not considered. The Indian
views education as providing him with immediate practical skills and tools,
not a delayed achievement of goals or as means for a future gain.

Lack of involvement   in and control of educational matters.

The Indian has not been able to express his ideas on school
programming or educational decision-making. When they have been
expressed, his participation has been limited and restricted. If problems in
Indian education are to be resolved, the Indian citizen must become involved.
He needs to have more control in the programs to which his children are
exposed, to have a say in what types of courses are in the curriculum, to
help hire teachers, to establish employment policies and practices, and all
of the other responsibilities vested in school administration—that of being
on a Board of Education. There are working examples of Indian-controlled
school boards. These dynamic systems point up the fact that Indians can
handle school matters. It is time that more Indians became involved in such
control.

Difficulties   of students in higher education. 

Colleges and universities need to establish programs which can deal
effectively with the problems and needs of the Indian student—if he is to
remain in school. In general, the Indian student has an inadequate
educational background as he may have been looked upon as less than
college material in high school. He has unusual adjustment problems and
usually inadequate financial help. It is time that more colleges and universities
attempt to solve these development factors and provide a more successful
educational experience for the Indian student.

Too many instant-Indian education experts. To the detriment of
Indian education and its growth, each day sprouts more “instant Indian
education experts,” who do more damage than good. Usually, these experts
have all the answers: they have completely identified the problems and
have formulated solutions, but they leave it to the Indian to implement.
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Again, the Indian is given something to implement which he has had no
part in formulating. These experts usually depend on superficial, shallow
studies done in one visit to a reservation or school, or they depend on one or
two conferences with Indians who have little or no knowledge of the critical
problems confronting the Indian generally. Indian education can well do
without these experts who cannot be reasoned with or who feel they know
what is best for the Indian.

There may be other factors which contribute to the problems of Indian
education, but these eight areas are, I think, contributing to the situation
wherein Indian education is not realizing its full development.

What are the problems found in our Educational System (India)?

In spite of notable progress made in education since independence,
our educational development still remains at a low level. It is faced with
several problems which are briefly mentioned below:

Ø Wastage of Resources:

There is a good amount of wastage of resources in our educational system.
In the yield of general education, the drop-out rate is very high. It leads to
wastage of financial and human resources.

Ø Expensive Higher Education:

University education has mostly been expensive. It has no relevance to
employment opportunities. This has caused a serious problem of educated
unemployment in the country.

Ø Problem of Indiscipline:

The discipline problem among students, teachers and non-teaching
employees has been rising day by day. As a result of strikes, studies remain
suspended over a major part of the academic session. Several institutions
have become the victims of political interference.

Ø Lack of Funds:

Mostly educational institutions in India are lacking in funds. Consequently,
they fail to equip themselves with adequate buildings, library, laboratories
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and other such facilities.

Ø Disparities in Standard:

Wide disparities in educational standard exist among different states and
educational institutions.

Ø Examination System:

Our educational system at all levels is examination oriented. It has caused
many evils such as cramming, mass-copying, leakage of question papers,
etc.

Ø Non-academic Activities:

A quite large number of teachers are engaged in non-academic activities, so
they take little interest in their academic activities. The full-time teachers
take teaching a part-time job.

Ø Neglect of Indian Languages:

The medium of instruction, particularly in science subjects, is still English.
But our rural students and others, who are not proficient in English, suffer
because of this factor. Indian languages are still under-developed. Standard
publications are not available in Indian languages.

Ø Problem of Brain-Drain:

When intelligent and talented persons do not get good jobs and attractive
salary in the country, they prefer to go abroad for seeking jobs. Thus, India
suffers from a large brain-drain.

Ø  Illiteracy:

Illiteracy among adults, women, scheduled castes and backward classes
continues to be high.

Ø Unbalanced Development:

Our educational development has mostly been unbalanced. On the one hand,
there are modern public schools which are very expensive.

They are only meant for the rich. Contrary to this, there are government
run and government aided ordinary schools. These schools meet the
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requirements of children belonging to poor families.

Rural areas and the scheduled castes/tribes are still educationally
very backward. Educational disparities also exist among the different states

Poverty and High Fees –

Studies have shown that during 2004-2005. There was 58% drop-
out rate amongst the students of classes -1 to VIII. The Dropout rate for
classes’ l-X was 62-64% for girls and 60% for boys. These rates are very
high. The origin of these rates largely lie in Poverty. When earning money
and taking care of family becomes a primary issue in one’s life, education
stands a little or no chance of pursuance. Education for such is a luxury
and ;t becomes useless when they see that even the educated are having
tough time finding a job. Poverty struck people pass on a negative attitude
towards education which continues on with every new generation. Plus,
those who start earning money see it as the only motive of life and even
after they were educated they would still be looking of work, so why not
work now? When the student has cleared 10+2, high college fees become a
hurdle for a majority. Let’s not forget the entrance exams which not only
require entrance fees but hefty coaching fee in this competitive world.

Approach of Educators and Higher Authorities –

When good results matter more than how they are achieved, it
becomes clear that education is considered a mere formality and just a
qualification. Result driven schools make it easy for students to pass the
exams through various unfair means. Assistance during examinations,
revealing answers to acquire minimum pass percentage for weak students,
acceptance of bribes to favor certain students and other practices make the
education system a hollow one. Add, to the fact that many teachers have
acquired the post through unfair means. For them it is money and results
whereas it should haw been education, results and then money. Higher
authorities too. take things casually as long as their pockets keep getting
full. If acquiring employment and money are the objectives of a teacher,
they cannot go beyond these motives, leave alone the development of
education.
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Non-involvement of Citizens-

Indian citizens rarely raise their voice against issues and if they do,
the motivation doesn’t last long. Unity becomes an issue when there are so
many dispanties amongst the Indian populace. These too are the effects of
illiteracy. Unedjcated people or less educated people have a low self esteem
as they don’t have enough knowledge. They cannot raise their voices on
things which they themselves aren’t confident about. Mass protests are more
politically motivated than people motivated. Education authorities
themselves don’t encourage participation of parents or common people
whilst making and implementing education policies. Individual efforts are
snubbed and mass participation is not guided properly.

Selfish and Ineffective Supervisory Bodies –

If everyone else in the education department is serving his/her own
selfish motive how can the Supervisory bodies be far? Selfishness itself
propagates a chain of selfishness and corruption breeds corruption. This
plague operates and propagates from higher to lower or lower to higher
level. If the motives mentioned, exist at the teaching level, they can spread
to administration level and Wee versa. What emerges are curriculums as
mentioned in ‘Faulty Education Policies’. What also emerges are other
malpractices like inadequate supervision, obsolete education methods,
misuse of funds, misuse of food items meant for children, old methods of
evaluation and so on. A distinct practice came forth, when the AICTE (All
India Council of Technical Education) approved certain undeserving private
engineering colleges purportedly set up by politicians. Where as they rejected
internationally  acclaimed education providers to set up their institute.

Political and Bureaucratic Involvement –

Majority of the Politician and Bureaucrats have age which makes
them senior citizens. Some of them are not educated, some are partially or
have received ineffective education, some have reached this far because of
their affluence and not ability. Thus, we have illiterate politicians handling
education department, orthodox bureaucrats who are resistant to new ideas
and expenmentation. Education is Business for the Politicians and
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Manipulation Tool for bureaucrats. Seats are reserved for the likes of these,
leaving deserving ones biting the dust. Selfish motives make them Wind to
achieve the more important nations motive. Power and control are great
weapons and if those controlling it are selfish and corrupt, there is slim
chance that they will be dethroned in short span of time.

Indifferent attitude of Rural Population –

About 72,2% of the population lives in some 638.000 Ullages and
the rest 27.8% in about 5,480 towns and urban agglomerations. Majority of
the residents of these places are illiterate and severe gender, regional, and
caste disparities exist in their societies. And even when a graduation degree
doesn’t guarantee employment then the antt education attitude gets
solidified. A common sarcastic comment amongst the rural is popular- ‘Are
you going to become a DC (deputy commissioner) by studying?’ Children
living in rural areas receive a level ol education which is very poor, the
outcome is then obvious. A large percent of dropouts are female children.
They are forced by their parents to perform chores and tend the family at
home. The lifestyle of villagers is largely dominated by culture and tradition
whose outlook towards education is not favourable even for the boys.
Traditional forms of occupational skills receive a higher repute as it brings
income which is vital for survival. With other traditions, illiteracy also
becomes a Iradition.

The causes for the problems of education system in India are
multifaceted and they themselves manifest more problems. It is a vicious
cycle where some factors encourage another factors or are interdependent.
This makes lhem even more lethal than they already are. Does this mean ,
that there is no solution to these problems. The answer, is - No! The answer
is there but it is not just the answers but what the answers represent and
the way they will be most effective by being multidimensional and self
propagating just like the problems.

Solving Current Educational Problems in India

1. Population Control through various campaigns, awards and other
incentives and increments to those who set an example In favour of
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population control.

2. Teachers need to be professionally trained, adequately paid and well-
motivated.

3. India’s entire education system should be redesigned to favour
employment, nullify the poverty aspect and improve the quality of
education on every level, especially the primary level.

4. Frequent curricula/ revisions,  to remove and/or edit obsolete chapters
and bring quality in education.

5. Accountability of Higher Authorities needs to be sensitised and effectively
implemented through law and special courts which can provide speedy
decisions. An independent regulatory authority can be established to
remove discrepancies in the first place.

6. Aggressive Awareness Campaigns in Rural Areas to negate the negative
attitude of the rural population.

7. Minimum Wages to Unemployed Educated Candidates.

8. Education Portfolio should be given to Education Experts.

9. The state university system should be expanded even more to provide
educational opportunities to the rural people. Private sectors,
contributions from philanthropists and industry should be encouraged.

10. An alternate examination process in the form of internal assessment
can be set up. Where students   are evaluated by their teachers.

Swami Vivekananda points out that the defect of the present-day
education is that it has no definite goal to pursue. A sculptor has a clear
idea about what he wants to shape out of the marble block; similarly, a
painter knows what he is going to paint. But a teacher, he says, has no clear
idea about the goal of his teaching. Swamiji attempts to establish, through
his words and deeds, that the end of all education is man-making. He
prepares the scheme of this man-making education in the light of his over-
all philosophy of Vedanta.   In his words: ‘Thus Vedanta says that within
man is all knowledge even in a boy it is so and it requires only an awakening
and that much is the work of a teacher.’ To drive his point home, he refers
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to the growth of a plant. Just as in the case of a plant, one cannot do anything
more than supplying it with water, air and manure while it grows from
within its own nature, so is the case with a human child. Vivekananda’s
method of education resembles the heuristic method of the modern
educationists. In this system, the teacher invokes the spirit of inquiry in the
pupil who is supposed to find out things for himself under the bias-free
guidance of the teacher.

We need to understand that the education sector needs more colleges,
better quality of education and better framed policies to education.
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Introduction

Machines are basically assembled from several individual parts. The
parts may need to be joined sometimes in permanent or temporary. The
temporary connections or joints are normally made by using screws bolts
or nuts and bolts. Bolted joints are most common elements of structures
and machines in pressure vessels, automobiles, machine tools, home
applications, etc.  In bolt nut fasteners the load distribution is very unequal
with high stress concentration at the thread roots. This stress concentration
can cause fatigue failure in the bolt-nut fasteners.[1]

In the past, several researchers have studied the stress distribution
in bolt-nut connectors using computational and experimental methods. [3],
[4] [5, 6], [7] have used experimental methods like photo-elasticity to study
the stress distribution in bolt-nut joints. Having advances in computational
methods of stress analysis, it has become much easier to study the stress
distribution in bolt-nut joints. The photo-elastic method is time consuming
and expensive, and can have lower resolution than do computational
methods such as finite element analysis (FEA). FEA has been used in the
past to study the load and stress distribution in bolt-nut joints and screw
threads [8–13].

 The main aspiration of this work was to investigate the optimal
geometry (design) of nut fasteners that can attain less stress concentration
factor.

Stress Concentration Factor

Stress concentration factor or stress raisers are the points at which
the stress is concentrated. In nut and bolt fasteners the load acting should
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be uniformly distributed to increase the performance of the same. Due to
the uneven distribution of the load on these elements create stress
concentration. Eventually the weaker area in fasteners are towards the root
areas where cracks will be developed; still further loading cracks get
propagated resulting in failure of the nut- bolt fasteners.

For each model, the stress concentration factor was calculated as
the ratio of maximum principal stress in the nut-bolt system to the nominal
stress in the shank of the bolt. The maximum principal stress is obtained
from the finite element analysis. The highest stress is found to occur at the
first thread in the bolt and decreases progressively at subsequent threads.
The ratio of the maximum principal stress and nominal applied tensile stress
is denoted as the stress concentration factor, Kt.

   Kt = max.principle direct stress / nominal direct stress

Kt = óm/óo

Thread Forms

UNC is the most commonly used thread on general-purpose
fasteners. Coarse threads are deeper than fine threads and are easier to
assemble without cross threading. UNC threads are normally easier to
remove when corroded, owing to their sloppy fit. A UNC fastener can be
procured with a class 3 (tighter) fit if needed (fit classes covered below).

UNF thread has a larger minor diameter than UNC thread, which
gives UNF fasteners slightly higher load-carrying (in shear) and better torque
locking capabilities than UNC fasteners of the same material and outside
diameter. The fine threads have tighter manufacturing tolerances than UNC
threads as shown in Fig. 2.3, and the smaller lead angle allows for finer
tension adjustment. UNF threads are frequently used in cases where thread
engagement is minimized due to thinner wall thickness. The dimensions of
UNC Thread form are given in Table.  1.
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Where,
R b = Root radius of the bolt
H n = Height of the nut
Rn = Radius of the nut
Width and Height of the nut
H b = Height of the thread
W= Width of Nut.

Whitworth was the first standardized thread in the world. Whit
worth thread was an internal angle at 55 degree depth and pitch of the
thread are varied with the diameter of thread. Whitworth thread form
is a standard for pipe assembling in many countries.

Which was used is British Standard Whitworth (BSW). This
thread form is used for the British Standard Whitworth (BSW) and
British Standard Fine (BSF) screw threads. More recently, both threads
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have been known as parallel screw threads of Whitworth form. With
standardization of the Unified thread, the Whitworth thread form is
expected to be used only for replacements or spare parts. Tables of
British Standard Parallel Screw Threads of Whitworth Form will be
found on the following.

The models in whitworth are designed according to the specifications
of 1-8 UNC as given in the published journal [3].

From the table for 8 TPI the values taken are Whitworth thread form values

MODEL

         Designing 1-8 UNC Thread Form

MODEL A Represents a plain bolt-nut combination with the width across
the flats of the nut extended by 1/8 in. above standard.
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MODEL B In this design, a groove is added to the face of the nut which is
closer to the head of the bolt.

MODEL C In model C, a step is added to the nut, and there are no grooves
on the bolt or the nut.

MODEL D This design, there is a step on the nut as in model C, in addition
to which there is a    groove on the lower end of the bolt.

MODEL E In this design, there is a step is added to the nut and a groove is
added to the lower end of the bolt.

MODEL F In this design, A Taper is added to the nut and a groove is added
to the lower end of the bolt.

MODEL G In this design, A step is added to the nut and a groove is added
to the lower end of the bolt. The shank diameter of the bolt is reduced.

Results For Various Thread Forms
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Analysis

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method, originally introduced by
Turneret al. (1956), is a powerful computational technique for approximate
solutions to a variety of “real-world” engineering problems having complex
domains subjected to general boundary conditions. FEA has become an
essential step in the design or modeling of a physical phenomenon in various
engineering disciplines. A physical phenomenon usually occurs in a
continuum of matter (solid, liquid, or gas) involving several field variables.
The field variables vary from point to point, thus possessing an infinite
number of solutions in the domain. A continuum with a known boundary
is called a domain, [14].

In this study, screw threads a of the 1–8 UNC thread form are
analyzed. Stress distribution (stress concentration factor) for various
symmetrical models of 1-8 UNC form are designed in 3D, analyzed and
validated from 2D models developed and published by (Sriman Venkatesan,
NOV- 2006).

Simulation work has been done to analyze the stress concentration
on various models using 3-D analysis. For this “ANSYS” has been used as
simulation tool which works on finite element method. The main aim of
this work is to find the stress concentration factor values (Kt) for nut and
bolt connectors of 1-8 UNC thread form by using 3-D modeling and compare
the relative Kt values with the standard values from 2-D modeling and to
find the optimum nut and bolt connector model among the various models
of 1-8 UNC thread form.

The material of the bolt and the nut is taken as AISI 8740 steel. This
material is a low-alloy, high-carbon steel commonly used in aerospace
fasteners and has an elastic modulus of 205 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.29.
The stress concentrations in other bolt sizes and materials may vary slightly,
but the trends suggested by this study are applied to all bolts in this class.
The load applied is sufficient to produce a nominal stress of 10 psi in the
shank of the bolt.

Full 3-D models of 1-8 UNC thread, whitworth and ISO metric thread
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forms are drawn and analyzed in ANSYS for stress concentration. The results
are shown in the table(1). The 3-D models and the pre-stress result analysis
modals are shown in the figures 5.1,5.2,5.3.
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The following analysis can be drawn from the study.

1.  From the Table (1) it was clearly seen that the stress concentration factor
values (Kt) for both 2-D is 7.63 and for 3-D models it is 7.73 which are same
and the percentage error is less than 10. So the developed model can be
accepted.

2. The work is extended to other thread forms like Whitworth and ISO
metric threads.  From the Graph (1) drawn for stress concentration values
for different threads the trend seems to be same for all the models that were
developed.

From the Table (1) model G is having less stress concentration factor
among all other models.

Conclusion

3-D analysis gives exact values than 2-D analysis, we can consider the
stress concentration factor (Kt) values obtained in this study as more exact
and standard values for 1-8 UNC, Whitworth and ISO metric threads in
nominal dimensions. And these Kt values for nominal dimensions can be
used in design modifications

The stress concentration factor is less for Whitworth thread form,
compared to the other forms of threads. So, Whitworth thread form is
effective when compared to 1-8 UNC thread form and ISO metric thread
form and it can be used for structural woks. Model G is the optimum model
for Nominal dimensions. This will help in reducing the material required
for bolt in the design and cost consideration.
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The author conducts a study on the impact of substance abuse among
student youth, as it is the major problem of the modern life style. The paper
highlights the historical profile of the substance use. The study clearly
mentions how the effect of urbanization, modernization and globalization
and encouraging the student youth to take drugs for momentary pleasures
and intoxication.

  The paper deals with various issues and aspects of substance abuse
in this particular age group. The present scenario has been clearly presented.
The paper describes the various problems of the society has to face due to
this problem. The paper suggests various means to eradicate this problem.

 DEFINITION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE:

Drug Addiction and Drug Abuse is a chronic or habitual use of any
chemical substance to alter state of body or mind for other than medically
warranted purposes.. Addiction is more often now defined by the continuing,
compulsive nature of the drug use despite physical and/or psychological
harm to the user and society and includes both licit and illicit drugs, and
the term “substance abuse” is now frequently used because of the broad
range of substances include alcohol and inhalants that can fit the addictive
profile. Psychological dependence is the subjective feeling that the user needs
the drug to maintain a feeling of well-being. Physical dependence is
characterized by tolerance and the need for increasingly larger doses in
order to achieve the initial effect and withdrawal symptoms when the user
is abstinent.

 DEFINITION OF STUDENT YOUTH:

As a category, student youth are a transient population in
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demographic terms, sandwiched between childhood on the one and
adulthood on the other, experience transitional social and mental and
physical changes. It is not easy to reach a consensus as to where the period
of youth starts and ends. The United Nations Organisation (UNO) defines
youth as a group that falls in the 15-24 years category whereas for
Commonwealth Youth Programmes it is between 16 and 24 years. According
to the Government of India, youth is the sum of individuals falling in 15-35
years age group. However, despite its limitations the definition of age is
useful in forming statistical details and offers the practical convenience of a
definitive social group with it own specific needs and problems.

HISTORICAL PROFILE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE:

World Drug Report 2006 of United Nations has given a figure of 16
million opiate addicts world-wide. This figure is not inclusive of other
addictives or alcoholics. Opiate is the prime drug of abuse. According to a 2004
United Nations Office on Drug and Crime (UNODC) and Government. of
India report, India alone has nearly 9 million cannabis users, followed by 2
million opiate users and 0.3 million sedative hypnotic users. Besides, 62
million alcoholics as much size of the population of France were reported
in India.

The drug addicts and drug users buy heroin and pharmaceutical
mixes after pooling money, sharing not only the same common solution but
the same needle. Drug users range on an average from between two to five
people while sharing the substance mixture. While heroin pushers may use
the addictive two to four times a day, buprenorphine users and the
pharmaceutical mixes tend to inject less often as a result of lasting kick.

Drugs would be commonly administered intravenously but
occasionally intra muscular injection is also seen. Injectable drug users were
noted to pull and push the blood several times in the syringe before the final
administration. Addictives are often used in India in open public places
without any hesitation. While, those who are hesitant or apprehensive of
enforcement authorities prefers abandoned or under construction buildings,
public toilets, at home, offices, railway yards, and burial grounds.
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METHODOLOGY

SIGNINFICANCE OF THE STUDY:

For fashion or getting solace youth begin the habits of using nicotine,
taking alcohol and drugs and very soon get addicted to them. Of late, the
prevalence of addiction to these substances has been very high among
students and non-students of the age group 15-30. The growing trends in
urbanization, modernization and globalizations open many vistas not
without their negative implications. The potentials and energies of the youth
are wasted in pursuit of momentary pleasures and intoxications that make
them slaves to substance abuse. Hence focus on the menace of Substance
Abuse among the Student and the Non-student youth in the city of
Visakhapatnam is significant in order to find out possible solutions to deal
with this problem.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

1. To ascertain socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the
respondents of the Student and the Non-student youth of Greater
Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation limits..

2. To examine the causative factors of substance abuse..

3. To record the feelings of the substance abuse among student and
non-student youth.

4. To recommend to policy makers to initiate stern implementation of
laws that prevents drug abuse and innovate policies to rehabilitate
the drug dependents.

NATURE OF THE SAMPLE:

The investigator, with the help of identified substance abusers tried
to identify such abusers who fall in the age groups specified earlier.  As
such, the investigator followed Snowball sampling method in identifying
the subject for the study.

 REASEARCH TOOLS:

In order to gather valuable data from the respondents, a structured
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interview schedule is devised. The Schedule is broadly divided into five major
sections. The first section deals with the demographic data of the
respondents. The second section contains queries aimed at collecting the
details of various types of substance abuse such as smoking, alcohol and
drugs. The opinions of the respondents about the use of substance and their
self-consciousness were elicited in section three. The fourth and the fifth
sections cover the feelings and repercussions of the respondents on their
substance abuse and the effects of substance abuse on the individual and
the family, respectively.

THE PRESENT SCENARIO OF DRUG USE AND ABUSE AMONG
YOUTH IN INDIA:

India ranks second to Afghanistan in production of illicit opium and
probably the only country producing gum as found by the Indian Central
Bureau of Narcotics. Opium poppy is grown in the central Indian state of
Madhya Pradesh (Mansaur), Rajasthan (Kota, Jodhpur, etc.) and Uttar
Pradesh (Gazipur). By the turn of the century the Indian government
licensed nearly 160,000 farmers to cultivate opium on 35,000 hectares. In
the year 2000 over 1,300 metric tons of opium was harvested, the largest
amount in many decades. In 1999 an estimated 300 metric tons of illicit
opium was diverted to the black market, converted into heroin ‘brown sugar’
and being sold in international markets. Ten per cent of the diversion of
opium gum would make India the world’s fourth largest producer of illegal
opiates
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The table 18 shows that more than half of the student youth
respondents (58%) and (33%) of the non-student youth respondents created
problems to themselves/others with their driving under drug influence.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This life is a precious gift anyone can get but only once. Therefore, it
should be properly utilized to make the maximum benefit – for oneself and
for society. As the maxim ‘Health is wealth’ exhorts, being healthy is the
greatest wealth one can possess in this world.

1) There will be a sound mind in a sound body. Keeping oneself
spiritually, mentally and physically fit is the secret of one’s success.

2) Once one gets access to substances beyond the prescribed limit by
way of medication he/she would become intoxicated or addict to
substance.

3) The use of cough syrup by youth as an alternative to alcohol is on
the rise due to its easy availability.

4) Liquid substance like cough syrup, injections like morphine, phidine,
fortwin etc are Schedule drugs and cannot be sold over the counter
without a proper prescription.

5) Doctors should also clearly indicate the number of bottles/ampoules
that can be given to a patient and chemists should make a note on
the prescription at the time of issuing the drugs. This would prevent
the misuse of the drugs to some extent.

6) There must be greater awareness among the people about the dangers
of using habit-forming prescription drugs. People with very bad
habits die-hard and relying on drugs for ‘temporary relief’ can prove
to be a costly bet for youth.

7) Treatment and rehabilitation are essential components of demand
reduction. They should be seen as a means to help persons overcome
addiction and not a form of punishment.

8) . Research has indicated that treatment, carried out under proper
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conditions, does change behaviour, in which it occurs (community-
based, clinic, workplace, prison or other) may be less important than
the skills of persons involved, the processes used and the type of
treatment.

9) In planning to prevent relapse, many services are needed, including
rehabilitation, community services and active follow-up.

It is noted that successful programmes require qualified staff, constant
management, adequate resources, and the flexibility to adapt to changing
circumstances. Hundreds of psychotherapy outcome studies have
demonstrated that people successfully change with the help of professional
treatment. Similar results are found in the literature on addictive behaviors.
... These studies demonstrate that intentional modification of addictive
behaviors occurs both with and without expert assistance.
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Manoj Das needs no specific introduction today; he is undoubtedly
the torchbearer of modern Indian English short story. He has provided a
quite matured connotation of ancient and modern Indian life through his
stories and thus made a legacy. Das is a conscious observer of society, who
holds the mirrors of the social tensions, psychological unrestness and
economic pressures of the present era. Das portrays and scrutinizes the
panic condition of modern man, their sufferings and traumas in his stories
in a symbolically significant way. Das’s use of realism is in the form of the
representations of poverty presumably through Marxism and the
representations of the body and of instinctive desire are through Freudian
psychoanalysis. However, Indian culture is always at the background of
his thought.

Manoj Das’s early short stories are largely the stories of extroversion.
These deal with the themes different social, natural and psychological
traumas. Moreover, these stories are noted for the experiment the storyteller
makes with imagery and symbols with a view to finding and appropriate
narrative strategy of his own. “The stories were characterized by a pervasive
sense of despair, a penchant for satire and irony and an irrepressible desire
to pontificate” (Satpathy 1053). In the beginning of his literary career the
writer under the influence of Marxism projects the stark realities of life where
men are seen at constant war with malignant forces of nature. The storyteller
tries to see, in the intricate web of circumstances of human existence, the
inner core of reality and attempts to probe the depths of human
consciousness. His realism reflects the life of an individual or mass with
humanistic approach and zest of their betterment. In this way stark realism
and popular humanism are synthesized into an organic unity. A type of
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Hardian “pessimism”, “fatalism’’ and “nihilism” hover in the early short
stories of Das. Four stories from Mystery of the Missing Cap and Other Short
stories are taken to study the humanitarian voice of the writer. The stories
The Hunger, The Discovery, Catching a Thief and The Poison Girl portray
realistically the helplessness of individuals in this malignant world. Hunger,
rape, violence, murder and the like negative traits become the theme of the
stories. Conceived as victims of social and historical tyranny, the central
characters of these stories fight back even in face of an imminent defeat.
Das strongly believes in man’s ultimate duty is to fight the tyranny and
oppression built into his situation. This is what often imbues his characters
and his short stories with a sense of tragic inevitability.

The story The Hunger, the translated version of the original Odia
story Samudra ra Khyudha is a sorrowful tale which reaches the climax with
the rape of Shobha, an innocent girl victimized by the satanic forces sheltered
within human soul. The social setting of the story is of the colonial era.
Obeying the order of the Burra Lat the fishermen vacates the hamlet. Only
old Hadu Malik stayed there with his daughter-in-law Shobha and grandson
Satu waiting for his soldier-son Gopal to return home. The sudden death of
Hadu Malik is a cruel joke of destiny for Shobha. Lala spreads his helping
hand towards her. But he secretly puts an evil eye on Shobha. He cunningly
deceives her and attempts to rape her. Somehow Shobha manages to save
her but later has been caught by a group of lusty soldiers of the British
regiment. Satu is killed and she is gang raped. The storyteller presents the
devastating rape symbolically:

He then returned to Shobha, but like a bear that was hungry yet
unable to bite a dead body for some reason, circled the senseless Shobha,
merely snorting and gasping.

And his two lieutenants sat restless like jackals, afraid of coming
near the prey because of the bear’s presence.

The big one wiped his sweating face and kept sitting while the roar
of the bear was growing louder (175-176).

The story projects how hunger of the flesh makes people behave like
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brutes. The soldier who is deprived of fulfilling the hunger of body acts as a
brute. The storyteller symbolically presents him as a bear and the two other
soldiers as the jackals as sex without mutual consent is nothing but an animal
act. The body finds fulfillment only through emotional attachment and
without emotion sex appears to a means of mechanical gratification. In the
story a synthesis is made between love and lust, one represented by Subha
with her persistent hope of waiting for her husband keeping her virginity
intact and the other by the soldiers who forcibly raped her just for the sake
of temporary pleasure of the body. The storyteller’s hint is towards Freudian
“id’s pleasure principle” (Freud 219), where instinctive desires strive to gain
pleasure ignoring the call of the inner conscience. The story is indeed a tale
of woe and anguish where the storyteller finds that suffering is the
fundamental to human condition. Through the allegory of hunger the
storyteller brings home the primordial bestiality in man.

Thesis of ethical downfall of modern man has potential exposure in
the story The Poison Girl. The story illustrates the condition and plight of the
whores, their desires and suppressed fantasies directing the writer’s
sympathy and compassion, apart from the revelation of the image of social
atrophy. Though Das renders the darker side of contemporary society, and
has a humanitarian soft corner for those downtrodden destitute, but his
prime focus is on the maintenance of social sanctity. Das doesn’t denounce
the prostitute for their anti-social works; rather he expresses his compassion
for them. He presents the human apathy and the circumstances that compel
them to be thus. He satirizes the society’s hunger and the starving people
which cause the result in prostitution.

The storyteller realistically depicts the scenery of the so-called “Red-
light area”:

. . . the window of a small house at the eastern end of the station
road was thrown open. A bucketful of yellowish light splashed into
the heaps of broken glass, twisted tins and a dog or two coiled.

But one could see several shadowy figures moving inside the house.
For them, the half-thatched roof was the dome over a magic house
of joy . . .  I have seen some of them dancing in the theatre in the city
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– are in any way better than our Heera, observes an influential
customer, guzzling off a tumblerful of liquor brewed in the backyard
of the houses.

The customer then tries to grab Heera (108-109).

The lives of these unfortunates, though dimly sketched, constitute a
saga of injustices, neglect and oppression. The scene mirrors out the
unhygienic conditions of the brothels mostly situated in the slums. In the
broadest sense, the writer’s delineation is related to the maintenance of moral
standards of the society.

The storyteller too presents how Heera, an illiterate rustic girl has
been exploited both physically and mentally before adoring the profession
of prostitution. Mangaldas, Landa and the customers symbolically stand as
the social seducers. Das’s humanistic zest hovers when he presents the
conditions of Heera who indulges in flesh trade:

By the time the sun is atop the railway bridge and women of the
locality are seen bathing in the river under it, she takes position at
the rear door of the house, inducing vomiting. That brings her some
relief. That burning sensation – resulting from her having to take
regularly moderate quantities of poisonous herbs, subsides (109).

The storyteller is sympathetic towards Heera but strongly condemns
her unsocial acts. Society lives with the sacrosanct social codes. Those who
pollute the sanctity of the society give big costs for their deeds. Heera, the
prostitute who is proud of her beauty and quite happy in fulfilling her
sensual urges, realizes the hard truth of life when her glowing skin fades its
lustre after suffering from sexually transmitted diseases and her body no
more remains a piece of attraction. She pollutes the society by doing unmoral
deeds, but when she depends on society for her survival, the society rejects
her as a bad girl:

The very first customer, after ordering for three betel-nuts, suddenly
asks, “What are those raw wounds on your hands?”

“That’s of no consequence, Babu, you know what continuous contact
with lime can do to skin . . .”
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“Oh no. It is a disease – a deadly disease. She was a bad character,
sir”, warns a teenager from the next kiosk (113).

The teenager symbolizes the social force which warns the social
beings of the possible danger.  The oblivious hint of the storyteller is genuine
social bond among societal beings. Heera’s death as a rejected soul seems to
be the divine penance for polluting the piousness of society. So, death appears
to be a great deliverer. By balancing the psycho-sensual pleasure of Heera
with the sanctified social code the storyteller pleads for regeneration and
renewal of social order.

Das’s Marxian interpretation of Indian society presents the tensions
and oppositions among the values and practices of a culture. Further in the
story “The Discovery” (MMCAOSS) Das portrays realistically the scenery
of a drought situation. It’s the advent 1943, when the backbone of Odisha
got weakened due to a devastating drought. The young Marxist presents
realistically the scenery of the “Govt. Free-Kitchen”, the charitable abode
where the so-called social workers did not hesitate to abuse and ill-treat the
victims of the drought:

You she-jackal! Show me your pass!” one of the riders demanded of
a haggard old woman ... “Lost, Huzoor!” “Get out!” The cane in the
guardian’s hand swung briefly... The Chowkidar dragged her away
and abandoned her under a tamarind tree denuded of leaves. Two
human kids and a pale little monkey, busy detecting new sprouts on
the branches... (177).

Somehow Nivaran succeeds to fetch a handful of rice. On the pretext
of abject hunger he even puts deaf ear of his old father’s begging him some
food: “I will kick you silent if you go on ordering me about!”(180). After
eating half of the food, he stores the rest to be eaten later. Sometime later
when he comes and searches for the food he finds five infant mice there. He
looks for Rangi, their pet cat to provide her some food. But soon after
returning he finds two rats lying there. The pathos touches the climax with
the discovery of limbs of the little rats from the stuff vomited by the old
man. Under these horrible circumstances of life, Das brings the terrible truth
of life - the misery and helplessness of human existence. Here the storyteller
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juxtaposes human predicament with human hopes and aspiration. Natural
calamity is a part of human life. It leaves human beings to focus on the
strength of the will that fights the calamity. What, however, gets resurrected
here is the stoic endurance to pain and man’s ability to retain his calm in
spite of heavy natural calamities. The storyteller here realistically touches
upon the horrible conditions of famine that wrecks the edifice of human
life. The Govt. charity is only a facade to hide the devastation of death.

In the story “Catching a Thief” the storyteller in the similar fashion
gives a realistic but poignant picture of a drought situation. The story
synthesizes the elemental hunger with its proclivity to hide the shame with
rational consolation. Arnapurna, who symbolizes wealth, ironically becomes
a victim of poverty after marriage. She comes to her father’s house with an
intention to procure some rice to feed her children. As there was an onset of
famine, the father preserves half of the rice for his son, but as necessity
knows no law, Arnapurna steals the lot of her brother for her own benefit.
The theft that is committed by Arnapurna is not immediately detected by
her father. But when the villagers chased the thief, she arrives at her home
with her identity as a thief:

Anu fell down, trembling, at his (father’s) feet. There was blood on
her back. Raghunath too sat down, weeping. This was once his sweet
cherub, Anu, whose full name was Annapurna (24)

Her plight thus becomes very apparent which she has to bear with
patience. Thus Das brings out the vacuity of living of the rural masses with
a tinge of irony. The author here attempts a synthesis of two modes of living
represented by the feudal father in one hand and the hapless daughter on
the other.

             The pathetic sense of human loss is powerfully presented in Choop
Saitan where Das shows that man suffers because there is evil in human
nature. Vishu Das and his wife are victimized by the satanic traits that are
inhabited within the soul of man. Nathu Mohanty for his pretty gain to
capture the small plot of land not only projects the two innocents before the
superstitious villagers as “weird incarnation” (115) but also creates an
atmosphere where the pregnant wife of Vishu dies without giving birth to
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her baby. Furthermore, it is Nathu who is responsible for the death of Vishu.
Vishu faces inexpressible hardships of many kinds and emotional humiliation
for not the fault of his own but of the so-called upper caste. Das juxtaposes
the social evils against the mindsets of individuals and some privileged
sections of the society. He discusses the dreadful evil called superstition
that has been, like a scourge affecting a considerable section of Indian
community till now. “The problem of caste oppression and discrimination
has a long history and is deeply rooted in the pre-capitalist social system. .
. . To fight for abolition of the caste system is an important part of the
democratic revolution. The fight against caste oppression is interlinked with
the struggle against class exploitation.” (cited Karat 7). Vishu is not only an
individual but a class representing the socio-economic and emotionally
oppressed poor community of Indian rustic set-up. By taking a colloquial
Odia epithet Choop Saitan, the storyteller here takes the readers to explore
the hidden truth of a psychological motive that he projects himself an
innocent to a Choop Saitan with keeping his inner self disguised.

In Das’s treatment of social realism, the society is not just a
background against which the personal relationships are studied, nor are
the individuals merely illustrations of aspects of the way of life. Every aspect
of a person’s life is radically affected by the quality of the general life, yet
the general life is seen at its most important in completely personal terms.
Every aspect of general life is attended with sound sense, yet the centre of
value is always in the individual human person. As the society is the
construct of individuals, individual identity and struggle must be reckoned
for the assessment of the society. Das’s objective- realist view of life has
certainly arisen up his humanistic perception. Das’s humanistic note is
mingled with satire and irony. He projects the ills of society, of the social
system that lead the people towards an uncertain future. He satirizes the
evil deeds of individuals which initiate socio-cultural pollution. The writer’s
humanitarian voice and the concept of preservation spin out of his prospect
of fidelity towards social cohesion. He depicts a contrasting image of the
self and society that initiates compassion and pity for the common man. P.
Raja says:

The most noteworthy trait of his (Das’s) works lies in his powerful
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penetration into the subtle realities beneath the surface realities. He
achieves this penetration with ease, without making the reader
conscious of the depth to which he is leading him (62).

This vision is not a portrayal of imagination but a way of life. It can
be spoken as the voice of a writer; his philosophy and his religion. This
vision envisages for a new, developed, refined and transformed order of
things. Its objective is a revolutionary culture and a sanguine social order.
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INTRODUCTION:

Sugar industry occupies an important place in the industrial structure
of India. Its contribution to the national economy in terms of generation of
employment, foreign exchange earnings and supply of inputs to other
industries is commendable. The sugar industry ranks second among the
major agro industries in India, next to cotton textiles in providing
employment. Prior to independence, the sugar industry was mainly
developed in the private sector. The actual development of sugar industry
started with the implementation of First Five Year Plan. According to the
“new social order” in the licensing policy priority was given for co-operative
sugar mills.

Sugar industry has witnesses several ups and downs in its
development especially in the co-operative sector in Andhra Pradesh. Sugar
industry as such, today is under as such, today is Sugar industry has
witnesses several ups and downs in its development especially in the co-
operative sector in Andhra Pradesh. Sugar industry as such, today is under
severe financial crisis. Generally sugar Industry requires low investment
when compared to other large industrial units. However, sugar industry at
present is at the cross roads with crisis due to several factors like shortage of
raw materials, low capacity utilization and poor financial management
practices. It is obvious that financial management has not been
professionalized in sugar industry. With the result, the industry is facing
the problem of low profitability and lower rate of return on capital invested.
This has resulted in industry’s inability to raise adequate funds to meet the
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immediate needs as well as future requirements for further expansion and
modernization of the industry.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In spite of the decisive role in the industrial economy, only a limited
number of serious studies have been made in the sugar industry, particularly
in the co-operative sector with special emphasis on financial performance.
A few relevant studies pertaining to sugar industry and its performance in
certain areas of financial management have been reviewed briefly. The
application of Ratio Analysis to ascertain the financial performance of
manufacturing firms not specific to Sugar Industries is illustrated below for
initial reference.

G.K. Helleiner, 1975 in his article title “The role of multinational
corporations in the less developed countries’ trade in technology” , presented
that Multinational corporations sell technology – both for production and
for consumption – on highly imperfect international markets to less
developed countries. The research argues that, despite some experience to
the contrary, multinational firms may increasingly be prepared to sell more
labour-intensive technologies and more essential-intensive products.

Timothy R. Muzondo, 1976 in his research work, “ On the theory of
the competitive labour-managed firm under price uncertainty”, published
in “The Journal of Comparative

Economics asserted that the short-run behaviour of a labour-
managed firm under competitive assumptions and price uncertainty is
analyzed assuming risk aversion.

G.B. Hagelberg, 1979 presented on all but the smallest level of scale,
capital-intensive methods of production constituted the appropriate sugar-
processing technology in terms both of private and social profitability, and
that the operating profits are linked to method of production only.

Nancy L. Johnson, Vernon W. Ruttan, 1994, in this paper examines
the experiences of five extremely large-scale, ‘industrialized’ sugar firms
operations undertaken in developing countries since WWII.
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Klaus Deininger, 1995, examined the theoretical reasons and
provides examples for productivity differences between sugar service
cooperatives and collectives.

Sudhanshu Handa, Damien King, 1997 in their article, Structural
adjustment policies, income distribution and poverty in the sugarcane
industry: A review o the Jamaican experience researches that although
Jamaica has had Structural Adjustment and Sugar Standby Loans from the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) since 1977.

Carl E. Pray, Dina Umail-Deininger, 1998 examined whether the
private sector can fill the gap of declining public research in developing
countries in the sugar industry.

Mary M. Shirely, 1999 in an article titled Bureaucrats in the sugar
business analyzes the roles of privatization versus corporatization in state-
owned sugar enterprise reforms and provides evidence from a sample of 12
developing countries.

Donald W. Attwood, 2005 in his article, Big is ugly? How large-
scale sugar institutions prevent famines in Western India portrays that for
centuries, recurrent droughts have caused severe famines in the Deccan
region of western India. By 1920, large-scale sugar institutions integrated
this region into an industrial and globalizing world-ending famine and
causing a rapid decline in mortality rates, hence a rise in human welfare
associated to the sugar industry.

These results are co9ntrary to the ‘small is beautiful’ discourse of
many profound anti-globalization theorists.

Padraig Carmody, 2009 in her article titled “An Asian-Driven
Economic Recovery in Africa? The Zambian Case” represents that the sugar
economic growth in Sub-Saharan Africa has recently increased dramatically,
largely driven by Chinese demand and investment within their sugar
industry. This research explores the nature of this growth through a case
study method.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

The specific objectives of the study are:

1. To review the growth and development of co-operative sugar
industry in the state of Andhra Pradesh.

2. To analysis the sources of capital and the trends in financial leverages
in the select co-operative sugar mills;

3. To examine the structure, utilization and financing pattern of fixed
assets in the sample co-operative sugar mills;

4. To analyze the structure and condition of working capital in the
sample units; and

5. To probe into the changing profitability scenario of the units under
study.

DATABASE:

The study is based on the data collected from both primary and
secondary sources. Both qualitative and quantitative data relating to the
working of sugar mills, cost of production, financial performance and other
related aspects are collected from individual sugar mills through interview
method with the help of the pre-structured schedule in addition to the
collection of annual reports and accounts. Secondary data relating to the
location, capacity and production etc., are collected from the co-operative
sugar journals, annual survey of the industry and the annual reports of
select sample units.

SAMPLE DESIGN:

The present study is confined to the study of financial performance
of select co-operative sugar mills in Andhra Pradesh.

There are 31 sugar companies with 37 units in Andhra Pradesh.
Out of these, one company with three units is in public sector, nineteen
companies with twenty three units are in private sector and eleven
companies with eleven units are in the co-operative sector.
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Out of these 11 companies, 5 companies are selected at random giving
due importance to all regions. Out of 7 companies, which were located in
coastal area, the researcher has selected 2 companies namely, Chodavaram
co-operative Sugars and Tandava Co-operative sugars, two companies from
Rayalaseema region viz., Chittor co-operative sugars and Sri Venkateswara
Co-operative Sugars and 1 company from Telangana region i.e. Nizamabad
Co- operative sugar mills. The total installed capacity of these companies
was 10,150 TCD constituting about 10.06 per cent of the total installed
capacity of the sugar industry in Andhra Pradesh.

TOOLS OF ANLAYSIS:

The data drawn from various sources have been analyzed with the
help of various financial tools such as ratio analysis and trend analysis etc.,
statistical tools and techniques have been employed at appropriate contexts
viz., mean, standard deviation, linear growth rate, compound growth rate,
‘t’ value , co-efficient of correlation and paired samples.

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:

This study is confined to financial performance of selected co-
operative sugar mills in Andhra Pradesh. The study needs a moderate period
so as to arrive at meaningful and purposeful inferences. Therefore, the study
broadly covers a ten-year period from 1996-97 to 2008-09. Considerations
of homogeneity of data over a period of time and availability of latest data
have guided the decision regarding the period of study. Another limitation
of the study is under severe financial crisis. Generally sugar industry requires
low investment when compared to other large industrial units. However,
sugar industry at present is at the cross roads with crisis due to several
factor like shortage of raw materials, low capacity utilization and poor
financial management practices. It is obvious that financial management
has not been professionalized in sugar industry. With the result, the industry
is facing the problem of low profitability and lower rate of return on capital
invested. This has resulted in industry’s inability to raise adequate funds to
meet the immediate needs as well as future requirements for further
expansion and modernization of the industry.
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HYPOTHESIS:

The study presupposes that the financial management has so far
been a neglected area in co-operative sugar mills in Andhra Pradesh.

Hypothesis 1: H(O): The Capital Structure Management is
robust and as per the standards of the
Industry

Hypothesis 2: H (O): Fixed Asset Management Practices mirror
that of the best in the Industry

Hypothesis 3: H (O): Working Capital Management and Profitability are
comparable and are in tune with the objectives of the sugar co-operatives

TABLE – 1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

ROA measure return on assets, AR number of days accounts
receivable, INR number of days of inventory, AP number of days accounts
payable, CCC cash conversion cycle, ASSETS value of assets in thousand of
rupees, SGROW Sales growth, DEBT financial debt level, and GDPGR
annual GDP growth

The Descriptive Statistics Table -1 offers analytical insight about the
variables used for the sample as a whole. These are generally small firms,
with mean assets of more than $s. 6 million; their return on assets is around
8 percent; their number of days accounts receivable is around 96 days; and
their number of days accounts payable is very similar: around 97 days.
Together with this, the sample firms have seen their sales grow by almost
13 percent annually on average, and 24.74 percent of their liabilities is taken
up by debt. In their period analyzed (1985-2009) the GDP has grown at an
average rate of 3.66 percent in India
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The below table (Table – 2) shows the correlation matrix for the
variables defined in the previous section. The study finds a significant
negative correlation between the return on assets and the number of days
accounts receivable, days of inventory and days accounts payable. In the
same way, the correlation with the cash conversion cycle is negative and
significant.

TABLE  - 2     CORRELATION MATRIX

ROA measure return on assets, AR number of days accounts receivable,
INR number of days of inventory, AP number of days accounts payable,
CCC cash conversion cycle, ASSETS value of assets in thousand of rupees,
SGROW Sales growth, DEBT financial debt level, and GDPGR annual GDP
growth

Comparison of mean values of variables in function of return on
assets quartiles. ROA quartiles created annually. Median values in
parentheses. ROA measure return on assets, AR number of days accounts
receivable, INV number of days of inventory, AP number of days accounts
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payable, CCC cash conversion cycle, SIZE company size, SGROW sales
growth, DEBT financial debt level. T statistic tests difference of means
between 4th and 1st quartile. P - value in parentheses.

Table – 3 reports the average value of the variables of the study for
each quartile of the variable ROA. We calculated the quartiles annually, so
the range of variation of ROA overlaps between quartiles. Subsequently,
we carried out a parametric difference of means test based on Student’s to
determine whether the average values of the fourth quartile are significantly
different from those of the first. The t static appears in the final column of
the above Table.

In order to determine the effect of working capital management on
corporate profitability, we used the following equations:
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Where ROA measures the return on assets, AR the number of days
accounts receivable, INV the number of days inventories, AP the number of
days accounts payable, CCC the cash conversion cycle, SIZE the company
size, SGROW the sales growth, DEBT the debt level, and GDPGR the annual
GDP growth. çi (unobservable heterogeneity) measures the particular
characteristics of each firm. The parameters ët are time dummy variables
that change over time but are equal for all the firms in each of the periods
considered.

DATA ANALYSIS- KEY HIGHLIGHTS:

The research was designed to understand the financial performance
of Sugar Mills from an in-depth study of the annual audited balance sheets
and Profit and Loss statements for 10 years.

Recalling the three null hypotheses that were formulated and
subsequently accepted,

HYPOTHESIS 1: H(O): The Capital Structure Management is robust and as
per the standards of the Industry  Capital structure refers to the mix of
long-term sources of funds, such as debentures, long term debt, preference
share capital share capital and equity share capital including reserves and
surplus. Capital structure comprises of owned funds and borrowed funds.
Some companies do not plan their capital structure, and it develops as a
result of the financial decisions taken by the financial manager without any
formal planning. These companies may prosper in the short-run, but
ultimately they may face considerable difficulties in raising funds to finance
their activities. With unplanned capital structure, these companies may also
fail to economies the use of their funds. Consequently , it is being increasingly
realized that a company should plan its capital structure to maximize the
use of the funds and to be able to adapt more easily to the changing
conditions. The composition or proportionate usage of long term sources of
capital is called capital structure of the firm.

Hence the pertinent question, how do firms choose their capital structures?
What is the relationship between capital structure and the firm value? A
first answer to the question was provided by Modigliani and Miller (1958).
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In their ideal world with exogenous operating decisions, no bankruptcy
cost, no taxes and transaction costs, capital structure decisions are irrelevant
to firm value. The investors can mimic debt-equity decisions made by the
firm. Since their work, many theories of capital structure have been developed
incorporating asymmetric information and market imperfections.
Theoretical models incorporating asymmetric information can be found in
Leland and Pyle (1977). Empirical models and results can be found in Rajan
and Zingales (1995). Myers (1984) and Harris and Raviv (1991) provide
excellent surveys on capital structure theories. Literature emphasizing the
importance of the institutional differences and their influences on capital
structure decisions can be found in La Porta, et al., (1996; 1997; 1999).

The structure of capital sometimes known as financial plan refers to
the composition of long-term sources of funds such as debentures , long-
term debt , preference share capital and equity share capital including
reserves and surplus i.e., retained earnings. In an Industrial unit capital
structure has decisive impact on its liquidity and cost of capital. The
proportion of equity share capital to the total capital works out to 22.78
percent in consolidation position .26.54 per cent in Tandava, 31.03 percent
in Chittor and 35.88 per cent in Sri Venkateswara on average.

All the sample co-operative sugar mills did not issue the preference
share capital during the period of study. The reserves and surpluses on
average constituted about 6.37 per cent in consolidation position, -143.31
per cent in Nizamabad , 40.15 per cent in Chodavaram , 1.72 per cent in
Tandava -24.19 per cent in Chittor and -34.81 per cent in Sri Venkateswara
sugars. The proportion of loan capital to the total capital recorded at 70.85
per cent in consolidation position. In Nizamabad it stood at 128.06 per cent
.Chodavaram 47.88 percent. Chittoor is at 91.54 per cent and Sri
Venkateswara sugars 98.93 percent on average . It is to observe that the
highest average proportion of loan was registered in Nizamabad Co-
operative Sugars.

On average the quantum   and structure of long term capital worked
out  at  59.74 per cent   in consolidation position; 6.74   per cent in Nizamabad
76.90 per cent in Chodavaram, 69.72 percent Tandava, 63.93 percent  in
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Chittor and 59.27 percent in  Sri Venkateswararao during   the  study   period.
Out of  five  samples units the  Chodavaram  co-operative  sugars registered
highest long term capital. The   analysis of debt equity ratio was   430.39 in
Chittoor and lowest  of 1.36 per cent in Chodavaram  co-operative Sugars

The interest coverage ratio on an   average   works out to   0.20 times
in Nizamabad, 1.23  times  in  Chodavaram  ,  1.12  times  in  Tandava,  0.36
times in Chittor and 0.58  times in Sri Venkateswara  Sugars. Ratio   of
capital   gearing   constitutes   on  average at  0.79  times in  Nizamabad,
0.81 times in   Chodavaram, 0.75 times in Tandava, 1.30   times in   Chittor
and   1.19 times in Sri Venkateswara   Co-operative Sugars. All   the select
sample sugar mills except Tandava Co- operative  Sugars    issued    equity
share    capital    during the  1999-2000 but  Tandava  sugars issued   equity
share   capital   during   the  year 2000-01. This  equity   share capital   on
average Constitutes about  25  per  cent   of  the  total  long  term  funds and
rest  of  the  capital  is  being long term loans .  It is evident   that these
companies are paving   more   interest   on long term debt.  The reserves
and  surpluses  disclose  negative    figures  in  all  sample    mills    except in
Chodavaram  co-operative  sugars.

HYPOTHESIS 2: H (O): Fixed Asset Management Practices mirror that of
the best in  the Industry Investment  on  fixed  assets  is  a  capital  expenditure.
Decision making, planning and controlling investment on  tangible assets
with  long  life may  be  defined  as  fixed assets management, profitability
of an undertaking depends upon various factors. The utilization of   fixed
assets, higher will be   the   profit.   So   proper   care   should   be   taken   in
selecting investment   proposals.   Moreover,   the   selection   of   proper
investment   proposals   is   very significant  because  of  two  factors  viz.,
inflexibility  and  uncertainty.  One  of the  important aspects to be considered
while   taking investment   decision   is the   source of finance .In order to
maintain  liquidity  and  solvency  in  business undertaking  ,  it  is  better to
finance fixed assets  with fixed assets from   long  term  funds  .  The  overall
and  individual structure   and growth   of fixed assets , the financing pattern
of fixed assets , utilization of fixed assets, investment in  fixed   assets and
individual  fixed   assets are   discussed in  this  chapter.  The investment  in
fixed  assets is  usually planned and  controlled through capital budgeting
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technique. The step   in capital   budgeting   was   evaluating   and ranking
of investment   in fixed  assets, and individual  fixed  assets  are discussed
in this chapter.

The   investment   in   fixed   assets   is   usually   planned   and
controlled   through   capital budgeting technique. The first step in capital
budgeting was evaluating and ranking of investment proposals. There are
three methods for evaluating and ranking investment proposals. 1) Payback
period 2) Rate of return and 3) Discounted cash flow method. After the
evaluation   of the proposals , the investment decision   on fixed   assets   is
made with reference to  the  cost   of  capital. Any investment   proposal
with a  rate  of   return   below   the   cost  of capital reduces   the  market
value of  the  firm,  hence it  should  be  the  rejected.  Structure  of fixed
assets on  an  average works out   to  36.44  per  cent in   consolidation
position.  1.35 times in  Nizamabad,  0.48  times    in    Chodavaram,  0.66
times in  Tandava,  0.57  times  in Chittor  and 0.49  times  in Sri Venkateswara.

The  fixed  assets  turnover  ratio  on  average at 1.45 times in consolidated
position. 1.62 times in Chodavaram , 1.04 times in Tandava, 1.66  times in
Chittor and 1.83 times in   Sri Venkateswara   as against the standard   ratio
of 4.5 to 5 times. No sample unit has attained the standard  norm.

HYPOTHESIS 3:

H (O): Working Capital Management and Profitability are comparable and
are in tune with the objectives of the sugar co-operatives Working capital
management is mainly concerned with current assets and current liabilities.
The efficiency of business undertaking in earning profits depends largely
on its ability to manage working capital. The excess of current assets over
current liabilities is known as net working capital.

The structure of working capital shows that   the current assets and
current liabilities on  average registered at 70.37 percent,  94.85   percent  in
Nizamabad,  61.00 percent,24.46   percent in   Chodavaram, 57.26 per
cent, 29.64   per cent   in Tandava, 63.81   per cent,  36.84   in  Chittor   and
72.84 per  cent,  40.17 per  cent   in  Sri  Venkateswara   Co-  operative
sugars respectively.
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The  current ratio on  an  averagestood  at  0.73   in  Nizamabad 2.52
times in Chodavaram,  1.81  times in  Tandava  ,  1.72  times  in  Chittor and
1.76  times  in Sri Venkateswara Sugars.

The trends   in current assets current   liabilities   to net   working
capital  rages   between 100  to  176 times  in  current assets.  100  to  161
times  in  current liabilities and  100  to  215 times in  net working capital
in consolidated position.

The  size  of  inventory on  an  average in  the  selected    co-operative
sugar units in Andhra  Pradesh    works    out  to  50.11    per  cent in
consolidated position.  50.46 percent  in

Nizamabad , 48.37 per cent in  Chodavaram , 51.10   per cent   in
Tandava, 48.63 per cent in Chittor  and 52.74 per cent  in Sri
VenkateswaraCo-operative sugars.

Inventory turnover ratio recorded 1.01 times on average worked
out at 6.8 time in consolidated position , 3.6 times in Nizamabad , 7.2 times
in Chodavaram, 1121.5 times in Tandava, 5.0 times in Chittor and 9.9 times
in Sri Venkateswara sugars.

Cash and   bank   balances resulted   at 3.71times in consolidated
position, 5.85 times in   Nizamabad,  4.43 times  in   Chodavaram,  0.88
times  in Tandava,  3.18  times  in   Chittoor and 3.82  times in  Sri
Venkateswara co-operative sugars.

The quick ratio  registered  on an average at 0.37 times in  consolidated
position , 0.35 times  in  Nizamabad,  0.69 times  in Chodavaram 0.88  times
in Tandava,  0.41  times in Chittoor and  0.45  times  in  Sri  Venkateswara
Sugars.  Current  assets to net  fixed assets worked out on an average at
1.82   time in consolidated position, 2.39 times in Nizamabad, 1.95 times in
Chodavaram, 1.17 times in   Tandava, 2.03 times in Chittoor and 2.56 times
in Sri Venkateswara.

Moving  to  the  aspect  of  Profitability  is  the  ability  of  a  business
enterprise  to make profits.  The  analysis of profitability involves the
computation  of  profit ratios, based either   on operating profit or net profit
or both in relation to capital employed   shareholders investments sales and
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components of  operating costs.  Profitability management is concerned
with  planning and controlling  those   factors which  influences profits.

Profit plan is a comprehensive plan covering all areas in business
management . Profit planning and control involves use of certain tools of
analysis like profitability ratios which enables the management to compare
figures in order to derive meaningful conclusions. Profit in an undertaking
is the result of the interaction of cost, selling price and volume of production
and sales.

The return on capital employed ratio ranged between -18.50 per
cent to 4.54 per cent in Nizamabad , -18.35 per cent   to  16.10 per cent   in
Chodavaram,  -14.96 per cent to 15.23 per cent  to 6.20 per cent in Sri
Venkateswara Sugars. The average return on capital employed   ratio   works
out to  -2.13 per cent in Nizamabad, 3.09 per cent in per cent in Chodavaram,
3.08 percent in Tandava , -1.69 percent in Chittoor and 1.90 per cent in Sri
Venkateswara.

The  average assets turnover ratio  was  found at  47.84    per  cent
in Nizamabad, 56.90 percent in Chodavaram, 50.20 percent in Tandava,
49.54 percentin Chittor and 52.70 percent in  Sri Venkateswara  sugars.
The profit   margin  on sales  on  an average  accounted for 7.03 per cent in
Nizamabad, 1.92per cent  in  Chodavaram, 1.47 per  cent in  Tandava, -
3.94 per cent in Chittoor and 3.86 per cent  in Sri Venkateswara. The  average
return on  long   term investment works out  to-4.64   per cent   in  Nizamabad,
4.92  per  cent Chodavaram,  2.49 percent  in  Tandava.  3.47  percent in
Chittor and 3.67 percent in  Sri Venkateswara.
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Suggestions

I. It is suggested that the equity share capital in all the co-operative
sugar mills could be proportionally low, in lieu of the equity capital
being costlier than debt capital. On the other hand, the capital
structure needs to be a balanced one.

II. It is obvious that preference share capital has not been issued by
the factories which are  a  welcome  initiative.  If  the  company
acquires  preferential share  capital  it  should  pay dividends
although the company could not book profits.

III. Some of the  sugar factories shall improve   their   reserves and
surpluses base since they  revealed negative   balances for most   of
the times during  the period of study.

IV. No co-operative sugar mill has   attained the standard, debt equity
ratio   of 2 : 1   so, it is suggested  the  co-operative sugar industry
should maintain standard debt  equity ratio.

V. Fixed assets should be  utilized more effectively so  as    to  generate
more sales because the quantum of sales in relation to the size of
investment in fixed assets is poor at  present in  the  sugar
manufacturing units,  on  one  hand,  the  manufacturing units
included. On  the other hand, the  operating   costs should   be
controlled and kept at  a  minimum possible   level which might
result   in  increased sales and  enhanced application of fixed assets
which ultimately increases profits.

VI. Re-organization of  capital structure is  most essential   to  ensure
effective financial performances of the sugar mills in the co-
operative sector. The size and quantum of fixed assets shall be
expanded in  some  of the  mills since investment in  fixed assets
appears to be at a low ebb.

VII. It is apparent  that  negative  net-worth  was  recorded  in
Nizamabad,  Chittoor  and  Sri Venkateswara co-operative sugars.
Therefore net worth of the mills shall be improved adequately.
Consequently reserves and surpluses   should be strengthened.
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VIII. The  fixed assets  turnover ratio was below in  all  the  sample  units
as  gainst the standard ratio  of  4.5  times to  5 times.  It  means
that the utilization   of fixed   assets was  not effective to  the desired
levels.  Therefore,  sales  should  be  improved  to utilization to fixed
properly.

IX. It  is  noteworthy   that  the   current ratio   of  Chodavaram   co-
operative   Sugars  attained the  standard ratio of  2:1  ratio .  The
remaining  sample  units have  to  reach the standard    norms.
Therefore,  the  firms  are  suggested  that  they have  improve their
current assets level.

X. To improve the liquidity position, long term funds have to be used
to finance a portion of current assets . It is better, If the units can
reduce the dependence on short term loans and advances.

XI. The diversion of  working funds  to finance the  expansion
programme should immediately be  stopped  .  the  expansion activity
has  to  be   undertaken only when funds are sufficient   to meet the
working capital requirement not only   in the present but also  for
the future.

XII. Inventory    turnover    ratio    in  all    the    sample units  was  low,
which  is below the standard norm of 4 times . It is clear that
inventory  was  not as effectively utilized  as it  ought to  have
been.  Sales  base could   be  improved  so  as  to bring the  ratio to
the standard level.

XIII. On the whole short-term liquidity position of the mills is thin except
in Tandava co- operative sugars.  The management should improve
the  quantum of  quick current assets, to strength  the overall
working capital position of the  units.

XIV. The  inventory levels shall be periodically reviewed so  as  to
ascertain position  in order to  avoid the  cost  of stock   outs.  It  is
always good   to  fix  the  minimum and maximum  level of
inventory on scientific line

XV. To  control   the   overall   level  of  inventories,  norms   should  be
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evolved   for  different inventory holdings. These norms should be
compared   with  the actual   consumption and the  loopholes  if
any  shall be blocked continuously.

XVI. The  return  on  capital  employed  reported  negative  trend  in
some  of  the  mills  while positive  trend in  others.  the  average
return on  capital   employed shows that  the profitability
Performance of   the  company   was  not   as  conductive as  the
calculated ratio of the mills  were Far below the standard ratio of
f1:2.

XVII. The profit  margin  on sales is  highest in Sri Venkateswara Co-
operative   sugars. The other Sample units  should improve their
profit margins.
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INTRODUCTION:

“Languages is like a prism which is reflecting the manifold shads of
human knowledge and activity.”

Man’s greatest achievement and the sign that above all others
distinguishes him from the great ape is language. Language distinguishes
man from other animals. Language makes possible the communication of
meaning and the sharing of experiences among a people, enabling society
and to create and transmit a distinctive culture.

Language is the media of expressing one self, it is to express abstract
in to concrete in the mind of human being. Though animals too express by
gesture and sound but this can not be recorded a living language is one
that has developed through a continuous course of evolution incorporating
within its fold the external and the internal changes in life of many vis-à-
vis his society.

The very outer and inner structure, i.e. its vocabulary and meaning
represent this change. Language can be said to have regained a state of
development. The various changes time to time can be seen in the language.
A language must be generous which excepts the logical changes time to
time. So language can be considered the important historical process through
which all the changes made by history can be observed.

Language is one of the most important and characteristic forms of
human behavior. Language is both physical and non-physical. It describes
the concrete material as well as abstract ideas.

Language and life are interrelated though life always runs ahead
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and language follows it. The course of human evolution began with simple
and grew in to complex. Every language has its literature.

It preserves the best human though and his contribution to enrich
life on earth. The main function of a language is to communicate thought,
feelings and emotions from person to person.

The communication takes place in a social context. We communicate
either in speech or in writing. In either case we use symbols. In either
writing, these symbols are letters or the written form of speech symbols,
usually, they are best known as the alphabets. Language is a system of
these symbols as these symbols are the carriers of our thoughts, feelings
and emotions.

The main function in present context is to communicate in a
particular society. Now, gradually the modern society is turning in the form
of global society that means a world society. The need of a language which
is accepted universally. “The need for international understanding compels
us to widen our teaching to include another useful language.

England and the united states of America together have created so
large a field in which English is spoken that for many territories English in
the obvious second language.” In the main, English is found the first position
among all the language of the world. English has acquired the first position
as an international language. It is spoken in many countries both as a native
and as a second or foreign language. It is taught in the schools in almost
every country on this earth.

It is widely spoken by over 300 million people as their native
language. Millions more speak it as an additional language.

English is the associate official language of India which has over
1000 million people use English both as an optional medium of instruction
in their schools and as one of their official languages.

English is the chief foreign language taught in school of Europe,
South, America, Asia and Africa, Outside Europe, English is the
predominant language of international commerce. With the more than one
language, united nations have preferred English as the language of
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communication.

English has started its firm fixing since fourteenth century with the
beginning of its imperialism. British has developed colonies in various
country of Asia and Africa. In the middle of nineteenth century it has long
span of its rule. It was said that the sun rises in British empire but never
sets.

In ruling these countries Britishers needed the support of natives.
They opened English medium schools in these countries because they wanted
to convey the natives their plan and procedure. They also declared that
they wanted to establish civilization as they believed themselves highly
civilized. In the beginning of twentieth century most of the countries started
movements for independence especially those who had studied English.

The later half of the century is known for the scientific achievements
and with this the wide spread effect of English is observed. Presently every
document of any achievement in science or humanities is regarded complete
when it is known in English circle.

Need and importance of English Language Teaching

This is the time of globalization. For the better communication among
the various parts of world an international language is highly needed that
can make possible the world to come together. English is the language which
is spoken and widely understood.

Most of the European countries have ranked it as a first language.
English has become an international language, because of its popular use
since long back. It has been enriched and adorned by the use of many
international world woven in it’s structural existence.

At present English is the most popular medium of expression which
is used by most of the countries of the world. Hence it occupies the place of
international language.

“No country can afford to limit itself to its own stores of knowledge
and to he researches of its own nationals. We all realize today, only too
well, that whatever happens in one part of the world affects all other parts.
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Gradually, all racial groups are becoming instructed in international as
well as national affairs.”

Undoubtedly English is the most important language. It has been
occupying a significant status in our social-economic and educational world.
Now for international understanding it compels us to understand the
English language properly.

Deterioration in the standard of English language in the country is
also responsible for the better teaching of the language. Most of the educated
people are neither in a position to read, not speak good English.

Even they do not understand it properly. Various commissions
emphasizes the fact that the level of the language is not up to the standard.
Even the teachers are not satisfied and pleased with this achievement of
students in the field of learning English.

Late prime minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi while addressing the
conference of principals of colleges in New Delhi Once said, “An
international link language needed by us to gain access to new areas of
knowledge had been falling in our country.”

Being a developing country India needs an international exchange
in every sphere. This exchange is possible through communication. Hence
to the citizens of India to know and to understand well the English is very
essential.

In present context this is also an act that English has acquired the
status of language of science and culture. India wants to grow into a
powerful nation. English is the store house of the scientific knowledge. Hence
its study is of great importance for a developing country like India.

More over exchange of the culture and the knowledge of various
culture has become an important aspect of every nation. It is rightly said,
“if in this expanding world a small group is restricted to its own spiritual
devices, it may become frustrated and false ideas may develop within it,
since its thought is uninfluenced by the freshness and vigor of the free
exchange of ideas which exist without. We see, therefore, that if a
community is to benefit from its relations with the rest of the world, it must
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maintain communication with the world outside its own border.

To study the different cultures of the different nations it is very
essential to know on such common language which is much spoken in
most of the countries. English is placed on such a rank.

English opens the windows of our mind to get the fresh air of
knowledge of the world community. No nation can be great whose people
are narrow in thought and action. To widen the mind of the citizens of
India English must be taught as they can speak, read, write and understand
it.

It is not the question of language (English), but a question of future
of India. You close the doors and windows of your mind to the outside
breezes then the country will fall.

English is not the language only of English people now. It carries
international and most recent development in every field of life, Beside these
English in the language which is understood and spoken in every state of
India. Even the official communication from so many states to central
Government is done in English. Hence, it works as a link language.

The importance of English can not be minimized unless national
language of India has been developed acceptable to all the states of the
country. There fore, English language is only alternative before the country
for the national integration and unity.

In the matter of India English is helpful in administration too. Most
of the correspondence of central Government are made in English because
of the different states where the national language is not understood.
Training institutions of administration are working in English. Law books
interpretation of laws, technique of administration etc. are all published in
English only. Hence English is very important language from administrative
points of view.

English is world language and has become an instrument of
communication with others at the level of trade, commerce and industry,
due to the explosion of the knowledge of science and technology trade,
commerce and industries are working at the international level.
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They are exchanging raw materials and tools and prepared materials.
Their medium of exchange is English language, commercial letters are well
expressed in English only. Therefore, its importance to the Indian student
automatically grows to a high extent.

It is patriotic to have a national language for India, but it would be
unwise to become unfortunate to remove English from all levels of
educations. Till the national language is developed to answer the needs of
modern education, English must be retained in the education system not as
a medium of instruction at lest as an important additional language.

It is worth noted that the future of the country must be shaped in a
way that they lead not only India but the whole world. For that they must
have a good knowledge or command over English language. It was English
that had awakened the people of India to stand against British Rule. The
revolution came through the knowledge of English only.

For all above reasons various commissions recommended and laid
the emphasis on teaching English in India. A commission recommended,
“For a completion of the first degree course a student should possess an
adequate command over English. Be able to express himself within it, with
reasonable ease and felicity, understand lectures in it and avail himself of
its literature.

There fore, emphasis will have to be laid on its study as a language
right from the school stage. English should be the most useful library
language in higher education and our most significant window on the world.

Laying stress on the importance of English Pt, Nehru once said,
“Some people imagine that English is likely to become lingua franc of India.”

That seems to me a fantastic conception. Except in respect of a
handful of upper class intelligential, it no relation to the problem of mass
education and culture.

English has found a distinguished place not only in India but in
entire world.

English has its wide range and wide speakers of it. It has taken the
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form of modernization.

We can not put the case of English better than in the words of Dr.
Radhakrishnan’s Commission.

“English, however, must continue to be studied. It is a language
which is rich in literature- humanistic scientific and technical. If under
sentimental urges we give up English, we cut ourselves off from the living
stream of ever growing language. Unable to have access to this knowledge.
Our standard of scholarship would fast deteriorate and our participation
in the world movements of thought would become negligible. Its effects
would be disastrous for our practical life, for living notions must move
with the times and must respond quickly to the challenge of their
surroundings. English is the only means of preventing our isolation from
the world and we will act unwisely if we allows ourselves to be enveloped
in the folds of a dark curtain of ignorance.”

For all above reasons English is the most important language with
all its richness in every sphere of life. If India wants to meet the standard of
the world, it has to uplift the standard of this international language that
has brought the whole world together and developed a sense of oneness in
the world community. Hence it can be said about India that English in the
demand of the time.

Statement of the problem

In this work an attempt has been made to study critically the
achievements pupils in English Language Learning through vocabulary
items at High School Level.

Meaning and definition of technical words

1 Critical - Give opinion or judgment.

2 Study - To examine something very carefully.

3 Achievement - Something very good and difficult that one
has succeeded in doing.

4 Pupil - A person, specially a child at primary school
who is being taught.
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5 Learning - Knowledge

6 Vocabulary - 1. All the words exist in a particular
language or subject.

2. All the words known and used by a  particular person.

(Reference – Advanced Cambridge Dictionary, Cambridge.)

Concept of the selection of the problem

In the Government High Schools of M.P. region. It is seen that the
students are graded poor in English language. In the examination, they
are even unable to express themselves if the composition is being asked to
attempt. Most of the times it has been observed that the learners have
limited vocabulary items to face the situation. It is revealed that they are
not being taught vocabulary items in an appropriate manner or something
may be left out in teaching techniques of the language. To avoid such a
sad situation in English Language Learning vocabulary items must be given
important space in language teaching.

Hence the researcher, being a teacher and a student of English
language felt a great need to study critically the achievements of English
Language learner through vocabulary items. The present research work
will be benefited for the future research scholar academicians and English
language teachers to sharpen their skills related to the teaching of
vocabulary items. Even the learners will be highly benefited by the
application of appropriate teaching techniques of vocabulary items.

 Aims and objectives of the study

1 To find out the poor achievement in English language in students of
High schools.

2 To practice and establish learning creativity in the development of
the language learning activities at the High School level.

3. To study the achievements of vocabulary teaching impact on the
learner’s reading skill.

4 To expose learners to a language unfamiliar to them in a very simple
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and communicative way.

5 To interfere the meaning from the context.

6. To give the learners maximum opportunities to learn the language
in familiar context.

7. To promote learning by vocabulary items using in different context.

Hypothesis

Student will acquire proficiency in spoken English through sound,
sense and shape.

Students will be enabled in reading the language correctly and
comprehend properly through vocabulary teaching.

Limitations

As it has been mentioned earlier that there is a need for the critical
study on the achievements of the pupils in English language learning
through vocabulary items.

Due to meager means and limited time this study deals with the
experiment of teaching English language through vocabulary items to
develop four basic skills, specially reading skill in the students of High school
Mandleshwar  city in which English is being taught as second language.
There for the present research work is limited of Govt. Girls High school,
Mandleshwar. The students of convent schools and other English medium
schools are excluded from this study.

Plan and procedure of the study

The researcher has conducted a pre-test of the fifty students of class
IX of the selected school.

The researcher has undergone one month experimental teaching in
the selected school.

Vocabulary items, which badly affected their comprehension. Even
their text books don’t provide requisite vocabulary items. Even the teachers
translate the words and feel his duty completed. Though the items, which
are included in their text book’s are helpful to pass out the particular exams
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yet the students are far away from main aim of learning language. The
books generally put emphasis on grammatical items. But the problem begins
when learners are asked to write a few sentences of their own or to write
composition. They become handicapped to express their views. It reflects
that they are lacking in vocabulary items.

Major findings :-

1. The test can be easily administered in a usual classroom setting.

2. The reliability, validity and homogeneity of both the tests – cloze as
well as multiple choice items – were found to be fairly high.

3. Norms in the form of percentile ranks were provide separately for
boys and girls for classes VIII, IX and X.

4. Comparative norms for reading comprehension of cloze as well as
multiple choice items were provided.

5. Reading ability was not found to be unitary trait.

6. There was no significant gender difference in reading in the case of
government schools boys and government schools girls.

7. There were significant differences in the mean achievements of
central school pupils and government school pupils in all the six
varieties of the reading ability test.

Collection of Data

Data means observation and evidence. They are the things with
which we think of. The data in present study are the scores or marks
obtained by the learners.

“Analysis is a process which enters into research in one form or
another form the very beginning. It may be fair to say that research consists
in general of two larger steps- the gathering of data and the analysis of
these data, but no amount of analysis can validly extract from the data
factor which are not present.”

The data in present study are collected on the basis of the results by
conducting the test papers (Pre and post tests), given to 50 students studying
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in Govt. Girls High school, mandleshwar.

The collected data are organized and analyzed by editing.
Clarification and tabulation etc. to draw proper inference to serve worth
while purpose. The study of the tabulated material was done in order to
determine inherent facts or meaning.

For studying the achievements of the students in English language
teaching through vocabulary items at class IX level, it is very necessary to
know the performance of the students. Hence the present study has taken
following steps :

1. A pre test has been conducted by the researcher. It contained 15
questions of 50 marks.

2. The researcher, then has undergone the process of half a month
experimental teaching. The researcher has prepared lesson plans
based on various classroom activities.

3. The researcher has conducted a post test. This test also includes 15
questions.

Pre and post test results have been collected in the form of data and
tabulated in categorical order.

Analysis of Data –

The collected data are organized by editing, clarification and
tabulation etc. to draw proper inference to serve worth while purpose. The
study of the tabulated material was done in order to determine inherent
facts or meanings.
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Test papers

Test papers provides learners the opportunity to show their
knowledge or skills. The result of the test papers can be graded inferences
made about the class as a whole and about individual learners. Thus a test
paper is a measuring device which a teacher can use when he wants to
compare an individual with others in the same group. Test papers may be
constructed as devices to reinforce learning and to motivate the learners,
or primarily as tools of assessing the learner’s performance. Hence the test
paper exerts considerable  influence on teaching. In this study, the
researcher has constructed a test paper which he has administered for the
pre and post test. It has given help the researcher to place his learners at
their proper level, to measure their progress and to diagnose their
difficulties. The teacher has chosen objective type of testing material. In
this type he has included multiple choice tests, matching tests, fill in tests,
classification tests etc. “with the progress of objective type testing of
intelligence and the realization of the poor reliability and validity of the
essay of intelligence and the realization of the poor reliability and validity
of the essay type examination, the psychologist began to experiment with
objective type tests for measurement of attainment in the academic subjects
too. These tests removed the inter examiner variability by doing away with
their subjectivity with the help of rigid keys. The validity was also increased
by making the coverage of the course adequate, by doing away with optional
questions and by preventing the examiner, from awarding marks for
anything beyond the key.”

The researcher has taken utmost careen preparing the test paper as
he knows very well, a test paper prepared in a hurry may not give the
required and desired results. The researcher has also taken in to
consideration the validity, reliability, scurrility, economy and
administrability. Then he has analyzed the result achieved through the test
paper.

Evaluation and Analysis of the test paper (Pre and Post)

1. Question No. 1 is based on reading comprehension of the learners.
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In this question a passage has been given and at the end of the passage
some questions are asked. It has sub questions in it. Here the researcher
tries to get the best meaning of the underlined words. In the pre test 62%
learners have attempted it correct 28% learners have failed to leave any
impression and 10% learners have not attempted it. But after well planned
teaching of vocabulary items through proper lesson plan, the performance
of learners has gone up. Hence, in the post test 63% learners have
successfully. Attempted it, 28% have been tunable to score anything and
9% learners have overlooked it.

3. Question No. 3 is of ticking out the words which is best suited for
the given definitions. This question tries to co-relate the word and its
complete meaning. In the pre test, 66% students have done correctly, 16%
of the learners have not done correctly and 18% of the learners have not
tried their hands in this question. But after attending the experimental
classes of the researcher, the learners have developed habit of consulting
dictionaries. Thus in the post test it has been revealed through their
remarkable performance. In the post test, 68% students have attempted it
correctly, 20% students have responded it wrongly and 12% students have
overlooked it.
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4. Question No. 4 is also like question no. 3 as it also asks the word
which is  best suited for the given definition. In this question some words
related to agricultural tools have been given. In the pre test only 60%
students have done it correctly, 20% of the learner have missed the mark,
and 20% of the learners have completely ignored it. But during the
experimental teaching, the teacher has taken the help of some living objects
and teaching aid to explain new words, this has encouraged the learners
to do well in the post test. In the post 66% students have attempted correctly,
20% of the learners have done incorrectly and 14% of the learners have
remained unmoved.

5. Question No. 5 is of completion. In this question one word has been
left out for each blank line and students are asked to write the appropriate
words to make the sentence correct and sensible. In the pre test 63% learners
have done it correctly, 17% of the learners have not done it correctly and
10% of the learners have not taken any risk to attempt it. But after developing
intensive and extensive reading skills, the learners have been able to deal it
properly. In the post test time, 65% of the learners have attempted it
correctly. 25% of the learners have not done it correctly and 10% of the
learners have escaped themselves from it.
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6. Question No. 6 is set to evaluate how well the learner have read the
given passage. In this question sub questions are also given. In the pre test
51% learners have answered it correctly, 34% learners have not answered
it correctly and 15% learners have neglected this question. But after getting
the proper learning environment, the learners are encouraged to solve this
question with more interest and enthusiasm. In the post test 60% learners
have done it correctly, 28% learners have not done it correctly and 12%
learners are remained unaffected.

7. Question No. 7 is about judging the word power ability of the learn-
ers. In this question the group of words are given, related to a particular
subject and students are asked to write down the particular subject which
is connected with each group of words. For the better understanding of the
learner one example is also cited along with the question. In the pre test, no
student has been able to pick any mark, 2% students have attempted it
wrong and 98% of the learners have not shown dare to attempt it. But
during experimental teaching, the teacher has given proper drilling and
similar exercises to overcome the problem, the learner’s performance has
shown a big change. In the post test, 37% of the learners have attempted it
correctly, 36% of the learners have done it wrongly and 27% learners have
been seen to avoid it.
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8. Question No. 8 is about synonyms. Here some words are given and
students are asked to find words from the passage which are similar in
meaning. This question is about judging the ability of reading
comprehension. In the pre test, 60% learners have done it correctly, 20%
students have not done it correctly and 20% of the learners have not
attempted it. But when the researcher has given some lessons based on
synonyms and conducted group and individual activities during his
experimental teaching then the learners have refined their knowledge. It is
reflected through the result of post test. In the post test, 70% of learners
have done it correctly, 24% learners have attempted it incorrectly and 6%
learners have not shown any interest to attempt this question.

9. Question No. 9 is of antonyms. In this question certain words are
given and the learners are asked to find word from the passage which are
opposite in the meaning. This question tries to check the vocabulary ability
of the learners. In the pre test 44% of the learners have done it correctly,
20% of the learners have done it incorrectly and 36% of the learners have
not tried their hands in this question. But after able to understand the
passage and the context, the learners in the post test have done it
exceedingly well. In the post test, 52% of the learners have answered it
correctly, 40% of the learner have done it incorrectly and 8% of the learners
have neglected this question.
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10. Question No. 10 is in the form of a picture. For the better
understanding of the learners some picture have been drawn on the test
paper and the learners are asked to see the picture and fill correct words in
blanks to complete meaning. The words are taken from the passage but the
researcher has narrated a very short tale of a farmer. In this tale the
researcher has left some words to be filled by the learners. In the pre test
23% of the learners have attempted it correctly, 22% learners have not
attempted correctly and 55% have ignored it. But the researcher has
narrated some stories, uses some cards, pictures during his experimental
teaching to encourage his learner to perform well in the post test. The
learners have justified the expectation of the researcher. Hence in the post
test, 52% of the learners have done it correctly, 40% have not done correctly
and 8% have avoided it.

11. Question No. 11 is about judging the ability of the learners with
regard to their reading skills. This question tries to ask the best definition of
the underlined words. This question has also got sub questions. This question
is of objective type of question. In this question four alternatives have been
given and the learners are asked to chose the correct one. In pre test, 15%
of the learners have done it correctly, 29% of the learners have not done it
correctly and 56% of the learners have not attempted it. But after conducting
the experimental class, the researcher has encouraged the learners to
understand the real motif of the question and the result is quite amazing.
In the post test, 43% of the learners have completed it correctly, 49% of the
learners have not completed correctly and 8% of the learners have not
undergone this question.
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12. Question No. 12 is also based on the reading skill of the learners. It
is about finding odd one out. The learners are asked to read the list of four
words, and find the one word that does not belong in the list. They are
asked to put a circle round the odd word. In the pre test only 3% of the
learners have done it correctly, 11% of the learners have not done it correctly
and 86% of the learners have not shown interest in this question. But after
teaching of vocabulary items in an organized manner, the learners have
performed significantly well. Therefore, in the post test 25% of the learners
have answered it correctly, 65% of the learners have done it incorrectly
and 10% have not attempted it.

13. Question No. 13 is about writing the correct form of words. This
question has its link with the grammar. It tries to test the grammatical ability
of the learners along with the reading ability. In the pre test it seems that
no students has been able to score any marks, 10% students have answered
it wrongly and 90% students have not attempted it. But the researcher has
taken the help of newspapers and adopted the method of reinforcement.
The hard labour of the teacher worked magically as in the post test 16% of
the learners have done it correctly, 76% of the learners have done it wrong
and 8% of the learners have ignored this.
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Suggestions for improvement in Language skills

For the improvement of the achievement of English language
learning through vocabulary items at class IX level, the following suggestions
should be taken into account.

1. English language teachers should teach and drill the words in their
spoken form first, otherwise their learners may mispronounce the
words guided by the spelling.

2. The language teacher should take care that all words for active use
must be spoken and written by his learners.

3. The language teacher should always check if his students have
comprehended the new words, no matter how well they have been
presented

4. Teacher should revise the words periodically otherwise they will be
forgotten.

5. A new passage abounding in difficult words and structures is sure
to non-plus the learners. It is therefore, suggested for the language
teacher to introduce the new language items before asking the class
to read the text.

6. The language teacher should use definition, paraphrasing,
translation and other techniques of vocabulary presentation in his
teaching.

7. The language teacher should give more credit to words having a
large number of derivatives.

8. The language teacher should encourage his learners to keep a
vocabulary notebook in this meaning of difficult words should be
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noted by the learners.

9. The language teacher should employ different word game and
methods to make the lesson more interesting.

10. Different methods should be attempted by the language teacher at
different stages of proficiency and at each stage an attempt should
be made to facilitated the learning process on the part of the students.

11. The teaching of active vocabulary should be done by going through
distinct steps e.g. 1 presentation and 2. Practice.

12. Text books based on different types of vocabulary items should be
prepared by experienced expert teachers of English after organizing
seminars at district, division and state level.

A strict ban should be imposed on cheap notes available in the
market.

13. Student should learn to read and understand by themselves. The
teacher should give them regular practice in reading comprehension.

More and varied reading material of interesting nature should be
provided which will help the learner in developing taste for speaking,
reading and comprehension.

Education Implication of the study

It is observed from the result of the achievement level of learners in
English language learning through vocabulary items that they do not often
get expected level of achievement in learning English language vocabulary
items.

Hence it becomes the most important duty of teachers to help and
motivate his student by imparting proper environment for them through
applying various techniques, approaches and methods of teaching
vocabulary items.

Therefore, better guidance may bring desired change in the academic
competencies of learners through developing reading skills in them.

The remedial work for average students can be organized by giving
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them more motivation in healthy atmosphere.

If possible, in the beginning of academic year, standardize
vocabulary test for reading skill can be prepared and used to measure their
competencies into reading skills and thus, a language teacher can get his
learner’s academic level and competencies high.

Conclusion

The overall study shows a considerable and significant change in
the achievement level of the learners in English language learning through
vocabulary items.

Keeping in view to the national policy of education 1986 that
recommended the prime importance of English language. It suggested that
English must be taught to every child of India in compulsory order so that
mental make up of children may be broadened.

But so far teaching of English in India has remained unsatisfactory.
There are many reasons behind this lacuna. Among them, the most
important aspect is less effective teaching and learning of vocabulary items.

The present research study has observed that systematic teaching
of vocabulary items can develop higher level of proficiency among English
language learners.

The major outcomes of the study are as under :

1. The present research study has observed that the learners have been
able to understand definition and key words of selected passage after
attending the experimental classes conducted by the researcher.

During the experimental classes the researcher has taught them how
to get the contextual meanings of definitions and key words. Question No.
1, 2, 3, 4 and 11 have contained this aspect of the language.

In the pre test, these above questions have not been attempted
confidently by the learners.

But, in the post test the learners have been seen more enthusiastic
and keen to solve the problem. The results of Table No. 1,2,3,4 and 11 have
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reflected these changes.

2. The present study has also revealed that the learners have become
more aware about finding appropriate words to be filled in the blanks in
the given questions of the reading comprehension.

In the beginning, they have been found lazy and dull in searching
the appropriate words but the experimental teaching based on vocabulary
teaching lessons has sharpened their skills and ability. The results of the
Table No. 5 and 6 have proved it.

3. The present study has also found that the students have also
developed their skill of reading. The researcher during his experimental
classes, has developed intensive and extensive reading skills among the
learners.

Question No. 7 of the test paper is a fine example of it. In the pre
test, the performance of the learners has not been impressive one but the
special methods and techniques have been used by the researcher to
overcome this problem.

The result of post test suggest this point. The result of Table no. 7
says the whole story.

4. The present study reveals that students have developed the ability
to consult dictionaries. In the beginning, the learners have not been able to
use the dictionaries properly but during the experimental classes, the
researcher has noted this inefficiency of the learners

Then he has taught them the tips how to use a dictionary. This has
resulted in the results of post test. Table No. 8,9 and 12 of the present study
have reflected the achievements of the learners.

5. The present study has also noticed that learners have more interest
in solving language exercises like the rearranging of letters, match the
column, finding odd one out etc.

The researcher has conducted several classroom activities in which
he has tried to make the teaching of vocabulary item more lively and
attractive.
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Therefore. In the post test the learners have achieved higher level of
performance in question No. 12, 14 and 15.

6. The present research study has also found that the students are
more interested in reading those stories and events which have illustrating
pictures and drawing with them.

If they have these items, they can perform better in the question
related to them. But for this proper guidance and training is required. In
the present research study, the result of Table No. 10 has reflected this very
point.

7. The present study has observed that obtained value of ‘t’ (6.80) is
highly significant and larger than the single-tailed value expected for positive
result at 0.05 and 0.01 levels. Thus, assumed hypothesis says that the learners
achieve proficiency in spoken English through sound, sense and shape and
they are enabled in reading the language correctly through appropriate
vocabulary teaching.

So, on the basis of the post test score, it is observed that the learners achieved
significant proficiency in learning vocabulary items in English language
and thus the positive hypothesis are proved correct in its applicable manner.
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INTRODUCTION

Marriage has been considered as a sacrament in Indian society
because without this sacrament family can not be imagined and if there is
no family, there can not be a society and hence the need of the existence of
the institution of marriage. Mostly all societies are patriarchal and in India
we have a predominant patricahl society. The roles of a husband and wife
are clearly defined. Husband is dominant and authoritarian. the wife is
serving  an submissive. This combination of the boss and subordinate has
had a long unique run for centuries. Its endurance however has undergone
much transformation. The impact of the industrialization Urbanization and
westernization has lead to the breaking up of joint families which had been
the harbinger, initiation and maintainer and consolidator of the bond of
the love, affection loyalty and service. Joint family acted as the watch dog
over the indwelling evil and fissiparous tendencies. It also acted as the
protector of children and was instrumental in their good breeding and
rearing. It was the sharer of cares of one and all. The so called modernization
and globalization have brought about politico – economic, cultural and
socio psychological changes in the life patterns and attitudes of the people
of India, specially among the responsibilities and invitation to problems.
Hence conjugality depends on the realization of willing sacrifice for the
sake of the spouse, children, family and society.

MARRIAGE AND LOVE IN INDIAN CULTURE

Love is binding force in man and women relation ship. Without
love, marriage became a burden . it produces life of misery  discord and
wretchedness:
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“where the love between husband and

wife adds  luster to both , where it is a

source of joy to  families of both that is

the only type of marriage  which is worthy.”1

The true goal of marriage lies in consciousness of a permanent and
a unbreakable friendship. As the husband is the lord and master of his
wife, he should be adored though he be devoid of virtues. He should protect
her and be true to her. so husband and  wife ere complementary. Hindu
marriage is not merely a union between a female and a male which is
sanctioned by society. It is a social bond and religious sacrament.

“Hindu marriage is socially approved union

of man and woman aiming at dharma

procreations, sexual pleasure and observance

of certain obligation.”2

If we compare the Indian and western outlooks on marriage, we
find a world of difference the western people can not fathom marrying
any one whom they do not love. In India custom prevalent is that of the
arranged marriage. The western believes in a long courtship before taking
a plunge in the matrimonial waters. Courtship they feel enables them to
find compatibility. In  India marriage is based not on feelings but on
commitment.

“here, we get married without having feelings for

the person. We base our marriage on commitment,

not on feelings. As our marriage progresses,

feelings develop. In America, you base your

decision to marry on feelings, but happens when

the marriage together if you get married according

to feelings and then the feelings go away.”3
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A Hindu marriage means “to lift , to support , to hold up, to sustain?
Marriage involves a great compromise and mutual sacrifices which are
most difficult attributes as husband come from two different back grounds,
different grooming and different education. Marriage enlarts.

Raja Rao is not involved in gender identity. his novels are dreadful
comments on the dread uncertainties of matrimony. He does not present
successful harmonious weeding relationship. The cudgels in favor of
woman, was taken by Mulkraj Anand who called her “The poorest of the
poor”, doomed in slough of rejection and existential loneliness R.K. Narayan
presents woman a powerful vehicle, a person who can not be ignored. He
raises the issue of the woman torn between her carrier and her home,
between her needs of nurturance and autonomy, between the pull towards
modernity and her bias in favor of tradition and superstition,  what is
however promoted is an unquestioning acceptance of traditional norms
where the individual tries to breaks the shackles of tradition, indignities
befall on her.  He sees the perplexing, disturbing effect of he modern assertive
feminine in Rosie. He sees a woman a relation to reality. Through Savitri,
Shushila, Bharti, Ambika, Rosie and Daisy we have an image of social revolt.
We see a woman fighting, managing, enduring but never whining or sulking.
Narayan is not oblivious of the fact that the success of marriage in India is
still judged only be the martial harmony which  arises out of undivided
love and perfect understand between husband and wife. Bhabani
Bhattacharya present woman whose vitality and high ideals are crushed
and victimized.

Indian woman’s freedom from the shackles of illiteracy and
ignorance heralded the dawn of independence. Her potentialities came to
forefront. According to Promila Kapur

“husband like their wives to take up jobs but dislike them

to change at all as far as their attitude towards their roles

and status at home is concerned and dislike their traditional

responsibilities being neglected.”5
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Education, her rights of citizenship, legal rights and gainful
employment and economic independence have influenced her outlook as
conjugal relationship and attitude towards marriage. Women novelists like
Jhabwala, Anita Desai Kamla Das, Shoba De, Bharati Mukherejee,
Nayantara Sahegal, Arundhati Roy, Rama Mehta have produced many
characters who are unconventional and who revolt against the time honored
traditional concept of love and marriage.
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Introduction:-

In a two machines flowshop sequencing problem, there are n jobs

to be processed over two machines M1 and M2 in the order 1 2M M  with

the objective of minimizing the total elapsed when break-down time
intervals of machines are specified.

The present paper discusses drawback of decomposition principle
of Maggu [2] followed by the proposed heuristic algorithm and numerical
example.

Drawback of Decomposition Principle [2]:

Consider the two machines flowshop sequencing problem (Ref,
Example1, [2]) with 3 jobs to be processed over machines M1 and M2 in the

order 1 2M M  with their processing times in Table 1. Let break-down

time interval of machine be (7, 12) and preemption is not allowed.
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By stop (i) of Decomposition Principle [2], optimal sequence by Johnson
method [1], neglecting the break-down time interval (7, 12) is S = (3, 1, 2).
Total elapsed time for S = (3, 1, 2) is 50 as computed in Table 2.

Decomposition Principle declares sequence (3, 2, 1) as near optimal which
provides total elapsed time equal to 54 which is worse than the total elapsed
time 50 obtained in step (i).

Proposed Heuristic Algorithm

The step by step procedure for obtaining optimal or near optimal
total elapsed time in a two machines flowshop sequencing problem with
break-down times of machines is as follows:

Step 1:

Using Johnson’s method [1], obtain an optimal sequence p for the
two machines flowshop sequencing problem neglecting the break-down
times of machines.

Step 2: Set L (J) = 0

Step 3: Set k = lower limit of first unoccurred break-down time interval.

Step 4: Set a = first unscheduled job of the sequence p.

Step 5: Is T (Ja, 2)   k?

If yes, go to step 9.

Step 6: Are all the unassigned jobs examined as ‘a’?

(a) Yes. Go to step 7.

(b) No. Set a as the next unassigned job in sequence p.
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Go to step 5.

Step 7: Is T (Ja, 1)   k?

If yes, go to step 9.

Step 8: Are all the unassigned jobs examined as ‘a’?

(a) Yes. Augment first unassigned job of sequence p to partial
sequence J and set L (J) = L (J) + 1. Go to step 10.

(b) No. set a as the next unassigned job in sequence p. Go to
step 7.

Step 9: Set J = Ja and L (J) = L (J) + 1

Step 10: Is L (J) = n – 1?

(a) Yes. Augment the only unassigned job to J to complete the
sequence. Obtain total elapsed time for the complete
sequence. Stop.

 (b) No. Go to step 3.

Numerical Example:-

Processing times of 4 jobs on the two machines are given in Table 3.
Let break-down time interval of machines be (15, 20) and preemption is
not allowed.
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By step 1 of the proposed heuristic algorithm, sequence p is (3, 1, 4, 2).

Take , 3, 15J a k   . Then   , 2 8 15T Ja k  

Therefore job 3 is  assigned first position in near optimal sequence S for
the given flowshop problem.

Take J = 3 and a = 1. Then

T (Ja, 2) = 16 > 15.

Further, take J = 3 and a = 4. Then

T (Ja, 2) = 14   15.

Therefore, job 4 is assigned second position in near optimal sequence S
for the given flowshop problem.

Take J = (3, 4) and a = 1. Then

T (Ja, 2) = 22 > 15.

Further, take J = (3, 4) and a = 2, Then

T (Ja, 2) = 22 > 15.

Now, for J = (3, 4) and a = 1, we have

T (Ja, 1) = 12   15.

Therefore, job 1 is assigned third position in near optimal sequence S for
the given flowshop problem.

Augmenting the job 2 in the last position, we obtain the complete
near optimal sequence S = (3, 4, 1, 2) which provides total elapsed time =
33 which is, in fact, equal to To.

Notations:-

N = set of n jobs 1, 2, 3, ………., n

S = sequence of n jobs 1, 2, 3, …………., n
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,i jt = processing time of job i on machine Mj

J = partial sequence of jobs (may be empty)

L (J) = number of jobs in partial sequence J

T (Ja, j)= elapsed time of partial sequence Ja on machine Mj

T (S) = total elapsed time for sequence S

To = optimal total elapsed time
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1. Introduction

Women in our society are in a vulnerable and disadvantaged position
because of their social status & economic condition. Once they are in prison
they are completely abandoned. Female criminality in India has been a
neglected subject of study. Due to low incidence of female criminality, there
is less emphasis on research in this field. Situations and rights of women
prisoners as a subject have long been neglected by criminologists and
sociologists. The lack of concern for women prisoners can also be noticed
in various legislations relating to women in custody.

2. Historical Perspective

Traditionally women, whose role was mainly confined to the
domestic area has now switched over to productively job sector. She is
found to be actively participating in area sphere of professional life along
with the male counterparts. The urbanization, industrialization,
liberalization, globalization, and market friendly policies have resulted in
increased opportunities for employment to women. Moreover, women
centred policies; programmes and projects accelerated the process of women
empowerment. Women participation in economic activities, political
insulations and a social sphere has increased to the greater extent.

However, because of family disorganization, marital discord, high
aspiration level and frustration due to non fulfilment, stress and failure in
coping process and alteration women are found to getting involved in
criminal activities more in number in the present day society.

Formerly female prisoners, typically from economically and socially
disadvantaged backgrounds and many women in low-income countries
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suffer from a variety of health conditions which may be untreated in the
community. In many countries women face additional discrimination and
barriers in accessing adequate healthcare services in the community, due
to their gender. Therefore female prisoners often have greater primary
healthcare needs in comparison to men. Their condition may become worse
in prisons due to the absence of adequate medical care, lack of hygiene,
inadequate nutrition and overcrowding. In addition, all women have
gender-specific medical requirements and need to have regular access to
specialists in women’s healthcare.

In early era Prison health services are usually ill-equipped,
understaffed, under-resourced and too often isolated from other national
health services. In many countries they encounter immense challenges in
providing adequate basic healthcare services. They are even less able to
offer women the gender-specific medical care they need.

3. Conceptual framework of Women Prisoner

For the last decades there have been further fundamental societal
changes contributing to an increasing crime load. Taylor1, 1999 holds
following social changes responsible for the increase in both crime rates
and the fear of victimization:

(1) Job crisis, (2) Crisis of material poverty and social inequality, (3)
Fear of falling and fear of others, (4) Crisis of nation state, (5) Crisis of
inclusion and exclusion (6) Crisis in the culture, (7) Crisis of masculinity
and gender order, (8) Crisis of family and parenting and (9) The size of
market society.

4. Various Dimensions of Women Prisoner

a. Women Prisoner

The majority of women offenders convicted for homicidal activities
were poorly adjusted to the family settings. In many cases, their offence
directly stemmed from their husband and in-law’s cruelty, rejection and
humiliation. Husband’s illicit affairs with other women, alcohol and
substance use, domestic violence contributed significantly in motivating
married women to resort to crimes.
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b. Education, health and Nutrition

Women prisoners are found to suffer from a variety of health
problems in the custodial environment. The initial shock of imprisonment,
separation from families and enforced living with other women suffering
drug withdrawal and serious mental health problems affects their own
mental health.

c. Children of women in prison

Imprisonment of a mother with dependent child/children is a
problematic issue and it needs to be addressed immediately2. The effects of
incarceration can be particularly catastrophic on the children and costly to
the state in terms of providing for their care, and because of the social
problems arising from early separation3.

d. Criminal Behaviour

Crime has implications on development too. Crime ridden areas lag
behind in development. Violence and terrorism obstruct the industrial and
business development.

Privatization, liberalization and market friendly policies have lead
to the growth of economic crimes. There are social and cultural consequences
of liberalization and globalization with implications for social tensions and
crimes.

Politicization of the crimes is the main characteristics of today’s
political leadership.

e. Gender justice-Discrimination against male prisoner

In addition to the common kinds of distress both men and women
experience in prison, women are more vulnerable for gender discrimination,
neglect, violence, physical and sexual abuse.

f. Poverty and legal aid

According to the women prisoners, the reason for the inordinate
delay in the delivery of justice is that they cannot afford to pay huge
amounts to the lawyers as fees to present their cases. The Constitution of
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India under Article 39-A, mandates free legal aid to the poor and weaker
sections of society which includes those, under detention.

g. Marital Status

It is evident by the researches conduct so far related to women
imprisonment that by and large, married women shows a higher crime
rate than those who are either unmarried or deserted or widowed.

5. Constitutional aspect of women prisoner

In India’s constitution following articles were kept for wellbeing
and safeguard of women. Article 14 states that the State shall not deny to
any person equality before the law or equal protection of the laws within
the territory of India. Article 15 prohibits discrimination on grounds of
religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth. However, it allows special
provisions for women and children.

Article 19 guarantees freedom of speech and expression, or freedom
to become member of an association, can be enjoyed by prisoners, within
the limitations of prisons.

Article 20(1) protects persons from ex-post-facto laws i.e. no person
shall be convicted for any offence except for violation of a law in force at
the time of commission of the act charged as an offence. Article 21 states
that no person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to procedure established by law.

Article 22(1) provides the right of a person accused of an offence to
be defended by an advocate of his choice. Article 23 prohibiting human
trafficking and forced labour was also referred to in the court’s judgment.
Article 39(f) directs the State to ensure that children are given opportunities
and facilities to develop in a healthy manner and in conditions of freedom
and dignity, and that childhood and youth are protected against exploitation
and moral and material abandonment.

Article 42 directs the State to make provisions for just and humane
conditions of work, and maternity beliefs. Article 47 lays down that raising
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of level of nutrition and standard of living of people, and improvement of
public health as a primary duty of the State.

6. Judicial dicta on Women prisoner

There are a number of education, rehabilitation and employment
opportunities for women in prison, which have been subjected to criticism.
Bhagwati J. Sheela Barse v. State of Maharashtra4 in this case, a journalist,
Sheela Barse, had complained in custodial violence to women prisoners
while being confined in the police lock-up in the city of Bombay. In Sunil
Batra v. Delhi Administration5 the Supreme Court dealt with the right to
protection against solitary confinement and putting under-trials in fetters
for an unlimited duration of time6.

a. Rehabilitation - Rehabilitation is a necessary component of
incarceration. In the landmark judgement of Sunil Batra7, the Supreme
Court laid stress on the U.N. Declaration: “The treatment of prisoners
should emphasise not their exclusion from the community but their
continuing part in it.

b.  Legal Aid – Legal aid shall be given to prisoners to seek justice from
prison authorities and to challenge the decision in court where they are too
poor to secure a lawyer on their own.

c. Right to freedom of expression - The Supreme Court in the Pandurang
Sanzgiri case8, observed that any procedure which permits the impairment
of the individual’s rights without giving him a reasonable opportunity of
being heard should be condemned as unfair and unreasonable.

d. Education and employment opportunity - UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education bans discrimination in education on the basis
of sex, referring to all types and levels of education, and includes access to
education, the standard and quality of education, and the conditions under
which it is given. According to Article 16 of the Constitution : Equality of
opportunity in matters of public employment.

e. Right against exploitation – Rudal Shah v. State of Bihar9, the petitioner
Rudal Shah was detained illegally in prison for more than fourteen years.
He filed Habeas Corpus before the court for his immediate release and,
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interalia, prayed for his rehabilitation cost, medical charges and
compensation for illegal detention.

f. Right to Medical Treatment - In response to public interest litigation,
the Supreme Court has formulated guidelines regarding pregnancy,
antenatal, child-birth and post-natal care and child care (Upadhyay v. State
of A.P.10).

g. Right to food and clothing – A prisoner in the Central Jail, Bangalore
sent a letter to the Chief Justice of India complaining against the ‘non-
eatable food’, ‘mental and physical torture’ in prisons, and the denial of
rightful wages to the prisoners. Treating the letter as a writ petition, the
Supreme Court passed an order to the District Judge to visit the Central Jail
and find out the pattern of payment of wages and the general conditions
of the prisoners such as residence, sanitation, food, medicine etc.
(Ramamurthy v.  State of Karnataka11).

h. Compensation for injuries caused by the negligence of prison
authorities – M.H. Hoskot v. State of Maharashtra12, the petitioner, a reader
at Saurasthra University, convicted for offences of cheating and forgery,
filed a special leave petition in the Supreme Court challenging the High
Court order enhancing his punishment from one day simple imprisonment
to 3 years rigorous imprisonment. In his petition, he also complained of the
actions of the jail authorities denying him a copy of the judgment (which
he obtained in 1978 i.e. 5 years after the pronouncement of the judgment
against him).

i. Right to freedom of expression reading materials & Communication -
Francis Mullin Coralie v. Union Territory of Delhi & Ors13 the petitioner, a
British national, filed a petition in the Court challenging the constitutional
validity of certain provisions restraining her from having interviews with
her lawyer and members of her family.    

7. Government policies, programmes & efforts

In order for the female offender to reform during her confinement,
she must have access to programs designed to meet her educational,
vocational, and other needs. The National Advisory Commission14 considers
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it an offender’s right, not a privilege, to receive rehabilitation programs
during incarceration.

8.  Agencies of women prisoner in India

However, today the prison agency is said to be in a state of crisis.
They are marked by sub-human material conditions, overcrowding, lack
of sensitivity, weak motivation and rampant corruption amongst the prison
functionaries. The main reasons for such a state of affairs are; First, two
priority accorded to Prisons at political and social levels, Second, lack of
transparency and visibility of the Prison system in public eyes and Third,
inadequate training and orientation of the Prison officials.

In a Rule of Law society, the Prisons, like the other criminal justice,
agencies, function within the legal framework of the Constitutional and
Municipal laws that comprise mainly of the Constitution of India, 1950,
the Prison Act, 1894, the State Prison Manuals, the code of Criminal
Procedure, 1973, the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993 etc.

In the tradition of the Theory of Precedent the judgements of the
appellate courts have a binding or persuasive value for the later decisions
on the point. Particularly, the judgments15 which are accorded the highest
precedential value in terms of the Article 141 of the Constitution which
reads: “The law declared by the Supreme Court shall be binding on all
courts within the territory of India”.

9. Empirical Study of women prisoner in Jaipur Jail, Rajasthan-

A study of female inmates has been undertaken in Jaipur Jail of
Rajasthan to assess the human right situation of women prisoners in Jail.
During the course of study it was observed that state of women prisoners is
more distressful. Female wards in prisons are mostly over crowded.
Adequate clothing and toilet facilities are not made available to them many
a time due to over population. The static facilities for education, vocational
training and recreational facilities are also very limited. Due to many
constraints, rehabilitation programmes have not been very successful.
Moreover, majority of the women prisoners are from rural background,
illiterate, shy and do not have courage to communicate their needs and
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grievances to the prison staff in the Jails. They cannot also ventilate their
sufferings and transmit the same to higher authorities.

Structured interview schedules, jail officials, and staff were
intervened in-depth. The schedules of women prisoners have covered
dimensions like identification, socio economical background, family
relationship, criminality, delinquency, programmes and facilities available
to them in jails etc.

10. Present Status and Future prospects

It is an oft given quote that Prisons are Universities of Crime, where
people go in as under-graduates and come out with Ph.D. in crime.

Most of the prisons face problems of overcrowding and shortage of
adequate space to lodge prisoners in safe and healthy conditions. Most of
the prisoners found in prisons come from socio-economically disadvantaged
sections of the society where disease, malnutrition and absence of medical
services are prevalent. When such people are cramped in with each other
in unhealthy conditions, infectious and communicable diseases spread
easily.

Sadhvi Pragya Thakur16, accused in the 2008 Malegaon blast, has
urged former President Pratibha Devisingh Patil to take action against
Mumbai ATS officials for alleged torture in jail and also urged to direct the
National Human Rights Commission to look into the matter.

Kanimozhi17 complained about the stench from the attached toilet in her
cell in Tihar’s Jail no. 6 and the authorities bent over backwards to ensure
proper water supply to her cell.

Rehabilitation has long been a contentious topic in the fields of both
criminology and penology. The term “rehabilitation” itself simply means
the process of helping a person to readapt to society or to restore someone
to a former position or rank.

The majority of the women do not need to be in prison for long at all. Most
are charged with minor and non-violent offences and do not pose a risk to
the public. Many are imprisoned due to their poverty and inability to pay
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fines. A large proportion is in need of treatment for mental disabilities or
substance addiction, rather than isolation from society. Many are victims
themselves but are imprisoned due to discriminatory legislation and
practices. Community sanctions and measures would serve the social
reintegration requirements of a vast majority much more effectively than
imprisonment.

As part of programme of reform to tackle crime and reduce re-offending,
the Government has in the last few years conducted a number of wide-
ranging reviews of rehabilitation initiatives, work regimes operating within
the prison estate, and of the role of custody. These reviews have proposed
reforms to sentencing policy, the prison regime and the management of
offenders inside and outside prison.

11. Conclusions & Suggestions

The main goal of imprisonment should be rehabilitation and
reformation instead of punishment. There is a need to enable prisoners to
lead useful and law-abiding lives on their return to the community. Keeping
such a focus, the negative effects of imprisonment should be minimised;
mental health should be maintained and promoted. Women prisoners must
feel safe, be treated with respect and dignity and need to be assisted towards
developing insight into their offending behavior. The Supreme Court
directions need to be implemented regarding women prisoners’ requiring
assistance in pregnancy, ante-natal, natal and post-natal care. Children of
the women prisoners must be provided care as per the guidelines. Any
intervention must start with the prisoner, the moment she enters the prison.
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Introduction

Insurance is an intangible product with lot of heterogeneity. As a
protection tool, it has been always associated with human being from the
beginning. Now the industry has tremendous potential in terms of both
employment and market expansion. Life insurance industry is one of the
fastest and strongest growing industries in the country. It is uprising at
annual pace of 32-40%. Looking to the various reports from National and
International research firm, it is obvious that its growth in real sense is
quite gloomy.

The Indian customer and their attitude towards life insurance
product are quite different from other developing countries. Though many
Players from developed countries have tested Indian market, but they have
not reached the pinnacle of success due to various uncontrolled factors.
The Indian Regulator, Govt of India and other promoting institution initiated
in formulating simplified products. Acceptance still is a question mark in
many billets. Innovation in products and its distribution and other service
aspects plays a dominant role in finding a suitable berth in the competitive
market. Modification in the existing model is crucial for sustenance in the
long run. Planning and Real perception of the customer must run in parallel
to survive in the market.

Objective of the study

· To realize the Indian Life Insurance Industry
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· To Understand the Indian Customer’s perception about the Life
Insurance Products?

· To give a modified dimension to the Life insurance products
towards better acceptance in the market

Literature Review

Insurance is a protecting tool. As a product, it takes care of economic
loss of individuals. Dholakia et al., (2005) has strongly supported insurance
for financial protection in the Union budget 2005-2006. It is well accepted
in the past days also. After globalization, the new shape in the industry
has evolved. Rajeswari, K.; Kartheeswari, S. (2011) has in brief stated the
opening of private life insurer and IRDA in India. Insurance in general in
India is perceived as a saving product rather than protecting one. Subhash,
K. B.; Bhat, Deept (2007) has also emphasized the insurance from 1818
with many players in the Indian market. Sankaramuthukumar, S.; Alamelu,
K. (2011)‘s study on insurance inclusion provides a guiding path for making
future strategy in the various states in India.

Research methodology

Research is basically exploratory in nature. Data was collected from
multiple Secondary sources such as books, journals to understand life
insurance industry. Apart from this, I have visited different insurance
company websites and professional magazines. Some more data was
collected through personal and telephonic interviews and discussion with
leading corporate people and customers having life insurance products.
Students participating in summer training have also contributed some input
regarding present practice in insurance industry.

1. Life Insurance

Life insurance is not a novel product. Its existence in India was from
British period. In simple form any product which gives protection to our
life is termed as life insurance. So it is generally a “protection tool” and
tries to reduce the risk associated with human being. It takes into account
the financial loss of the individual in case of death or any other uncertainties.
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It is a contact between two parties, one is insurer or the company
and the other is the insured or the person who has taken the policy or the
product. Once the product is sold, individual gets a bond or a written
document. This becomes a major source of evidence with the customers
which help in claim settlement.

2. Indian Life Insurance Industry at a glance:

Life insurance industry is very dynamic. From 2000 to till date the
industry has gone many changes considering the business necessity and
existence.RN Malhotra committee has generated clear guidelines for the
private life insurer to start and compete in the domestic market. This distinct
regulation has invited many multinational life insurance players to India.
As a result  various changes has been occurred to insurance
indusrty.Recently the standing committee by the Govt of India is seriously
considering various aspects of life insurance and also rejected many changes
to the insurance laws.

It is found from the primary study that all these have entered into
Indian market by the process of joint venture. As per the regulatory norms,
maximum 26% can be admitted to foreign players in this condition. Other
74% must be an Indian promoter. This has energized many Indian
conglomerates to enter into this area. The result shows the presence of
TATA, Birla and major financial giants. Later on Public sector Banks have
also shown interest to fulfil their financial product portfolio.Table-1 shows
in detail.
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Life Insurance Corporation of India is the only government owned
organization in the life sector and General insurance corporation (GIC)
which consists of four subsidiary units is on the general insurance sector.
Apart from LIC in life sector there are 23 other private life insurers.

The performance of Indian life insurance industry is based on both
private and LIC, only one PSU in Indian scenario. Fig 2 shows the details.
It is apparent that the market share of LIC is diminishing. LIC also recorded
a negative growth of 17.57%, still holds a commanding position among all
players while pvt players recorded a negative growth of 22.38 percent in
the premium collection.  Figure 4 shows the market share of all private
players in details.ICICI prudential hold maximum market share of 4.21%
while some players are still struggling to get a spot in the competition.
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After ten years of operation, the performance of the industry is not
sound due to many economical factors. As everybody aware that the
distribution of life insurance is mostly by agents, the industry is fully
dependant on the productive of them. Unethical practices and high
commission by the agents is an occlusion for growth. Economic imbalance
is another factor also.Uncertainity in the international arena is of course a
threat for our industry. Frequent regulatory changes are also a factor for
low premium collection. Managing the changes in real scenario for both
players and customers is producing a negative word of mouth. As the
industry is capital intensive, a road map is to be thought of both for growth
and development.Figure-3 shows the various reasons for low premium
collection.

2.2: Future ahead
 

Figure-4 Performance of Life insurance Players (Private Players) 
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3.1. Saving Product

The whole gamut in insurance is its perception as a saving product.
But the main motto is to recover the financial loss. Anybody who is
procuring life insurance products considers that he will get back the money
after certain duration with addition of interest like bank. Sometimes they
feel that there is no need for insurance as individual is good enough to
protect him/her and the dependant family. The work of insurance starts
when an individual is no more with his, her family members. In his/her
absence all the developmental work is totally paralyzed due to lack of
financial support.

3.2. Claim settlement

Claim settlement in insurance is important for the future business.
Leaving LIC, private players are not so strong in that area..Table -2 shows
in details

Table-2 Claim Performance by insurer

Insurer Reported Paid Repudiated Written Back Pending
Private  100 93.33 1.18 0.13 5.36

LIC   100 99.66 0.01 0 0.33

Total   100 96.73 0.55 0.06 2.66
                                                                    (All Figures are in %)
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(Source: economictimes.indiatimes.com/personal-finance/
insurance/insurance-news/lic-performs-better-than-
private-life-insurance-cos-in-settling-claims-irda/
articleshow/11288976.cms)

Their procedures for settlement are not very attractive for customers.
In many instances, the people could not produce exact documents such as
voter ID, Death certificate etc due to unnecessary political intervention

Probably it is the time for the industry to recognize the customer
expectation in a 360 degree manner. Many players are very poor in
understanding the Indian customers since the market share is not up to the
mark. New entrants such as Star Union dai-ichi life Insurance, Canara
HSBC Life, India First Life whose promoters are mainly  from banking
industry is entering the Indian market in a different approach rather than
the usual agency model of doing the business. Few old players such as Tata
AIA Life Insurance and Birla Sun Life Insurance etc is more focused on
alternate channel including the micro insurance one. To tap the potential
of Market it is highly essential for the players to understand the customer
from Indian point of view. Though experience makes an difference in
operation, but learning and realizing the real customer problem is more
required for the MNCs at this point. Few more challenges they are going to
face due to Macroeconomic environment for 2012.Some of the factors insurer
can control and others such as regulatory and legal battle, they have to
adhere considering the long term goal and business strategy. The industry
is now one of the worst life insurance markets due to many unethical
practices followed by pvt life insurer. Below emphasizes the area to be
considered for future.

Recommendation:

The wide scope of insurance is not now limited due to some of the
reasons as stated earlier. It is essential to frame base points so that future
players will be comfortable in operation. As insurance is mostly service
industry, we must be focused on the fundamental of service marketing
such as product, price, place, promotion, People, process and physical
evidence
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Conclusion:
Multinational private life insurer will positively create a separate

icon among the Indian customers. Innovation and marketing mix are the
two major thrust areas. In additition to the regulatory impose, Individual
differentiation is inevitable. Customer expectation and the company output
to them should not create a Gap in the customers mind. The role of people
in the insurance distribution and the process of claim settlement are to be
refined at every moment .Understanding the industry structure, process
and growth of the players are to be mapped. It is not only the positioning,
but also the relationship matters a lot. New players must scan the marketing
environment to make their entry point easy and hassle free. Mental identity
is more crucial than physical identity for the Indian customers.
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The aim of this article is to critically assess the efficacy of ethnic
federalism in ethnic conflict management in Ethiopia1. In the paper I used
primary data from my PhD research, and secondary data from other related
writings so as to enrich the arguments. I believe, after having some glance
upon this essay, politician, the academic and any interested body may use
it as input in other related studies.

Historically multi ethnic states have used different strategies to
manage or eliminate ethnic conflicts. Although there is little consensus as
to what constitutes the most suitable strategy for achieving peace, the
predominant practice of states in the past used a variety of instruments
that range from physical extermination to coercive assimilation(Kymicka,
2001:2). Macro-ethnic conflict regulation strategies broadly include methods
of eliminating and managing differences (McGarry and O’Leary, 1993;
Esman, 2000). In view of that, McGarry and O’Leary (1993:4) identified
four specific methods belonging to each of the two categories. The specific
methods for the first category (elimination of differences) include (a)
genocide, (b) forced mass population transfer, (c) partition and /or secession,
and (d) integration/or assimilation. The second category (management of
differences) consists of (a) hegemonic control, (b) arbitration, (c)
canonization and federalism, and (d) consociationalism or power sharing.

A number of multi-ethnic countries all across the world practiced
from among the four strategies of eliminating differences with the aim of
addressing problems of ethnic diversity (McGarry and O’Leary, 1993:6-
17). For instance, western democratic states that traditionally refuse to
recognize collective rights of ethnic minorities promoted assimilation far
and wide. However, these days there is a growing insight that forging ethnic
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groups into a ‘homogenous’ nation is not a practical approach. The
challenges to some of the strategies enumerated above are growing in
number for their deficit in terms of social justice, and face serious problems,
which have led some scholars, policy makers, and statesmen to view
federalism2 as a promising alternative.

In Ethiopia some of the above enumerated methods were used by
different regimes: the Haile-Silassie government (1931-1974) promoted
policies of assimilation; the Derg regime (1974-1991) executed forced
population transfers; and the Ethiopian peoples’ revolutionary democratic
front (EPRDF) allowed Eritrea’s secession. Besides, the post 1991 Ethiopia
experience revealed the use of some of the methods of management of ethnic
relations. These include: power sharing arrangements by the establishment
of the transitional government of Ethiopia in 1991, the federalization of
Ethiopian State and the emergence of the EPRDF as a dominant political
force that seeks to maintain its hegemonic control of the country’s politics.

The federal principle, which aims at achieving both self rule and
shared rule (Elazar, 1987), greatly attracted multi-ethnic states as a means
of managing their ethno-linguistic diversities. The self rule notion of
federalism could be interlinked with ethnic autonomy or the right of groups
to maintain and develop their particular identities. The institutionalization
of federalism in Ethiopia is also inter-linked with the question of national
self-determination for the diverse ethnic groups of the country (Asnake,
2004:53).

Theoretical discussion on the utility of federalism as an instrument
of managing ethno-linguistic diversity reveals two contending perspectives.
Many scholars increasingly advocate the use of federalism as an option for
multi-ethnic states, which have been plagued by inter-communal conflicts
and tensions (Osaghae, 1996; Watts, 1998; Kimenyi, 1998; Horowitz, 1985;
and Andrias, 2003). On the other hand, there are a number of scholars
who doubt about the use of the federal device to managing ethno-linguistic
diversity/conflict (Cornell, 2002; Merera, 2003; Girum, 2011; Fleiner, 2000).

Osaghae(1996) argues that the most popular utility of federalism is its utility
as a solution to the problem of governing multi-ethnic, multi racial and
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multi religious countries, especially those described as deeply divided.
Similarly, Watts (1998:12) notes how the federal option was popularized
when forces of integration and separation were at odds with each other in
many of the post-colonial multi-national states at times of interdependence.
Watts further states that despite some criticism pertaining to the sustenance
of multi-ethnic/multi-national federations:

       the process for well over a century of the federation of Switzerland,
where most of the cantons are distinct  and internally homogeneous in
terms of language or religion, and the reorganization of the states within
India and Nigeria along primarily linguistic and ethnic lines, which occurred
sometime after the federation in order to assuage internal pressures suggest
that in certain conditions, federations based on distinct ethnic or national
units can be sustained and may help reduce tensions. Indeed, there is yet
no evidence that any other form of political organization has successfully
reconciled political integration and territorially base ethnic diversity for
any extended length of time except by the imposition of force (Watts,
1998:16).

Similarly, Young (1994:13) contends that ‘no other political system
offers better opportunity for large and culturally divided societies in the
contemporary world other than the federal arrangement’.  In line with
these arguments, Professor Andrias Eshete in his paper presented on the
first national conference on federalism, conflict and peace building (May
5-7, 2003 in Addis Ababa) assesses the utility of federalism in Ethiopia. In
that paper he states the following:

            ….The achievement of peace paved the way for a transition to
democracy. The recognition of the equality and autonomy of ethnic
communities is an important step in the passage to democratic rule. It is a
check on the abuses and excesses of political power. Ethnic federalism erects
a barrier against the forcible transfer of state power. Federative
arrangements furnish public spaces and practices for the effective exercise
of the rights and freedoms of self-government by ordinary citizens
throughout a largely rural society. Since all stable multinational democracies
are federal, it is not surprising that ethnic federalism ushers transitional
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democracy in Ethiopia…Ethiopia’s federalism has removed ethnic contest
from the national political agenda. Admittedly, ethnic conflict is possible
in regional states with significant cultural pluralism… (Andrias, 2003:28-
32).

According to O’Leary, federalism serves as a device of managing
ethnic diversity or conflict in that it makes culturally diverse political society
less heterogeneous through the creation of more homogeneous constituent
units on condition that regional boundaries of the federative units much
the boundaries of the relevant national, ethnic, religious or linguistic
communities, i.e., a ‘federal society’ then federalism may be an effective
harmonizing device (OLeary, 2001:281).

Horowitz (1985:598-‘9) in his turn argues that federalism serves as
one of the structural techniques in conflict regulation. As to him, together
with electoral reform federalism may well be used to reduce ethnic tensions/
conflicts by ‘proliferating the points of power so as to take the heat off a
single focal point’, particularly those aimed at controlling the political center
by providing political and economic resources for competing ethnic elites
at regional and local levels.

On the contrary to what is discussed above, some scholars contend
that federalism, when modeled on the basis of ethno-linguistic diversity,
will tend to be anti liberal and anti-majority, prone to conflicts and
fragmentation, and frustrate countrywide free mobility of citizens(Cornell,
2002; Watta, 1998). As witnessed in the experiences of ex-communist
federations, underlines that in federal politics, every constitutional conflict
could easily turn into an ethnic conflict with fatal consequences for internal
peace (Fleiner, 2000:4). Designing federal arrangements as an ethno-
linguistic basis is also noted as a factor that could foster ethnic mobilization,
increased secessionism, and even armed conflict (Cornell, 2000:247). Even,
as Ronald Watts observed, while the socialist federations, which were
established following ethno-linguistic diversity, have fragmented, there were
secessionist tendencies that could undermine the federal systems in such
countries as Canada, India and Nigeria (Watts, 1998:16).
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As we observe from the above arguments, divisions mark theoretical
discussions on the utility of federal device as an instrument of managing
ethnic diversity/conflict. But what matters is each country has its own
objective realities that determine as to whether federalism works/goes well
with it or not. It is not possible to prescribe this or that system of managing
ethnic diversity from outside. However, political architects and policy
devisers need to take into serious account such factors as historical, political,
socio-cultural and economic conditions of the country while proposing a
device of any sort.

In Ethiopia, when the EPRDF came to power as a new government,
the change was not merely of political power; it also ushered an absolutely
new perspective into the political landscape of the country by re-engineering
the Ethiopian state on an entirely new foundation3. The Tigrayan Peoples
Liberation Front (TPLF) is one of the forebears of the Ethiopian People’s
Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), which, after the fall of Derg
regime in May 1991, organized and led the Transitional Government of
Ethiopia (TGE) for two years.

The transitional Government saw dealing with the grievances of
various ethnic groups and their demands for self-determination as one of
its primary challenges. The EPRDF-dominated government first sought to
demonstrate its intent to address in an effective manner many of Ethiopia’s
past problems, including the grievances of ethnic and religious groups who
claimed to have been historically oppressed. Within a few weeks of taking
power, it convened a national conference. Thirty-one political movements
were represented, and transitional charter was agreed to in July 1991(Keller,
in Sriram and Nielsen eds., 2006: 37).

Interestingly, the TGE charter puts a high premium on human rights
and guarantee of equality. Article 2 of the transitional charter gives
recognition to the right of nations, nationalities and peoples’ to self-
determination, including the right to secession. This strong assertion in the
charter demonstrated the commitment of EPRDF to ethnic rights and
decentralization of state power. This process of decentralization was further
elaborated by Proclamation No.7/1992 for establishing regional self-
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governments. Accordingly, 14 national regional self-government entities,
whose borders were determined based on the settlement structure of nations,
nationalities and peoples, were established. Hence, the transitional charter
formalized ethnicity and ethnic politics and endorsed the re-drawing of
the country’s political map along ethno-linguistic divisions (Temesgen, 2011).

The inclusion of the right to succession under article 2(c) of the
Transition Period Charter (TPC) gave rise to controversy when the article
was invoked by Eritrean people’s liberation front (EPLF) to secede Eritrea
from Ethiopia through a popular referendum held in 1993. In December
1994 the FDRE constitution was adopted and the right to self-determination
got constitutional status. In view of that, the right to self determination has
two aspects: internal and external aspects. As per article 39(2-3) of the
FDRE constitution, the internal aspects of self-determination constitute five
major rights. Every nation, nationality and people’ in Ethiopia has the right
to: a) to speak, write and develop its own language; b) to express, develop
and promote its culture; c) to preserve its history; d) to a full measure of self
government which includes the right to establish institutions of government
in the territory that it inhabits; and e) to equitable representation in state
and federal governments.

Apart from the internal aspect, both the TPC and the federal
constitution recognize the external aspect of the right to self-determination
i.e., secession. It could be argued that the incorporation of the internal aspects
of self determination into the Ethiopian constitution is realistic approach to
ethnicity in Ethiopia. Providing appropriate platform for the use of one’s
language, promotion of culture, preservation of history, full measure of self
governance and equitable representation at both regional and federal level
is pragmatic solution to the problems of ethnic identity in Ethiopia.
However, the right to secession remains to be arguable.

The transitional government was disintegrated after the coming into
effect of the new EPRDF constitution in 1995. In other words, through the
1995 new constitution officially proclaimed that Ethiopia has established a
federal state structure (Article 1). By reducing4 the number of self-governing
regions (that were formed during the transition period) by five, the
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constitution enumerates nine States5 constituting the FDRE (Article 47:1).
In lieu of centralized governance, a federal republic arrangement emerged
in Ethiopia with the creation of the newly demarcated and largely ethnic
based states represented in the constitutional assembly. Most regions are
dominated by single ethnic groups such as Tigray, Amhara, Oromia, and
Somali where as there are also other ethnically mixed diverse States (e.g.,
southern nations, nationalities and peoples’ region, Benshangul-Gumuz
region, Gambella region, etc). Each large ethnic group can govern its historic
homelands within the regional structure of the federal state. In addition,
the languages of instruction changed to reflect the preference of the majority
population of each region.

The federalization of Ethiopia was adopted as a response to the
exacerbation of ethnic relations accompanied by a long period of
centralization attempts. ‘It also derived from accommodating various
concerns of ethnic based liberation movements whose coordinated attacks
resulted in the overthrow of Derg’s regime’ (Jeong, 2006:100). What makes
the solutions offered by multi-national federalism relevant to Ethiopia is
the long-standing demands for managing the problems emanating from
diversity in Ethiopia— problems of unequal development of groups and
inequitable social and political relations. Viewed in this light, multi-national
federalism is the only way to peace and development in Ethiopia. It is the
only way to manage the Ethiopian ethnic diversity peacefully,
democratically (Alemayehu, 2009:83).

The constitution emphasized the rights of ‘nations, nationalities, and
peoples’ to preserve their identities and administer their own affairs. The
decentralization process has created federal system of government based
on ethno-linguistic criteria. Thus, federalism is believed to make it possible
for ‘nations, nationalities, and peoples’ to exercise self-rule within the
framework of greater Ethiopia. ‘While the extent of which ‘nations,
nationalities and peoples’ in Ethiopia have achieved self-rule is debatable,
the EPRDF government seems to have moved from assimilation policy to
accommodation, at least in theory’ (Tadesse B., 2009:21).
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According to the federal constitution of Ethiopia, the legislative
function is divided between two parliamentary chambers (Article 53) to
rule out control of the central government by members of the majority ethnic
population. “The House of peoples’ representatives (HoPR), a lower house,
comprised of representatives elected every five years” (Article 54) is charged
with passing federal laws (Article 55). The House of Federation (HoF), an
upper house whose members are appointed by ethnic groups or regional
councils (Article 61:1 and Article 61:3), is charged with interpreting the
constitution and allocating revenues and subsidies (Article 62:7). The HoF
manages ethnic relations by setting disputes between states and making
decisions on claims to secession and other demands for self-
determination(Article 62:6, and Article 62:3).

Indeed, on the face of it, the 1995 federal constitution would seem
to ensure decent future for Ethiopians. ‘It provides for a federal multi-party
system of government based on ethnicity and language’ (Marcus, 2002:242).
Clearly the Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia
(FDRE) includes and expresses all of the liberal democratic characteristics
of what today we would expect to find in a new federal model of state
organization. It also has incorporated within it the conceptual and
organizational principles typical of what we might anticipate in a new
multinational federation (Burgess, 2009). Some even say that constitution
making that recognizes the sovereignty of the people (ethnic groups) as a
step towards democratic transformation in Africa (Hamesso, 2001).

However, the structure of the federation, its institutional powers,
functions and relationships, and the inclusion of such liberal democratic
norms, processes and procedures do not automatically guarantee that
constitutional practice follows in this way. The constitution should go along
with good bureaucratic practice and commitment on the part of the states
at different levels to genuinely put into effect the recognition of ethnic
identities mentioned in the constitutional provisions. While this type of
ethnicity-based federation, experimentally used in Ethiopia, has been
praised for dismantling an overly centralized state, it has some weaknesses.
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EPRDF has adopted, as its ideological bedrock, ethnic-based federal model
around Marxist Leninist principle of the right to self determination of nations,
nationalities and peoples’, includes secession as one in a series of approaches
to ‘national questions’. As descendents of the student movement, TPLF
leaders were inspired by Stalin’s approach to the ‘national question’, that
informed the ethno-territorial makeup of the Soviet Union 6.  Self
determination7 and the option for secession are the EPRDF’s attempt to
accommodate the claims of nationalities (Vaughan, 2003; Merera, 2003;
Burgess, 2009; ICG, 2009). However, the principle of secession is an extreme
form of the right to national self-determination. It is an outdated and old
fashion traced from the socialist-communist thinking. ‘There is no other
constitution of a democratic nation that has a clause stating this right’
(Abbink, 1997: 167). In addition, three of the only federal systems to ever
grant constituent units the formal right of secession—Yugoslavia, the USSR
and the Czechoslovakia had just fallen apart (Kymlicka, in Turton ed.,
2006:54; Alemayehu, 2009). Thus, it could be argued that the incorporation
of the internal aspects of self determination into the Ethiopian constitution
is realistic approach to ethnicity in Ethiopia. Providing appropriate platform
for the use of one’s language, promotion of culture, preservation of history,
full measure of self governance and equitable representation at both regional
and federal level is pragmatic solution to the problems of ethnic identity in
Ethiopia. However, the right to secession remains to be contentious.
According to Alfredsson, not all national groups seek an independent State.
Instead of insistence on full independence, minority groups, regionally
clustered, can be granted self-governance to control matters of direct
relevance to them. Self control of regional groups over their internal affairs,
short of independence, allows the protection of dignity, identity and cultures
by placing minority groups on an equal footing with the rest of the national
society (Alfredsson, 1996:72).

During the transitional period, claims of all ethnically defined groups
for self determination in the South had been encouraged by the EPRDF’s
rhetoric of ‘liberating the oppressed nationalities’ (Vaughan, 2003). This
was evidenced by organizing five regional units in the areas comprising
today’s SNNPRS during the period of transitional government of Ethiopia
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(TGE). They were organized following Proclamation No.7/1992 that
established 14 regional units at a national level. As a result, those ethnically
defined groups within these five regional states also gained a status as zones
or special district. The transitional period administrative organization of
the South managed to satisfy the basic self governance aspirations of hitherto
marginalized and peripheral ethnic groups (Aalen, 2008). This honeymoon
of the transitional period, however, waned when the five regional units of
transitional period were unilaterally conflated into one federated unit—
the SNNPRS. In the feudal as well as the military regime, however, the
southern region never was a unified area in economic, cultural or political
terms (Abbink, 1998). The amalgamation of these five regional units into
one federated unit has continued to be one of the controversies among
politicians8 and source of grievances against the existing political order in
the South today.

Besides, defining ethno-linguistic groups and confining ethno-
territorial entities at regional and local level have been challenges for the
government. Ethnic federalism assumes that ethno-linguistic groups are
homogenous and occupy clearly delimited territories9. Although groups
relate to distinct locations, their settlement patterns are often complex.
Pastoralists have different relations to territory in the semi-arid lowlands
than farmers (Schlee and Abdullahi, 1995). Labor migration and mixed
parenthood are old practices that defy simplistic delineation between
ethnicity and territory (Abbink, 1997). Differentiating ethnic groups’ status
has also been a challenge. The transitional government gave Tigrayan,
Amhara, Oromos, Afars, Somalis and Hararis the Status of nationality with
their own regional State but denied the same right to groups with similar
claims like the Sidama in SNNPR which brought about discontent and
became source of grievance against the existing political order among the
group.

The stated purpose of the EPRDF was to reduce ethnic tensions and conflicts
that had dominated modern Ethiopia, to directly address social and
economic problems in such a way that all ethnic groups were treated as
equals, to build a democratic society, and to construct effective, efficient,
and uncorrupted systems of government10. In order to do this, there would
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have to be a new social compact for the polity. Such compact was not
negotiated among elites representing the major groups in society. Rather it
was imposed from the top. What at least initially evolved, then, was an
asymmetrical form of federalism that was overly centralized and operated
almost like a unitary, centralized state (Keller, in Sriram and Nielsen eds.,
2006:38).

The fact that the FDRE constitution vests sovereign powers with
the nations, nationalities, and peoples of the country (Article 8:1) and that
all nations, nationalities, and peoples have equal representation in the house
of federation (HoF), which is vested with the ultimate power to interpret
the constitution leads, in the final analysis, to improved inter-ethnic relations
and better conflict management prospects. Besides the establishment of
overarching conflict management institution like the ministry of federal
affairs has contributed a lot to conflict management in the country.
However, the constitution has provided only for formal conflict management
procedures that may occur between regional states (inter-state conflicts)
and not for those conflicts that may occur withinStates (see Article 62:6).
No provisions are available to accommodate the autonomy and self-
administration of minority ethnic groups that were located in multiethnic
constituent units. Ethiopian ethnic federalism fails to protect minorities
within a subunit, and hence there are increased group divisions. “If a
federation system is seriously adopted, minorities can exercise more control
over their own administrative matters, culture, education, language, and
local economy. Redrawing new boundaries is not easy in areas where multi
ethnic groups have lived together for generations. The arrangement also
politicizes ethnicity with exclusion and marginalization of minorities in a
newly created region” (Jeong, 2006: 101-102). However, as the case in other
multi ethnic regions of the country, in Gedeo and Guji localities of my
research areas informants complain that there is politicized ethnicity with
exclusion and marginalization of minorities which calls for some sort of
intervention.

The institutional capacity of the politico-administrative procedures
of conflict management have been repeatedly called into question as largely
reactive rather than preventive, with force sometimes taking the place of
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customary procedures for conflict management. The strategy commonly
followed is a fire-fighting approach where by intervention is started after
the danger is already made—after so many innocent people(including
children, women, the disabled and senior citizens) are killed; innumerable
resource is damaged; thousands are migrated from their villages as the
result of the fighting. The 1998 Gedeo-Guji violent conflict in south Ethiopia
can be taken as a good example in this case. Government interventions
followed after thousands were died and enormous resource has already
been damaged as a result of that terrific war.

In conclusion, the constitutional theory and rhetoric does not stand
up to close scrutiny largely because Ethiopia, with its strong authoritarian
legacies of imperial centralization and Marxist-Leninist practices of
democratic centralism, together with the military prowess of its current
TPLF minority-led coalition of ethnic parties, still lacks a liberal democratic
political culture(Burgess, 2002:17). Despite the undoubted achievements
in the fields of education, health services and over all infrastructure
developments in the country, the EPRDF government increasingly fails to
translate into popular support. Initially greeted with enthusiasm, ethnic
federalism has failed to resolve the ‘national question’. Instead it generates
greater conflict at local level, as ethnic groups fight over political influence
(ICG, 2009:29). First of all, to be considered a genuine federal state there
must be a clear separation between party and State, and also the long
standing Ethiopian tradition of ‘hegemonic control’ from the center has to
be replaced by genuine political pluralism.

If the current federal arrangement has to successfully hold the diverse
ethnic groups, the ruling party has to discard ‘democratic centralism’ in
favor of political pluralism as it is detrimental to its endeavor of building a
genuine multi-national democracy in Ethiopia. The success of Ethiopia’s
experiment with multi-national federalism depends on the ruling party’s
willingness and ability to extend and consolidate the democratization
process, reduce poverty, and ensure a sustained economic growth.

The management of conflict must be fully consistent with the values
of constitutionalism, the rule of law, and democratic practice, including
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especially the full inclusion of minority groups in democratic politics, and
their rights to free expression and participation in the political process. The
existence and the identity of minority groups must be accepted and valued;
they are not to be seen as the alien and dangerous ‘other’. Difference is not
simply something to be managed; it is also something that must be
appreciated and accommodated. The successful management of difference
requires that we pay attention to social justice or equality. Stability and
order that leaves some groups permanently disadvantaged politically,
economically and/or socially is unacceptable.

Notes

1. Located in the Horn of Africa, Ethiopia is situated between 33 and 48
degree East longitudes and 3 and 15 degree North latitudes. The
country comprises several ethnic groups with federal structure of the
government. Currently, there are nine regional states and two city
administration under federal system. Having a total population of
73, 918, 505 people(national population census, 2007), Ethiopia is
the second populous country(next to Nigeria) and tenth biggest
country(covering 1,138,512 square kilometers area) in the continent.
Ethiopia is bordered with the Somalia and Djibouti in the east, with
the Sudan in the west, with Eritrea in the North, and Kenya in the
south. The country is the home of over eighty different ethnic groups.
The Oromo and the Amhara are the dominant ethnic groups
accounting for 34.49 and 26.89 percents of the total population of
the country respectively. The Somali, the Tigrians, the Sidama, the
Gurage and the Wolayta are among numerically significant others.
‘Language is not the only difference among Ethiopians—religious
practices differ as well. Ethiopians are members of a number of
different religions (approximately 40% are Muslim, 40% are Christians,
and the remaining 20% are animists and others), yet conflicts because
of religious membership are not known’ (Alemayehu, 2009:39).

2. As a normative concept, federalism refers to the advocacy of multi-
tiered government combining elements of shared rule and regional
self-rule (Watts, 2008). It is also defined as apolitical system which
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includes a constitutionally entrenched division of powers between a
central government and sub-units, such that each level of government
has sovereign authority over certain issues (Kymlicka, 2005).

3. Since the centralization project started in the 19thC, successive regimes
that ruled the country perpetuated ethnic oppression and
marginalization under the guise of nation building endeavors. The
nation building project in due course generated its own antithesis by
stirring sense of ethnic nationalism among the elites of different groups
and thereby begot secessionist armed national movements. The wide
spread armed struggle across the country resulted not only in the
overthrow of the military government that ruled the country for  about
17 years but also marked the end of the era of the unitary state that
lasted for about a century.

4. While constitutionally entitling the right to self-determination
including secession for all ethnically defined groups, the EPRDF regime
has conflated five regional units of the transitional period into one
unit in the South. As a result, 56 diverse ethnic groups of the former
five regional units have been lumped together in a single federated
unit. The implementation of the federal model on the basis of ethnicity
and language brought a number of inconsistencies.

5. The member states of the federal democratic republic of Ethiopia are:
the state of Tigray; the state of Afar; the state of Amhara; the state of
Oromia; the state of Somalia; the state of Benshangul-Gumuz; the
state of the southern nations nationalities and peoples; and the state
of Harari people(Article, 47:1).

6. It is often said that the EPRDF took its ideas of ethnic federalism from
Stalin’s theory of nationalities, and sought to implement them in
Ethiopia at the very same time they were being decisively repudiated
in Eastern Europe (Kymlicka, in Turton ed., 2006:54).

7. In fact the right to self-determination got recognition during the Derg
in its ‘program for the National Democratic Revolution’ (PNDR) issued
in April 1976. ‘According to this program, ‘the problem of nationalities
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can be resolved if each nationality is accorded to the right to self
government. This means that each nationality will have regional
autonomy to decide on matters concerning its internal affairs’. That
is, a nationality within its environs has the right to determine the
contents of its political, economic, and social life, to use its own
language and elect its own leaders and administrators to lead its
internal organs’ (Markakis, 2003:11). However, the Derg soon faced
challenges from the Eritrean nationalists, who demanded political
independence, and from radical students and intelligentsia, who
demanded a ‘people’s government’ and from Somali irredentists.

8. When it comes to implementation of self-determination in the South,
how dare they group over fifty six nationalities into one region—is it
the will of the people, really? If they were consistent, they would
have created a northern region too, then. How could Hareri become
a region with its small population, when the southern nationalities
with its millions have been merged into one? (An interview with one
of the government officials, quoted in Aalen, 2008:123).

 9. The assumption of internally homogenous groups again reflects
TPLF experience with Tigrayan ethno-nationalism (ICG, 2009:23).

10. See ‘EPRDF’s five Year Program of Development, Peace, and
Democracy,’ Addis Ababa, August 2000.
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Introduction

In recent years,prevention of  pollution in the first place
environmentalists call it source reduction or green chemistry.Green
Chemistry is undeniably a very prominent part of our daily lives. Chemical
developments also bring new environmental problems and harmful
unexpected side effects, which result in the need for ‘greener’ chemical
products.Green chemistry is the utilisation of a set of principles that reduces
or eliminates the use or generation of hazardous substances in the synthesis,
processing and application of chemical products in such a manner so as to
reduce threats to health and the environment. The reason green chemistry
is being adopted so rapidly around the world is because it is a pathway to
ensuring economic and environmental prosperity. Green chemistry is
powerful because it starts at the molecular level and ultimately delivers
more environmentally benign products and processes. This new approach
is also known as Environmentally benign chemistry or Clean chemistry.
The essence of green chemistry is summed up in one of the guiding vision
statements of the Centre: “It is better to prevent waste than to treat or
clean up waste after it is formed.” The ideal green manufacturing process
generates no waste at all”.

Twelve principles of green chemistry and its implementation  in practice:

The twelve principles of green chemistry  provide  a framework for
scientists and engineers to use when designing new materials, products,
processes, and systems. The principles have proven to be the source of
innovative solutions to a wide range of problems. Green chemistry uses
this power of design. If we use it wisely in practice , we can make significant
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contributions in the drive towards sustainability for the simultaneous benefit
of the environment, economy, and society.

(1)It is better to prevent waste than to treat or clean up waste after it has
been created:

The use  of carbon dioxide in combination with a surfactant allows
for the replacement of perchloroethylene which is the solvent used most
often to dry clean clothes, although it poses hazards  to the environment
and is a suspected human carcinogen[1].

(2)Synthetic methods should be designed to maximize the incorporation of
all materials used in the process into the final product. Better ‘atom
economy’ could be achieved[2]:

            For example, in making a chemical by putting together smaller
‘building block’ chemicals, rather than by breaking down a much larger
starting material and discarding most of it as waste.

As an example, consider two ways to make ethylene oxide,which is
used to sterilize medical devices and as an intermediate in the synthesis of
ethylene glycol and other chemicals. The old way, called the chlorhydrin
route, starts with the hydrocarbon ethylene , chlorine, and calcium
hydroxide, and involves several steps. (The process is named for one of the
intermediates(HOCH2CH2Cl), called chlorhydrin).The overall reaction
produces the desired ethylene oxide but has calcium chloride and water as
by-products:

C2H4 + Cl2 + Ca(OH)2  ’!C2H4O + CaCl2 + H2O

Assuming 100% yield for all the reactions involved, the atom economy for
the overall reaction is only 25.46%.

The newer process uses a catalyst (a substance that speeds up a
reaction without itself being used up). Ethylene and oxygen react to give
ethylene oxide as the sole product:

C2H4  + 1/2O2  ’! C2H4O

Assuming a 100% yield in this reaction, the atom economy for the
overall reaction is also 100%[3].
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(3)Wherever practicable, synthetic methods should be designed to use and
generate substances that possess little or no toxicity to human health and
the environment:

Large amounts of adipic acid [HOOC(CH2)4COOH]are used each
year for the production of nylon, polyurethanes,lubricants and
plasticizers.Benzene is a compound with convinced carcinogenic properties
is a standard substrate for the production of this acid.Chemists from State
University of Michigan developed green synthesis of adipic acid using a
less toxic substrate. Furthermore, the natural source of this raw material
glucose is almost inexhaustible. The glucose can be converted into adipic
acid by an enzyme discovered in genetically modificated bacteria[4]. Such
a manner of production of this acid guards the workers and the environment
from exposure to hazardous chemical compounds.

(4) Chemical products should be designed to effect their desired function
while minimizing their toxicity:

              For example spinosad is a less hazardous pesticide which can be
used[5] . Spinosad is a relatively new insect killer produced by fermentation.
Spinosad can be used on outdoor ornamentals, lawns, vegetables and fruit
trees, to control caterpillars,thrips, leafminers, borers, fruit flies, spidermites,
aphids, and more.Spinosad is relatively fast acting. The pest insect dies
within 1 to 2 days after ingesting the active ingredient. Spinosad will not
persist in the environment .

(5) The use of auxiliary substances e.g., solvents, separation agents, etc.
should be made unnecessary wherever possible and innocuous when used:

Although solvents do not participate in liquid phase chemistry, they
provide the medium within which the chemical reactions take place as
volatile organic solvents (VOCs). Other types include chlorinated solvents,
which, along with the VOCs, pose risks to the environment and are
flammable, toxic or carcinogens[6]. There has also been significant research
into solvent options such as using high-temperature water and microwave
heating, sono-chemistry (chemical reactions activated by sonic waves) and
combinations of these and other enabling technologies like liquids that
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separate easily and which are easier to recover as they don’t need an
additional extractive processing step[7].

(6)Energy requirements of chemical processes should be recognized for their
environmental and economic impacts and should be minimized:

            Production of Propylene oxide (PO) is one of the biggest volume
industrial chemicals in the world. It is a chemical building block for a vast
array of products including detergents, polyurethanes,de-icers, food
additives and personal care items. Its manufacture creates by-products,
including a significant amount of waste. Dow and BASF have jointly
developed a new route to make PO with hydrogen peroxide that eliminates
most of the waste and greatly reduces water and energy use.Production
facilities are up to 25 percent cheaper to build because there is no need for
equipment to collect and purify the co-product. The new process reduces
the production of wastewater by as much as 80 percent and the use of
energy by 35 percent over traditional technologies[8]. The new process
reduces the production of wastewater by as much as 80 percent and the
use of energy by 35 percent over traditional technologies.

(7) A raw material or feedstock should be renewable rather than depleting
whenever technically and economically practicable:

The feedstocks that are used to produce these polymers are  all made
from petroleum, a nonrenewable resource. In order to decrease human
consumption of petroleum, chemists have investigated methods for
producing polymers from renewable resources such as biomass . Nature
Works polylactic acid (PLA) is a polymer of naturally occurring lactic acid
(LA), and LA can be produced from the fermentation of  starch crops such
as corn, cassava,rice and sugar crops such as sugarcane and sugar beets.The
goal is to eventually manufacture this polymer from waste biomass[9].

(8)Unnecessary derivatization should be minimized or avoided if possible,
because such steps require additional reagents and can generate waste.
Unnecessary derivatization (use of blocking groups, protection/
deprotection,temporary modification of physical/chemical processes)
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should be minimized or avoided if possible, because such steps require
additional reagents and can generate waste:

          The Boots Company of England developed and patented the
traditional industrial synthesis of ibuprofen in the 1960s(U.S. Patent
3,385,886)[10].This synthesis is a six-step process and results in large
quantities of waste chemical by products that must be disposed of or
otherwise managed.The BHC Company has developed and implemented
a new three-step greener industrial synthesis ibuprofen(U.S.Patents
4,981,995 and 5,068,448, both issued in 1991)[11].

(9)Catalytic reagents are superior to stoichiometric reagents[12]:
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            Research is also underway to find catalysts that allow the use of
less toxic reagents, such as using hydrogen peroxide in place of traditional
heavy metal catalysts. Montmorillonite clay’s are layered silicates and are
among the numerous inorganic supports for reagents used in organic
synthesis. They can be used as an efficient and versatile green catalyst for
various organic reactions. [13]. Clays are widely used due to its ecofriendly
nature, these are non-toxic,non-corrosive, economical and recyclable, and
thus are efficiently used for a variety of organic reactions[14].

(10)Chemical products should be designed so that at the end of their function
they break down into degradation products and do not persist in the
environment:

Biodegradable polymer is a good example[15].polyester   poly(e-
caprolactone) degrades when disposed in bioactive environments such as
soil (16). This and related polyesters are water resistant and may be melt-
extruded into sheets, bottles, and various shaped articles,marking these
plastics as primary targets for use as biodegradable plastics.Several
biodegradable polyesters are now in the market or at and advanced stage
of development.

(11) Analytical methodologies need to be further developed to allow for
real-time, in-process monitoring and control prior to the formation of
hazardous substances:

            3D TRASAR technology monitors the condition of cooling water
continuously and adds appropriate chemicals only when needed,rather
than on a fixed schedule[17][18].The 3D TRASAR consists  a Scale Control,
a Bio-Control, and  a Corrosion Control. For the Scale Control, it helps to
detect the upset preceding a scaling event and takes the action of preventing
one again, when founded the 3D TRASAR will increase stress to help
minimize operating cost.The Bio-Control unit is only applied when the bio-
activity in the water increases or decreases. Corrosion control helps by
combining advanced controlcapabilities with innovative new corrosion
inhibition chemistry to provide the best solution to our problem.3D stands
for
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· Detects if the parameters are changing

· Determines the correct course of action

· Delivers exceptional economic and operational advantage

(12)Substances and the form of a substance used in a chemical process
should be chosen to minimize the potential for chemical accidents, including
releases, explosions, and fires:

This principle focuses on safety for the worker and the surrounding
community where an industry resides. It is better to use materials and
chemicals that will not explode, light on fire, ignite in air, etc when making
a product. There are many examples where safe chemicals were not used
and the result was disaster.The worst industrial accident in history, 40 tons
of methyl isocyanate (MIC) were accidentally released when a holding tank
overheated at a Union Carbide pesticide plant, located in the heart of the
city of Bhopal. 15,000 people died and hundreds of thousands more were
injured.

Conclusion:

Green chemistry reduces toxicity, minimizes waste, saves energy,
and cuts down on the depletion of natural resources. It allows for advances
in chemistry to occur in a much more environmentally benign way. In the
future, when green chemistry is practiced by all chemists and all chemical
related companies, the term “green chemistry” will ideally disappear as all
chemistry becomes green. Furthermore, the success of green chemistry
depends on the training and education of a new generation  of chemists
and engineers . Student at all levels have to be introduced to the philosophy
and practice of green chemistry.Green chemistry  is not a solution to all
environmental problems but the most fundamental approach to preventing
pollution.
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INTRODUCTION

Employment has featured as an important item in the
development agenda in India. Approaches to the subject have, however,
varied in different periods during the last over 62years.While granting that
in An economy with relative abundance of labour a baiting favor of
comparatively labour intensive technological is bios natural desirable. It
was clearly recognized that considerations of size and technological should
not be set aside to employ size employment (Planning Commission 1956
pp 112-113). There are indications towards reserve the deckling trade in
elutriations particularly in manufacturing and expiations of a growth
structure in which sector with higher employment elastically will growths
faster. (T.S. Papola). Families are opting more and more members entering
the job merely order to boo family income. (Azad India Foundation)

With the availability of comprehensive data on levels of
employment and unemployment for 1972 73 which revealed high incidence
of poverty (54% rural and 41% urban) and high unemployment rates (8.4%
on current daily status and 4.3 % on currently weekly status basis), the
official approach to employment problem underwent a change in mid 1970s.
The Fifth Five Year Plan (1974 79) sought to address the employment issue
by reorienting the pattern of growth in favour of employment intensive
sectors. At the same time, a strong opinion was emerging to suggest that
growth alone cannot solve the problems of poverty and unemployment,
and therefore, a number of special employment and poverty alleviation
programmes were launched. They were mostly of two kinds: providing
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financial and other assistance for productive self employment, and offering
supplementary wage employment to the underemployed. Over the years,
these programmes have been continued in one form or the other, have
been modified or integrated, new ones have been started while some old
ones have been discontinued. The latest in the series is the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Programme which aims at legally guaranteeing
employment of up to 100 days annually to every rural household, under
an Act of Parliament.

The higher rates of investment in India over the past two decades
have not generated more expansion of industry in terms of share of GDP,
but have instead been associated with an apparent explosion in services,
that catch-all sector of varying components. The recent expansion of some
services employment in India has been at both high and low value added
ends of the services sub-sectors, reflecting both some dynamism and some
increase in “refuge” low productivity employment. Within the context of
so-called “jobless economic growth”, many scholars analyzed the reasons
advanced by them are varied such as job security regulations, increased
wages, increased labour productivity, increased capital intensity etc.
(Goldar, 2000, 2002, Nagaraj 2000, 2004 and Kannan and Raveendran,
2009).The ILO is supporting various countries in the adoption of appropriate
economic and employment policies to promote decent and productive
employment and income opportunities for all. Creating decent and
productive employment is the best means for reducing poverty, and it is,
therefore, important to address employment implications of macroeconomic
and sectoral policies.

India’s overall employment growth also has considerably
increased from one per cent per annum to nearly 3 per cent and industrial
employment growth increased from 2.9 per cent to 4.2 per cent, between
1993-94 to 1999-2000 and 1999-2000 to 2004-05 (Unni and Raveendran,
2006 and 2007). The rural annual employment growth rate has been higher
at 3.3 per cent, compared to 1.68 per cent in urban areas, according to the
statistics published by the Central Statistical Organization As for the level
of labour participation of women, their share in total employment is 19.3
per cent at the national level, while it is higher in urban areas at 24.3 per
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cent, than in rural areas (14.0 per cent). For India 2010-2011 has been a
year of balanced growth rate for the first half of the year was 8.9 present.
The indication rate continues to be high a cause for economy.· Most of the
new employment apportions are highly to be generated in the unorganized
by per condition of work lack of employment and social security.In
increasing number of women and elderly are now joining the work force.
Among the urban male children there is high increase in the population of
those working. The industrial sector is generating more job than the service
sector. Cost contrail seen as a constant concern across all sectors.

The employment challenge in India consists not only of creating
jobs for the unemployed, and providing additional work to the
underemployed, but, to a much larger extent, of enhancing productivity
and income levels of a large mass of the ‘working poor’.

Statement of the problem

The study is indicated to analyses the recent trends of
employment and changes in Indian economy.

Objectives

1) To study the present scenario and employment trend in India.

2) To study the gender-differentiated impacts on employment.

3) To study the employment generation in different sectors.

4) To suggest measures for positive improvement.

Research Methodology

For analyzing the data, the exploratory research design is used
in the paper. Study is based on previous research work and available
research articles, books, etc. so it is purely based on available secondary
data to arrive at different estimates.

Findings: Trends in Employment

The first important change from the previous period relates to
aggregate employment growth itself. There has been a significant decline
in the proportion of all forms of wage employment. While regular
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employment had been declining as a share of total usual status employment
for some time now (except for urban women workers), wage employment
had continued to grow in share because employment on casual contracts
had been on the increase. The late 1990s was a period of quite dramatic
deceleration of aggregate employment generation, which fell to the lowest
rate recorded since such data began being collected in the 1950s. In the
period 1993-94 to 1999-2000, all forms of rural employment (including
subsidiary or part-time work) increased by only 0.66 per cent per annum,
while urban employment increased by 2.27 per year. This reflects a slight
increase in labour force participation rates for both men and women. This
includes both those who are actively engaged in work and those who are
unemployed but looking for work – interestingly, both have increased.
Labour force participation rates (LFPR) under all three approaches declined
in 2009-10 compared to 2004-05. However, the decline in female LFPRs
was larger under each measure in comparison with male LFPRs which
either declined marginally (UPSS), remained constant (CWS), or increased
marginally (CDS).

Employment growth has been over two percent for almost thirty
years since early 1950’s. In fact, it is recorded to be much higher during the
1970s. But since the 1980s there has been a trend towards a decline in the
growth  rate of employment. The NSSO quinquennial survey has reported
an increase in work opportunities to the tune of 18 million under the
current daily status (CDS) between 2004-5 and 2009-10. However, the
overall labour force expanded by only 11.7 million. This was considerably
lower than in comparable  periods earlier, and can be attributed to the
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much larger retention of youth in education and also because of lower
labour force participation among working-age women. As a result,
unemployment in absolute terms came down by 6.3 million. The lower
growth in the labour force is not expected to continue as educated youth
are expected to join the labour force in increasing numbers during the
Twelfth Plan and in the years beyond. This means that the pace of job/
livelihood creation must be greatly accelerated. The Twelfth Plan Approach
Paper lays greater stress on skill building which can be viewed as an
instrument for improving the effectiveness and contribution of labour to
overall production. This will push the production possibility frontier
outward and take the economy on to a higher growth trajectory and can
also be viewed as a means of empowerment.

Looking at different rates of unemployment, it is clear that
underemployment is a problem of much larger magnitude than open
unemployment. For example, in 1999 2000, UPS unemployment rate was
estimated to be only 2.81 per cent as compared to CDS rate of 7.32 per
cent. The problem, however, is not confined to these time criterion based
rates; a large part of the employed people work at very low levels of income,
as indicated by much higher incidence of poverty (26 per cent in 1999 2000)
than of unemployment. Thus A comparison between different estimates of
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unemployment in 2009-10 (Table 13.7) indicates that the CDS estimate of
unemployment is the highest. The higher unemployment rates according
to the CDS approach compared to the weekly status and usual status
approaches indicate a high degree of intermittent unemployment.
Interestingly urban unemployment was higher under both the UPSS and
CWS but rural unemployment was higher under the CDS approach. This
possibly indicates higher intermittent or seasonal unemployment in rural
than urban areas, something that employment generation schemes like the
MGNREGA need to pay attention to. However, overall unemployment rates
were lower in 2009-10 under each approach vis-a-vis 2004-5.

India was a traditional “mixed” developing economy with significant
private sector participation (including a large private corporate sector)
from Independence onwards, and even during the “dirigiste” regime
the emphasis was dominantly on the regulation of private capital. Indeed,
one of the problems of the so-called “planned economy” in India was the
inability of the state to make the private sector behave in ways that fitted in
with the plan allocations of the state, leading to mismatches between
production and private demand as well as periodic macroeconomic
imbalances. The neoliberal reforms undertaken in the phase of globalisation
have further expanded the scope for private activity and reduced regulation.
Essentially, in India macroeconomic policies have occurred in contexts
similar to those in other capitalist economies, where involuntary
unemployment is rampant and fiscal and monetary measures have to be
used to stimulate effective demand. Employment growth in the organized
sector, public and private combined has increased by 1.9 percent in 2010,
which is lower than the annual growth for the previous year (Table 13.9).
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The annual growth rate for the private sector was much higher than that
for the public sector. However, in respect of both sectors, annual increase
in employment had slowed down in 2010 vis-à-vis 2009. The share of
women in organized-sector employment was 20.4 per cent in 2010 March
end and has remained nearly constant in recent years.

The increase in the growth of employment appears to be
much higher for female workers compared to male workers. Even
where the proportion of working women as reflected in the female
work participation rate may be low, the absolute numbers have
significantly increased, given the rate of population growth over time.
The increase in work opportunities during the early years of the new
millennium has been to the tune of 9.3 million jobs per annum (from
1999-2000 to 2004-05). This acceleration in employment growth from
1.25 per cent per annum (1993-94 to 1999-2000) to 2.62 per cent per
annum in the period 1999-2000 to 2004-05 (GoI, 2008) has been beneficial
to women’s participation as well. Of the 46 million job opportunities
created from 1999-2000 to 2004-05 (compared to 24 million in the earlier
period, i.e., 1993-94 to 1999-2000), nearly 15 million women joined the
workforce. Urban areas almost doubled their number of women
workers, while in rural areas women workers increased from 9 to 12
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million. Are these signs of a gradual but definite wind of change with
more women entering the labour market? This positive change is noted
more forcefully in the urban context where requisite educational inputs
and modern thinking vis-à-vis women’s work is increasingly becoming
noticeable.

Sectoral distribution of women’s employment reveals that
majority of women workers are concentrated in primary sector activities
such as agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, and so on. Although the
share of women workers in this category has marginally declined from
86 to 83 per cent over the years 1993-94 to 2004-05, the actual number
of women as well as their share compared to men has increased. This
reflects the feminization of agriculture.

Table-4-Industrial distribution of rural female and male workers,
usual principal and subsidiary Status (UPSS), over time

Source: NSSO, 50th Round, 1993-94 and 61st Round, 2004-05.

6. There has been a significant decline in the proportion of all forms of
wage employment. While regular employment had been declining as a
share of total usual status employment for some time now (except for urban
women workers), wage employment had continued to grow in share
because employment on casual contracts had been on the increase. But the
latest survey round suggests that even casual employment has fallen in
proportion to total employment in India is going through a drastic change.
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The real expansion in employment has come in the form of self-
employment, which now accounts for around half of the work force in
India. The increase has been sharpest among rural women, where self-
employment now accounts for nearly two-thirds of all jobs. But it is also
remarkable for urban workers, both men and women, among whom the
self-employed constitute 45 and 48 per cent respectively, of all usual status
workers. This makes the issue of remuneration in self-employment a
particularly important one. If working people are moving away from paid
jobs to more independent and more remunerative forms of self-employment,
then that is certainly to be welcomed. But if they are forced to take on any
activity on their own in order to survive, simply because a sufficient number
of paid jobs is not available, then that is another matter altogether. This is
especially the case for less educated workers without access to capital or
bank credit. Self-employment for such workers often means that they are
forced into petty low productivity activities with low and uncertain incomes.
The latest NSS report confirms this, with some very interesting information
about whether those in self-employment actually perceive their activities
to be remunerative. It turns out that just under half of all self-employed
workers do not find their work to be remunerative. This is despite very low
expectations of reasonable returns – more than 40 per cent of rural workers
declared they would have been satisfied with earning less than Rs. 1500
per month, while one-third of urban workers would have found up to Rs.
2000 per month to be remunerative.

7. With differential growth of employment among different sectors of the
economy, there have obviously been changes in the structure of employment.
Employment growth in the organized sector, public and private combined,
has increased by 1.9 per cent in 2010, which is lower than the annual growth
for the previous year. The annual growth rate for the private sector was
much higher than that for the public sector. However, in respect both sectors,
annual increase in employment had slowed down in 2010 vis-à-vis 2009.
The share of in organized-sector employment was 20.4 per cent in 2010
March end and has remained nearly constant in recent years. Only 15.6
per cent of the total workforce had regular wage employment/ salaried
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work during 2009- 10 while 33.5 per cent was casual labour and 51 per
cent was self-employed.

8. Despite the fact that labour force participation rates among the young
population have decreased or not increased much (except for urban women
in the age group 20-24 years), open unemployment rates have increased.
Youth unemployment was substantially higher than unemployment
across all the working age population, and what is more it also increased
across all categories of young people – men or women, rural or urban.
So the youth are far more prone to be actively seeking work and not finding
it. Given that open unemployment by “usual status category” has generally
been low in India because of the absence of any sort of social protection for
the unemployed, it is disturbing to note that as many as 6-8 per cent of
young rural males and 12-14 per cent of urban male youth describe
themselves as available for work and seeking it but not finding it. The
proportions of young women describing themselves as usually unemployed
are even larger. The current daily status criterion describes the nature of
activity on a typical day of the reference week, and therefore can be thought
of as a “flow” measure of work possibilities. By this indicator, open
unemployment levels for the young are truly alarming, accounting for nearly
20 per cent of urban young men in the age group 15-19 years and 30 per
cent of urban women in the age group 20-24 years. These numbers translate
into an estimated 36 million young people of between 15 and 29 years who
were “usually unemployed” at the start of 2005, and as many as 58 million
young people who were unemployed on any particular day.

Among the three major sectors by broad division of economic
activity, namely, agriculture, industry and services, there has been a decline,
as expected, in the share of agriculture and increase in the share of industry
and services in total employment. The structural changes have, however,
been slow. In a period of 27 years, from 1973 to 2000, the share of agriculture
has declined by 17 percentage points only from 74 to 57 per cent. Share of
industry increased from 11 to 18 per cent and that of services rose faster
from 15 per cent in 1972 73 to 26 per cent in 1999 2000, growing particularly
fast during 1987 88 to 1999 2000. Between 2005 and 2010, the addition in
jobs was 27.7 million but the number of self-employed people decreased by
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25.5 million. This has restricted the increase in number of employed people
to 2.2 million. In manufacturing employment declined by about 7 per cent,
despite a faster growth in manufacturing output In services, employment
growth slowed in financial intermediation and business services
Employment grew by almost 70 per cent in the construction sector, but it
was mainly in casual jobs. Employment content of growth as measured
has been declining in manufacturing; on the other hand, Construction,
transport and trade have maintained relatively high employment elasticity.
Employment in other services has continuously increasing in public sector
in compression of private sector. It may be noted that the non agricultural
sectors on an average have shown an employment unchanged in public
sector but involvement of allied agriculture sector in private sector the
employment increases.

Source: Ministry of Labour and Employment, Director General of Training &
Employment, 2009-2010

10. The Labour Bureau conducted twelve quarterly quick employment
surveys to assess the impact of the economic slowdown on employment in
India. These surveys indicate that the upward trend in employment since
July 2009 has been maintained. Healthcare sector has remained the largest
employment generator with 1, 15,000 jobs created in the period Jan-June
2011, followed by the hospitality sector with 94,000 jobs. The IT/ITeS sector
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continues to grow at the same pace and has added 91,000 jobs in the same
period. In the cities, New Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai continue to lead the
job market generating 1,39,700 jobs between January and June 2011, as
predicted earlier this year. The organized sector in India created 704,800
jobs between January 2011 and June 2011 and 369,200 more jobs are
expected to be created by September 2011, according to the latest findings
of Ma Foi Randstad Employment Trends Survey – Wave2. The results for
selected sectors, i.e. textiles including apparel, leather, metals, automobiles,
gems and jewellery, transport, information technology (IT) / business
process outsourcing (BPO) and handloom/powerloom are as follows:-

· Overall employment in September, 2011 over September, 2010 has
increased by 9.11 lakh, with the highest increase recorded in IT/BPO (7.96
lakh) sector followed by 1.07 lakh in Metals, 0.71 lakh in Automobiles, 0.08
lakh in Gems & Jewellery and 0.07 lakh in Leather industries during the
period.

· An upward trend in employment has been continuously observed since
July 2009. During the quarter July to September 2011, employment has
increased in respect of all sectors except Leather and Transport where there
was a marginal fall. The overall employment has increased by 3.15 lakh
during the quarter. At the  sectoral level, the maximum increase of 2.04
lakh in employment during the period September, 2011 over June, 2011
was in IT/ BPO sector, followed by increase of 0.42 lakh in Textiles including
Apparels, 0.38 lakh in Metals, 0.22  lakh in Automobiles, 0.09 lakh in
Handloom/Powerloom, 0.07 lakh in Gems & Jewellery.

· In the export oriented units, the employment at the overall level has
increased by 1.96 lakh whereas in the non-exporting units, it has increased
by 1.16 lakh during the period September, 2011 over June, 2011.

· Overall estimated employment in all selected sectors has experienced a
net addition of 23.58 lakh during the period October, 2008 (first survey) to
September, 2011 (twelfth survey).

11. There has been a significant decline in the proportion of all forms of
wage employment. While regular employment had been declining as a share
of total usual status employment for some time now (except for urban
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women workers), wage employment had continued to grow in share
because employment on casual contracts had been on the increase. But the
latest survey round suggests that even casual employment has fallen in
proportion to total employment. For urban male workers, total wage
employment is now the lowest that it has been in at least two decades,
driven by declines in both regular and casual paid work. For women, in
both rural and urban areas, the share of regular work has increased, but
that of casual employment has fallen so sharply that the aggregate share of
wage employment has fallen. The fallout of this is a very significant increase
in self-employment among all categories of workers in India. The increase
has been sharpest among rural women, where self-employment now
accounts for nearly two-thirds of all jobs. This may reflect not only some
increase in income earning opportunities, but also the survival strategies of
households faced with greater economic need. But the increase in self-
employment is also remarkable for urban workers, both men and women,
among whom the self-employed constitute 45 and 48 per cent respectively,
of all usual status workers. All told, therefore, around half of the work
force in India currently does not work for a direct employer. This is true
not only in agriculture, but increasingly in a wide range of non-agricultural
activities. This in turn requires a significant rethinking of the way analysts
and policy-makers deal with the notion of “workers”.

· While it is expected that there has been a significant decline in agriculture
as a share of rural employment, the share of manufacturing employment
has not gone up commensurately for rural male workers. Instead, the more
noteworthy shift for rural males has been to construction, with some increase
in the share of trade, hotels and restaurants. For urban males, on the other
hand, the share of trade, hotels and restaurants has actually declined, as it
has for other services. Manufacturing is back to the shares of a decade ago,
still accounting for less than a quarter of the urban male work force. The
only consistent increases in shares have been in construction, and to a lesser
extent transport and related activities.

· Most of non agricultural activities in rural areas in construction, trade
and services employment opportunities have been of temporary and casual
nature.
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· Regular jobs have hardly increased in the urban areas; in fact, there is
evidence to show that such jobs have declined due to redundancy caused
by technological and competitive compulsions in the larger industrial
enterprises. So, part of the regular workforce has been rendered casual
and most new jobs have been in the casual category.

· Slow growth of employment in the organised sector has been a major
factor in the stagnancy in the proportion of regular wage and salary earners.
This sector consisting of public services and enterprises and large private
firms, is the one that offers regular jobs.

· The high and increasing preponderance of the unorganized sector has
been a matter of  anxiety  from the viewpoint of quality of employment as
workers in this sector suffer from poor conditions of work, low earnings
and lack of employment and social security.

Conclusion: Employment Prospects

There is a fact that a high rate of economic growth has not been
able to generate high employment growth. A brief account of the
performance of different sectors as attempted earlier, however, shows that
but for the almost negligible growth in agriculture, employment growth in
nonagricultural sector has not really been jobless. Yet, employment have
enhanced in most sectors, though in some sectors like construction, trade
and transport, they continue to be relatively high. And a faster growth of
these sectors will lead to an increase in overall employment growth. In
contrast to many regions around the world, the labour market in East Asia
has recovered relatively. Quickly however youth unemployment riming a
major educates as the youth unemployment rate at 8.3 percent in 2010 is
2.5 times higher than the rate for adulates. In 2011 economic growth is
projected to show 8.6 percent reflecting reduction stimulation measure.

The recent experience, however, suggests that most of the new
employment opportunities are likely to be generated in the unorganised
sector and will be characterised by poor conditions of work, and lack of
employment and social security. Even within the organised sector an
increasing number of workers are being employed in a ‘flexible’ manner on
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casual or contract basis, without the social security benefits available to
regular workers. The pattern of growth is extremely significant to ensure
desirable employment generation. And in this regard, macroeconomic
policies and overall growth strategies play a crucial role.

Suggestions & Recommendation

There are other policy implications of this emerging trend.
Overall macroeconomic and sectoral trends suggest a bias against labour-
intensive economic activities, which could serve as the means for employing
the growing labour force even as productivity growth through technological
change allows such labour to become more productive. This is in fact the
preferred scenario for creating decent and productive employment: an
increase in the number of better-skilled workers entering into the labour
market on the one hand, and faster rates of employment generation because
of economic growth in the labour intensive economic sectors on the other.
This would be associated with both more job creation as well as aggregate
labour productivity increases that cause real wage and workers’ incomes
to increase. The question then becomes, what kind of policy mix would
create an economic environment that promotes such a desirable process?

a. The new employment opportunities are likely to be generated in
the unorganized sector, will be characterizes by poor condition of
worker, lack of employment and social security providing. It will be
require special attention of the state and security large incoming.

b. Provision of a minimum social protection to the large man of workers
is there fore likely to emerge as a much greater challenge than of
expending employment opportunities.

c. The larger number of women, both in rural and urban areas,
entering the labour force therefore any employment policy for India
must pay specific attention to women and development of sectors
that can absorb the labour supplies of women. Simultaneously,
improving the skill content of women workers in order for them to
be able to participate productively and receive adequate returns is
another area that must be addressed.
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d. Macroeconomic policies must ensure that public expenditure in the
social sectors is increased and maintained at adequate levels. This
also has a critical role in employment generation.

e. There is a strong case for evolving a growth strategy that allows
and encourages labour productivity increases overall, while
significantly expanding expenditure – and therefore income and
employment opportunities – in social sectors that positively affect
the conditions of life of most citizens. This in turn requires a major
role for state intervention, through direct public investment and
through fiscal, monetary and market-based measures that alter the
structure of incentives for private agents.
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INTRODUCTION:

Mainstreaming education involves different visions of regular
education: a vision based on heterogeneity instead of homogeneity. As it
happens in some societies, educational differences have been ignored by
developing parallel structures and educational approaches for different
groups of learners. For this reason the actual challenge consists on the
recuperation of the true nature and function of the regular education,
progressing towards schools without “entry requirements” developing
parallel structures and educational approaches for different groups of
learners. Ability of the school to produce substantial changes in its structure,
operation and pedagogical approaches to meet the educational needs of
each and every learner, including those that present a disabling condition
are also other challenges.

According to the study result made by Abeshu, G. (2003), the
approaches used in schools mostly focuses on the oral method in classes
since most teachers have little or no knowledge in employing sign language
which could be appropriate for the deaf. This reveals that there exists a
barrier which by itself has great impact on the education of children with
hearing impairments. He further disclosed that the special education
teachers are the sole responsible professionals in the education of children
with disabilities. They teach, follow, counsel their students and coordinate
parent groups. In addition to these all activities, they are the only responsible
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constituent to offer awareness and orientation to the staff since most of
them have no or little acquaintance to disability matters.

The educational success of children with disabilities greatly depends
on the support given by relevant professionals and the family. The need for
support and supervision is equally important by both partners in the
attainment of effective teaching learning activities. For integration to be a
viable consideration, particularly in developing countries like Ethiopia, we
need to examine what challenges face these students in mainstreaming
classes and prospects of these children in their educational activities. Our
prospected teachers face similar problems where they work with the
challenging staff who are deprived of awareness about special needs
education considered as major gap of the study.

The main objective of the study is to explore educational challenges
children with hearing impairment faces in the mainstreamed classes. The
study focusing on the educational problems and prospects mark significant
input to conduct further study in this view. The findings also could be of
some assistance to the educators, institutions, families, curriculum designers
and decision makers.

METHODS OF THE STUDY: – The method used to conduct this study was
qualitative. It is designed to investigate the challenges children with hearing
impairments face and their experience in the school settings. The study
populations as a source for information were six schools of three zones in
western part of Oromia. The total hearing-impaired students’ populations
registered in the year in these six schools were 112 and families of the
children were incorporated in the study in focus group discussions that
had been held in each city. The samples were drawn employing simple
random and availability sampling techniques. Over all respondents from
student population are 18 and families of the same participated on the
focus group discussion in three hotels of each city. One teacher of the
integrated classes participated on focus group discussion and prepared
performance list of the students.

The instruments used were interview, focus group discussions and
observation to gather information. Interview was done with students and
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special needs education teachers while FGD was done with the family,
unit leaders and principal. Additionally, student records were examined
as secondary sources to their academic performances. The tape recorded
interview and discussions were translated in to English and been discussed
in terms of words. All information was presented in words and thematically
discussed by coding method. Ethical considerations were followed in all
the investigation areas.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS :– Participants of focus group discussion in
three cities are 17 among which the majority is self employed from house
wife to retailing activities. Educational level and family economic
background has great impact in supporting child’s education.  Interviewed
students from Nakamte are female as of Jimma and Mettu are from both
gender sorts to total of 14.

Two parents of the junior integrated hearing impaired children were
represented by older brothers in FGD who are responsible assisting these
children and confer that they have more than five families each. School
principal, two special needs education teachers and interpreters, appeared
on the discussion. One special needs education (unit leader) summarized
the 1st question stating that ‘the family themselves didn’t appear or send
responsible bodies representing them; they rather be silent and ignore our call.
We are now getting hopeless to assist education of the integrated hearing
impaired.’ Question of what to do was posed by him and pended to get
solution at the end.  Mainstreaming of hearing impaired children in the
regular class settings was accepted by all participants. One respondent
specifically stated that ‘integration is best to facilitate communication between
the disabled and the non disabled which is useful for socialization of the hearing
impaired.  But academically they are disadvantageous.’ The group agreed that
education of their children is under question since there was no support
from any institution or organization or responsible government bodies like
social affair, education office, school administration, etc.  ‘I can say that
nothing was arranged for the hearing impaired since there is no interpreter,
arrangement of material and other resources support in the mainstreamed class’
one discussant mentioned. As raised, even the hearings impaired were not
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exempted from school fee payment which may at least needs attention of
the responsible bodies.

The principal of Darge High school summarized the question as
follows. ‘Teachers feel much of the integrated class on how to assist these children
but have no knowledge of sign language. Of these and related issues, feel guilt
especially when observing faces of the students’. One of the civics and ethics
teachers told me that he is worrying about these children since the lesson by
nature relies on oral presentation. He uses intensive note giving to assist them’.
On the contrary, the principal of one Secondary school in Jimma, as stated,
by the father ‘your child never benefit from integration. Hence, you better find
special needs classes for him. But I have decided my child be with his friends even
if he couldn’t benefit from oral presentations.’ This indicates that there is great
disparity even in student’s placement, admission and education as well in
the same state.

The discussants underlined the usefulness of integration if at least
aided by upgrading existing special education teachers or train interpreters
in assisting education of the mainstreamed hearing impaired students. The
other point raised was orientation and skills training of sign language for
all subject teachers at basic communication level. They emphasized on the
accountability and responsibilities of school administration to facilitate
conditions for the integrated children by giving them the minimum available
resources and try to assign supportive groups. It was finalized by suggesting
on the crucial service of special needs education teachers, formation of
support groups (the immediate responsible body to facilitate conditions),
avail resources; arrange classes by government so as to make easy access of
education for the hearing impaired. The special needs education teacher
added that they are ready to teach school teachers the skill of sign language
and request for the incorporation of sign language in the curriculum of
teacher’s education at colleges and universities to assist education of the
mainstreamed hearing impaired students.

Challenges family faced in relation to the education of children with
hearing impairments as stated by the discussants are the following. One
respondent stated ‘I am the oldest in the family and all younger except the
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hearing impaired secured job. She is still in the school. Her academic performance
is poor that worry me when thinking of her future after completing grade 8.
Since all her teachers are in the unit, no more assistance shall be given to her in
high school. She has got skill training in sewing; had machine; but the society
had problem communicating her even though, there is need to sew cloths with
her. I was suffering since my family especially wife never understands her because
of communication barrier existing.’ All the respondents share the same idea
and stated that the children would be burden to the family and community
if not properly handled and assisted. They forwarded about entirety
integration in the community life by extending the school integration further.

Other member discussed what he faces as continued. My sister
always personalizes her communication problem as a defect made by her and
sometimes cries for a long. Even she didn’t listen to my advice. I confirm that she
has committed wrong but she never believes her mistake but tries to justify by
crying always. She has inconsistent behavior, feels in most cases unhappy. I
therefore, prefer her at school especially, after integration. She has more than
two friends trying to share her views. Her future may be in the hands of her
teachers. Actually, inability to communicate and share views to others has
great impact on the behavioral development of a child. Accordingly,
Gearheart et.al. (1988); Webster and Wood 1989 mentioned, some
behavioral indications and warning signs of a possible hearing impairment,
which teachers and parents should be alert in their every day encounters:
Inattention, restlessness, distraction of others, more responsiveness in quiet
conditions; Complaints of earache, full or ‘popping ears’, or a visible
discharge from the ear; Giving in appropriate answers to questions; watching
and following what other children do; Louder or softer voice than is usual;
Slowness in responding to simple verbal instructions, with frequent requests
for repetition; Searching visually to locate a sound source or turning head
to the direction sound comes from; Needing to sit nearer a sound source
than is usual or asking for volume, on TV, Tape etc; Some irritability or a
typical aggressive out bursts; more frequent behavioral upsets in school …’
If parents didn’t know all parts of the problem mentioned above, there is
always problem between the family/teachers and the hearing impaired
children.
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On the contrary, mother of the integrated hearing impaired child
(High school) stated that her child is active enough and have coping skills
like embroidery.  Academically the child is brilliant and didn’t get below
10th rank even in integrated classroom standing. She has raised also about
crucial assistance of responsible bodies especially education offices. She
stressed on the point we don’t need any more tongue hope, but application of
what to act upon today. All the discussants raised problem of communication
with these children that they face as major challenge to understand the
students and know their feeling to assist them even at family level.

The respondents also try tracing the supports rendered to their
children and all turn by turn appreciate the assistance and effort of help
from Special Needs Education unit and confirm them to add their effort.
The special needs education unit leader rose about life of one hearing
impaired student narrating as follows. ‘His name is Johannes who walks to
his home when students’ chaos was made last year. Armed police ordered him to
stop calling him from the back. But the student continued going and didn’t stop
without any expectation. The police quickly run to the Childs side and caught
him from his back beating him with dry stick he holds.  The police identified him
after harming the child badly. He further stated about negligence of parents
regular participation on meetings when requested to do so. The principal
appreciates their gathering and discussion uttering that there are many
disability areas that need attention. Even though the challenge they faced
when accepting these hearing impaired children to their school was soaring,
it was the new attempt in the history of their surrounding schools. But
now, he and the school community loved the students and start concerned
about their education and how to help them. The school borrowed the
students, plasma teaching CD cassette to take it home and attend personally
if they get interpreters or anybody to help them in their homes. The families
in the discussion group appreciate the school and confirmed that they will
do together for the benefit of their children for the future. Finally they raised
certain points as a summary suggestion to improve education and life
condition of the hearing impaired asserting that proper support has to be
given for the hearing impaired since didn’t benefit from lessons presented
orally. Exemption of school fee, having attention from government and
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community, and massive training in sign language and collaboration of
the family with special needs education unit and High school for the benefit
of their children were some points raised by the discussants.

Interview with mainstreamed class teachers: Teacher of 8th grade
integrated class suggested that she only assists the hearing impaired students
by speaking slowly standing nearer to help them understand from lip
reading.  She pointed out saying ‘sometimes I totally forget that there is deaf
student in my class.  I am teaching Amharic language so as to the child has
difficulty understanding it since his first language in which  he knows lip reading
is Afan Oromo. Hence, I sometimes translate the language to Afan Oromo to
help him read my lip. To be frank, I didn’t help the child as is expected of me.
Because what I have learnt when attending special needs education course is by
far different than what I am doing for the student. We are highly burdened and
hold overloads that didn’t allow us to think about the integrated children.’ Even
though professionals maintain improved achievement scores of students
relying on the use of sign language, most teachers didn’t employ it in the
educational programs since they have no skill of signing.  Similar study
done by goes in line with this finding as ‘depending on the disability,
teaching methods can include individualized instruction, problem solving
assignments, and small group work (Batshow, 1992).’

One special need education teacher responded to the point, ‘we have
established a club to teach sign language skill at least at basic level for the teachers,
family and interested peers. But very few interested students and siblings of the
hearing impaired benefit from the club and no teacher appeared yet. Our door is
still open to the interested ones.’ In this regard, knowledge of minority
language, specifically the hearing impaired in the integrated school settings
is mandatory to assist education of these children. Another teacher from
Information Technology appreciates his student for his effort to
communicate with peers and raised the usefulness of trained professionals
at least to assist him understand what he feels and avoid confusions he
may face in education. He also underlined the application of visual materials
like video assisted education to support integrated hearing impaired
students.
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Almost all of the respondents support mainstreaming of the hearing
impaired mitigating that these students benefit much from social and
physical integration. Not only benefit from socialization, but they
psychologically build up sense of belongingness, group identity and
dynamics. But the respondents with special need education background
strongly held that the teaching methods and techniques are totally ineffective.
Because, as mentioned by one respondent, only few of the integrated hearing
impaired children benefit from body language and lip-reading since some are pre
lingually deaf. The others only rely on the support of students sitting beside
them and referring books. If the learning didn’t give meaning, one couldn’t
say that the students are benefiting from the lesson as stated by respondents.
Getting attention of the learners, attaching the lesson to their daily living
and environment is what is expected of teachers. In their study Webster
clearly puts the difference. ‘Those working with hearing impaired children
know it is often necessary to draw attention to new words and information
more often. The writing of the key words and phrases during the course of
the lesson provides the opportunity for recapitulation in order to reinforce
learning. It also provides a ready form of reference for incision in order to
reinforce learning (Webster and Wood, 1989).

Interview with Students - As observed and clearly seen from their
effort of communication, one from high school and one from junior class
benefit much from body language and lip read than the other two
respondents (Nakamte). Both high school students replied ‘yes’ for the
question ‘are you satisfied in integration’? The reason they raised was the
benefit they get from exposure and mix up with the hearing peer group.
But junior class students compare life in special class and integrated situation
and preferred the special class to integration. The reason stated was that
they didn’t get every form of support and attention from their respective
classes (students, especially teachers and school administration).

High school students stated the following. We have problem with
calculation related subjects specially physics, chemistry and mathematics. They
complain of plasma teaching since it was so hard to integrate the body
language and lip reading to the actual sound because of the fastest nature
of the lesson. The student who follows and tries to assist them is also in
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hurry by himself to catch up what was broadcasted. Junior (2nd cycle)
class students have problem in all subject areas, specifically math but they
get support up on request from special education teachers. All the
respondents complain about lack of interpreter since they benefit least from
oral presentation (speech).

Most of them prefer to be silent on the appropriateness of
methodology. One says that we have repeatedly stated that only lecture is in
use that didn’t benefit us. All the respondents strongly condemn the
communication method in use and suggest on the accessibility of interpreter
considering doomed fate if not at all. Harvey, in 1993 reach on similar result
by collecting information from deaf community, educators and parents of
the deaf explaining that inclusion far too often becomes exclusion if not properly
planned.

They mentioned that they are uncomfortable with the instruction
and instructional materials. Especially, they benefit little from plasma
teaching in the case of 9th graders. The researcher also observed that these
children sit idle, only looking at the picture which is meaningless for them.
Even the hearing hardly take notes in rare cases. Both high school students
thank the school administration for the borrowing of plasma teaching
cassette freely to refer in their own homes with the assistance of students
and/or parent’s.

The respondents complain shortage of teaching materials, visual
and texts as well as other resources like numerical charts and sign symbols.
With regard to the comfortability of classes, high school students appreciate
it justifying that they share the same bench and chair with their colleagues
nowadays. But on October, one stated, when we joined the school the class
were not willing sitting on the same bench with us even though the situation has
been changed now. Junior class students complain of uncomfortable chairs
and classes. The researchers observation to their respective classes revealed
that all the chairs they use are old, broken, warped and the class seems
stores.

All the respondents didn’t know their hearing level even though
counted when registered for the target. But as of their assumption, they
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have agreed, they didn’t hear and because of this, didn’t benefit from oral
presentation in education. Even though there are expectation and need of
support from government organization’s and NGO’s, nothing was obtained
till now as the respondents mentioned. The respondents propose on the
accessibility of recourses (human, material and educational tools, etc) with
an interpreter. They also raised governmental support, especially, in availing
the mentioned resources opportunity to further their education to join higher
institutions.

As observed from their record and notebooks, most of them have
problem understanding; and achieve poorly from the class. This clarifies
the support given for these children are too poor and insignificant. Smith
and Luckasson further stated on support needed from teachers as
modification to the class is crucial like giving handouts for the students.
Classmates can also help the non hearing peers in mainstreamed classes by
using carbon paper for note taking during lectures to make a copy for the
student with hearing impairments.

The communication method preferred by the respondents is via loud
/high noise and slow speaking to better understand from lip reading during
presentation. Additionally, one respondent favors sign language assisted
teaching and Afan Oromo as instructional media chosen by both the
respondents.   As one from IT mentioned (Mattu), all teachers utilize lecture
method that is not suitable for them. ‘I read different texts to augment the lesson
that I lost in the class to compete with my colleagues. No one allows me to practice
on the computer and my left option is only striving to catch up the students
making additional effort personally rather than waiting to unforeseen support.’
Finally, they underscore the application of sign assisted presentation as the
best method of teaching for integrated hearing impaired children than oral
method. As of Lowenbraun (1988), ‘for some children with severe and
profound sensori-neural hearing losses, the attainment of intelligible speech
is an unreachable goal. Even for those who do attain intelligible speech, the
process is arduous, slow and difficult.’

CONCLUSIONS:- Integration of the hearing impaired is a viable effort to
be supported by all concerned bodies: the family, teachers and responsible
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government bodies like educational offices, labor and social affairs. The
problem rests, as stated in the study, on how to implement integration in
the actual school context. No study and needs assessment were done with
the target groups and responsible government offices. Experts at zonal and
district level didn’t know about the hearing impaired, leave alone the
integration of these children. The gap identified here is that there is no
common ground set forth on how to facilitate integration and no mutual
understanding between government sectors working on special needs
children and the target groups.

Schools only accept the hearing impaired via the push exerted up
on them by parents. Hence, one can say that the support given for these
students were/are very poor and nearly zero. Except the principal in Darge
high school and Mettu Junior, no one remembers their existence even in all
other schools. This entails that there is lack of awareness about the children
with special needs in general and mainstreaming of the hearing impaired
in particular. Teachers and school community look the hearing impaired
as different and feel sympathetic that didn’t surpass lip-sucking.

The best educational method depends on the practices and where
the hearing impaired is placed oral. The oral approach employed in the
schools could not be the only solution for better communication in the school
settings where the hearings impaired are integrated. Teachers in the
integrated classes use the oral method that is too difficult for the hearing
impaired to understand even from lip reading and facial expression of the
teachers. The amount and type of individual’s hearing loss are related to the
ability to understand information presented orally (Lukasson and Smith, 1995).
Furthermore, a student with moderate loss might not benefit from typical
instructional methods like lecture and oral directions that directly support
the finding of this study.  The respondents confirmed same that they never
benefit from lecture method employed even though they didn’t know the
hearing threshold of their hearing ability.

The educational provision regarding education of children with
impairment, specifically, the mainstreamed hearing impaired children at
bureau and education offices are imprecise. The educational structure in
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schools and offices are disparate and didn’t know one another. In its entire
system, there is no consistent regulation from school to regional offices
concerning education of children with impairments. Experts also didn’t
know what is expected of them specifically, some accuse zonal heads and
regional decision-makers for the inconvenient nature of the department
and the disregard exerted up on the section. The finding revealed the same
and many is left to assist education of children with special needs in
augmenting the mainstreamed children in particular. Assigned experts are
also nonprofessionals who didn’t know the field and not concerned of the
mainstreamed children. There is room to conduct further research.

With regard to educational facilities, support and material
availability in the school, one can enunciate many things from what is
observed on the actual field. The mainstreamed children benefit much from
classroom integration since they share benches and chairs equally with the
hearing. The main difference exists in the integrated school for children
with special needs where a class serves as class, tea room, staffroom, store
and the like. This clearly signifies that integrated special classes are the
forgotten, overlooked and weakened unit in the region. Room is also open
for assessment.

Research study done by Lee & Antia (1992), supports parent’s
concern about regular education placements of students with hearing
impairments. But, placement of the hearing impaired was not done by
consent of the beneficiaries and the family. Because of this, interest and
wish of the respondents vary from special class attendance to the
mainstreamed class settings.  The need for special class arises from the
intention of academic benefit and understanding of lessons through sign
language and other total communication methods employed by the special
needs education teachers. Choice of mainstreaming arose from the very
point of socialization with the hearing and mingling to the society even
though there are communication barriers. Hawkins (1993) in his study
revealed of the educational placement of integrated hearing impaired,
supporting the present study exerting that ‘in the integrated classes where
there is no communication with peers, teachers and staff; it will be isolation
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where the environment doesn’t meet their academic, social, emotional, and
cultural needs.’

The family and teachers are the immediate responsible body for the
education of children and has to have communication skills to assist children
with hearing impairments. Lukasson and Smith, (1995) disclosed that as
they are primary responsible bodies for the child’s integration in to the
family, neighborhood, school and community.

RECOMMENDATIONS:- The following recommendations were
forwarded to alleviate the problems children face in the mainstreamed
classes.

· There should be clear and detailed rules and regulations declared
by responsible bodies of the region, especially   the education bureau,
social and labor affairs, universities and colleges. It is therefore, obvious
that if social and labor affairs, education offices, human right agents,
lawyers,  university professors working in the area and NGOs working
on related field jointly work to assist education of children with
impairments in general and the hearing impaired in particular to
supplement education of these children. Education bureau has to take
the lead.

· It is advisable to assign professional experts on the departments of
special needs education from district level to regional bureaus’ with full
responsibility and accountability. It is believed that the overlooked sector
could get hold of responsible person.

· Short term and long term awareness raising workshops and
trainings have to be arranged by professionals. Unless professionals
aware and empower the community in bringing desired behavioral
changes to assist education of children with special needs, the
prevailing segregative attitude persevere for long.

· It is better to train regular education teachers in the new techniques
of teaching all children in the same setting /inclusive education/ is
desirable. Teaching methods like cooperative learning results in a better
understanding of content since students share, discuss and model each
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other. It also encourages interactions and help students develop positive
relationships with classmates.

· Assignment of special needs education teachers as interpreter and/
or resource room where children with hearing impairments are
integrated is a binding. Since training regular education teachers is a
long term solution, the immediate solution could be employing this
trained human power to alleviate on the spot problem.
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Introduction

Traditionally, a brand is thought to evoke, in the customer’s mind, a
certain personality, presence, and product or service performance .In
addition to providing values, a brand can represent a substitute for
information – a way for consumers to simplify the time-consuming
process of search and comparison before deciding what to buy .The
advent of the internet has made branding in that environment a more
complex and dynamic challenge. Further, with the lack of sensory
interaction online and fears over security, the creation of trust through
the development of strong internet brands has become a critical context
for marketers. Many online businesses are, therefore, searching for new
internet brand strategies that might assist them in creating some
distinctiveness while engaging their customers . Within this context
the literature on internet branding   is currently in a formative stage,
with little integration evident . There is no current framework to provide
a means of integrating the i-Branding literature and thereby provide a
more comprehensive understanding of how the various themes studied
come together to facilitate the successful development of the internet
as a branding tool. The aim of this paper is to conduct an extensive
review of the extant literature on branding and internet branding, in
order to develop an organizing literature framework. The framework
will relate to and be based upon three key themes inherent in the
branding literature, which are also viewed as relevant within the
internet context, and a fourth theme identified as highly relevant within
the internet branding literature. This framework is described as “The
Four Pillars of i-Branding”. The pillars in question provide an easily
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identifiable framework within which to organize, integrate and discuss
the current thinking in relation to what is critical in developing the
internet successfully as a branding tool.

Branding

Branding has been characterized as the process of creating value
through the provision of a compelling and consistent offer and
customer experience that will satisfy customers and keep them coming
back . As customers develop trust in the brand through satisfaction in
use and experience, companies have the opportunity to start building
relationships with them, strengthening the brand further and making
it more difficult for competitors to imitate .Brand leaders normally have
the financial strength to fend off competition, and potential competitors
are usually reluctant to enter the market if existing brands satisfy
customers. Brands, therefore, enable a company to establish a unique
identity and to increase the opportunity of attracting a large amount of
repeat business. Companies with a history of strong brands are likely
to maintain greater control over the balance of power between them
and their customers ,and command a higher market share and premium
price against generic, unbranded, equivalents. Strong, successful brands
thus shift the competitive framework in the company’s favour, giving
it intangible values, difficult to replicate, with which to augment its
more basic product, price and distribution benefits .

It emphasize three aspects of a successful brand :

(1) a brand is dependant on customer perception;

(2) perception is influenced by the added-value characteristics of the
product; and

(3) the added value characteristics need to be sustainable.

Marketers use branding to differentiate their product and service
offerings from those of their competitors .The brand incorporates a set
of product or service features that are associated with that particular
brand name (Baker, 1996) and identifies the product/service in the
market .The uniqueness of the brand is a crucial attribute and the brand
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itself plays a vital role in grounding marketing activity. Once created,
brands need to be communicated and positioned for the relevant
audience in the marketplace. In so doing, it is important to ensure that
the brand’s characteristics match consumer’s expectations.

Internet branding

Few would challenge the view that the internet has had a dramatic
transformational impact on businesses. New technologies and emerging
market trends have converged to shift the balance of power from
companies towards customers. Companies are finding that they are
having to redefine their marketing and branding strategies due to the
unique characteristics of the internet and its capacity to change old
rules . We have seen that a brand is generally thought to evoke, in the
customer’s mind, a certain personality, presence and product or service
performance and that the concept of a “brand” can be a way for
consumers to simplify the time-consuming process of search and
comparison before deciding what to buy. We have argued that the
advent of the internet has added a more complex and dynamic element
to branding strategy, particularly the implications for real-time
interaction and marketplace crowding. Many online businesses are,
thus, searching for new e-brand strategies that might assist them in
creating some distinctiveness and engaging their customers . To enhance
their prospects of achieving successful i-Branding, companies have been
urged to embrace a number of strategies. These include: establishing
an online brand as quickly as possible to gain first-mover advantages
;undergoing a systematic process of understanding, attracting,
engaging, retaining and learning about target customers , going beyond
generating awareness for their sites to a greater focus on developing
trust and relationships through an improved “click-to-order” ratio and
repurchase rates, building stronger relationships through targeting
customers with unique messages, unique functionality, content and
personalisation techniques, delivering a quality product/service
experience within a unique positioning concept and strong
communications programme  ensuring consistent delivery of the brand
promise.
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The Four Pillars of i-Branding

The literature of branding identifies understanding customers,
communicating with them and maintaining ongoing interaction as
essential to the augmentation of core products and services to create
successful brands. The pillars in question are understanding customers,
marketing communications, interactivity and content. The purpose of
the framework is to integrate the pertinent internet branding literature,
and thereby provide an intuitive tool for marketing practitioners to
use in their thinking and planning with respect to the successful
exploitation of the internet as a branding tool. The discussion which
follows, highlights the strategic i-Branding opportunities achievable
through understanding the integration of each of these four i-Branding
“pillars” in turn.

Pillar one: understanding customers

To achieving successful i-Branding, companies need to understand
online customers. This understanding provides the foundation for
going beyond developing awareness of online offerings to a greater
focus on developing the trust and relationships which form the basis
of effective online branding . Within this i-Branding context an
enterprise can enhance its understanding of customers online by
implementing an internet market segmentation approach. This
approach could utilize various online methods to classify potential or
actual online customers into groups which have similar requirements
and characteristics, as follows:

Server-side data capture. “Web analytics” is an evaluative online
technique that uses easily obtained statistics, or “metrics” stored on
server log files, to assess web site usage. Advanced web analytics
software does not just collect such information, but also uses it in
conjunction with other data, such as demographics, customer profiles
and subscription information.  Client-side data capture. Central to this
concept is the “cookie” a mechanism designed to compensate for the
stateless nature of the http protocol that controls the transfer of
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hypertext documents. What is particularly interesting for marketers is
that cookies can be utilised to identify the habits of a particular user.

Online surveys. Technology has revolutionized the way in which
surveys are administered – with the advent of the first e-mail surveys
in the 1980s and web-based surveys in the 1990s. Online surveys offer
real opportunities in the quest to better understand online customers,
such as: global reach; flexibility; speed and timeliness; technological
innovations; convenience for customers; ease of data entry and analysis;
and low administration cost. Databases. Customer data gathered by
companies online can be stored in databases, and analysed to provide
a depth of information on individual customers that would be
impossible, for many companies, to obtain by non-electronic means.
The most important output of the integration of internet/database
marketing is the enabling of effective customer relationship
management.

Segmentation is viewed as a key facilitator, helping the marketer
to understand more precisely the structure of the market and who the
customer is or should be. This author takes the argument further, in
stating that personalisation can play a role in this online segmentation
approach, allowing marketers to precisely and cost effectively target
segments and develop more one-to-one relationships. The prototype
of personalisation is the world wide web. The power of the internet is
its ability to tailor itself for each of its users. This may often be the only
way companies marketing online can actually avoid competition solely
on price, a development that turns their brands into commodities .

As a branding vehicle the internet, therefore, not only offers
valuable segmentation opportunities, but actually takes the concept
of understanding customers, and therefore, more precisely targeting
them, to new levels . This more personalised targeting is a critical
opportunity offered in developing the internet successfully as a
branding tool .
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Pillar two: marketing communications

Personalisation is also viewed as an integral element of
marketing communications in the internet context. Online
communication combines mass media’s reach with the personalisation
inherent in two-way dialogue – previously only possible using personal
forms of promotion. In this context, relationships are important at both
individual and organizational level.  Repeated exposure potentially
enhances brand attitudes by allowing the customer to process more
information . The internet offers branding opportunities within the
marketing communications context by creating three key enabling
conditions.

Presence. After establishing a presence on the internet, one of
the primary objectives is to attract a variety of interested parties to
visit the company’s online presence. A key benefit of attracting
customers to company web sites is its positive relationship to brand
equity when related to effective online strategies. Customers’
perceptions of brands and companies can be positively changed by
being attracted to an internet that is tailored to their specific wants and
needs. (2) Relationships. These are developed when customers and
organisations work together. As interaction increases, relationships
become stronger and more sustainable.  The internet facilitates a growth
in company-customer interaction and mutual understanding by means
of transaction, customer service interaction, feedback forms on web
sites, user registration, and web analytic and cookie data collection.
Companies can use the information gleaned to customise or personalise
marketing communications .

Mutual value. This can occur as companies and customers
interact to create value in ways beneficial to both. Companies derive
benefit and value from the opportunities to create more tailored and
relevant communication messages about products and services which
are of interest to the customers . Traditionally, the focus in marketing
communications has been on “promotion” and on the one-way
transmission of messages. Media available for communication, such
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as television, radio, newspapers, magazines, newsletters, or direct
marketing encourage this “push” approach. However, they are linear
in nature, following a scripted flow, and often subscribing implicitly
to a one-to-many communication model in which a single promotion
is sent by one source, and seen by many recipients without the
opportunity for immediate feedback. Clearly, the internet facilitates
non-linear communication with a free flow and exchange of
information, and the opportunity for two-way flows between
companies and customers on a one-to-one or many-to-many  basis.
Online tools available to marketing communications planners in this
environment include: Company web sites. An organization’s   site is a
promotional event in its own right. In effect the web site acts as a
communicator of a company’s value proposition and brand promise.
E-mail marketing. E-mail can be used for various marketing
communications purposes: sharing information about products and
services; promoting them; building brand relationships; guiding
customers to web sites; alerting customers and confirming order status.
E-mail marketing can facilitate brand encounters and deepen consumer-
brand relationships with loyal customers, over and above seeking
additional sales.

Viral marketing. This is a set of online techniques that seek to
exploit pre-existing social networks to produce exponential increases
in brand awareness, through processes similar to the spread of an
epidemic. Essentially, one person “infects” several people with an offer,
who then spread it to several friends and acquaintances, until the entire
virtual neighbourhood has been exposed. The global nature and ease
of communication online makes the internet a powerful viral marketing
tool. Essentially, there is a power shift from online to offline, as
customers gain control and their time becomes the asset that both they
and the marketers need to understand, with customer needs sacrosanct.
In this context, that information and not image is the main currency in
online communication.

It also needs to offer entertainment value, because that is what
online customers expect. The internet needs to be a place where stories
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are told and dialogues are initiated, as well as information being
discovered. This is where strong brand perceptions can be developed
online. Therefore, the development of the internet as a marketing
communications medium requires an understanding of how
information, entertainment and commerce can be melded together
within an online marketing communications mix.

Pillar three: interactivity

It is clear that interaction with customers is central to realizing
the benefits that the internet can provide in understanding customers
and developing more personalised marketing communications. In
creating this personalisation and providing the opportunity to create
positive brand perceptions, customers need to be engaged within the
online environment .

The internet is based on information and communication
technologies that enable easy and rapid interaction between customers
and companies in the search for information about products or
consumer content, or in placing an order. However, while such research
has generated useful insights into a new phenomenon and branding
opportunity, it is equally important to assess firm behaviour in terms
of efforts to facilitate interactivity with web site visitors. This is because
the interactive communication process provides companies with a
market-oriented mechanism to uncover and satisfy customer needs. It
explore three stages in the development of web site interactivity that
practitioners should consider:

(1) First stage. Being able to address the individual. It  identify two
sub-stages: attracting buyers to the site, and engaging them once they
are there. It is obvious that marketing communications will be an
integral element in attracting customers to interactive features, and that
response is further facilitated by having links from other sites (e.g.
banner advertising, affiliate sites). Attracting buyers from outside the
web environment relies on traditional advertising and word-of-mouth
to promote the URL . Once potential customers are at the site, its
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navigational design and systems are key factors in the company’s
ability to engage visitors by guiding them to interactive features .

(2) Second stage. Gathering and remembering visitors’ inputs:
essentially. Understanding customers through their own  contributions
to the communication. Two broad categories of input characterise this
stage: manual, direct from the customer, and system-generated. Both
allow the company to learn about customers while establishing
dialogue .The most basic form of manual input is the click on a
hyperlink, from which behavioural data can be tagged or remembered
for later analysis . Manual input could also consist of data captured in
forms, dropdown boxes and videoconferencing. In contrast, the
customer may or may not know that system-generated input is being
collected. For example, a unique identifier such as a cookie can be
passed back and forth between the web browser and the server without
the buyer’s knowledge, allowing database updates and retrievals to
be completed anonymously .

(3) Third stage. Direct response to individual buyers, using data
previously gathered and remembered via the site . In effect, this stage
represents what is ultimately offered to buyers. That offering is often
available in real time at the web site, or it may be initiated as a delayed
response, such as the delivery of a product or a reply to an e-mail .

The degree of personalisation at this third stage can vary greatly,
with content and functionality delivered in a manner that is either the
same for everyone or modified to reflect individual preferences and
experiences, as well as status and uniqueness .Importantly,the response
stage can also trigger a secondary background process in which human
intervention and action is involved. For example, a web-based order
may initiate a personal telephone call for clarification of the details. A
range of online tools is available for the implementation of these three
stages of interactivity development, such as:

(1) Blogs. Short for “web logs” this term describes a hierarchy of text,
images, media objects and data arranged chronologically, that can be
viewed via an html browser. The centre of the hierarchy is a sequence
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of posts, each with a title, link, and description. These can be designed
by a company to encourage additional posts from customers, building
a rich interaction on specific topics.

(2) RSS Feeds. Standing for “really simple syndication” this is a free
internet service that allows customers to choose what they want to read,
listen to or watch, and have it sent to them electronically. They subscribe
to RSS feeds that interest them by clicking on the universal orange RSS
button appearing at a rapidly growing number of web sites. Every
time new content is added to a web site in this way, customers can
receive relevant elements in their news feeder, and can browse the
information at their leisure.

(3) Online Communities. Alternatively called “virtual communities”
these are collectives of geographically distributed individuals, bound
by a common interest in exploiting internet technology to enable
communication. In the marketing context, their benefit to marketers is
the range of customer data that can be gathered, by observing behaviour
within online communities. The consensus in the reviewed literature
is that the level of interactivity within the internet should positively
affect an alert company’s online performance by increasing customers’
attention levels, facilitating the development of stronger brand
relationships with them, and thereby increase satisfaction levels. These
relationships will be important in realising the value of the internet as
a branding tool .

Pillar four: content

It state that successful i-Branding is dependent upon targeting
customers with unique messages, unique functionality and unique
content. When customers enter an organization’s web site, they
typically do so in order to find content on a given topic or to undertake
a particular transaction. If a site is to effectively market products or
services, and create effective i-Branding, then its design should allow
such activities to be conducted in as straightforward a manner as
possible. The greatest difficulty that customers typically face in practice
is actually locating the content they require or identifying the
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transaction they wish to undertake. The more difficult this is, the more
likely it will be that customers develop negative brand perceptions
online .

It addressed this failing by identifying what the “key” site
content is, from the customer’s point of view, so that web design can
allow them to navigated there with the minimum of effort. In essence,
they contended that the aim of web site content grouping should be
that related or similar material is placed close together in the
navigational structure of the site, whenever possible. Group
relationships within site content can be identified  by asking the
question: “If a web site user is interested in a particular item of
information/transaction, what similar or related items of information/
transactions would they also be interested in?”. In other words, the
relevant relationships can be identified by considering what the user
requires, in addition to a particular item of information or a particular
transaction, in order to be fully informed about a topic or procedure.
This means that content ranking and grouping can be effectively
developed only by utilising the experience and knowledge of
marketing and sales staff within the company, asking typical target
customers, or analysing web site traffic , to ascertain where customers
go and what they want. Web designers must adopt this version of
normal customer orientation in developing the content ranking and
grouping processes involved. While content grouping is clearly a key
concern, points to certain other site design features which are important
within the content pillar of the i-Branding framework. The sophistication
of a web site’s design, in particular, has been a controversial issue in
the e-commerce literature. Research on the “graphical user interface”
clearly demonstrates that graphics do affect the behaviour and brand
perceptions of users. For example, there is evidence to suggest that
graphics and multimedia can enrich the discovery process .The exact
nature of the problem would appear to revolve around the long delays
associated with downloading graphics and other sophisticated features
such as Java “applets”
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Integrating the Four Pillars

The Four Pillars framework cannot not by itself show how to
develop the internet successfully as a branding tool. It is clear from
reviewing the available literature that integration of the Four Pillars
will be critical in planning i-Branding campaigns. Marketing planners
need to carefully consider the strategic branding opportunities
achievable through the integration of these Four Pillars of i-Branding.
This is an essential consideration, which will be highlighted in the
following discussion. The understanding customers pillar integrates
with the marketing communication branding pillar in the development
of the internet as a branding tool. With the power shift online from
companies to customers , understanding their individual as opposed
to group needs becomes essential. Allied to this, the ability of the
internet to facilitate non-linear communication and two-way
personalised interaction provides opportunities for highly targeted
communications online. However, this personalised communication
approach needs to be firmly based on an understanding of online
customers . Such initiatives can provide the opportunity to build
relationships with customers, providing the basis for positive brand
relationships . E-mail marketing communications has gained a bad
press, with the issue of “spamming” engendering anger among
recipients and leading to the development of filtering tools to prevent
unwanted e-mails. Companies now have to gain permission from
customers to e-mail them without the threat of damaging brand
perceptions. However, there is a further element to this argument.
Planners will need to understand what customers do value from regular
e-mail communications, and personalise their e-mail communications
to individual preferences. If they do not, the empowered online
customer will send the e-mail to the recycle bin.  Conversely, effective
online marketing communication will help to attract and retain
customers, and offer the attendant opportunities to better understand
them by utilizing client-side and server-side data-capture tools, online
surveys and the like. The branding literature highlights the importance
of creating ongoing interactions with customers in the development of
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relationships and positive brand perceptions . In the terminology of
the Four Pillars framework, this implies integration of the
understanding customers and interactivity pillars. Interactive online
tools provide a means of engaging customers, and attracting them back
to a web site on a regular basis. Return visits can facilitate increased
understanding of customers, leading to enhanced relationships  which
form the basis of positive “brand immersion” for customers . Specific
internet-based interactive tools can be useful in achieving increased
understanding of online customers. Correspondingly, such customer-
intelligence gathering tools as client and server-side data capture can
also be integrated with interactive tools to identify individual customers
as they interact with the company at the web site. The resulting increase
in knowledge about the customer base provides the foundation for
companies to go beyond developing awareness for their online
offerings to a greater focus on developing the trust and relationships
which form the basis of effective internet branding . The marketing
communications and interactivity i-Branding pillars naturally have a
particularly close relationship.

Conclusion

This paper has offered an organising framework within which
marketing planners can review and integrate the lessons from the
literature of i-Branding. It is built upon three key themes from within
the general branding literature, supplemented by a fourth that is
particularly relevant to the internet context. It is clear that the four
identified “pillars” of i-Branding need to be carefully integrated in the
development of internet branding strategy. For example, it is only
through understanding customers that content can be designed that is
relevant and engaging enough to encourage interaction. Content can
also become highly engaging if it incorporates interactive features that
are relevant to target customers. Interactive content furthermore gives
customers control, which is a critical factor given the capacity of the
internet to enhance customer empowerment. Interactivity, among
customers themselves and between customers and companies, allows
planners to gather rich intelligence about the wants and needs of their
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customers. Sound customer intelligence allows planners to exploit to
create more positive brand equity in target markets, and allows targeted
marketing communications to be sent to customers who value relevant
communications amongst the annoying untargeted annoying noise
experience on a daily basis. Each component of the Four Pillars of i-
Branding framework becomes an effective driver of branding success
through this integration. Marketing planners should aim to develop
strategies that allocate resources to the acquisition of the internet tools
discussed in this paper, and their integrated use within the overall
framework of i-Branding. It is important that their potential interactions
with one another are taken into consideration in choosing the i-Branding
initiatives to be channelled into the creation of positive online brand
equity. Critically, marketers need to continually monitor their offline
branding strategy, to ensure consistency and effectiveness throughout
their branding activities online and offline. By approaching i-Branding
in this integrated and organised manner, planners should be able to
ensure that their internet campaigns support their general branding
strategy, rather than detracting from it. i-Branding can deliver real value
to customers, beyond revenue generation. Marketers can begin to create
added value around their core products and services, which will in
turn permit the development of more positive brand associations and
offer protection against increasing commoditization.
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By the time one finishes reading this article, several women would
have died of pregnancy related preventable causes in India! Official figures
suggest one unfortunate Indian woman loses her life every eight minutes,
which adds up to a loss of more than 63,000 young and productive lives
every year.

All of us would agree that there can be no improvement in maternal
health without eradicating extreme poverty and hunger to which women,
in general, and pregnant mothers, in particular, are most vulnerable.
Improved maternal health will, on its own, bring about a visible
improvement in child survival and child health also.

I use the term “maternal health” in its broadest sense as the
culmination of all that goes wrong with women generally and those from
the poorer sections, in particular – beginning with the discrimination from
the embryonic stage when detection of a female foetus leads to its elimination
or termination; and if it survives, the tragedy of the infant girl whose
mortality rate is higher than that of infant boys; and growing up to face the
neglect as a girl child who has to shoulder adult like responsibilities at the
cost of her schooling and foregoing exposure to her other entitlements in
comparison to male siblings; and then is confronted with the travails of
vulnerable adolescence as she has no access to basic sanitation facilities or
even a sanitary napkin or its crude substitutes become a luxury; and then
she grows to assume young adulthood when sexual health is not considered
a priority for her in the reproductive age, deprived as she is of sufficient
nutrition, preventive health care, and denied the right to choose the timing
of conception or the power to decide on which method of contraceptive to
use; and then she is forced to double up as a provider of livelihood for the
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family; and finally, in her old age she is discarded and thrown out to beg
and survive.

While approximately 10 to 15 percent of all pregnancies reportedly
result in an emergency and obstetric emergencies cannot be predicted and
can happen to any pregnancy, whether the woman is rich or poor, rural or
urban; a women’s social and paying status can make all the difference and
a rich woman living in Delhi will, for example, have access to a hospital.
Women may need caesarean sections and/or blood transfusions, which
require the complex skills, facilities and logistical support only found in a
hospital.  Yet for many women in our country, these services are simply
not available.

One of the reasons for inaccessibility to such faciliti9es to be the
already overburdened Out patient (OPD) load which leaves the medical
staff at Primary Health Centres with little time for postpartum care.  The
lack of service from the public system leaves women to the care of informal
and private providers, and the poorest to the care of the family itself which
is ill equipped to handle complications or even basic issues like blood
pressure, haemorrhage, and obstructions during labour.  Studies have found
that women from vulnerable sections are often not aware of many auxiliary
services  they are entitled to apart from the cash benefits under the Janani
Suraksha Yojana, during ante-natal care.  User fee for either transportation
or investigations further minimizes the communities’ access to maternal
health services like getting vaccinations or cutting of umbilical cord of the
newly born child.

Poor functioning, poor hygiene and sanitation and unfriendly
attitude on the part of the staff also render government health facilities
ineffective.  Will the numerous initiatives taken by the Centre and State
Governments to encourage institutional deliveries including the special focus
on the National Rural Health Mission, and the just launched Janani-Shishu
Suraksha Karyakram, make any difference? Can the already overburdened
district hospitals, Community Health Centre (CHC) and Primary Health
Centres (PHC) be counted upon to deliver? My visit to Bolangir – one of the
most backward regions of Orissa in the Kalahandi – Bolangir – Koraput
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(KBK) region – and to its District Hospital, found that against a capacity of
only 25 beds, on an average 75 women are admitted and have to wait for
hours before delivery because the labour room can accommodate only three
pati3ests at a time and once out of the labour room, women are kept in the
leaking and damp corridors with newborns because of non-availability of
bed.  Women are not surprisd when they are discharged from hospital
within hours of delivering to accommodate new delivery cases and neither
do the family members mind because they would get the money under the
Janani Suraksha Yogana as would the Acceredited Social Health Activist
for bringing the women to the hospital.  The lactating mother may die even
before reaching home due to post-natal complications but it would be
counted as an institutional  delivery.  On arrival at a health facility they are
allotted a bed, without bed-sheets, and the poor families are expected to
buy everything else needed for the delivery and aftercare.  Sometimes, the
inability to arrange vital requirements such as that of units of blood due to
poverty proves fatal for the women.

This grim scenario notwithstanding, the Centre has made some
genuine efforts to improve maternal and child health in the country.  Some
of these measures have already started showing results with an appreciable
decline in the maternal mortality ratio and infant mortality rate, while the
impact of some other schemes should be visible in the coming years.

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has issued operational
guidelines for Home Based Newborn Care.  To be implemented by Accredited
Social Health Activists (ASHAs), HBNC will go a long way in ensure the
safety of young mothers and infants who cannot access health facility for
various reasons.  For this Training of Trainers has been undertaken in
respective Regional languages and would include postpartum care also.
Provision of ante-natal and post natal care services for pregnant and
lactating women which includes iron and folic acid supplementation for
prevention and treatment of anaemia can go a long way in saving precious
lives provided these are consumed regularly.  Women often take the tablets
but do not consume defeating the entire purpose of the scheme.
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The Village Health and Sanitation Committees, set up under the
NRHM, now include Nutrition in its mandate and have been renamed as
Village Health, Sanitation and Nutrition committee (VHSNC).  Malnutrition
and anaemia are important factors for high maternal and infant mortality
in India and 500,000 committees should make a difference in the health
status of expecting and lactating mother.

The NRHM seeks to bring down IMR to under 30 per 1,000 live
births, MMR to 100 per 10,000 live births and total fertility rate to 2.1.  to
achieve this, PHCs have been strengthened  to act as First Referral Units
(FRUs) with capacity to provide comprehensive obstetric emergency care,
as many as 8,250 PHCs have been upgraded as 24 x 7 units.  For the infants,
374 Special Newborn Care Units, 1638 Newborn Stabilisation Units, and
1,1432 Newborn Care Corners have already been established in addition
to renovations taken up in the already existing facilities and 1,951 Mobile
Medical Units provided in 442 districts for delivery of health care in difficult
areas.  Free transportation for shifting pregnant women to health facilities
and mother and child tracking system has been set up to ensure and monitor
timely  health interventions.

The name based Mother and Child Tracking System established to
record every pregnant woman and child and to follow up to ensure full
ante natal check-ups and immunization of children has picked up in most
States.  A database of more than 3.25 crore pregnant women and children
has already been created.  At the root of the problem of 42 percent children
in India being malnourished and a substantial percent suffering from stunted
growth and wastage is under-nourished and anaemic mother.

Importantly, the government has taken a policy decision to review
every maternal death both at the health facilities and in the communities,
for which guidelines have been provided to the States.  The purpose of the
review is to find gaps in service delivery which lead to maternal deaths
and take corrective action to improve the quality of service, and not for
taking punitive action against service providers.  All States  have
institutionalized the MDR process and a preliminary study reveals what
has already been in the public domain.   Lack of transportation,
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infrastructure, privacy and behavior of the staff are the main issues that
need to be addressed urgently.

A  review of the NRHM, government’s flagship programme by the
former Union Health Secretary Javid Chowdhury suggested that it was
not a grand success after all with only one third of the PHCs functioning
round the –clock.  While Mr. Chowdhury’s report was based on official
data, my field visits to remote areas also present a not so happy picture.
The structures created under the NRHM are not of much use because of
lack of trained human resource and supply of medicine.  In a far flung
village of Orissa, a PHC has not seen even a single delivery from 2007.  All
patients were referred to the District Hospital at Bolangir which was unable
to take the burden.

A new initiative namely Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakaram (JSSK),
launched in June 2011 which guarantees free entitlements to pregnant
women and sick new born till 30n days after birth, including C-Section,
drugs and consumables, diagnostics, diet during stay in the health
institutions, provision of blood, exemption from user charges, transport
from home to health institutions, including transport between facilities in
case of referral and free drop back home after 48 hrs stay, has failed to
show tangible results because of lack of awareness.  The benefits of the
scheme are not known even at the hospitals.  Expecting people to benefit
from it would be rather far-fetched.

Similarly, the results of adolescent sexual reproductive health (ARSH)
strategy for the promotion of menstrual hygiene among adolescent girls in
the age group of 10-19 years in rural area, is far from satisfactory.  This
programme is aimed at ensuring that adolescent girls (10 – 19 years) in
rural areas have adequate knowledge and information about menstrual
hygiene and the use of sanitary napkins.  Under this scheme, 1.5 crore girls
across these dist5ricts will be teached with the behaviour change
communication campaign and provided access to an NRHM brand of
sanitary napkins that will be sold to the girls by the ASHA at subsidized
costs.  This is expected to prevent reproductive tract infections (RTI) and
sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
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Official statistics also show that 46.8 percent women in India have
low body mass index and over 55 percent are anaemic.  The government’s
initiative to provide iron and folic tablets to adolescent girls and pregnant
women will need to be better monitored and implemented because women,
often, chose to ignore their health.  Maternal death audits have shown that
women did collect the tabletw but never consumed these to overcome
anaemia.  Strips of tablets were recovered from a young woman’s house in
a tribal district of Gujarat who died of excessive bleeding because the
hospital asked the family to arrange for blood which it was unable to do.

Child Health and Immunisation:  Over the past several years, the focus of
the government has also been on child health and immunization that has
helped in bringing down the child mortality and achieving polio free India.

Pulse Polio Immunisation:  Seven million children die globally before their
reach their fifth birthday.  Of these, 1.7 million are in India-highest
anywhere in the world.  Half of these deaths occur within a month of the
child being born.  While India has made some progress with the under-five
mortality falling from 116 per 1000 live births in 1990 to 59 per 1000 live
births in 2010, this is still inadequate.  These figures also mask the gross
inequalities between the States and between different social, cultural, gender
and economic groups within them.

India’s major achievement of the recent past has been the eradication
of polio.  With only 42 polio cases detected in 2010 compared to 741 cases
detected during 2009, the most significant progress was seen in the endemic
States with no type 1 case detected in UP since November 2009 and only
one type 1 case detected in 2010 in Bihar with onset of July 2010.  During
2011, only a single case of wild polio virus was detected in Howrah district
in West Bengal.

Earlier this year, the World Health Organisation officially removed
India from the list of polio-endemic countries, as India has not had a case
of polio since January 13, 2011.

Universal Immunisation Programme:  Immunisation programme is one
of the key interventions for protection of children from life threatening
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conditions, which are preventable.  In India, full immunisation coverage is
increasing but continues to be just about 60 percent and lesser in rural
settings and other deprived sections not having access to pure drinking
wate and sanitation.  Under the Universal Immunisation Programme (UIP)
vaccination is carried out to prevent Seven vaccine preventable diseases
i.e. Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus, Polio, Measles, severe form of Childhood
Tuberculosis and Hepatitis B.  Since 2006, single dose of Japanese
encephalitis vaccine has been introduced under routine immunization in
the high burden districts in phased manner.

Pentavalent vaccine which consists of vaccines against five diseases
(Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus, Hepatitis B and Haemophilus influenzae
B) has also been introduced in some States.  Vaccine against Hib disease
(Haemophilus influenza B) is a new addition to the immunization
programme.  Pentavalent vaccine is administered to children at 6, 10 and
14 weeks of age and will replace the existing DPT and Hepatitis B vaccine
primary dose of which is given at the same age.

The Government claims that Pentavalent vaccine will ensure
complete immunization against 5 diseases three injections to children and
also reduces the chances of an Adverse Event Following Immunisation due
to less injection load, but the claim is contested by rights-based health
activists.  It is estimated that 40 percent of all under-5 mortality in India is
attributed to Pneumonia, Meningitis and Diarrhoea.  Hib disease is estimated
to cause 2.6 lakh cases of pneumonia and 52 thousand cases of meningitis
every year.

In India, as in other parts of the world, the cost of healthcare is
often prohibitive for the poor and discourages the use of the services that
exist.  Also many States with high levels of child mortality do not spend all
the resources that have been allocated.  It is always the poorest and the
most marginalized Indian children who are at the greatest risk.

Family Planning:  Under the Family Planning programme, eligible couples
are now being counseled to delay their first child and then better space
their children for which contraceptives like condoms are provided by ASHAs
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at the doorsteps.  The ASHA charges a nominal amount from beneficiaries
for her effort to deliver contraceptives at doorstep.

However, there can be no improvement in maternal health, unless
women are enlightened through education at least till the primary level
and we cannot imagine improved maternal health in any society that does
not promote gender equality or in one which does not empower its women;
or in one which does not reduce child mortality rates.

It goes without saying that unless all concerned-policy makers, civil
society, communities and families and all of us-contribute in our own
different ways to eliminate the social economic, cultural and political factors
which reinforce discrimination, denial, deprivation and disempowerment
of women in every stage of their life from the womb to the tomb, maternal
health would continue to be compromised and the human rights of women
would continue to be a casualty.
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Education or awareness of laws, characterize the lawyers as ‘Social engineers’.
“….man is inwardly a soul and a conscious power of the Divine and that the
evolution of this real man within is the right object of education and indeed of all
human life.” -Sri Aurobindo.

What is Law?

The definition of law has posed problem for the jurist right from the
beginning, but no unanimity has so far been reached. Some have defined it
from the point of view of its origin, some from the point of view of its use,
some from the point of view as to how Courts pronounce it and some as to
how it exists1.

Law connects us like life and water. There is no life without water.
There is no life without law. Imagine the state of nature painted by Thomas
Hobbes. Life was solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short. It was solitary
because every man was against everyone else Bellum omnium contra omnes.
Life was poor because all had a right to all things resulting in misuse of
freedom and diminishing the quality of life. It was nasty precisely because
of human nature2 For a layman, law is a rule of action to which men are
obliged to make their conduct conformable; a command enforced by some
sanction to Acts or forbearances3.

According to Austin (1954)4 “A law is a command which obliges a
person or set of persons to a course of conduct”. A law in the proper sense
of the term is, a general rule of action, taking cognizance only of external
Acts enforced by a determinate authority, where authority is human which
is paramount in a political society.
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Law is a rule of human conduct, imposed and enforced by state. It
deals with rules concerning external behavior of subjects. The law is
instruments which help the people to co- exist peacefully in an orderly
manner. Justice and equality of the goal of law is justice. Law is a means to
the end of justice. Law is an instrument to source justice. Justice is equal
treatment to all situated alike. A person situated is different stands, positions
or levels cannot be treated alike, equality among unequal amount to
inequity5.

Functions of Law

“Civil laws aim at peace and self-preservation. It is easy but also
dangerous to break them. But as men, for the attaining of peace and
conservation of themselves thereby, have made an artificial man, which
we call a Commonwealth; so also have they made artificial chains, called
civil laws, which they themselves, by mutual covenants, have fastened at
one end to the lips of that man, or assembly, to whom they have given the
sovereign power, and at the other to their own ears. These bonds, in their
own nature but weak, may nevertheless be made to hold, by the danger,
though not by the difficulty of breaking them.”(Hobbes, Lev XXI)

The function of law is to be understood in two ways; one, as a means
of social control and another as an instrument to bring social change. Law
as a means of social control being an agency of social control law has to
perform the following functions.

ü Law brings stability: the corrective justice oriented law puts fear in
the minds of the people about punishment.

ü Law brings socialization: the maximum society follows the law is
the culmination of this thought. The society follows the law for better
socialization.

ü Law forms the basis of governmental organs. Rule of law in any
constitution is the basis for democracy.

ü Law protects the fundamental rights and other rights of the people:
the exploitation of the people is curbed through law.
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ü Law puts the fear of punishment in the people by putting fear in
the minds of the people/the law is a good agency for social control.

ü Law regulates the behavior of the people.

ü Law, by using force, makes the people conscious about their duties
and obligations.

ü Law by preserving valuable and good concepts of the society is a
good social control   agency. Thus law is a means of social control6.

Law is an Instrument of Social Change

The social impact of the crime, where it relates to offences involving
moral turpitude or moral delinquency which have great impact on social
order and public interest, cannot be lost sight of and per se require exemplary
treatment.

The dynamic nature of law brings social changes. So the law must
keep on changing with the changing needs of the society. But what is Law?
And what is the role of law in the society? These are always questions to be
answered sociologically to understand the laws as an instrument to bring
social change in any society.

Social Science and Law

The Greek philosopher, Aristotle (384-323 B.C) remarked a long ago
that man is a social animal and human beings are gregarious and so associate
with their fellows in many fold forms of activity. The mutual relations that
grow up between them are the very bonds of society. From various points
of view these social relation can be made the subject matter of a systematized
study. The knowledge derived from each point of view, when properly
coordinated from distinct a science. The sciences which treat man as a
social and spiritual being and study his activities and operations as such
may be a designated as a social science.

Distinguished from natural sciences, social sciences are to be
distinguished from a natural science. Man being a product of nature may
be studied as such the scientific knowledge of man as a mere physical being
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with regard to his specific nature as a moral and social being is the subject
matter of the natural science of human biology or physiology.

 The physical scientist is concerned however not so much with a
man but with natural phenomena. He has to explain the actual occurrences
in nature and this he does by establishing that a certain event is the necessary
consequence of another event. The physical scientist can conceives
phenomena of nature as united by an irrefragable law of causality. By means
of the natural laws described by him, a physical scientist is able to predict
what actually happens in given conjunction of events7.

Legal Education

Education or awareness of laws, characterize the lawyers as ‘Social
engineers’. Man is inwardly a soul and a conscious power of the Divine
and that the evolution of this real man within is the right object of education
and indeed of all human life.

“Legal Education is essentially a multi disciplined; multi-purpose
education which can develop the human resources and idealism needed to
strengthen the legal system ….A lawyer, a product of such education
would be able to contribute to national development and social change in a
much more constructive manner.8”

Education or awareness of laws, characterize the lawyers as ‘Social
engineers’. “….man is inwardly a soul and a conscious power of the Divine and
that the evolution of this real man within is the right object of education and
indeed of all human life.”

While the teaching of black letter legal-doctrines is an important
function of the law institute (colleges/universities), it is not the only function.
What is needed beyond the teaching of doctrine and technique is a system
of legal training devised to ‘aid’ the developing lawyer to acquire certain
skills of thought, goal thinking and scientific thinking. The student needs
to clarify his moral values, social goals, he needs to orient himself in past
trends and future goals, he needs to acquire the scientific knowledge and
skills necessary to implement objectives within the context of contemporary
trends. The law institutes must provide a realistic and comprehensive picture
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of the structure and functions   of society and will also be oriented towards
the implementing of a consistent and explicit set of democratic values. He
will not only be lawyer for the future but also be a social technician or
social engineer9.

The Relevance of Education and Legal Education in Contemporary
Society

Simple literacy suggests that ‘Education’ is nothing but formative
experience or development of mental characteristics. Elite literacy enunciates
that education is the “formative experience in the development of character
or mental power” (by human being) but the celestial truth is that education
is not the unique province of human race only. However education is the
primordial move in the acquisition of knowledge which may subsequently
be solidified in to enlightenment. Such is the eternity of the education in
human life and it is a pious potion for a noble and robed intellectual. It is
axiomatic that education is the best friend of oneself. A true book is the
soul of education. Law and Legal Education and Sanctimonious more
sanctimonious are law schools are one cannot dream of a peaceful society
when the law is dehorned.

The education in law is the summit of the multi based pyramid of
education after all law does nothing more than giving the relation between
the authority and power. Law teachers emphasises on this aspects holding
that in any country, it is the function of Legal Educations to shape and
transmit more fundamentals, community perspective about the relation of
authority and naked power to train specialties in all the particular skills,
necessary to the effective management of processes, of authorities, decisions
and to assist both in the clarifications of basic community policies about
the shaping and sharing of all values and in the inventions of institutions
and procedures appropriate to the recurring of such clarifying policies10.
In the environment of relevance of law and Legal Education in modern
society in post Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation era, one should
understand the Institutions imparting Legal Education.
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Nature, Scope and Definition of Legal Education

The term Legal Education is very difficult to define. It gives different
meanings, at different times and places all of them in the light of existing
position of the society. It is an admitted fact that Legal Education is a human
science which furnishes beyond techniques, skills and competences and
the basic philosophies, ideologies, critiques, and instrumentalities all
addressed to the creation and maintenance of a just society. It provides
occasions for articulation of theories of a just society and teaches us that
articulation must be grounded in historical realities so that the truth of
working of the legal order is brought to the forefront.11 It may call a branch
of logical science through which struggle for a just society must be waged.
Fraud rightly opines that the Legal Education is the arrangement of both
the law and its context, social, political and theoretical.

Thus Legal Education is a broad and comprehensive concept. It
includes not merely the profession which is practiced in courts, but also
covers law teaching , law research, administration in different branches
where law plays a role and, in fact, commercial and industrial employments
and all other activities which postulate. It requires the use of legal knowledge
and skill 12. It is essentially multidiscipline and can help us in developing
the human resources and idealism needed to strengthen the legal system.
Law is able to contribute the national development and social change in
much more constructive manner.

The Encyclopedia of education defines Legal Education as a skill
for human knowledge which is universally relevant to the lawyers art and
which deserves special attention in educational institutions. Dada
Dharmadhikari has rightly remarked that Legal Education makes the lawyer
an expert who pleads for all like the doctor who prescribes for all, like the
priest who preaches for all and like the economist who plans for all. It may
be really being termed as an art which enjoys the capacity to make a lawyer
the best pleader for the public at large13.

In common parlance, it may be termed as a science, which deals
with the practical aspect of the land and consists of readings on statutes
moots or arguments on points of law putting of cases. It does not only
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merely outline the study of legal principles but also embodies within its
ambit any other fitting thing for the leadership of the community in which
we may have an occasion to function14. The Legal Education equips the
future lawyers, judges, administrators, counselors and legal scientists to
fashion and refashion ways of peaceful and ordered achievement of ideals
of human governance on the one hand and democratic right on the other.

           Legal Education aims at imparting knowledge of law of the country
as part of necessary culture of a gentle man, noble man, and common man
engaged in a learned profession15. The Law Commission of India has also
made efforts to define Legal Education as a science, which imparts to
students knowledge of certain principles and provisions of law to enable
them to enter to legal profession. Legal Education is a two-tier phenomenon;
on the one hand it identifies subject matters such as life, technology,
governance, and responsibility in a complex business organization, family
relations, the penal system and on the other side there has been a call for
Legal Education to transmit humane intellectual values to take client
centered approaches.

              Legal Education has centered on the dividing line between
professional and liberal education. Despite such division it has been accepted
widely that a law student,   trained in the skills of a lawyer and endowed
with the accepted norms of professional ethics and sense of social
responsibility it is an additional science or art which cannot be brought
within any definition of law, and at may be helpful to the prospective lawyer
in all the way16. “The Legal Education discovers the ways and means to
explain us without legal system and find out how it functions and effects
of society. It denotes professional knowledge constantly growing in response
to human conditions and animated by the visions of future”17.

Therefore Legal Education is to be imparted on a scientific basis in
law schools, which will be of great value to the country and exercise a
very beneficial influence on the practice of law as an art. To be truer, it is
an investment, which if wisely made, till surely produce most beneficial
results for the nation and accelerates the pace of national development18.
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Aims of the Legal Education

The prime object of Legal Education is to produce professional
lawyers. The term professional lawyer does not only cover the litigating
lawyer, viz: “the lawyers who are useful before the ordinary codes that all
persons trained in law, whose employment is mainly dependent on their
degrees in law19.  A lawyer is not merely a crafts man or even an artist he
has a special role in our society, he is the principal laboratory in the mixing
of the governmental prescriptions. He is an important hand at the helm of
our economy because as a lawyer he has a profound and important place
in business transactions.

            The famous statement by the committee of Legal Education of the
Harvard Law School lays emphasis on the double purposes of a law school:

(1). To train men for the legal profession,

(2).  To provide a center where scholars might contribute to an
understanding of law and government and participate creatively in their
growth and improvement, purposes of Legal Education, the reasons
underlying them and the nexus between legal and social history; secondly,
to extract the principles underlying the existing legal rules; and thirdly to
point the right road for future development20.

On the Recognizing of Legal Education in the University of Delhi
also endeavored to reflect on the education. He has opined that the Legal
Education envelops within its ambit the knowledge of the theory and
philosophy of law and its engineering role in the modern democratic
society21.

Authorities Governing the Legal Education

Under the existing scheme control over Legal Education is diversified:
Theoretical and scientific education falls under the purview of the University
Law faculties and the UGC and the practical or technical Legal Education
is in the charge of the State Bar Councils and the Bar Council of India.
There is thus multiple controls over Legal Education at present. In addition
in some states the State Council of Higher Education also plays some
important role. An important objective of Legal Education is to produce
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Advocates to practice before law courts and thus help in the administration
of justice to the common man. It is on the basis of this premise that the Bar
Council has been given a say in the maintenance of standards of Legal
Education22. Legal Education in India is presently governed and controlled
by the following five fold institutional net work, i.e.

(1).University imparting Legal Education,

(2). Bar Council of India,

(3). University Grants commission,

(4). Private educational institutions affiliated to any university and

(5).The government at center and states as the final authorities. A perusal
of the functioning of all these institutions goes to show that each one has
got its own problem and polices and would like to show their supremacies
over the other.

Justice. Gita Mittal , a keynote speaker, put the spotlight on the dynamic
nature of legal education system. Mittal J. observed that legal education system
was rapidly changing and the legal information system was also not too far behind
either. Therefore, the onus from the teachers in the educational system has been
shifted to the law librarians who need to keep up with the pace of both and strive
to provide better services23.

The legal education can do more than teach the societies rules to
successive generations: it can inspire values of justice and promote social
progress24. The law college/University of the country is the nucleus of the
legal profession: and the bar, in term is the strategic source of evolutions of
the bench.25.

Types of Legal Literatures

 Bare Acts, Commentaries on specific Laws,  Manuals/ Local Acts,
Reports,  Law Commission Report,  Committee/ Commission Reports,
Annual Reports,  Parliamentary Committee Reports,  Joint Committee,
Select Committee,  Standing Committee,  Gazettes,  Central Government,
State Government,  Parliamentary Debates,  Constituent Assembly Debates,
Lok Sabha Debates,  Rajya-Sabha Debates,  Parliamentary Bills,  Lok Sabha
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Bills,  Rajya Sabha Bills,  State Legislative Bills, Law Journals,  Academic
Journals (Containing only Articles),  Law Reports (Containing Full text of
case laws only),

Academic Law Libraries

Academic law libraries, besides other factors are instrumental in
providing legal education with utmost quality and value addition. A law
library is a residence of law books and literatures where one can find the
required law. Academic law libraries are primarily connected to teaching
and research, and these libraries also accommodate the instructional
requirements of the law academic institutions academic curriculum. The
law libraries stands as a functional lead of legal information in the form of
books , journals , reference books, statutes, bare acts, reports, and non book
materials followed by the general books. The law library is designed to
assist law students, teachers, research scholars and managers of
administration of the parent academic law institutes.

Like any other library a law library is a trinity of men, material and
building. It has been aptly remarked about a law library that “the law
library is truly a vital factor in the administration of justice, an institution
of extraordinary social significance in a free society. Inspiring is the example
of men and women of vision who devote their talents to the creation and
perpetuation of law libraries whose benefits reach out far and beyond the
personal interests of the original creators (Frederic D. Donnely 1964)26.

A law library is  a library  designed to assist law
students, attorneys, judges, and their law clerks and anyone else who finds
it necessary to correctly determine the state of the  law.  Most law
schools around the world will also have a law library, or in some  at least a
section of the university library devoted to law27.

Academic Law Libraries Users

These libraries are used by law students, research scholars and
teachers. They refer text books, manuals, digests and law journals. Law
students mostly refer text books.
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Aims & Objectives of Law Universities/ Colleges Libraries

ü To evolve and impart comprehensive legal education at all levels
to achieve excellence

ü To promote legal awareness in the community for achieving social
and economic justices

Ü The Primary goal is to support the curriculum and research needs
of faculty and students

ü To provide a state of art information storage, retrieval and
dissemination service

ü To provide online legal e-information by various ways on the Web
online legal e- information to all law students, research scholars,
and Faculty Members.

ü To provide document delivery Services both in print & Electronic
form

Functions of Law College/University Libraries

To fulfil its objectives the college/University library functions
basically is to assist and support the students and teachers of colleges/
Universities. It helps to meet the reading needs of the students as well as
the teachers of the colleges/universities. Some college/University libraries
provide materials for research as well. The main difference in functioning
between the college/University library and the university library is while
the former supports teaching programmes; the latter also supports research
activity.

The provision of individual and group assistance to readers in the
use of library materials the encouragement of reading on the part of the
students in connection with their courses, there are two levels of college/
University library use the first one is called the textbooks level and the second
one is called the independent level. In an effort to make the library as the
center of education the following approach has emerged by calling the
library, a college/University library, where college/University education
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would be centered on the library. The approach is that the library forms, a
major part of the colleges/Universities, but not the whole.

Role of the Law Libraries – Academic Activities             

Among those who need to make regular use of wide law, the primary
mission of the law college/University library is to meet the information
needs of the faculty and students of the institution it supports. In addition
to their role in educating future lawyers, law college/University are the
major producers of scholarly literature in law and rely on academic law
libraries for both the primary and secondary materials needed for research
and publication. Beyond support for the core functions of legal education
and research, the specific missions of law college/University libraries vary
depending on the size and missions of law college/University of different
types. Differences among law college/University result in differences among
their libraries in collection, size and composition, staffing and services
offered, and additional clienteles served.

        It is hardly necessary to point out that a law library is an organized
collection, consisting primarily of legal materials among those who need to
make regular use of extensive law collections, probably the most numerous
are students, teachers and practitioners of law, but the total range of Law
library users includes many other sizeable groups, such as civil servants,
local Government officers and research workers of many kinds. No broad
classification can do justice to the consequent variety of libraries which
exist to serve these users, but they are grouped for convenience as
practitioner’s Libraries, Court Libraries, Academic Libraries, National and
Public Law    collections, Government Law Libraries and Legislative
Libraries

a) Regular Classes

  Students require textbooks, reference books, reports and periodicals
for reference purpose, access to the internet etc. These are some of the basic
services offered to the student users of the law library to supplement their
regular classes.
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b) Assignments / Presentations

Regular submission of assignments and presentations are a part of
the course curriculum and therefore, students seek continuous support for
required sources of information from the law library.

c) Moot Court

         Students of the law college/University participate in various national
and international moot-court competitions regularly. These activities are
important for grooming tomorrow’s lawyers. Therefore, the law library
should be equipped with a variety of reference sources especially for
participation in moot court competitions.

Dissertation / Projects Reports

The prototype of research activity in the form of dissertation or
project reports is the integral part of the course curriculum for the partial
fulfillment of the course. The law library should provide quality reference
sources and periodical publications to the users for the above mentioned
purpose.

Administrators and Policy Makers

Officials of administrative department of the parent organization
also consult law library very often and therefore plays an important role in
providing necessary legal information for administrative and policy making
purpose.

Legal Awareness Programs

           There is a trend in almost every law college/University to encourage
students in organizing legal awareness programs for common people. The
law library should be well equipped with the most recent information to
support the participants legal information is the best examples to raise legal
awareness among the common people.

Role of Teaching

           The law library is far more than a research centre. Many students
and faculty come to study and to find information. Highly skilled and
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experienced law library professionals are actively engaged in formal and
informal instruction. On many levels, some teach courses offered for credit
on law    colleges/universities’ curricula; others offer voluntary enrichment
sessions or guest lecturers for law college/University and other campus
classes. At the reference desk and in private reference consultations,
librarians provide research instruction from the most elementary to the
most complex and esoteric. In other computer lab librarians and data base
representatives offer training in the use of electronic research resources.
Tours of the library combine location and information with research
instruction dimensions for our teaching roles are included28.

Library Information Services

          As court of law is a temple of justice, a law library is a temple of
learning and such library service is playing and has to play an effective
and efficient role in legal profession. as law is developing in a fast track
mode it has its impact on every aspect in the changing society needs a
bridge between multiplication of legal literature and legal professionals by
the effective means of documentation techniques and standards, these
techniques can be inculcated to the user by the librarian by orienting and
educate the user community and use of law library and its holdings at an
early stage.

Role of a law librarian

The role of law librarians and access to legal information are
influenced by two key forces viz. internet, leading to digital revolution and
the globalization. Both these forces are intrinsically interwoven in to the
work of law librarians and access to legal information. The legal research
environment to-day is accompanied with an explosion of information on
one hand, inflation of legal issues on other hand, as for the societal needs,
new areas of regulations and new substantive law areas. Globalization
combined with technology lead to vastly expanded flows of information
and other commodities. There is a need for the law librarians to evolve as
the world of legal information has started to change. To perform a new
role effectively, law librarians must keep pace with the breakneck speed of
emerging technologies and adjust to the new research needs and behaviors
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of users of legal education and profession. . They must evaluate the quality
of print and electronic information, teach legal research methodology and
be seen as core participants in the mission of their institutions. The law
librarian, like the lawyer, is much concerned with recent developments
and the present state of law, legislation and law reports so one would expect
the law librarian in keeping abreast of the ever changing legal arena. New
editions of text books, cumulative supplements and publication are a loose
leaf format which provides alternative way of coping with this problem29.

Suggestions

· To maintain a good status in the profession, appropriate and
adequate professional training is fundamental.

· Education and training that is relevant to the roles and tasks
performed by law librarian is instrumental in securing the status of
the profession.

· The professional association in India should also address the
educational challenges facing the law librarianship just like
American Association of law libraries (AALC), USA.

· It is essential to examine various programmes offered in United
Kingdom, United States and Canada in the form of dual degree
programmes, courses offered as part of LIS curriculum, containing
legal education, and professional courses.

· Imparting information literacy training to law librarians is also
another important aspect of education training for law librarianship.

· The law librarian therefore must consistently compare the costs of
hard copy with online materials in light of such concerns as the
rapidly evolving nature of online database and the continuing
availability and accessibility of online materials.

· Regarding preservation, the law librarians must weigh the benefit
of maintaining documents in multiple formats each with unique
futures against the cost associated with other aspects like shelving
growth and technological requirements.
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·  Development of standards for measuring the quality of academic
law libraries is also another important aspect of concern in helping
the law librarian. Therefore, the responsibility lies with the
professional association, academic institutions and bar council to
develop appropriate standards required for the evaluation of quality
and performance of law libraries.

Conclusion

· There is a dire need to provide effective legal information services in
support of legal education and legal research. The changing role of
academic law libraries in developing professional skills among the
legal professionals has become more enhanced.

·  It is clearly evident that there exists lot of disparity between the
developed countries like USA and UK and developing countries
like India in terms of various aspects of law librarianship like the
philosophy, status, development, infrastructure facilities and
information services.

·  It will be essential for law librarians to think hard about core values
and the services that they along the law library   provide. They
must develop and practice extraordinary reference skills to serve
their patrons while avoiding the pitfalls of potential misinterpretation
and misuse of legal information.

· The specifications of Bar Council of India (BCI) to provide proper
and adequate library facilities with computers and internet
connectivity have to be followed and implemented strictly.

· To manage   the changing situation, the professionals should develop
the skills of Information Technology. I suggest that sufficient funds
should be made available for all activities of library automation
including training of the library staff.

· Another suggestion would be the training of library professionals
to acquire skills in collection development, information consideration
and re-packaging, data presentation, technical processing,
information services, database management, etc. I conclude that,
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the Library and Information Science professionals should master
the skills that are necessary to create, collect, communicate and
consolidate information on behalf of users30.
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TEACHER EFFICACY IN RELATION TO TEACHING
COMPETENCY AMONG JUNIOR COLLEGE LECTURERS IN

VIZIANAGARAM DISTRICT

Dr.N.V.S.Suryanarayana
Senior Faculty

Department of Education
Andhra University Campus, Vizianagaram

The quality of education depends much on the effectiveness of the
teacher, as teacher is considered to be the hub of the teaching learning
process.  But it is not easy to ascertain effectiveness and ineffectiveness of a
teacher.  Normally, teacher’s Efficacy refers to the results on teacher gets
or the amount of progress the pupils towards certain learning objectives.
Effectiveness of teacher is viewed in terms of his success in bringing out
deserted learning out comes.  Thus Teacher Efficacy can be defined as a
product of the interaction between certain  teacher  characteristics and  the
teaching  learning  situations. Though teaching competency has been
recognized as an important component of teaching learning process,
relatively little effort is made to define the term.  A peep in into the literature
of teacher effectiveness as one finds many related terms such as ‘teaching
success’, ‘successful teacher’, ‘teaching efficiency’, ‘teacher performance’
and ‘Teaching Competency’ etc.

Though the conceptual frame work is systematic and sound in its
presentation, in reality, how far the Teacher Efficacy and Teaching
Competency are correlated and inter-dependent, if so, to what extent, and
how far the dimensions of the Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency
of inters and intra related are the immediate queries to solve the problem.
To answer the above queries, the present researcher has considered
answering the above queries.

The ultimate aim of any education is to make a man of good character
and useful citizen of the universe.  This aim of education we can achieve
through the quality of education, quality of teachers and quality of teaching
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learning process. Other things remaining, the quality of education largely
depends on the quality of teaching learning transaction.  This teaching
learning transaction cannot be undertaken in vacuum but it positively
directed action, for which teachers are to be endeavour with creative
teaching and Teaching Competency. This is the right time to focus the
significance of Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency. There should
be enormous amount of research has to be taken place to answer the queries
like - What is Efficacy?  What is Teaching Competency? How far Teacher
Efficacy and Teaching Competency are correlated? How far Teacher
Efficacy and Teaching Competency are related to Pupil out comes in
different areas of classroom learning?   The impacts of Teacher Efficacy
and Teaching Competency on achievement of Educational objectives are
to be answered.

Mary Siew-Lian Wong (2005) studied ‘Language Learning Strategies
and Language Self-Efficacy’. This study explored graduate pre-service
teachers’ language learning strategies and language self-efficacy and the
relationship between these two constructs.  Karen Parker and Others (2006)
studied ‘Collective Teacher Efficacy, Pupil Attainment and Socio-economic
Status in Primary School’.  In this study Collective teacher efficacy (CTE)
refers to the collective perception in a school that teachers make an
educational difference to their pupils over and above the impact of their
social circumstances.  Paneque, Oneyda M, Barbetta and Patricia M.(2006)
studied ‘A Study of Teacher Efficacy of Special Education Teachers of
English Language Learners with Disabilities’.  This study examined the
teacher efficacy of special education teachers of English language learners
(ELLs) with disabilities by surveying 202 elementary special education
teachers. Overall participant teacher efficacy scores were high and Wu,
Su-Chiao (2006) studied ‘Teacher Efficacy and Elementary Teacher
Education’.  In this study Elementary teacher education in Taiwan Taiwan’s
education system produces pupils with some of the highest test scores in
the world, especially in maths and sciences.

While in the case of Teaching Competency studies of Greg Hearn
and others (1996) studied ‘Defining Generic Professional Competencies in
Australia: Towards a Framework for Professional Development’. This study
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examines the extent to which there are competencies which are generic to
professions in Australia.  Lily Orland-Barak and Hayuta Yinon (2006)
studied ‘When Theory meets Practice : What Student-Teachers learn from
guided reflection on their own classroom discourse’.

This study disclosed that Drawing on extant theorizing and research
on reflective teaching, this paper discusses the impact of an innovative
methods course designed around the activity of student teachers’ reflections
on their own classroom discourse, for their understandings of the
connections between theory and practice and Carolyn Lavely and others
(1994) studied ‘Contemporary Teacher Classroom Performance Observation
Instruments’.  The purpose of this paper is to overview the state of the art
of contemporary classroom teaching performance observation instruments.

Objectives of the Study:

I) Studying the significance of - (1) relationship between Teacher Efficacy
and Teaching Competency; (2) inter-relationship between the dimensions
of Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency; (3) Studying the Significance
of difference between demographic and professional variables like Sex,
Locality, Qualification, Age, Marital Status, Experience and Type of
Institution so as to measure the  Efficacy and Teaching Competency among
the sample of Junior College Lecturers.

Hypotheses:

1)There is no significance of relationship among the selected sample Junior
Lecturers in their Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency.

2)There is no significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher
Efficacy and Teaching Competency Scales.

3)There is no significance of difference between the Lecturers in their
Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency taking the Variables like Sex,
Locality, Qualification, Age, Marital Status, Experience and Type of
Management.

Sample:
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To study the Teacher Efficacy in relation to Teaching Competency,
the investigator has conducted this study on the sample of 129 Junior College
Lecturers in the District of Vizianagaram.

Description of the Tools:

Teacher Efficacy tool was designed and standardized by Dr.S.R.Peri
(1983) for the purpose of his research in which four dimensions are very
important.  They are – (1) Personal, (2) Professional, (3) Intellectual and (4)
Social aspects.   Similarly of many dimensions of teaching competency was
constructed and standardized by Dr.VSR Pakalapati (1994) in which five
aspects are very important.  They are – Planning (pre-instructional),
Presentation (Instructional), Closing, Evaluation - and Managerial.

Procedure:

In order to test the hypotheses the investigator is planned and
executed in four phases.  In the first phase developing and standardization
of Teacher Efficacy and Teaching Competency self-rating scales. In the
second phase measuring the Teachers’ opinionnaire with the help of above
two self-rating scales.  In the third phase using appropriate statistical
procedure is adopted to find out the significant relationship between Teacher
Efficacy and Teaching Competency.  In the fourth phase using appropriate
statistical procedures to find out the significant difference between the
different demographic variables of teachers in their Teacher Efficacy and
Teaching Competency.

Analysis of Data:

The following statistics are adopted for arriving at conclusions like
co-efficient correlation to find the relationship between Teacher Efficacy
and Teaching Competency and also obtained the Critical Ratio values
variables wise.
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Results and Discussion:

1) There is significance of relationship between Teacher Efficacy and
Teaching Competency among the selected sample of Junior College
Lecturers.

2)  There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of
Teacher   Efficacy among the selected sample of Junior College
Lecturers.

3)  There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of
Teaching Competency among the selected sample of Junior College
Lecturers.

4)  There is significance of difference between the Junior College
Lecturers in their Teacher Efficacy in respect of the variables – Sex,
Locality, Qualification, and Type of institution and no significance
of difference is found in respect of experience category.

5)  In respect of Teaching Competency aspect, there is significance of
difference between the variables – Locality, Experience, Marital
Status and Type of Institution.  Whereas the variables Sex and Age
categories do not differ significantly.

6) In respect of Teacher Efficacy, the Personal aspect is the highest in
the merit order followed by Intellectual, Social and Professional
aspects.  While in the case of Teaching Competency – the
Presentation is the highest in merit order followed by Planning,
Managerial, Closing and Evaluation.
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The result of the study disclosed that the Teacher Efficacy aspect
influenced in respect of variables Sex, Locality, Qualification, Age, and type
of Management, whereas the Teaching Competency aspect influenced in
respect of variables Locality, Experience, Marital Status and Type of
Institution.  From the above findings it is concluded that the Teacher Efficacy
and Teaching Competency aspects are independent and interdependent.
Further, it is not out of place to mention that the Efficacy and Teaching
Competency aspects are occupied vital important in the teaching learning
process.
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TRENDS AND PATTERNS OF NGOS IN ANDHRA PRADESH
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Teaching Associate
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 Andhra University Campus, Tadepalligudem

Introduction

 Non-Governmental organization (NGO) is a legally constituted non-
profit organization that operates independently and is engaged in providing
financial and non-financial services to the community. The World Bank
defined   NGOs  as “private organizations that pursue activities to relive
suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect  the environment,
provide basic  social services   or undertake  community  development”.   In
development sector, voluntary organization and non-government
organizations have been playing a significant role since time immemorial.
NGO originated on pure philanthropy or charity basis and this motivation
sustained the effort all throughout history.

Despite all the efforts from the government selectors to reach
quantitatively and quantitatively to all the resource poor people through
sound development policies, programmers and strategies for improving the
quality of life and livelihood, there has relatively been less impact on the
life the under privileged section. As a result, they are also pressurized to
change their development approach and procreated an alternative
development model to reach the lives of the marginalized. Deprived and
under privileged section of the society.

In the expedition for an alternative development model, the non-
governmental organizations with their closeness to gross roots, people’s
mobilizing capacity, participatory approach, and profound knowledge on
the needs of the people have emerged as alternative development agents in
the third world, the NGO/voluntary sector has existed as a viable third
sector and placed just after the government sector and the private
enterprises.
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The regulatory framework for volunteerism in India

There are no specific laws or regulations which regulate specifically
volunteerism in India.  However, legislation addressing the non-profit sector
affects formal forms of volunteerism undertaken within the framework of
NGOs and volunteer involving organizations (VIOs) in terms of nature,
expression, scope and target groups

Prior to the enactment of the Societies Registration Act of 1860,
voluntary action was guided mainly by religious and cultural ethos.
Subsequently, a series of legislations addressing the non-profit sector were
adopted.  The starting point in this respect was Article 19 of the Indian
Constitution which recognized a number of civic rights including  the right
“….to form associations or unions”.  It constitutes the legal basis of relevant
legal provisions applicable to the non-profit sector.  There are also non
mandatory  provisions that allow any group with the intention of starting
a non-profit, voluntary or  charitable work to organize itself into a legally
registered entity.  However, given the Optional nature of these provisions,
there is a large group of voluntary bodies which are not registered.

Development basically means advancement of an area, revealing,
unfolding or opening up something which is latent and a change that is
desirable. It is referred to as a continues and rigorous process of progress,
mobilizing the people towards self reliance assuring and /or ensuring
equitable distribution or benefit of opportunity, resource and social justice
among all sections of the society. It may be defined as the process of creating
and maintaining a situation in which all citizen of the country can lead a
desirable and satisfying life. India and all the third world countries are
facing challenges in the areas of socio-economic development,
unemployment, woman empowerment, violence against women health and
family welfare, education, environmental pollution and all round
development of the people.

Development practitioners, government officials and foreign donors
considered that the NGOs by virtue of being small scale, flexible, innovative
and participatory, are more successful in reaching the poor and vulnerable
sections of the society and in poverty alleviation. This consideration has
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resulted in the rapid growth of NGOs involved in initiating and implementing
activities which are either related to society  or related to nature in broad
sense, and some of the prominent activities are rural development, poverty
alleviation, agriculture, education health and family welfare, women
empowerment, environment , eco-crisis, etc.

National policy on the voluntary sector

The National Policy on the Voluntary Sector, adopted in May 2007,
pledges to  encourage, enable and empower an independent, creative and
effective voluntary sector,  with diversity in form and function, so that it can
contribute to the social, cultural and  economic advancement of the people
of India.  It constitutes the beginning of a process to evolve a new working
relationship between the government and the voluntary sector, without
affecting the autonomy and identity of voluntary organizations (GoI/
Planning Commission, 2007).  Accordingly, it is expected that the enabling
environment will be further enhanced to encourage the development and
active engagement of the non-profit sector, including volunteerism, in the
community’s affairs and developmental efforts. However, results in the
domain cannot be secured unless the regulatory framework, such as the tax
and labor laws for example, are adapted to recognize the status of ‘volunteer’
and suitable provisions adopted accordingly.
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Pattern of NGOs activities

 The above  Table No.1shows the NGOs activities and purpose by
rural and urban area wise in Andhra Pradesh total 460888 registered NGOs
are working in the different aspects for the sack of national well being
including rural and urban areas. The patterns of societies working in the
rural and urban are different. At present the share of rural NGOs
comparatively urban NGOs in the total   number of NGOs is high i.e. 54.72
percent and 45.27 percent respectively. It is observed from the table among
rural area NGOs, social service organizations are occupied the first place
with 45.59 percent, secondly the number of NGOs are concentrated in
education and health services with the share of 16.92 percent. Third and
fourth ranks are development and housing, culture & creation with the
12.6percent and 9.76 percent respectively. Where as in the same rural area
the least and negligible number of NGOs are working the purpose of
philanthropic intermediaries and voluntarism promotion with 0.17 percent,
law, advocacy & politics are 0.37 percent finally negligible number of
international activities NGOs are working at present.
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It is evident from the table the purpose of NGOs working in urban
areas gives highest priority to the social services with 38.80 percent. Second
place is as same as rural areas like education and research NGOs with
25.64 percent and with the 11.06 percent NGOs are development and
housing activities are stand at third place. From count bottom to top
international activates activities based NGOs are occupies the first place.

The comparisons of rural and urban areas the NGOs are give the
same priority order in two areas.  In rural areas highly concentrated in
social services organizations where as urban areas comparatively social
services are very negligible difference. But education and research NGOs
are working more than the rural areas.

Trends of NGOs registered

Table no.2 presented the trends of NGOs registered under various
purposes by the year by year. It is observed from the table in total registered
NGOs the most of the NGOs are registered in the period of 1991 to 200 it is
42.14 percent, it is influenced by the 1991 industrial resolution policy i.e.
liberalization privatization and globalization. Later on with 33.40 percent
of NGOs are registered in the year 2001 onwards in this process the least
number of NGOs are registered in the 1970 and before, because of lack of
awareness. Simentenesouly the registration of NGOs are increased from
1970 to 200 but after 2001 the registration was slowly decreased because of
the rule and regulations of government of India and FERA fact and
sponsorship of foreigner is very tight. That’s why the registrations falls but
the cumulative annual growth rate is 10.16 percent. It is indicate the service
orientation is increased voluntarism in the Indians

The tables also analyze the registration priority of NGOs in different
activities; in this with 42.52 percent of the registered associations are under
social service organizations, next to education and research NGOs with
20.88 percent and housing, culture and recreation with 11.91 percent, 9.44
percent respectively. The least number of NGOs are registered in the area
of international activities based and philanthropic, intermediaries and
voluntarism promotion with 0.01 percent and 0.21 percent respectively.
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NGO’s in rural and urban

The numbers of registered NGOs working in the rural and urban
areas in the period of before 1970 to 2001 onwards are analyzed in the
table no.3. From the evident of the table in rural areas the majority of the
NGOs are registered in period of 1991 to 2000 and secondly 2001 after
with 43.72 percent and 30.90 percent respectively. The least number of
NGOs registered during 1970 and before. Whereas urban areas also as same
as in the period of 1991 to 2001 the number of registered NGOs are very
high with 40.39 percent. Next to during 2001 and after and 1970 and before
with 30.42 percent and 22.43 percent respectively.

The comparisons of the rural and urban are registration of NGOs
by years. Before 1970 in rural areas are very small numbers of NGOs are
registered, where as urban areas 22.43 percent NGOs are registered. This
indicates lack of educational awareness in the rural areas, at present days
in service orientation in rural areas NGOs are working is somewhat better.

Conclusion

 Under the period of study observed some facts. In Andhra Pradesh
mainly the number registered NGOs are increasing every year in hundreds
and thousands at the same time in Andhra Pradesh social evils are also
increasing simentenesouly. It is a big question. When increase the NGOs
then decrease the social evils that is fact but whereas Andhra Pradesh it
gives reverse efforts

The maximum numbers of NGOs are registered under the social
service organization in rural and urban areas. Where as in villages the social
inequity is raised, at present atrocities on downtrodden particularly in
marginalized groups. discrimination among the human beings by the Indian
social; system (Varna system),women humiliation, aids, child labour, acid
attacks, liquor, prosecution, social , political, economical differences are
mint by mint by increased. So NGOs are need to create constitutional and
legal rights awareness among the marginalized groups. So I suggest that
don’t see the NGOs are fund raising non-financial institutions or letter pad
organizations, evaluate your work and examine yourself, don’t act as pseudo
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voluntarism. So I should suggest that government may kindly constitute
commission on NGOs like NGOs national commission and state NGOs
commissions for monitoring and controlling by the government. Finally I
say that live and died like a scarified voluntarism.
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The term  Ethics‘ is used to be understood as an embodiment of
certain norms, principles, values, and customs, etc. These norms are meant
to guide and regulate man‘s conduct so as to ensure human social well-
being. In the context, ethics plays a larger role in shaping the way different
parts of society relate to one another. Individuals and groups make decisions
appropriated with their ethical stances that determine whether society
functions well, exhibits friction, falls apart or else anything in between. So
the feelings, emotions, motives, dispositions, responsibility and such concepts
are important for human beings to lead a moral life. And these things are
possible only when one focuses on virtue theories.

Virtue ethics refers to the theory or a system of philosophical beliefs
that focus on the entire personality or disposition of a person instead of an
action alone. In other words,¯Courage, temperance, and wisdom, benefit
both the man who has these dispositions and other people as well; and
moral failings such as pride, vanity, worldliness, and avarice harm both
their possessor and others, but what about the virtues of charity and justice
? These are directly concerned with the welfare of others and with what is
owed to them; and since each may require sacrifice of interest on the part
of the virtues, man both may seem to be deleterious to their possessor and
beneficial to others. 1 Moral philosophy has long been dominated by two
basic theories, Kantianism or Deontology on the one hand, and
Utilitarianism or Consequentialism on the other. ̄ Increasing dissatisfactions
with these theories and their variants has led in recent years to the
emergence of different theory, the theory of virtue ethics. 2

In virtue ethics, it is important to understand the difference between
Virtue‘ as distinct from  Duty‘. ¯A virtue is a disposition, habit, quality, or
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trait of the person or soul, which an individual either has or seeks to have.
Hence, it speaks the principle of beneficence and the virtue of benevolence,
since we have two words with which to mark the difference. In the case of
justice, we do not have different words, but still we must not confuse the
principle of equal treatment with the disposition to treat people equally. 3

Virtues  have  theological  lineage  in  the  Jewish  religion  as  well
as  in  Christianity. In Christianity, we come across seven cardinal virtues:
three  theological‘ virtues  – faith, hope  and  love;  and  four  human
virtues  –  prudence,  fortitude,  temperance,  and  justice.

This was essentially St. Thomas Aquinas‘s view.4 In developing the
concept of virtue ethics from the values enshrined in theology, Aristotle
enumerated four cardinal virtues – wisdom, courage, temperance, and
justice along with other virtue. According to Aristotle:

Virtue is a state of character concerned with choice, lying in a mean,
i.e. the mean relative to us, this being determined by a rational principle,
and by that principle by which the man of practical wisdom would
determine it. Now it is a mean between two vices that which depend on
excess and that which depends on defect; and again it is right in both
passions and actions while virtue both finds and chooses that which is
indeterminate.5

Hence in respect of its being, i.e., the definition which states its
essence, virtue is a mean.

It  symbolizes  what  is  the  best  and  right,  as  opposed  to  extremes.
And  here  prudence‘  is  the  term  which  deals  with  the  mean.  So  virtue
is  a  state  of  character  in  conformity  with  prudence. Even in the
contemporary period Aristotle‘s virtue ethics has been revived and
revitalized  by  many  philosophers.  In  order  to  understand  virtue  ethics
in  Aristotle  and how it is relevant in the contemporary period, I am going
to take up ¯Prudence  which is the  directing  principle  of  the  other  moral
virtues.  Prudence  alone  is  the  principal  virtue.

According to Aristotle,

Prudence must be a true state, reasoned and capable of action in the sphere
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of human goods. Moreover, where as there is an excellence in art, there is
no such thing in prudence; and in art the man who makes a mistake is
rated higher if he makes it voluntarily, but in the case of prudence he is
rated lower, just as in the case of the moral virtues. Clearly, then, prudence
is a virtue not an art.6

So, prudence is always used as a key term. Through which we know
the  virtue‘ which is the middle path and mean between two things, i.e.,
excess and deficiency. In the ancient and medieval periods prudence was
the capstone virtue, the link between the intellectual and the moral life.
That‘s why prudence is the main virtue of all virtues.

Virtue Ethics is not a new theory not its origin very old‘,7 but Aristotle
is still held to be its finest exponent. Virtue theory seems to have originated
in ancient Greek philosophy. Plato‘s Republic described the virtues are in
the human soul and then analyzed specific virtues which he termed as
cardinal‘. Plato said:

The state which we have founded must possess the four  cardinal
virtues‘ of wisdom, courage, discipline, and justice. It will have wisdom
because the knowledge possessed by the rulers, courage because, of the
courage of the auxiliaries, and self discipline because of the harmony
between all three classes and their common agreement about who ought to
rule. Finally, justice is the principle which has in fact been followed
throughout, the principle of one man one job, of minding one‘s own business
in the sense of doing the job for which one is naturally fitted and not
interfering with other people.8

But the main concepts that are related to the virtue ethics figure
prominently in Aristotle‘s Nicomachean Ethics. Here, Aristotle said, ¯Virtue
is a settled disposition or the  mind  determining  the  choice  of  actions
and  emotions,  consisting  essentially  in  the observance of the mean relative
to us, this being determined by principle, that is as the prudent man would
determine it. 9 The basic difference between Virtue Ethics on the one side
and other moral theories on the other side is that –

1. Virtue Ethics is concerned with the issues:  What kind of person
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should I be?‘ or  How we should live? ‘

2. Other ethical theories are primarily guiding us to particular actions
that are morally permissible.

Essentially, Virtue Ethics is concerned with  being‘ rather than
doing‘, as being agent-centered rather than act-centered. So, in Nicomachean
Ethics, Aristotle focused on the importance of continually behaving
virtuously and developing virtue rather than committing good actions.

One of the contemporary Virtues Ethicists G.E.M. Anscombe has
argued that if philosophers want to get to a better understanding of the
nature of the moral agent, they should return to a consideration of the
work of ancient Greek philosophers – in particular that of Aristotle. For
Aristotle has an extremely rich account of the Virtue and Vices.10

But one of the notorious problem in Aristotle‘s ethical theory
concerns the criterion for determining what is virtuous and what is vicious.11

We know that each

virtue is a mean between two vicious extremes and we know the
names for the virtues and vices, but how are we to determine in each case
where the mean lies, or how are we to determine whether a particular
action is an act of a virtue or not?

This is where Aristotle appeals to the virtue of prudence (phronesis).
Phronesis is the term Aristotle used for the virtue of practical wisdom. It
occupies a special place among the virtues as the link between the intellectual
virtues those that dispose to truth (science, art, intuitive and theoretical
wisdom, etc.), and those that dispose to good character (temperance,
courage, justice, generosity, etc.). Practical wisdom provides a grasp of the
end, of the good, for the agent and the work in which he or she engaged.
Prudence enables us to discern which means are most appropriate to the
good in particular circumstances. The mean is what prudence determines
to be the mean. Aristotle said on more than one occasion that prudence is
perception. It operates in the here and now, for it decides what is the virtuous
thing to do here and now; and judging the here and now is the work of
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perception. He also refers to prudence as a sort of - eye. 12

Aristotle firmly believed that all human beings are born with the potential
to become ethically virtuous and practically wise. To achieve these goals,
they must go through two stages:13

1. Develop proper habits during childhood.

2. Combine ethical virtues with practical wisdom, once reason is fully
developed.

So, in Virtue Ethics, four main concepts around which Aristotle revolves
his moral philosophy are:

1. Virtues – courage, temperance, and justice.

2. Phronesis (Practical wisdom or prudence).

3. Eudemonia (Happiness).

4. Akrasia (weakness of the will).

These three concepts lead to a good and moral life. But in akrasia
(the weakness of the will) people either indulge in excess form or in deficiency
form due to the lack of self control. For example – Fear and Confidence: an
excess, result in rashness and deficiency is cowardice. However, when we
use prudence here we just get the mean that is courage.

So a virtue is a good operative habit, giving ease, promptness and
satisfaction to the performance of good acts.

Further contemporary philosophers have carried on this reviewed
revival of the ethics of virtue. They mainly deal with the importance of
rationality in the cultivation of virtues. These virtues are wisdom, practical
wisdom (prudence) and justice. Contemporary virtue ethicists emphasize
the importance of wisdom, as wisdom is related to good ends and to human
life in general rather than to the ends of particular acts. A wise person
directs his/her will to what is good. The virtuous person also knows that
there are particular ways of obtaining certain goods and so he uses prudence
to obtaining goods that are virtues. If good is to be done and evil is to be
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avoided, one cannot willingly destroy a patently visible instance of a human
good for the sake of some other instance of good. In other words, the means
used to achieve good take on significance, and one cannot do evil even in
order to reach a good goal. For instance, willingly destroying one instance
of a human good - such as a child‘s life - as a means to some other end
involves a deficient will which is not entirely good. Further one ought not
to treat another human person as a means to an end. However,
contemporary virtue ethicists show precisely how this happens in certain
circumstances. Now to locate how prudence is use in the issues of abortion
and euthanasia.

Abortion:

In contemporary times,  abortion‘ is one of the important moral
dilemmas confronting human society. It is a dilemma from which we cannot
escape, and to which we have a collective responsibility to address. All
moral dilemmas have two alternatives, and to choose one over the other
can be a very difficult choice for any person. Even though there might not
always be a  solution‘ which can be universally applied, we have to decide
what ought to be done in various situations. Human beings are responsible
for their actions and morality depends on human actions. But morality
does not exist in a vacuum, and what defines morality varies from situation
to situation. So in decision-making, there is a place of the  virtue of prudence‘.

Most of us try to take the best decision possible in a particular
situation. It is therefore important for individuals to practice prudence.
Each individual should know the criteria of what exactly defines  prudent‘
behavior, what the grounds for good human actions are, and what actions
are morally justifiable. To locate the virtue of prudence on the grounds of
abortion, because there are many problems related to this issue of abortion
and we cannot solve the whole things of this moral dilemma but if we
practice prudence then we have the courage to do the right thing in the
given circumstances. It means we know what ought to be done? We do not
see an unborn child as having the same stature as any other living being
and therefore the basic feelings, emotions, and rights of the unborn child
do not figure in the debate. No doubt this is the deepest source of the
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dilemma. Here some general questions illustrate that this type of conflict
begins due to the choices of human beings

In  analyzing  why  a  pregnant  woman  would  seek  abortion,  there  are
several  moral questions which need to be addressed:

(i) The value of life involving the unborn fetus, and also the quality of
life of the woman has been taken into consideration.

(ii) One cannot undermine the principle of freedom, applying to the
woman‘s right over her own body and procreativity.

(iii) When there is a threat to the life of the mother posed by the fetus,
there is the question of choosing one over the other.

(iv) Similarly, when the pregnancy causes severe damage to the physical
or mental health of the mother, it complicates the debate over
abortion.

(v) When there is the possibility of giving birth to a defective child
with severe mental or physical problems, it raises the question of
taking responsibility of bringing into the world a person incapable
of handling life.

(vi) When the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest, the issue of the
woman‘s rights over her sexuality and powers of reproduction have
to be considered.

(vii) When the mother is unmarried, there will be the additional social
stigma of illegitimacy, particularly in overtly patriarchal societies.

(viii) When the birth of the child is an unbearable financial burden on
the woman and the family, the question of a community‘s collective
responsibility over ensuring a decent life arises.

(ix) When the pregnancy interferes with the professional career of the
mother and with the happiness of the couple, the question of
choosing the parent‘s desires over the unborn child once more has
to be addressed.

(x) Sometimes, the state uses the concept of  social‘ obligation to control
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population growth to allow and encourage abortion..

We cannot discuss all the issues of abortion but we will only focus
on the state‘s use of the concept of  social‘ obligation to control population
growth and allow as well as actively encourage abortion. ¯The world‘s
population has been increasing steadily since last century. The size of the
total population of the entire world when Thomas Robert Malthus wrote
his famous Essay on Population nearly two hundred years ago (announcing
that the world was overpopulated already) was rather smaller than the
population increase during the last decade alone. 14

Is  abortion‘ the only means to control the growth of population, or
are there other means to do so, for instance contraceptives, and family
planning etc. The state will first have to take the responsibility of providing
health, proper education and other facilities to its citizens, before enforcing
abortion or birth control. Therefore, even the state will have to use the
concept of  prudence.  According to  Amartya  Sen,  ¯the  fear  of
overpopulation do not relate directly to the question of whether a pregnant
woman does or does not have permission to have an abortion, but rather to
the question of whether control measures forcibly preventing births can be
imposed on potential parents.  15

Again he asserts that, if the potential parents, or more specifically
the potential mother, were not free to choose abortion, then the state could
hardly be free to force her to have an abortion. But a state can maintain
some law on how many children a family is permitted to have (China’s
“one-child policy,” for instance), or else enforce a requirement that the
mother or the father undergo sterilization at some age or after a certain
number of children. The issues to be examined here are specific to the
practices and proposals that have actually arisen in the particular context
of the population problem.16

Abortion has been discussed since times immemorial. Even the great
Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle wrote extensively on and discussed
this issue. Plato and Aristotle thought of abortion as a way of preventing
overpopulation. In Republic, Plato suggests that ¯Abortion was proposed
as a solution to prevent endangering the optimum population of the state.
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17 In Politics, Aristotle also proposed abortion ¯when couples have children
in excess, but abortion be procured before sense and life have begun. 18

Aristotle promoted and justified abortion with  remarkable caution
saying it  is  to  be done  before   there  is   ¯sensation  and  life,   and   ¯what
is   right   depends  on  the  question  of sensation and life  – a restriction
which in his biology might have permitted contraception.19

At that time, abortion was the only solution because contraceptives
were not invented. But in contemporary times, science is more advanced;
medical technologies are far more developed. There are many effective
contraceptives available in the market. So at the substantive level, the
“solution” to the population problem that seems to deserve the most
attention involves a close connection between public policies that enhances
social development and gender equity (particularly education, health care,
and job opportunities for women), and individual responsibility of the family
(through the decisional power of potential parents, particularly mothers).
The effectiveness of this route lies in the close link between the well-being
and agency of young women. As a result, the solution to the population
problem calls for more responsibility and freedom, not less.20

Philippa Foot has made significant contributions to applied ethics.
She discusses these above issues with the help of practical wisdom, because
a prudent person makes decision with articulate above questions. The virtue
of prudence is what helps to guide our reason in all moral decisions that
how we should act and how it is beneficial to the society. She defends the
doctrine of double effect by endorsing the distinction between direct
intention, oblique intention, and foresight. She has given a new theory which
is known as  trolley problem‘. It is help to solve the moral dilemmas like
abortion, euthanasia etc. In ¯The Problem of Abortion and the Doctrine of
the Double Effect , abortion motivate the question of how central the
¯doctrine of the double effect  is to ordinary ethical judgment.21 Philippa
Foot does an excellent job explaining the distinction on which the doctrine
rests that between intended and foreseen-but-not-intended results of an
intentional action. She offers a clear and compelling account of why the
main thrust of the doctrine—the claim there are cases in which it is unethical
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to intend a result but it is not unethical to bring about as (merely) foreseen.22

She thought that virtues like benevolence, charity, justice, liberty,
equality provide service to the human beings, but under what condition
one has to apply these virtues is only decided through practical wisdom.
These aspects of Philippa Foot‘s discussion make it useful to practitioners
engaged in helping clients think through some of the many ethically and
emotionally challenging situations that face us all, especially those cases in
which considerations of justice and of kindness appear to pull in opposite
directions. She says that an abortion is justifiable but first sees what the
circumstances behind this? Take proper family concern, mother‘s concern,
physician‘s view etc. then it may be justifiable. We see that some times it
may be justifiable according to certain situation. Now in part II we will
discuss about euthanasia and see in which condition it may also justifiable
act.

Euthanasia:

Euthanasia has been thoroughly discussed as a controversial issue
in the contemporary world. It is a moral dilemma that one must be in favor
of or against, because this controversial issue has been conflicting with
religious and human values with the development in medical science and
social arena. Euthanasia has become a complex global issue in the 21st
century with different cultures contending with the variety of ethical,
religious and legal factors involved in helping someone to die.23 It can be
assumed that given a choice, most human beings would choose a gentle or
easy death devoid of pain or suffering and without loss of dignity, identity,
autonomy, or the ability to reason. Unfortunately; most patients, including
the elderly do not enjoy the privilege of making such a choice. For some
dying involves a long, distress full process, characterized by misery, feeling
of nausea, and suffocation with intubation, debilitation and degeneration.
Efforts to control pain with drugs are not always successful and the attempts
often render the patient insensible and in danger of severe brain injury. So,
euthanasia centered upon the issues like rights of individual or personal
right, personhood, patient‘s autonomy, individual dignity, sanctity, quality
of life and the role of religion.
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The debate of euthanasia questions the common sense that life is
unambiguously equated with  good‘. It raises an important issue that life is
not always to be celebrated, and therefore taking away a person‘s life need
not necessarily always be doing harm. So the question rises from this issue:
is it always morally wrong to kill someone, even in order to end his suffering?

Contemporary virtue ethicists like Philippa Foot have argued that it
is not always morally wrong to kill someone. In this paper, we shall see
how she develops her thoughts related to the ethical issues concerned with
euthanasia. Introducing the concept of prudence will help us to resolve
some of the complex issues relating to euthanasia – specifically whether
euthanasia would be made permissible or would not be. If made permissible,
then under what conditions? If we practice prudence, then we will have
the courage to decide what is right and what is morally permissible. What
exactly is euthanasia? We encounter a welter of confusing and conflicting
answers and discover that euthanasia is a very complicated as well as
controversial ethical subject.

The original meaning of the term  euthanasia‘ derived from the Greek
word  eu’ meaning  good‘ and ‘thanasia’ meaning  death‘.24 Early uses of the
word in English contrast a good, quiet and gentle death with a death that
is violent or tortured.25 More recently it has come to mean ¯the action of
inducing a gentle and easy death. 26 This in turn has been taken by many to
mean ¯mercy killing  or some other kind of act. Usually it is doctors who
hasten a person‘s death. Nowadays, more often than not, the term
euthanasia‘ is used pejoratively, to designate acts of a kind that are usually
thought to be impermissible, e.g., immoral or illegal homicide.27 According
to Philippa Foot however, ¯euthanasia must be for the sake of or the good
of the one who dies. 28

In many states, people are killed because they were  useless‘ and a
burden‘ to the society. Therefore, death could be thought of as relatively
easy and quiet. Moral controversies about end of life and desire for death
typically involve three conditions in which a person can seek death. Here
are the conditions:

I. If a person terminally ill.
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II. If a person is in intense, unbearable or intolerable pain.

III. And if a person voluntarily chooses to end his life to escape prolonged
suffering.

In these conditions, we talk about euthanasia where death is
understood as a good or happy event for the one who dies. But these
conditions are not always good. This stipulation follows etymology, to see
the present day society.

According to Philippa Foot, euthanasia ¯is itself not exactly in line
with current usage, which would be captured by the condition that the
death should not be an evil rather than that it should be a good. 29 It
means that death is not evil but good. But the question is who will decide
these things? Because killing someone who has not expressed a wish to die
revolves around the right to life. Philippa Foot defined four types of
euthanasia. The first is active euthanasia which is a deliberate act aimed to
end a person’s life. The second is passive euthanasia which is the deliberate
allowing of a person to die in order to stop pain or suffering. The third is
voluntary euthanasia which is the ending of a person’s life in response to a
request from that person. Finally, the fourth is non-voluntary euthanasia
which is the ending of a person’s life where that person does not have the
capacity to either request or withhold consent to do so. Foot justifies
euthanasia by saying that as long as we are considering the benefits of the
person involved for his own good only. She is trying to prove that an act of
euthanasia is morally permissible as long as you are doing that act for the
right reasons. Euthanasia as a matter of opting death for the good of the
one who is to die. On this ground of debate she only accepts voluntary
active euthanasia.

The right to life means, the right to live with dignity. When one is
thrown in to a state where there is no possibility of recovery and suffering
is unbearable, is not one‘s right to live with dignity at stake? In such a case,
voluntary euthanasia is morally tenable. Euthanasia is justified if the reasons
for termination of life outweigh the reasons for the continuance of life in
spite of the state of sickness and nature of suffering. It is also possible only
at that time when doctors can claim that the diagnosis and their prognosis
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of the disease are absolute and conclusive. However, why should it be
assumed that there is no other possibility of rehabiliting the patient and
that the euthanasia remains the only available choice? One can also take
the psychological factors into account and prevail on the patient with proper
counseling and words of hope so that the patient refrains from giving
consent for termination. It is quite possible that the patient gives consent
not on account of the pain he suffers from but due to the mental stress of
being incurably sick and being a permanent liability on others. If this is the
case then there is a distinct possibility of winning over the patient through
sound counseling and proper moral support.

So one does not has a conclusive answer in affirmative or negative.
But whether euthanasia is a morally viable option or not it depends on the
circumstances. This circumstance includes factors like the nature of the
illness, degree of suffering; the patient‘s stand related to his family and
environment. It means that neither the consent of the patient nor the decision
of the physician is enough to justify  euthanasia‘. Circumstances too, have
to be taken into account in determining whether euthanasia is morally
possible or not.

One has to use  prudence‘ and give the right judgment, because
prudence is the term Aristotle used for the virtue of practical wisdom, the
capacity for moral insight, the capacity, in a given set of circumstances, to
discern what moral choice or course of action is most conducive to the
good of the agent or the activity in which the agent is engaged. Phronesis is
the intellectual virtue that disposes us habitually to attain truth for the
sake of action. So apart from individuals, people in the medical field should
also practice prudence.
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“Woman is the builder and moulder of nation’s destiny.  Though
delicate and soft as a lily, she has a heart, far stronger and bolder than of
man ….. She is the supreme inspiration for man’s onward march………..
She is, no doubt, her commanding personality, nevertheless is grimly
solemn”, said our great poet Rabindranath Tagore.

Ours is the largest democracy in the world where the women folk
constitute almost half of the population.  The Indian Constitutional
provisions of equality gave women political rights by legitimizing their roles
for participation in public life, within the formal and legal framework.
Despite this, relatively a few women have been able to reach top executive
posts or decision making positions in Legislature.  Indian women’s record
as political office holder is dismal and well below what their numerical
strength warranted.  The aim of this paper is to present the political
empowerment of women in Indian Legislature (particularly in Lok Sabha)
with special reference to their involvement in decision-making process and
focus on their under-representation in the ministerial positions.

Empowerment is a process that enables women to gain access to,
and control of, material, intellectual and human resources.  Empowerment
is the redistribution of power that challenges patriarchal ideology and male
dominance.  Political empowerment of women is part of the overall
empowerment process.  Political participation is a major path to women’s
empowerment and participation in the decision-making process or increased
decision-making power will lead to women’s empowerment in the true
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sense of the term.  In other words, increased decision-making power gives
greater ability to influence matters that effect our lives in the community
and the society at large.  In the broad sense, participation in politics goes
far beyond electoral politics: voting and election to public office.  When
comes to decision-making or ministerial positions within legislative bodies,
women are a distinct minority.  Indeed their role in public life is limited to
casting votes during elections.  They are denied opportunities to participate
in the decision-making process.  Even when the decisions are to affect their
well-being, they are only passive observers.  The primary challenge facing
women today, therefore, is to increase their participation in that they get
hold of the situation and become actively involved in the process of decision-
making.

According to a study on the status of women in India, which was
commissioned by the UN development agencies based in India, women
have little or no say in decision-making at all levels of society.  Women at
every level are excluded from decision-making at every stage, starting from
the family.  As long as women would be left behind in the process of decision-
making, it would be hard to get the democratic process started.  The
balanced participation of women and men in the decision-making process
is an essential requirement of democracy and a positive step for society, as
decisions then take into account the needs and interests of the population
as a whole.

The realization that real development cannot take roots if it bypass
women, who represent nearly half the century, has been the guiding
principle in the formulation of our plans from the very beginning.  The
government has made concerted efforts towards removing various gender-
biases in order to ensure women equal status in the real sense as enshrined
in the Constitution of India.  The liberated atmosphere created for them by
providing special constitutional provisions is basically to create more
consciousness in them.  This concept has been explained by the late Prime
Minister, Indira Gandhi in the following words:  “To be liberated, women
should feel free to be herself not in rivalry to man but in the context of her
own capacity, women should be more interested, more alive and more active
in the affairs of society not because they are women but because they
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constitute half the human race”.  Since societies are composed of both men
and women, men and women should equally represent their interests at
the decision-making levels.

As regards women’s political empowerment we have come a long
way.  Women are making a little progress into politics and government,
but yet enough to make a difference.  We can say women empowerment in
national and state politics has just been a non-starter.  The number of women
members in the Lok Sabha in terms of percentage of total number of members
in Lok Sabha never crossed two digits, in spite of the fact that women
constitute nearly fifty percent of the voters.  It has taken more than five
decades and 15 Lok Sabha for the percentage of women members in the
House to move up partially from a mere 4.9 percent in 1952 to 10.68 percent
now, a figure that is far below the average of around 15 percent in countries
which have elected legislatures.  Though numerically the strength of women
members in Lok Sabha has been increasing, their participation in the
decision-making positions is significantly smaller.

Women members in Lok Sabha:

In the first Lok Sabha (1952-57) out of 466 seats, 23 were won by
women members making a 4.9 percent of the total.  Out of these two were
appointed as Ministers.  Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur was the first Cabinet
Minister with Health portfolio and Maragatham Chandrasekhar was the
Deputy Minister in the Ministry of Health.  During this Lok Sabha,
G.Durgabai, Ammu Swaminadhan, Renu Chakravarty, Smt. B.Khongmen
and Sushma Sen served on the panel of Chairmen.

The second Lok Sabha (1957-62) had 24 women members out of
the total 474 seats making a 5 percent of the total.  There was no women
with the rank of Cabinet Minister or Minister of State.  There were three
women Deputy Ministers.  Laxmi N.Menon was Deputy Minister of External
Affairs, Violet Alva was the Deputy Minister of Home Affairs and
Tarakeshwari Sinha was the Deputy Minister in the Ministry of Finance.

In the third Lok Sabha (1962-67) out of 500 seats 37 women
candidates were elected.  The percentage of women members increased to
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7.4 percent also the number of women Ministers in the Council of Ministers
increased substantially.  Eight women were able to participate in decision-
making process.  Indira Gandhi, who was initially Cabinet Minister for
Information and Broadcasting, also became the first women Prime Minister
in 1966.  She was also in-charge of various important Ministries like Atomic
Energy, Home Affairs, etc.  In the category of State Ministers, Laxmi
N.Menon was looking after the Minister of External Affairs.  On the other
hand, Dr. Sushila Nayar was the Minister of Health and Family Planning.
As a Deputy Minister, Maragatham Chandrasekhar took care of the
Ministry of Home Affairs, Department of Social Security and the Department
of Social Welfare.  Other Deputy Ministers were Jahanara Jaipal Singh,
Soundaram Ramachandran and Nandini Satpathy, Tarkeshwari Sinha was
once again the Deputy Minister of Finance Renu Chakravarthy and sarojini
Mahishi also served on the panel of Vice-Chairman.

The Fourth Lok Sabha (1967-70) had only 31 women members out
of 505 total seats making it to 6.3 percent of the total members.  Also during
this period the number of women members in the Council of Ministers
decreased from 8 in the third Lok Sabha to only 5 in the fourth.  Besides
Indira Gandhi, who was Prime Minister of India, there was one Minister of
State for Social Welfare and three Deputy Ministers.  Phulrenu Guha was
minister of State for Social Welfare and Law, Nandini Satpathy was the
Deputy Minister of Information and Broadcasting, Jehanara Jaipal Singh
was holding the portfolio of Tourism and Civil Aviation, Sarojini Mahishi,
who was until then Parliamentary Secretary became a Deputy Minister.
Inside the House, T. Laxmi Kanthamma, Tarakeshwari Sinha, Sushila
Rohtagi and Jaben Shah were members on the Panel of Chairman.

In the Firth Lok Sabha (1971-77) the number of women members
declined from 32 in the fourth Lok Sabha to 26 only in the fifth making it to
a mere 5 percent of the total 510 seats.  Only 4 women got ministerial
berths including the Prime Minister in the Council of Ministers.  Indira
Gandhi as a Prime Minister also held all important portfolios such as Atomic
Energy, Home; Defense; Finance; Space, Planning and Information and
Broadcasting.  The other women in include – Sushila Rohatgi who was the
Deputy Minister of Finance; Sarojini Mahisi was the Deputy minister of
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Tourism and Civil Aviation and Manorama Pandey was the Deputy
Minister of Information and Broadcasting and Home.  Besides, Sheila Kaul
was nominated to the Panel of Chairmen.

The Sixth Lok Sabha (1977-79) the number of women candidates
dropped sharply to only 18 members out of total number of 533 seats making
to a mere 3.3 percent.  The sixth Lok Sabha had only one woman Cabinet
Minister Satyavani Muthu in the Ministry of Social Welfare.  The other
women Ministers were Rejuka Devi Barakataki, Minister of State of
Education, Social Welfare and Culture.  Abha Mati, Ministers of State of
Industry and Rashida Haque Choudary, Minister of State of Education,
Social Welfare and Culture.  Also Abha Mato, Sushila Nayar and Parvathi
Krishnan were the members of the Panel of Chairman.

In the Seventh Lok Sabha (1980-84) there were 32 women members,
5.8 percent of the total membership of 551 in the House.  Indira Gandhi
once became the Prime Minister.  She also held the portfolios of Atomic
Energy, Defence, External Affairs, Industry, Electronics, Space and Science
& Technology.  Besides her, 6 women members became Ministers.  Mohsina
Kidwai was the Minister of State of Labour & Rehabilitation and Health &
Family.  Sheela Kaul was the Minister of State of Education, Culture and
Social Welfare, and Ram Dulari Sinha was the Minister of State of
Information & Broadcasting, Home Affairs and Steel Mines.  In the category
of Deputy Ministers belonged Kumudben Joshi of Information &
Broadcasting, Health & Family Welfare and Mamala Kumari of Education.
Rajendra Kumari Bajpai was a member of Chairman in the Seventh Lok
Sabha.

During the Eighth Lok Sabha (1984-89) there were 46 women
members in that house constituting 8.5 percent of the total membership of
538.  Out of these 10 women members were able to take part in the process
of decision making.  Mohsina Kidwai was a Cabinet Minister for Health
and Family Welfare.  Later on, she was given the portfolio of Transport
and of Urban Development.   Maragatham Chandrasekhar held
independent charge in the Ministry of Women and social Welfare.  Rajendra
Kumari Bajpai held independent charge of the Ministry of Welfare.  Margret
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Alva was the Minister of State of Parliamentary Affairs and later on in the
Ministry of Human Resource Development (Youth Affairs and Sports).
Sheela Dikshit was the Minister of State of Parliamentary Affairs, Saroj
Khaparde was the Minister of State attached to Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare (Depart of Health) and later on she became the Minister of
State of Textiles.  Sumati Oraon, a tribal leader who was initially the Deputy
Minister of Welfare, became the Minister of State of Home, Environment
and Forests.  On the other hand, Sushila Rohatagi and Krishna Sahi Were
Ministers of State in the Ministry of Human Resource Development looking
after the Department of Education and Culture at two different points at a
time during this Lok Sabha.  They also had brief stint with other important
Ministries as well.  Ram Dulari Sinha was the Minister of State of Home
Affairs.  She was also the Minister of State for steel and Mines (Department
of Mines) and Basava Rajeswari served on the Panel of Chairmen.

The Ninth Lok Sabha (1989-91) the number of women members
declined considerably to 29, with 5.4 percent of the total number of 529
seats.  There were only 2 women ministers namely, Menaka Gandhi as
Minister at State in the Ministry of Environment and Forests and Usha
Singh as Deputy Minister in the Ministry of Welfare (Department of Women
and Child Development) Vijaya Raje Scindia and Geeta Mukherjee were
the members panel of Chairmen.

Participation of women in the Tenth Lok Sabha has increased
considerably from the previous Lok Sabha.  It has 39 women members.
Out of the 39, five became members of the Union Council of Ministers.
While Sheela Kaul was Cabinet Minister for Urban Development, Selja was
Deputy Minister of Human Resource Development (Department of
Education and Culture). The three Ministers of State were Krishna Sahi,
Department of Industrial Development in the Ministry of Industry, Sukhbans
Kaur, Department of Tourism in the Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism
and Basava Rajeswari, Department of Women and Child Development in
the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

In the Eleventh Lok Sabha (1996-97) out of 545 seats, there were 40
women members making a 7.3 percent of the total.  Under the 13 days
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B.J.P Government there was a single a single woman Minister, Sushma
Swaraj, who held the portfolio of Information and Broadcasting.

In the Twelfth Lok Sabha (1998-99) out of 545 seats, 44 were won
by women, with 8 percent.  In the United Front Government 4 women
members became Ministers.  Kanti Singh with Deputy Minister’s Cadre
took part in decision-making process.  The other women ministers were
Sushma Swaraj who held the Information & Broadcasting Portfolio, Menaka
Gandhi, the Ministry of Forests, Kanti Singh held the Health Ministry while
Sumitra Mahajan was looking after the Department of Women & Child
Development under the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

In the thirteenth Lok Sabha (1999-2005) out of 545 seats, 48 women
candidates were elected, with an average percentage of 8.8 out of them, 10
ere given minister ship.  Mamata Banerjee was a Cabinet rank Minister
with the portfolio of Railways.  Sushma Swaraj was the Minister of
Information and Broadcasting, with additional charge of Health and Family
Welfare.  She later held the Ministry of Parliamentary affairs also.  Menaka
Gandhi was a Minister of State with independent charge of Social Justice
& Empowerment and also held the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of
Forests.  Vasundhara Raje was the Minister of State of Personnel, Public
grievances and Pensions.  Later she also held independent charge of the
Ministry of small Scale industries, Agro and Rural industries.  Uma Bharati
was the Union Minister of Coal and Mines.  Bijoya Chakrovarty was the
Minister of State of Water Resources; Jayawntiben Mehta was the Minister
of State of Power; Rita Varma was the Minister of State of Mines, as also of
Health & Family Welfare and Rural Development Sumitra Mahajan was
the Minister of State of Human Resources Development, Communication,
IT, Petroleum and National Gas, and Bhavanaben Chikalia was the Minister
of State of Parliamentary Affairs, Tourism and culture.

The Fourteenth Lok Sabha (2004-07) out of 542 total members, 44
women candidates were elected.  They constitute 8 percent of the total
seats among them 7 were given Minister ship.  Meira Kumar was the Minister
of Social Justice and Empowerment; Panabaka Lakshmi was the Minister
of State of Health & Family Welfare; Suryakanta Patil was the Minister of
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State of Rural Development and Parliamentary Affairs; Subbulakshmi
Jagadeesan was the Minister of State of Social Justice and Empowerment;
Kanti Singh was the Minister of State of Human Resource Development;
Rejuka Choudhary was the Minister of State with independent charge of
Tourism and Kumari Selja was the Minister of State with independent
charge of Urban Employment & Poverty Alleviation.

In the Fifteenth Lok Sabha out of 543 members, 58 women members
were elected. They constitute 10.68 percent of the total seats, among them
7 are given minister ship.  Mamata Benarjee is the minister of Railways.
Meera Kumar is the Minister of Irrigation, later changed into the Speaker
position.  Ambika Sony is the Minister of Information and Broad Casting,
Kumari Shelja is the Minister of Housing, Tourism and Urban Poverty
Alleviation.  Purandareswari is the Deputy minister of Human Resource
Development.  Panabaka Lakshmi is the Deputy Minister of textile.  Agadha
Sangma is the Deputy Minister of Rural Development.

There has been great concern over the low level of representation of
women in various bodies.  In this connection an important step has been
the 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendment Bills which provides 1/3rd

reservation of seats for women to be filled by election in Gram Panchayats
and Municipalities respectively. Due to this bill more number of women is
getting an opportunity to take part in decision-making process at grass
root level.  The Women’s Reservation Bill in Parliament is yet to see the
light of the day.

Quotas for women are clearly one of the most efficient tools for
improving women’s representation in political decision-making provided
such a system can be properly and wisely implemented.  There is a pervasive
belief that the sheer presence of women leads to gender sensitive laws and
better enforcement. The policy pronouncements and the lip-service to
increase women’s participation have not really changed the various levels
of the power structure.  There is an enormous need for an institutional
mechanism, which will promote women’s participation in the process of
development.
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If more women are involved in political decision-making, will that
make a difference?  Will the political empowerment of women contribute
to gender-friendly legislation?  Will women from a group among themselves
and develop solidarity with each other?  How to empower women?  These
are some of the questions which need to be answered.  The question of new
gender-sensitive legislation/policies involves the crucial question of policy
content of ideas, visions and strategies for change.  And although bringing
more women into politics does not generally lead to fundamental change
in policies, we would still contend that women do have unrealized potential
in politics.  Within the male-dominated world of politics, women politicians
must prove that it does make a difference when more women are elected
women.  Women in politics should be able to change both the political
culture and the laws.  Today, there is a general agreement in principle or as
a matter of justice the women ought to have their share of the political
seats.  As a general global trend, women’s political representation in
legislatures has increased over the five decades.  It follows that women
should make a difference in politics.

Strategies:

Improving women’s opportunities in the area of decision-making
requires long-term strategies.  They have to be systematic and they must
aim at challenging prevailing structures.  Concrete measures are needed to
remove many obstacles that make the process of participation difficult.  New
strategies and mechanisms need to be developed to increase women’s access
to decision-making positions within different political power structures.
Some of these mechanisms may be set up by the government such as quotas,
while others should arise from the collective action of women.  Some of
such strategies can be stated as follows:

 Women representatives should form into a ‘critical mass’ so as to
act as a pressure group in the legislature.  A critical mass of women
in politics can bring to the agenda issues of crucial concern to women
which are often otherwise neglected or relegated to second place,
such as contraception, abortion, violence against women, gender
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discrimination, maternity leave, child care etc.  women legislators
are more responsive than men to the needs of all persons in society.

 Devise, launch and promote public campaigns to alert public opinion
to the usefulness and advantages for society as a whole a balanced
participation by women and men in decision-making.

 Women should form their own political parties such as those existing
in Canada, Germany, Iceland, Nigeria, the Phillippines, Russia and
Spain.  Women’s support groups should be formed throughout the
country to work as lobbying groups in conjunction with political
parties.  Their aims should be to increase the political participation
of women at various levels of the power structure and to support
women eager to take part in politics.

 Women should organize and establish network at different levels to
influence the decision making process.  There is a great need to
increase solidarity among women’s groups for the cause of women.

 Forming a women’s shadow cabinet was the case with the Czech
women.  The Czech social Democratic Party has long had an
internal quota of 35 percent women in all party bodies and also has
a women’s bureau.  But when a few years ago, it became the
Government, not one woman was appointed to the cabinet.  The
women promptly formed a shadow cabinet, to show that there were
just as many women as men qualified to head departments.

 Expansion of educational opportunities for women, greater
recognition of their unpaid work, wider representation in electoral
politics, legislative and legal mechanism to safeguard their rights
and equal opportunities for participation in the decision-making
process are some other things which would strengthen the process
of empowerment.

Ultimately I could like to stress upon the fact that women should
try to achieve a more balanced representation of men and women in politics
and try to solve the problem of the ‘democratic deficit’ resulting in the low
representation of women as well as in the decision-making positions.  Besides
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demanding quotas/ one-third reservation for women in the legislative
bodies, women need demand sufficient quota in ministerial positions or
real seats of power.  Women need to get into decision-making positions by
any means possible.  Without adequate decision – making power and control
at all levels, the gains women have made are too easily ignored and eroded.
All major economic and political decisions in India are being made without
the input of women.  I strongly feel that women should wield political
power in decision-making positions too. A strong group of women in politics
can make a difference by bringing women’s perspective to all issues on the
political agenda: foreign affairs, economics, trade, justice, military, peace,
etc.  Women should advocate for a polity based on gender parity in decision-
making bodies and process.
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Introduction:

There is probably no subject as exciting and as personally rewarding
as that of ‘Philosophy of Education’. The study of philosophy of education
allows one to analyze education over time as a dynamic rather than a static
process. It also allows us to weigh the changes that have occurred and
continue to occur against our own beliefs and the goals that we have
established.

Over the centuries, philosophers and educational thinkers have
asked the following questions: What are the purposes or aims of education?
How do we acquire knowledge? What should be taught, and by whom?
How should we teach? Who should control the content of the curriculum?
Should the standards be raised or lowered? What are the responsibilities of
the teacher? What are the responsibilities of the student? What is the
interplay of social class and opportunity? What should be the treatment of
individuals of differing capacities and aptitudes? To a certain extent, the
answers to all these questions have changed over time. This is largely because
much of education involves a kind of cultural transmission in which schools
pass on the knowledge, ideas, and values that society embraces, to youth.
During industrialization, for example, schools turned out graduates who
filled society’s need for skilled workers.

In the Modern era, India has produced many outstanding
philosophers of education. In this dissertation, an earnest attempt is made
to bring out the meticulous ideas of M.K.Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore
on Education.
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Some views on Education

Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore had balanced views
on Education. They look at education as a whole and not as watertight
compartments. The general aim of education for both is the harmonious
development of personality even though the approach to the goal is different
for each other. For instance, Gandhi considers education to be an all round
drawing out of the best in child and man’s body, mind and spirit. His aim,
therefore, is the highest development possible of the body, mind and soul.
Similarly, Tagore also approaches education with a totality of vision a
myriad-minded awareness of its innumerable implications. His object of
education is to give man the unity of truth. The highest education is that
which does not merely give us information, but makes our life harmonious
with all existence. This shows that Tagore’s purpose of education is nothing
short of the highest purpose of man, namely the fullest growth and freedom
of soul. Both aim at freedom in education and want it to be as natural as
possible. For Tagore, the most important factor in education is the inspiring
atmosphere of creative activity. He wants education to be a joyous
adventure and not a rigorous task. The power of thinking and the power
imagination are the focus of Tagore. He also emphasized the fact that the
education should be true, should be in full touch with complete life -
economical, intellectual, aesthetic, social and spiritual. For, true education
is to realize at every step, how our training and knowledge have organic
connection with our surroundings.

Tagore’s idea of bringing education to the homes and farms of Indian
villagers was applied on a nationwide basis in Gandhi’s basic education
programme. Tagore has combined philosophical, poetic and practical
approach to education not only relevant to India, but to the Western world
as well.  Tagore’s educational efforts have inspired many other educators
throughout the world;  he sought to propagate education and recognized
that harmony, growth and survival  on the individual, national, and
international level could be established through creative expression, contact
with nature, cultural awareness and a total education of the intellect and
senses.
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Tagore and Gandhi shared a fundamental understanding of Indian
civilization.  Both of them looked upon their contribution to education as
their most significant legacy to this civilization.  They shared the common
insight that education must be within a communal and natural context.
Tagore considered education as a means for the development of a broad
humanism; the religion of man was his stated goal.  Gandhi, however,
focused more upon character formation in the creation of a non-violent
personality and a non-violent social order.  Tagore found in creativity the
purpose and meaning of human existence and whatever contributed to
the creative personality was for him good education.

Gandhi considered ahimsa as the goal and meaning of life, and
whatever advanced truth and love was, consequently, good education.
Tagore was motivated by the joy of truth and beauty in nature and in the
created order among men.  Gandhi was inspired by a comprehensive, yet
practical vision of a new social order.  Tagore celebrated the body for its
beauty, its joy and creation, while Gandhi looked to the body continuously
as an instrument of passion, and a tool for service. Tagore anticipated
education to bring about an organic unity of man and the universe.

Gandhi viewed education as more purposive and directive in the
concrete order of things. The disciplined pursuit of the higher levels of truth
and non-violence was the character of Gandhian ashrams. Where as the
joy of life, the eternal Ananda was the spirit of Rabindranath Tagore’s schools-
Viswa-Bharati and Santiniketan.

The Modern Indian philosophers of education M.K.Gandhi and
Rabindranath Tagore are considered as the spiritualists in education in the
sense that they equated the highest purpose of education to the highest
purpose of man. Tagore explains, “I believe in a spiritual world not as any
thing separates from this world but as its inner most truth. With the breath
we draw, we must always feel this truth, which we are living in God.”1 He
also believed that man’s birth in this world was just an accident or a dream
of a dreamer but attributed to it a spiritual significance. He made it clear
when he said, “we have a personality to which matter and force are
meaningless unless related to something intimately personal, whose nature
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we have discovered, in some measure in human love, in the greatness of
the good, in the martyrdom of heroic souls, in the ineffable beauty of nature
which can never be a physical fact nor anything but an expression of
personality.”2 This shows Tagore’s faith in spiritual values.

Similarly Gandhi had similar faith in spiritual values. In fact, he
attached far more importance to spiritual values in education than anything
else. He aptly pointed out in this connection that, modern education tends
to turn our eyes away from the spirit. The possibilities of the spirit force or
soul force do not appeal to us and our eyes are consequently riveted on the
evanescent, transitory material force.

Gandhian education aims at helping the people out of poverty,
unemployment and despair. The few educated used their education as a
mere means to their own advancement even at the cost of the poor and the
uneducated. Gandhi planned to revive our economic and cultural life
through education. Even today, there is an unbridgeable gulf between the
few highly educated classes and the many uneducated and illiterate masses.
Rapid industrialization in a few countries may not lead to freedom and
self-reliance, and on the other had, may result in incessant rivalries between
nations, World Wars and mutual destruction. The social order, which
Gandhi wanted to create through his new scheme of education, would be
free from all these evils. For Gandhi the freedom and the development of
the individual student or worker, however weak or humble, was more
important that a mere multiplication of goods through machines.

The educational philosophy of Gandhi is derived from his general
philosophy of life. Gandhi was essentially a social reformer and like all
social reformers, he looked upon education with a definite social end in
view. It was Gandhi’s belief that national education to be truly national
must reflect the national condition for the time being.

Gandhi believed that since India is a country of villages, her
education ought to benefit the villages. Basic Education not only meets the
needs of our villages, but it completely does away with mass illiteracy and
ignorance. Every village can be made self sufficient, as far as the necessities
of life are concerned, by implementing the Basic Scheme of Education.
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One of the features of the Wardha Scheme is that education should
be free and compulsory for all boys and girls between the ages of seven and
fourteen. Illiteracy and ignorance are quite rampant in villages, and since
Basic Education is specially, though not exclusively, meant for villages, it
will solve the problem of illiteracy and ignorance. A very important point
that should be noted here is that in Indian villages, parents usually ask
their children to take up some work instead of going to the school, for that
would add something to the meagre incomes of the parents. This has
retarded intellectual growth of children in our villages. Very often, we find
children in our rural areas studying up to say five class, but do not pursue
school and college education. This is a very serious problem, which can be
solved by the Government through a well-planned programme of education.
Basic Education does away with this evil, for it not only aims at imparting
knowledge of various subjects through a crafts but it also enables students
to earn something whole they are still learning. Thus, although Basic Scheme
is a costly scheme from the point of view of the Government, for it has to
establish a number of schools with tools and implements, the same scheme
costs nothing to the parents of the students. Thus, mass illiteracy, ignorance
and poverty can be wiped out completely from our villages through Basic
Education.

The considered opinion of Gandhi is that the commencement of
training by teaching the alphabet, reading and writing hampers the
intellectual growth of children. Gandhi would teach the children the
alphabet, only if the children had the elementary knowledge of history,
geography, mental arithmetic and the art of spinning. One may wonder
how intelligence can be developed through the lakli or the spinning wheel.
However, that is not impossible if only the craft is taught not mechanically
but scientifically. The child will learn how to read the alphabet after about
six months of this preliminary training. This is not to say that Gandhi would
not give children the knowledge of the alphabet.

As regards making vocational training the pivot of all instruction,
Gandhi had not even a shadow of doubt in his mind that village handicrafts
should be the pivot and centre of education what the students learn through
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books alone is only a debauchery of the mind while the drawing out the
best in man is possible only through a craft.

The true education implies that education of an individual should
help him actualize his full potential. It must foster growth in physical, mental,
intellectual, emotional, social, moral and spiritual direction. John Dewey
observed: “Gandhi’s system of education is, I am sure, one step ahead of
other systems. It is full of immense potentialities and we all hope to learn
much from India in this revolutionary educational effort.”3  Simple things
like crafts become dynamics of world revolution. We have rejected Gandhi
and not followed his experiments to draw a sound education system.
S.Radhakrishnan has worked out in detail the Gandhian blueprint of
education in his book ‘Gandhi the quest for tolerance and survival’ (1995).

Gandhi is a system builder of new social order based on truth,
nonviolence, non-exploitation, disarmament and sustainable peace. To
achieve this ultimate goal, he evolved basic or new education. In his scheme
of new education, Gandhi synthesized all the healthy aspects of the modern
and futuristic trends of education and a overall social system. Like naturalists,
he kept the learner at the centre, and recommended necessary steps for all
round development, and he emphasized, like pragmatist, the experimental
attitude for appropriate scientific and technological development through
education, like idealists, he advocated the process of strengthening the
ethical and social undercurrents in education. Thus, Gandhi with all his
humility and authenticity said, “The greatest of all my gifts to the Indian
Nation is Basic Education”.4  In this age of environmental degradation,
energy crisis, population explosion, poverty, injustice, suppression,
oppression and terrorism, we can find Gandhian educational measure as a
viable alternative. For skeptics, Gandhian model of education may appear
to be primitive or utopian. However, the new educational theories
propagated by Ivan Illich, Paulo Freire others would testify the supreme
relevance and importance of Gandhian model. In the light of current value
trends, problems and other perspectives of modern world, Gandhian model
will prove to be a viable alternative. Gandhi was a person of the future, not
of the past, and thus his programmes as well.
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Education for Social Change: M.K. Gandhi :

For Gandhi’s social change is the main purpose of education. Any
change in society, can be brought out by the development of attitudes, values,
potentialities- both in the field of knowledge and skills. “Education provides
strength and resilience to people to respond to changing situations and
enables them to cause and contribute to societal development”.5 Thus,
“change, rather than status quo has become the watch word for successful
living, and education has been recognized as the tool for ushering in changes
in an orderly manner. While education continues to be concerned essentially
with individual development, its approach to this fundamental task is now
conditioned by social concerns which have acquired a new significance
with a view to reducing conflict and violence.”6

Gandhi, as a social philosopher, wanted education to be a powerful
medium for social change and development. He was of the firm view that,
without the change of individual’s personality, social development is
impossible. This was the reason that he attached utmost importance on
character building and change of values and attitudes through education.
He was also convinced that no development is possible unless attempted
through self- sufficiency. Therefore, to him education is not only a means
of change of personality but also a medium of self-sufficiency.

Gandhi’s main concern was to achieve Swarajya or self-rule for India
and for the world. In his view, “super-imposed control is bad any day …
when this control is removed, the nation will breathe free, it will have the
right to make mistakes. This ancient method of progressing by making
mistakes and correcting them is the proper way”7. He declared, “Individual
freedom alone can make a man voluntarily surrender himself completely
to the service of society. If it is wrested from him, he becomes automation
and society is ruined.”8 But his conception of Swarajya is very wide in its
connotation. He wrote: “My conception of freedom of man in all his
majesty”9. For him Swarajya is not only a political concept, rather a most
comprehensive one. If Swarajya is translated as ‘freedom’, it has both the
negative and positive aspects. In the negative aspect of freedom, we aspire
for freedom from poverty, unemployment, diseases, hunger, domination,
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oppression, exploitation, etc. in the positive aspect of freedom there is the
element of self-determination.

Thus, the Gandhian ideal of freedom cannot to be achieved without
a most comprehensive, thorough and complete system of education. As we
have seen that, he had an image of a new order of society -Sarvodaya society,
a society completely free from all kinds of exploitation and dominance
providing equal opportunity to all for their self-development without any
consideration of caste, creed, sex, color and religion. His educational theory
and practice are the tools for realizing the ideal of Sarvodaya - the welfare
of all, not only in India but also in the whole world. He observed,
Educational approach is the spearhead of silent social revolution fraught
with the most serious consequences.

Gandhian theory of education, in fact is an effective means of social
change relevant for the whole world. With respect to the analysis of modern
educational system, however, and of an alternative to it, Gandhian ideas
remain remarkably refreshing. They were derived from a critique of the
colonial system, offering an alternative, which was work and life based,
and de-emphasizing an education based exclusively on cognitive learning
within the four walls of classroom.

In this respect, Gandhian ideas may be seen as part of a general
response to the problems of education in a number of third world countries.

Thus, Gandhi’s contribution to education is unique.  He was the
first Indian who advocated a scheme of education based upon the essential
values of Indian culture and civilization.  At heart, he was devoted to
Idealism.  He wanted to translate his ideals and values into practice.  His
philosophy of education is a harmonious blending of Idealism, Naturalism
and Pragmatism.  It may note that there is no inherent conflict between the
three philosophies.  They are contributory to one another.  Idealism is the
base of Gandhi’s philosophy whereas Naturalism and Pragmatism were
the helpers in translating that philosophy into practice. He advocated the
ideals of truth, non-violence and moral values the ultimate truth of self-
realization. He was a devotee of nature when he speaks about the
development of child according nature and he becomes a pragmatist when
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he advocated learning by doing and learning by experience.  All these lead
to an integral essential to effective education and development of the total
personality. M.S.Patel has rightly remarked, “The real greatness of Gandhi
as an educational philosopher consists in the fact that the tendencies of
Naturalism, Idealism and pragmatism are not independent in his
philosophy, but they fuse into a unit rise to a theory of education which
would suit the needs and satisfy the loftiest aspirations of the human soul.”10

Tagore’s Philosophy of Education: Finding joy in work:

Unlike any other educational thinker and visionary, Tagore believes
in the great saying of the Upanishad, Svabhaviki Jnana bala kriya cha.
Knowledge is nothing abnormal but very natural as power and action in
man. As such, the joy inherent in knowledge cannot be banished. Otherwise,
education poses its distinctive values of naturalness, of imparting joy in
pursuit of advancement. As Tagore reminded us, “It is because of this
naturalness has not yet been born in us that we tend to divide joy from
work. Our day of work is not our day of joy for that we require a holiday;
for, miserable that we are; we cannot find our holiday in our work.  The
river finds it holiday in its onward flow, the fire in its outburst of flame, the
scent of the flower in its permeation of the atmosphere; but in our every
day, work there is no such holiday for us. It is because we do not let ourselves
go, because we do not give ourselves joyously and entirely up to it that our
work overpowers us.”11

To have an access to the realization of action in terms of naturalness
which serves as a foundation of nurturing values necessitates, as Tagore
rightly reminds to have an access to an unknown world of aesthetics which
welcomes both the pleasant and unpleasant affairs of life as truth is revealed
in the form of beauty in both. True education is what teaches us the value
of detachment, an aesthetics component that liberates the learner from the
lust of the sense and prepares us to overcome all narrowness of mind and
outlook. Tagore unfolds the history of aesthetics, which clearly shows a
newer avenue of true recognition of beauty even in ugliness in terms of
truth a value component to be perennially practiced in our naturalness in
education.
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Tagore also advocated the importance of Nature in the making of
one’s personality where intellect transcends into morality and morality paves
path to the beyonding of consciousness.  If education as he greatly
emphasized, leads to cultivation of intellect, morality and beyonding of
consciousness in such a way as to allow freedom to be purified in the infinite
spirit of goodness, this sort of education has at least two plus points as
value-spurts; one, the feeling of joy released from education leads to the
avenue of perfection of love, and, the other, a cries-cross of the individual
mind and the universal world of reason contribute to human personalities.
The result is a search eternal between the individual and the universal Ones
in one’s personality, where education awaits the greatest success in quest
of values.

Rabindranath Tagore’s philosophy of education aims at developing
a system of education for human regeneration.  Man is in the centre of all
his thinking, his philosophy, religion, literature, poetry, social activities and
educational programmes.  He is a humanist in the real sense of the term,
not naturalistic humanist but an integral humanist in the Indian tradition.
He is not a rationalist but believes in something higher than reason in man.
He does not think science alone to be capable of delivering the human goods
but wants to synthesize it with Vedanta.  He is a nationalist and at the
same time, an internationalist.  To him the ultimate God is the universal
man and the only aim of all the man’s activities was the realization of the
God.  Human regeneration is his sole aim and only ideal.  His educational
system is a means to achieve this aim.  He, therefore, bases his educational
system on essential human virtues such as freedom, joy, purity, sympathy,
perfection and world brotherhood.

Like other contemporary Indian thinkers of his time, Tagore objected
to the prevalent system of education due to its origination in a foreign
country. He protested against emphasis on foreign language resulting in
the alienation of the educated people from the general society.  He tried to
build up educational centers where these defects may be removed.  He
worked on different problems of Indian society, particularly that of the
rural people and tried to remove them through education.  His educational
system was a synthesis of East West, ancient and modern, science and
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Vedanta.  It is hence that man like Jawaharlal Nehru considered Viswa-
Bharati as the true representative of India.

Pointing out humanist element in Tagore’s philosophy, Humayun
Kabir wrote, Rabindranath Tagore was one of the greatest humanists that
the world has produced.  The keynote of his life was resistance to tyranny
in all forms.  He struggled against economic exploitation, political
subjugation, social inertia and injustice and religious intolerance and
insensitiveness.  The humanism of Rabindranath Tagore was generally
expressed in his literature.  Besides literature, Tagore’s humanism is
expressed by his idea of Religion of Man.  In his works everywhere, he laid
emphasis upon the uniqueness of the human individual, his greatness in
the world of living beings and his intimate relationship with Nature and
God.  It is this humanism, which made Rabindranath Tagore work
relentlessly for the establishment of a cosmopolitan educational institution
in the form of Santiniketan. His educational philosophy is no less an example
of his humanism than his literature and religious writings. He tried to build
up an ideal education system and experimented in all its branches such as
aims, medium, means, curriculum, administration and extra-curricular
activities. One may not agree with the details of his educational system
and may not accept all of it, but none can deny that it was a bold attempt
based upon a very comprehensive philosophy and with the most human
intention of developing perfect men and women, citizens of a world
community.

The difficulty in writing about Tagore’s educational ideas lies in the
fact that he did not set them down in a connected account.  His views are
found scattered in a large number of independent essays and journal articles,
in speeches to various audiences and in letters to individuals over a number
of years12. Addresses to foreign audiences about his school at Santiniketan
and in Viswa-Bharati are of course, in English.  Only recently have attempts
been made to collect and publish these pieces in their original Bengali.

Conclusion:

To conclude the educational ideas of Gandhi and Tagore, a cult of
play and adventure, was an important component of Tagore’s concept of
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education while Gandhi adhered to the cult of productive work. Tagore
wanted to turn work into play while Gandhi found the spirit of play in
work. Nature, creative activities like music, drama, paintings, and dance,
etc, had a prominent place in the process of education envisaged by Tagore.
Gandhi also gave importance to music and drawing but searched for beauty
in manual dexterity and productive work. Social, economic and political
problems were always interwoven in his thought process. Tagore, true to
his temperament, extolled the culture of leisure while Gandhi, true to his
nature, upheld the culture of work. In this respect, there was fundamental
difference in their attitudes towards life. However, both attached supreme
value to love and freedom. Both discarded western consumerism. Austerity
and manual labour constituted the basic components of Gandhi’s human
values. Tagore also appreciated the austere mode of living and dignity of
labour but leisure was the core of his concept of meaningful life.

In Gandhi’s system, the student learns though the basic craft and
learns mainly whatever knowledge can be co-related with it. He looks at
the world through a social purpose which tinges the things viewed with its
own interest and rescues them from the vagueness of an unrelated generality.

Rabindranath Tagore presented and immense heritage in the form
of an educational experiment and other activities. Tagore emphasized the
finer sides of life in the form of music, song and dance that meant fullness
of life. But with all his visionary love for the finer life, the poet did not
forget the problem of life’s practical necessities. He was not for education
being dragged out of its native elements.  Further, his experiments in
education had definite social aims to build up a social structure; to achieve
the ideal society through education.
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Sandra Silberstein’s Techniques and Resources in Teaching Reading
excels in its presentation and exemplification of practical techniques in
teaching reading. The book comes up with practical suggestions not only
in the case of instructional activities but also for evaluating the ongoing life
of the classroom. The book begins with a discussion on the reading process
with special reference to schema theory, and moves on to a survey of diverse
classrooms and presentation of sample lessons. Later the book discusses
teaching as a decision making enterprise followed by nonprose reading for
survival as well as advanced English class. Fourth and fifth chapters of the
book deals with expository prose and content centred approach to reading
respectively. The book ends by opening new avenues on reading instruction
in the form of integrated skills instruction and invidualised extensive
reading.

The book tries to understand reading as a complex information
processing skill in which the reader interacts with text in order to (re)create
meaningful discourse. Here the reader acts as an active problem solving
individual who coordinates a number of skills and strategies to facilitate
comprehension. Here the goal of a reading programme is to develop fluent,
independent readers who set their own goals and strategies of reading.
Reading activities should cater the goals of the readers and also the
characteristics of the reading passage. The reading teacher should create
an environment of independent, problem-solving readers who chose what
to read and who practices strategies of efficient reading. To become
independent language users’ students needs to experience a range of tasks
corresponding to the kinds of reading they intend in the target language.
Procedures like skimming can be utilized to obtain a general sense of the
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content, whereas scanning helps in finding specific information to support
an argument in a text. Critical reading can be adopted to draw inferences,
to recognize implicit relationships and to create a meaningful discourse.

Schema Theory

Readers’ prior/background knowledge that aids him or her in
comprehending a text by providing the information that is implicit in it
comes under the theoretical framework of schema theory. Text
comprehension needs the simultaneous interaction of both Bottom-up/ text-
based, and Top-down/ knowledge-based modes of information processing.
In Bottom-up processing linguistic input from the text is mapped against
the reader’s prior knowledge which makes it data driven as it is evoked by
the incoming data. In this mode of processing students read and reread
calling attention to specific sections of text and the reading requires language
processing at word, sentence and discourse levels. Whereas in Top-down,
knowledge-based or conceptually driven information processing readers
use prior knowledge to make predictions about the data that they encounter
in the text. Activities in gaining or acquiring background knowledge
facilitate Top-down processing like reading within a topic area or content-
centered instruction and extensive reading or sustained silent reading. There
are two kinds of background knowledge and they are; formal schemata
which involves the knowledge of rhetorical structures and conventions and
content schemata which comprises knowledge of the world beyond texts.
A reasonable context to access the schemata along with information about
text, language and some knowledge of the topic can equip the students
with an ample platform to begin to learn from reading.

According to Grabe(1991) readers need to be able to automatically
identify the words and grammatical forms. Fluent readers should have a
large receptive vocabulary and knowledge of syntactic and rhetorical
structure. Text related and cultural knowledge is also very important in
the comprehension of texts. A synthesis of textual information with prior
knowledge is also a prerequisite, where as students metacognitive
knowledge and skills monitoring also lead to successful reading.
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According to Silberstein the role of an ideal reading instructor is to
encourage student’s autonomy meeting the demands of limited time,
institutionalized curricula, student expectations and individual student
needs. Reading instructors should make principled decisions about reading
instruction derived from systematic questioning of the teaching context.
They should become independent decision makers and researchers of their
own classroom as they must take risks as they negotiate the “tight trope”
of language teaching.

Nonprose Reading

Demonstrations on the techniques of working with nonprose reading
for both beginning and advanced students prove that students at different
levels, with different purposes for reading will encounter different kinds of
texts in an ESOL reading lesson as they read material that are relevant to
their communicative goals. Nonprose material affords opportunities for both
top-down and bottom-up processing. Materials like maps, graphs and
tables, charts and tables, and diagrams can be used to practice interpreting
nonprose reading.

In a survival English class an activating of student schemata
happens; when the students discuss their experience on the topic in pre-
reading session, the teacher’s supplying of  needed vocabulary followed by
students working in groups brainstorming the available information leading
to students work on vocabulary from context exercise. Here the activities
focus on both bottom-up and top-down processing. Attention was drawn
to abbreviations and other aspects of the text to facilitate bottom-up
processing. Students used knowledge of the subject form top-down
information processing.

At an advanced level students examine the role of nonprose evidence
in an academic argumentation and develop a set of expectations for the
article. They read quickly to determine the author’s approach and then
reread carefully for a more detailed and critical understanding of the
evidence presented. An attempt in building necessary background
knowledge will be taken care of, as a substantial work in content area will
aid in developing a core vocabulary on the subject. They end with a written
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critical review comparing the articles they have read on the topic.  Thus
this process of hypotheses formation, initial reading, rereading and
evaluating are generalizable to student’s independent academic pursuits.
Use of skimming tasks involving nonprose materials help student’s in setting
a time and to complete as much task as possible within that stipulated
time.

In the authors view, for through comprehension students not only
need to understand the individual details of the text but they also need to
understand the relationships among the ideas in it. Activities like
rearranging text in order to (re)create a logical sequence/ jigsaw reading,
and synthesis of information from the prose passage and the partially labelled
diagram can be used to practice recognizing textual relationships. Critical
reading goes beyond literal understanding in order to draw inferences and
evaluate a text. Readers try to determine how an idea fits into their own
system of beliefs and the questions they ask vary depending on the text and
the purpose of reading. Comic strips provide useful practice in recognizing
the relations among ideas in a text. Their reliance on cultural presuppositions
allows them to practice the critical reading skills.

Expository prose

Expository prose where students learn to understand and interpret
written arguments dominate the second language curricula with its explicit
attention on the discourse conventions and grammatical features typical of
academic writing in general. A sample lesson in expository writing will
have the students previewing the text to develop a context noting its overall
organization, the clues to content, and also point of view available to
determine the strategies with which to approach the text. Prereading
activities like class discussions anticipating content are designed to discuss
the student’s reactions to the topic and to develop hypotheses about the
data they will encounter in the article. Previewing is done using textual
clues to develop an overall sense of the content. It will be followed by reading
of the entire article for information concerning particular issues they have
been researching- and in that reader stops reading at several points to focus
attention on the process of prediction, and in groups forms a context in
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which they consciously explore the basis for the expectation which often
rests on their own knowledge of discourse conventions typical of their fields
of study.

To practice comprehension of the patterns in English expository
prose students complete tasks that demonstrate that they have understood
the relationship of ideas within a text. Such activities include filling in
diagrams, creating semantic maps, underlining parts of a text, or indicating
in the margins the functions of particular parts of a passage. Usually
prereading activities that beginning level textbooks provide includes great
many visual clues that reward previewing. Arguments are structured like
generalizations and supporting information, inductive and deductive
arguments, rhetoric patterns, and genre conventions. Semantic mapping
technique allows students the freedom to visually present a hierarchy of
ideas in a diagram format that is uniquely theirs. And students recognize a
deductive argument when the author begins with a generalization which
is supported, where as in inductive argument author builds towards a final
generalization. Recognizing the organizational patterns not only help
students in understanding the development of the argument but also to
critique them.

Student’s attention on grammatical/lexical markers significantly
impact text structure and comprehensibility. They identify and work with
the rhetorical structures of passages and takes help from the rhetorical
markers to decide what function specific markers fulfil. Another important
goal of a reading programme is to help students in recognizing and
interpreting reference devices. For the same the instructor usually introduces
the distinction between references that refer to something already mentioned
(anaphora) and those that refer to something that is going to be mentioned
(cataphora).

Editorializing and opinion

Editorials and opinion pieces are best in a second language classroom
for practicing critical reading skills. It helps students in recognizing the
limitations of objectivity inherent in any text. The ability to draw inferences
from text is fundamental to critical reading. Probing the assumptions and
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world view implicit in the texts allows an exploration of the reader’s own
unconscious assumptions. The ability to distinguish fact from opinions which
are not explicitly signalled in the text is also fundamental in reading
comprehension. Readers should identify textual markers of the discourse
community which will aid them in recognizing the point of view implicitly
presented in the text, along with their unique evaluation of the text.

Fiction, Poetry, and Songs

The utility of non expository reading materials makes it highly
recommended in English language classroom. Utility of literature and song
include its universality, non triviality, motivation, cultural information etc.
Literature can be used to practice recognizing syntactic and discourse clues,
recognizing presuppositions and in evaluating texts in terms of their systems
and beliefs. Various genres of literature have its own advantages. Fiction
inspires use of inferencing and prediction skills that serve students well in
interpreting expository prose. Fables and other traditional literature capture
universal truths and invite cross-cultural comparisons. Poetry provides
students with opportunities to focus on all aspects of reading from reading
for a general sense, for detailed understanding, to evaluate reactions to the
text. Songs on the other hand acts as a window on a culture.

Developing Instructional Materials

Reading activities should include a variety of reading texts that reflect
the needs and desires of the students and should in turn help them in making
better readers. Activities are never perfect when first brought to the
classroom, so teachers can model aspects of the learning process and provide
instruction in the particulars before asking the students to attempt these
for the first time. Texts that are realistic in terms of students reading needs
and that are authentic are to be taken into account as the texts should be
consistent with the types of reading students need to do in English. Reading
passages should be authentic in the sense that they resemble the “real-
world” texts students will encounter and that they require same approaches
to reading. Authentic texts also provide valuable opportunities to teach
new vocabulary and to practice approaches to vocabulary building.
Developing of the ability to determine the meaning of vocabulary items
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from context is fruitful as it helps students in understanding meaning
without providing a formal definition. Meaning of an unfamiliar word can
be understood if it is presented as a synonym in opposition, antonym, cause
and effect, association between an object and its purpose or use, description,
example and the like. Teachers can adopt glossing technique when they
bring to classroom passages containing vocabulary that are not worth
teaching. In such cases a short definition is provided in the form of footnote
or marginal note by the teacher. The book ends by opening new avenues of
reading instruction in the form of integrated skills instruction and
invidualised extensive reading.
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Abstract 
 
Swami Vivekananda was born on 12 January 1863 in Kolkata to Vishwanath Dutta and Bhubaneswar Devi .Swami 
Vivekananda' s childhood name was Narendranath Dutta. His father was an Attorney-at-low in the Calcutta high 
court. He was proficient in English and Persian .he had also in depth knowledge of bible and Hindu scriptures in 
Sanskrit. His mother was a deeply religious lady, well-versed in the art of story -telling .swami Vivekananda was 
very much attached to his mother. She used to tell him mythological stories which he heard with great 
concentration and interest. He often said that it was his mother who had been the source of constant inspiration in 
his life. He had learnt epics and Purina's from his mother. Since his childhood Vivekananda was very intelligent 
and had great attraction for spiritual matters. Vivekananda retained everything he was once told. He always spoke 
the truth and always wanted to test the truth of whatever he was told. He was very bold and courageous even in the 
middle of danger. He was equally good at singing and sports. He was born leader. 

Swami Vivekananda is mainly popular as a flag bearer of India, monk par excellence. He is generally credited with 
putting forth the soul of India to the Western society. He is referred to as the spokesperson of the Hindu Religion. 
He had a two fold personality- spiritual and social reforms. Often it has been seen that his spiritual self has got the 
better of social self. It may seem that "Vivekananda", was fully drowned under the immense weight of "Swami". 
Swami Vivekananda said that "Mukti and all else appear of no consequences to me". And "sell it, if necessary, 
we are Sanyasins, We ought always to be ready to sleep under the trees and live on what we beg every day". Thus, 
one sees Swami Vivekananda is a pioneering figure in India who has played in integral part towards shaping of 
modern India. Socialism, secularism, mass uplift and mass power, treating the untouchables with compassion, 
universal literacy, women's liberation and inculcation of social service as a part of religious worship-these 
constituted the basic points for reforms by Swami Vivekananda. His famous words; ‘Awake, arise, and stop not 
till the goal is reached’ still resonated among the youth of the nation, rousing their social consciousness and 
kindling their damp spirits. 

Keywords— Swami Vivekananda, social problems, untouchables, India, society, Mukti, compassion, spiritual, 
Hindu Religion 

 
Introduction 

 
Swamiji passed his entrance examination from the metropolitan institute. He did graduation from Christian 
college Calcutta .Hastie, the principal of the college was highly impressed by him. Mr. Hastie was known to have 
made his remark about Narendranath,"Narendranath is really genius. I have travelled far and wide, but I have never 
come across a lad of his talents and possibilities, even in German Universities among philosophical student. He is 
bound to make a mark in life. “He had a wide range of interests ranging from sports and music to wrestling, 
philosophy and poetry. He had great love for the poetry of Shelley, Wordsworth Herbert Spencer and John Stuart 
Mill. Narendra did not enjoy worldly pleasures. He was always on the look for something beyond worldly and 
materialistic world. His life completely changed when he met with Sri Ramakrishna. He became Swami 
Vivekananda from Narendranath Dutta after he met Sri Ramakrishna for the second time. 
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As a child, Vivekananda was strong -willed and restless. as a student of philosophy, he had various questions 
related to god such as ,if there was any God ,how He looked ,why he created this world ,what relationship does He 
has with the people and the like , but there was none who could satisfy his queries. Narendra loved and admired 
Ramakrishna, but never surrendered his independence of judgement. Sri Ramakrishna suffered a deadly disease 
and very soon passed away. Before his death Ramakrishna brought his young disciples under the leadership of 
Narenda. He also transmitted his power to Narendra and said, “By the force of the power transmitted by me, great 
things will be done by you." When Sri Ramakrishna passed away in august 1886, all his young disciples under 
Narendra laid the foundation of Ramakrishna brotherhood at baranagore. It was during this time that Narendra along 
with his disciple brothers took the vow of sannaysa and renunciation and felt the need of wandering life of the 
sannaysa. And towards the close of 1888, Narendra too began to take temporary excursions away from the 
monastery. He founded the Ramakrishna Mission, one of India's leading charitable institutions. 

Narendra wanted to have a good understanding of Indians, Indian cultures and traditions. For this he undertook 
extensive travelling, taking leave of his brother monks with the firm resolve to cut himself free from all ties and 
to go into the solitude of the Himalayas. This was a great departure. like a diver he plunged into the Ocean of 
India and the Ocean of India covered his tracks. He was an unidentified monk with exceptional genius. He 
met many leading personalities' lawyers, teachers, and rulers. He appealed them all to do something for the 
suffering masses. A few among them came forward and provided him financial support so as to take a journey to 
the west and make them known of the eternal religion of the modern world. 

 

Carrying forward his noble mission, Narendra, with the help of subscription rose by some of his young disciples, 
visited America to attend the parliament of religions convened at Chicago. At the young age of 30, he reached 
Chicago to represent Hinduism there. The appeal of his simple words of burning sincerity, his great personality 
and his bright countenance were so great that the next day the newspaper described him as the greatest figure in 
parliament of religions. When this quite unknown young man of thirty appeared in Chicago at the inaugural 
meeting of the parliament of religions opened in September 1893, by cardinal gibbons, all his fellow members 
were forgotten in his commanding presence. The thoughts of this warrior prophet of India left a deep mark upon 
the United States. This simple monk had become the man of the hour. His address to the parliament of religions 
established him as an exponent of India's age-old values. Overnight he became a great national hero of India. 
Suddenly it brought to the Indians that there must be something in the Indian thought that the Western 
intelligentsia feel compelled to admire. It is for the first time that they awoke to the richness of their heritage. His 
visit to Chicago was a tremendous success. After he made visit to England and Switzerland. He spread his message 
there. He got the chance of meeting and lecturing various kinds of people .Swami's lecture at these places aimed 
at raising big funds to help relieve the suffering and poverty of Indian masses as well as to bring to the West the 
ancient Indian wisdom of Vedanta and practices of classical yoga. 

 
Objective: 
This paper intends to explore some of the important achievements of swami Vivekananda as the social reformer 
with his philosophy as guiding light. 

 
 
Swami Vivekananda and world social order 

 
Vivekananda stayed in America for more than three years. This long stay was full of intense activity. Vivekananda 
began to offer classes, free of any charge to his sincere students. After delivering numerous lectures and classes 
in New York during this time, he founded first Vedanta Society in America. He also trained a group of close 
disciples at Thousand Island Park. Swami saw in Margaret a great future in the work for India. Swami's lectures 
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in England form Janna yoga. The results of his work produced such an impression that he was offered the chair 
of Eastern Philosophy at both Harvard University and Columbia University. He had laboured hard to give this 
message to the West that Vedanta forms the universal principle basic to all religions and his efforts resulted in the 
establishment of the first center for yoga work on a permanent basis in the United States. He returned to India at 
1896.At madras he delivered public lectures which was a call to rise and build a new India. 

 
 
He described India's neglect of masses as a national sin. The social status of women in India was also a matter of 
grave concern for him. India's ethnic and religious diversity for him was never a matter to be worried about, for 
India had always sought her unity in love and respect for different sects and communities. He aspired for a new 
social order and new civilization in which best spiritual traditions of India would be combined with the latest 
advancement in the field of science and technology. He preached "Jive is shiva", meaning every being is a part of 
God. He gave this call to Indians to "Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached.". This great man of India 
died at the young age of 39 on the 4th of July 1902.He established two monasteries in the name of Sri Ramakrishna, 
one at baronage and the other at blur, near Calcutta. Till today his work is carried out in these Missions. He said 
to his followers, "It may be that I shall find it good to get outside my body-to cast it off like a worn -out garment. 
But I shall not cease to work. I shall inspire men everywhere, until the world shall know that it is one with God. 
“Tagore once advised Romaine Rolland, “If you want to know India, study Vivekananda". In a short life of 39 
years, he produced classics such as Janna yoga, Bhatia yoga, Karma yoga and raja yoga. He delivered numerous 
lectures, composed many poems and was spiritual guide to many seekers who came to him for instruction. He 
organized Ramakrishna order of monks. Swami Vivekananda once spoke of himself as a "Condensed India". 

 
Social reforms On Poverty 

 
Although Swami Vivekananda was a man of meditation and religion, he was game for activity and work that 
would lead to rise in productivity and eradication of poverty. He along with his mentor, Ramakrishna 
Paramahamsa, has always said that "religion is not for empty stomachs." He has literally helped to shock people 
out of their comfort zone and inspired them into action. So we see that Swamiji triggered the course of life in 
modern India by motivating the Rajasic virtues in the Indian denizens. He also inspired them to enhance their 
present condition and not be content with the current life of degradation and poverty. According to Vivekananda, 
religion had to be the primary and steering force in executing al the social changes in the country. 

 
On India`s Cultural History 

 
There is no doubt that Swamiji took immense pride in the India`s inheritance from the past. But he was totally 
against the fact that almost everything that came from the past was worth admiration. To him, India was a 
representation people, and people meant masses. Eradication of poverty, removal of illiteracy, restitution of 
human dignity, liberty from fear, availability of spiritual and secular knowledge to all, irrespective of their class, 
caste, and ending of all the monopolies, economic, religious, intellectual, cultural and social- all these together 
made up a part of what he got from his Vedantic Socialism or Vedanta. 
With his re-interpretation of Vedanta, and is deep rooted concern for the masses and their issues, Swami 
Vivekananda gave India a new lease of life. He raised his voice against the feudal and colonial oppression, and at 
the same time Swamiji looked for answers regarding the India`s historical destinies, and ways to transform it into 
strong, wealthy and independent state. He always reiterated the fact that India could only be built with the help of 
masses, small groups of energetic patriots, brave and strong with "muscles of iron and nerves of steel and gigantic 
wills". 
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On Women social upliftment 
 
Swami Vivekananda was never in active politics, yet he had a political sense on the modern India which was far 
superior and much ahead of his time. He expressed immense outrage over exploitation of rights and showed 
genuine concern for uplift of women mass and other socially backward people. He wanted a distinct social reform 
with the help of Western ideas and technology, yet not entrapped us with slavish imitation of the Western ways 
of life. In his book, "On India and Her Problems", he wrote: "Remember that the nation lives in the cottages. But, 
alas, nobody ever did anything for them. Our modern reformers are very busy about widow-remarriage. Of course, 
I am a sympathiser in every reform, but the fate of a nation does not depend upon the number of husbands the 
widows get, but upon the condition of the masses". Vivekananda went a step further and said, "So long as millions 
live in hunger and ignorance, I hold every man a traitor." The revolutionary doctrine he propounded has serious 
influence on the social reformers that followed- dynamism of Mahatma Gandhi and the socialistic ideas of 
Jawaharlal Nehru were highly inspired by Swamiji`s ideas and teachings. 

 
On Religion 

 
Swami Vivekananda`s thoughts on religion were unique. He gave India, its secularist ideas which now form an 
integral part of Constitution of India. His views on religion were based on common objective. He propounded all 
religions were but different paths that led to the same goal. His ideas were an extension of what is present in 
India. His thoughts were not only based on mutual respect and tolerance, but mutual realization of basic truth that 
underscores all individual religions. He was completely against the practise of untouchability. His learning from 
Vedanta made him a staunch critic of the concept of untouchables. He found neither religious sanction nor secular 
logic behind the terrible practice of untouchability and he went all out to condemn it. 

 
 
On Education 

 
Swami Vivekananda`s ideas on education are modern than the educationists that prevailed in ancient India. Right 
from the beginning he was instrumental in mass development and uplift. Furthermore, he had conceived of so 
many decades back what we now call informal education. He laid special stress on technical education and 
industrial training which have now become an essential part of the educational system of modern India. 

 
Vivekananda worked towards educational rights for women. He laid special stress on conventional values of 
family life and chastity for women, but was totally against their subjection. He passionately pleaded for the 
extension of all educational facilities to women. His social reform ideas reflected greatly on his efforts to give India 
its traditional religions a new orientation of social service. With the establishment of Ramakrishna Mission, he 
propounded a new path for Indian monks and Sanyasins. So now we see that Hindu monks do not live an isolated 
life, on the contrary they are concerned with proving their service to the society. They have set up hospitals, 
educational institutions, dispensaries, orphanages and other community institutions for alleviating human misery. 

 
As a Role Model 
Thus, one sees Swami Vivekananda is a pioneering figure in India who has played in integral part towards shaping 
of modern India. Socialism, secularism, mass uplift and mass power, treating the untouchables with compassion, 
universal literacy, informal education, women`s liberation and inculcation of social service as a part of religious 
worship- these constituted the basic points for reforms by Swami Vivekananda. His famous words; "Awake, arise, 
and stop not till the goal is reached" - still resonated among the youth of the nation, rousing their social 
consciousness and kindling their damp spirits. 
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From the above discussion it has been surveyed that Swami Vivekananda can be rightly said a social reformer. 
He tried to revitalize India with its ancient traditions along with modern science. One special character of 
Vivekananda’s reform is that he did not try to abolish the systems prevalent in then India. Rather he wants to 
make them grow in their true form. Vivekananda undoubtedly took immense pride in the India's inheritance from 
the past. Eradication of poverty, removal of illiteracy, restitution of human dignity, liberty from fear, availability 
of spiritual and secular knowledge to all, irrespective of their class, caste, and ending of all the monopolies, all 
these together made up a part of what he got from his Vedantic Socialism. With his re- interpretation of Vedanta, 
and its deep rooted concern for the masses and their issues, Swami Vivekananda gave India a new way of life. 
He raised his voice against the feudal and colonial oppression. At the same time Vivekananda looked for answers 
regarding the India's historical destinies, and ways to transform it into strong, wealthy and independent state. He 
always reiterated the fact that India could only be built with the help of masses, small groups of energetic patriots, 
brave and strong. 

 
He had immense outrage over exploitation of rights and showed genuine concern for uplift of socially backward 
people. He wanted a distinct social reform with the help of Western ideas and technology, yet not entrapped us 
with slavish imitation of the Western ways of life. He wrote: "Remember that the nation lives in the cottages. But, 
alas, nobody ever did anything for them. Our modern reformers are very busy about widow-remarriage. Of 
course, I am a sympathizer in every reform, but the fate of a nation does not depend upon the number of husbands 
the widows get, but upon the condition of the masses".[1] Vivekananda went a step further and said “So long as 
the millions live in hunger and ignorance, I hold every man a traitor who, having been educated at their expense, 
pays not the least heed to them."[2] The revolutionary doctrine he propounded has serious influence on the social 
reformers that followed-dynamism of Mahatma Gandhi and the socialistic ideas of Jawaharlal Nehru were highly 
inspired by Vivekananda’s ideas and teachings. 

 
The prophetic words of the ascetic and towering social reformer 

 
So we may now conclude that Vivekananda is a great social reformer. He offered solution of the Indian society in 
proportionate to their problems. During the time of Vivekananda, religion, especially the Hindu religion was 
nothing except priest craft. He through his religious lectures has shown that religion consists only in self-
realization and realizing the same self in others. We all are part of the same Brahman. So we all are divine. And 
divinity is within us. This he preached to arouse the self-confidence in people. This was really a bold step. Because 
at that time the priest had an overwhelming power on society. But he could not stop himself in showing the people 
of India that religion consists in self-realization only. Again, at that time the caste system was much degenerated. 
It was based on birth. He showed that caste is not based on birth, but on individual’s quality. His aimed at the 
full-fledged development of the country. Therefore, he offered an education system which is sufficient to all-
round development of students. Society consists in individuals. If the individual rises society will automatically 
rise. In his educational reform we can bring out two points. First, at that time education was restricted to limited 
individuals. Vivekananda offered universal mass education. His provision of informal education was one of the 
greatest contributions to society. Secondly, the education system of then India was not good in his view. 
According to him it was negative in character. A full-fledge education system is that which helps us to become 
mentally and physically strong as well as to become self -reliant. If we look into his educational curriculum we 
see that it includes all those subjects which are sufficient to make people mentally-physically strong and self-
reliant. The common masses of India thus had been benefited by his philosophy. These are enough to establish 
him as a social reformer. 
Generally speaking, his contribution to India and to the larger world may be summed up in the following ways. 
First, in modern India, it was Vivekananda who first emphasized that our everyday lives would become more 
meaningful only when spiritualized. It was in this spirituality that he re-discovered, as it were, India's message to 
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herself and to the world. For Vivekananda, this spiritual self-realization leads people more fully realizing their 
own potentialities, especially in the context of a colonized society like that of 19th century India. Second, even 
though He rejected political praxis and West inspired social and religious reforms, his essential message was the 
empowerment of the people: through education, collective thought and action but above all, realizing he 
underlying unity of all human existence. In the Hindu tradition, ascetic detachment from the world had been 
criticized even before Vivekananda but it was he who first actively joined the idea of individual renunciation to 
committed social service. In this sense, he gave new meaning or signification to the very idea and institution of 
sanyas. 

 
Swami Vivekananda's ideas on education are modern than the educationists of ancient India. From the very 
beginning he was instrumental in mass development and uplift. He laid special stress on technical education 
and industrial training which have now become an essential part of the educational system of modern India. 
Vivekananda worked for the educational rights of women. He laid special stress on traditional values of family 
life and chastity for women. But he was totally against their subjection. He pleaded for the extension of all 
educational facilities to women. He tried to give India its traditional religion with a new orientation of social 
service. With the establishment of Ramakrishna Mission, he propounded a new path for Indian monks and 
Sanyasins. We now see that Hindu monks do not live an isolated life, on the contrary they are concerned with 
proving their service to the society. They have set up hospitals, educational institutions, dispensaries, orphanages 
and other community institutions for alleviating human misery. Indian society in the nineteenth century was 
caught in a vicious web created by religious superstition and social obscurantism. Hinduism as max Weber 
observed had become a compound of magic, animism and superstition. Abominable rites like animal sacrifice 
and physical torture had replaced the worship of God. The priests exercised an overwhelming and, indeed 
unhealthy influence on the minds of the people. Idolatry and polytheism helped to reinforce their position. As 
suggested by Raja Rammohan Roy, their monopoly of scriptural knowledge and of ritual interpretation imparted 
a deceptive character to all religious systems. The faithful lived-in submission, not only to God, but even to the 
whims, fancies and wishes of the priests. There was nothing that religious ideology could not persuade people to 
do. Indian women even went to the extent of offering themselves to priestess to satisfy their carnal pleasure. 
The condition of the women was the most distressing. The birth of a girl was unwelcomed. Her marriage was 
considered a burden and her widowhood inauspicious. Attempts to kill girl infants at birth were not unusual. Those 
who escaped this brutality were subjected to the violence of marriage at a tender age. Often the marriage was 
device to escape social ignominy and hence marital life did not turn out to be a pleasant experience. 
Other debilitating factor was caste. It sought to maintain a system of segregation, hierarchically ordained on the 
basis of ritual status. The rules and regulations of caste hampered social mobility. It fostered social divisions and 
sapped individual initiative. Above all were the humiliations of untouchability which militated against human 
dignity. There were innumerable other practices marked by constraint, credulity, status, and blind fatalism. 
Like other social reformer of the 19th century India, Swami Vivekananda was also greatly influenced by the golden 
past of India. He did not like to condemn even the most superstitious and the most irrational institution. He says, 
“Have no word of condemnation even for the most superstitions, for they also must have served some good in 
the past. Remember always that there is not in the world any other country whose institutions are really better in 
their aims and objects than the institutions of this land. I have seen castes in almost every country in the world, 
but nowhere is their plan and purpose so glorious as here.”[1] He says that even those customs that are now 
appearing very low have been positively life-giving in times past. According to him if we have to remove these 
customs, we must not do so with curses, but with blessing. 
Vivekananda did not want to reform India only with the western means and methods of work. He says, “I am 
sorry to say that most of our modern reform movements have been in-considerate imitations of western means 
and methods of work, and that surely will not do for India; therefore it is that all our recent reform movements 
have had so result.” [2] It is because Indian reformers tried to reform the Indian society with the help of imitation 
of the western methods and by utter denunciation of our own, they have failed in their aims. Vivekananda says 
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that most of the reform proposals in India are good. Most of the social reformers are also good, well-meaning 
men and their aims too are very laudable on certain points. But it is quite a patent fact that hundreds of years of 
social reform has produced no permanent and valuable result appreciable throughout the country. He says, 
“platform speeches have been made by the thousand, denunciation in volumes after volumes have been hurled 
upon the devoted head of the Hindu race and its civilization and yet no good practical result has been achieved 
and where is the reason for that? The reason is not hard to find. It is in the denunciation itself.” [3] Thus it is clear 
that Vivekananda was in favour of reforming the Indian society with the help of the methods of India. He was of 
the view that former reformer did not pay any heed to our own methods and that is why their efforts went in vain. 
While reforming India society Vivekananda did not try abolish the systems prevalent in India. His role was like 
a doctor who tries to root out the causes of the disease, but not to kill the patient. He says “my method of treatment 
is to take out by the roots the very causes of the disease and not to keep them merely suppressed.”[4] Mere 
suppression of any problem always carries the fear of rising it again. 
Vivekananda therefore tried to root out very causes of social evils. He says we must go down to the very root of 
the matter, then to put the fix there and let it burn upwards and make an Indian nation. This is called radical reform 
according to Vivekananda. 

 
Conclusion 

 
In India, there are many social reformers who change the thought of people. They struggled a lot with the 
revolution of India. We mentioned here some of the social reformers who had given a precious contribution to 
the nation. Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Baba Amte, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Jawaharlal Nehru, Mother Teresa, 
Swami Dayananda Saraswati, Swami Vivekananda. 

 
There is the view that Vivekananda consistently exhibited for the socially marginalized and oppressed. It is he, 
who even before Gandhi, reinvented and effectively used the older religious idiom of God especially residing in 
the lowly and the poor (daridranarayan). Social philosophy discusses the social evils. It is the duty of social 
philosophy to set ideals to remove these social evils so that every individual of the society can live respectfully 
and peacefully. The philosophy of Vivekananda is mainly originated due to the evils of Indian society prevailing 
at that time. Before we go to the reforms of Vivekananda we just have a look into the socio-economic condition 
of India in the 19th century. During the time of swami Vivekananda India’s socio economic condition was 
miserable. Problems like poverty, superstition, sati etc. were widely prevailing at that time. Moreover the British 
at that time were ruling the country. Though the British rule had some good aspects like establishment of 
telegraph, railway etc. they ruined country’s economy. 

 
Swami Vivekananda was really an epoch maker with a life span of less than forty years inspiring his brothers to 
fight against poverty, illiteracy, superstition, untouchability, priest craft, and tyranny of the wise. In his 
wanderings from the Himalayas to Kanyakumari, he mixed with all classes of people, ate and slept with them, 
shared their Joys and sorrow. His heart always throbbed with the masses and in their degradation, he found 
himself humiliated. He vehemently criticized the orthodox Brahmanical caste system and viewed ‘untouchability’ 
as a type of mental disease of upper classes. 
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